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Abstract for Grant #ERI-G-86-0108

This project documents the establishment and maintenance of a
connection and mutual exchange of resources between the business
community and the school system of a large suburban county.

The public school system of Montgomery County, Maryland, with
help from its education foundation, the Montgomery Education
Connection, Inc., has established a data base of more than 1,800
volunteer business and community resources in the areas of science
arid mathematics who are willing to share their expertise with
students and teachers in its 154 schools.

Through this grant, a monthly newsletter that lughlights this
sharing is being published. More than 7,500 copies are distributed
each month to teachers, schuol administrators and career
specialists. Newsletter articles about teachers' use of business and
community experts as speakers in the classroom or mentors for
students make all teachers aware of the resources available. Specific
objectives that teachers are required to teach in science and
mathematics are identified and applicable resources are listed.

Special attention is paid to use of minority role models whenever
possible. Alternative careers for women in science and mathematics
are emphasized as well.

The newsletter editor acts as a community resource specialist and is
responsible for helping increase the resources in the data base as it
is expanded to cover more areas of the curriculum. She also works
closely with teachers, helping them get the mort from available
resources.

Through the newsletter, the Bank encourages teachers and students
to look outside of the classroom and encourages the business
community to become involved in its schools.
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INTRODUCTION

How can business communities and school systems interact to the
benefit of both?

This document is a step-by-step non-technical explanation of how to
establish and maintain a connection between the business
community and the school system of a large suburban county.

The mechanism for this relationship is composed of two
interrelated parts. The first part is the Connection Resoune Bank,
a computerized data base of more than 1,800 experts in science and
mathematics from the business community, who have volunteered to
visit schools and share what they know with teachers and students.
The second part is "Of Interest," a newsletter funded by this grant,
published by the school system and distributed to all 7,000 teachers
monthly to Iet them know the programs the Bank is providing to
enrich and expand the curriculum.

What is the Connection Resource Bank?

A group of high-level business executives in the county established a
broad-based foundation in 1984 to stimulate involvement of business
and other community members in enhancing the counties
educational program. The foundation's first project was establishing
a computerized bank of resources to enrich the secondary math and
science curricula. A computerized data base of volunteer experts
was established to accomplish this goal.

Software to manage the data base was developed by businesses
working closely with school system curriculum coordinators and
school resource teachers. The data base grew from 300 resources to
more than 1,800 in two years.

How can teachers use the Resource Bank?

Teachers can use the data base by telephoning the bank coordinator
and communicating a need. "I need a mentor to help a student
study how the salinity of water affects the reproduction of
crustacea." "I'd like a paramedic to speak to the class about
emergency medicine on January 21 at 1:15." The coordinator



accesses the data base, finds and contacts the appropriate resource,
and arranges for the program or mentoring to take place on the date
and at the time the teacher requested.

Letters of confirmation are sent by the coordinator to both teacher
and resource, including phone numbers so the two may speak
further. A letter of confirmation is sent to the teacher, along with a
speaker evaluation form to be returned to the coordinator.

How does a monthly newsletter enhance this process?

The board of education in Montgomery County has mandated an
intense effort to improve student achievement, and the schools have
a commitment to improve math and science education. The
community is rich in high technology resources relevant to the
curriculum. Research indicated that many community resource
banks did not achieve their potential benefits. Teachers did not use
them as expected. Many volunteers who had offered services, were
not contacted and consequently believed the schools didn't want or
need their services.

The Connection Resource Bank provides a catalog of resources, and
the newsletter provides the communications link to help them get
into the classroom. The newsletter increases interest in programs
through feature stories and recognizes teachers' use of community
resources through articles on Teachers of the Month.
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STAFF, STAFF DUTIES AND FUNDING

In order to satisfy the requirements and meet the goals of this
grant, the editor worked closely with the project manager and the
resource bank coordinator. She also was advised by the director of
information for the school system and attended meetings of the
board of directors of the Montgomery Education Connection.

The following infornation briefly identifies the responsibilities of
key personnel involv ed in the production of the newsletter and
describes the funding and in-kind services that supported the
project.

1. The project manager coordinated and managed the contributions
of the grant, school system and community and supervised the
newsletter editor.

The responsibilities for this position were assumed by the
school/business relations coordinator whose time was part of the
in-kind resources provided by the school system.

2. The resource bank coordinator who manages the data base,
worked with the editor to select and schedule programs to appear
in the newsletter.

Initially, this part-time position was funded by the school system
end supported by both the grant and the Connection. As the volume
of requests to the Bank increased, the position was made full-time
and was fully funded by the school system.

3. The newsletter editor worked closely with the bank coordinator,
attended selected programs, produced a monthly publication
informing teachers about the resources available, oversaw
distribution of the newsletter, visited schools to speak with teacher
specialists and supported the bank coordinator by creating a series
of letters and forms used in Bank correspondence.

This position was full-time during the first year of the grant and was
funded by the grant and supported by the school system and the
Connection. Initial developmental time was spent establishing a
format for the newsletter. The editor worked fewer hours during
the second year as developmental time was not necessary.

This position was funded and supplied as follows:
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An Excellence in Education Award from the U.S. Department of
Education provided the editor's salary and part of the bank
coordinator's salary, a printer for the high school to be used by the
editor and the project's first year of supplies.

The Montgomery County Public School System provided project
supervision, consultation services of the Paint Branch principal,
career coordinator and career specialist, editing services, a
computer, a telephone, office space and furniture, second year
supplies, typesetting, graphics, photographic, printing and
distribution services.

The Montgomery Education Connection contributed $1,000 to the
support of the newsletter. Individual Connection members provided
in-kind services for the design and printing of the two color
newsletter flag.
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GOATS

The goals of the project as stated in the grant are:

1. To use non-school personnel to complement teaching in math
and science.

2. To keep teachers at pilot schools (Paint Branch and Wootton)
apprised of math and science resources available.

3. To increase the involvement of parents in improving the quality
of elementary and secondary education by encouraging them to
share their business expertise.

4. To highlight new speakers, consultants and mentors relevant to
current month's math or science cuniculum.

5. To communicate regularly with the community articulating
school needs which the community can provide.

6. To address the critical time factor involved in resource use by
keeping teachers' search time for resources minimal.

7. To reduce teachers' uncertainty about using the unknown by
communicating regularly and instructing personally in Bank use.

8. To emphasize non-traditional roles for women.

9. To emphasize minority role models whenever possible.

10. To develop a model of resource use that can be implemented
elsewhere in the country.

11. To benefit at least 3,000 persons for the duration of the grant.
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STATEMENT OF ADDITIONAL GOALS

The following goals were set by the editor:

1. To reach teachers beyond the pilot schools and make resources
available to all teachers.

To seek input from teachers and teacher specialists concerning
their needs.

3. To inform all school administrators about the Resource Bank.

4. To develop forms and form letters nece, sary to enhance the
Resource Bank operation.

5. To facilitate the awards offered by the Montgomery Education
Connection to teachers who demonstrate outstanding use of
community resources.

6. To increase the resources in the data base by approaching the
scientific community as well as the business community.

7. To advertise the existence of the Resource Bank to all school
system personnel by as many means as possible.
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PROJECT EVALUATION

The editor has continued to pursue the 11 goals of the project as
stated in the grant and the seven additional goals.

The following is a final assessment of success in meeting the goals of
the grant.

1. To use non-school personnel to complement teaciiing in math
and science.

'Volunteer resource people invited to visit classes and work with
students in the areas of math and science totaled 1,158 for the
duration of the grant. (See Attachment #1 for charts showing
the number of requests filled by volunteers during the two years
of the grant period.)

2. To keep teachers at pilot schools (Paint Branch and Wootton)
apprised of math and science resources available.

Teachers at the pilot schools received the newsletter "Of
Interest" monthly. In addition, the editor met with science and
math teachers at Paint Branch at their departmental meetings
and invited each teacher, by individual letter, (See Attachment
#2) to make an appointment (at his/her convenience) for a brief
demonstration of how to use the Resource Bank data base. The
IBM computer dedicated to the Bank was available in the career
center for teacher use at any time during the work day. A
bulletin board dedicated to the Resource Bank was created and
maintained by the editor in the career center and included
every edition of the newsletter and information about what the
Bank offered teachers and students. (See Attachment #3 for
photograph of Resource Bank computer and bulletin board on
location at Paint Branch and members of the supporting
business community.)

3. To increase the involvement of parents in improving the quality
of elementary and secondary education by encouraging them to
share their business expertise.

Parent business and professional expertise was constantly
tapped by the Resource Bank and recruited by the bank
coordinator and newsletter editor as the data base grew to its
present volume of 1,800 resources. Many of these experts are
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parents of students in Montgomery County Public Schools,

4. To highlight new speakers, consultants and mentors relevant to
current month's math or science curriculum.

Monthly articles highlighted several resources in "Of Interest."
For several issues a "Hot Spot" column also was published. To
write this column, the ediior met with the heads of the
elementary and secondary science curricula for Montgomery
County and asked them to select specific objectives that
teachers would be required to teach during the following
month. For example, they selected "soil" and "nuclear
radiation" as topics that would be taught. The editor then
extracted from the Bank all resources pertaining to those
subjects (3 resources on soil and 12 on nuclear radiation),
phoned each of them to assure that they would be available and
receptive to inquiries within the next month, and published
their availability and expertise in the "Hot Spot" column. (See
Attachment #4 for copies of "Hot Spot" column.)

As Bank use expanded, teachers' requests were 'bunched" in
areas of current neee 'Men many requests for experts in
pollution were receive.., by the Bank, the editor selected a
program in that area to highlight.

5. To communicate regularly with the community articulating
school needs that the community can provide.

The business community and the school system collaborated on
the production of "Of Interest." In consultation with the editor,
and project manager, a member of the Montgomery Education
Connection volunteered to design of the logo for the newsletter.
The first year of the grant, the two color flag for the newsletter
was printed by the school system. The second year of the
grant, the flag was printed by a member of the Montgomery
Education Connection as a contribution of services worth $900.

In addition to informing local chambers of commerce about the
opportunities the Resource Bank offered and reaching out to
the business community through the Montgomery Education
Connection, the Bank coordinator and newsletter editor created
forms to recruit new resources (See Attachment #5) and
distributed those forms wherever an opportunity presented
itself. An exhibit at the annual Montgomery Area Science Fair,
exposed hundreds of expert judges as well as involved parents
to the services the Resource Bank can provide.



The editor recruited new resources for the Bank. (See
Attachment #6 for copy of letter and newsletter request to
teachers.)

The editor regularly informed the media of the services of the
Resource Bank. Several times, resources people who had
presented programs covered in "Of Interest," asked for
permission to reproduce the article in their companys
newsletter. (See Attachment #7 for media articles written
about the Bank.) The editor also aided in the preparation of
articles about the Resource Bank that appeared in other school
system publications. 'The Bulletin" is a weekly newsletter
distributed, to all school system employees. "Schoolbeat" is sent
to the leadership of community organizations (chambers of
commerce, businesses, state and local governments). (See
Attachment #8 for "Bulletin" and "Schoolbeat" articles about the
Bank.)

The editor informed parents of children in the school system
about the Resource Bank by sending an article about the Bank to
PTA newsletter editors for inclusion in the regular PTA
newsletter of their schools. (See Attachment #9 for article to
PTA newsletter editors.)

The editor sent monthly copies of "Of Interest" to each of the
44 members of the Montgomery Education Connection.
Periodically, individually addressed cover letters were included
to thank each busincss for its contribution and to let each know
about the growth and needs of the Bank. (See Attachment #10
for letters to Connection Members.)

The editor kept the superintendent of Montgomery County
Public Schools, as well as the board of education, the county
council and the county executive apprised of the growing
partnership between the school system and the business and
scientificcommunities through regular receipt of "Of Interest."
(See Attachment #11 for letter to county executive's office.)

A brochure for use in recruiting business participation was
written by school system staff for distribution through the local
chambers of commerce. (See Attachment #12 .)

6. To address the critical time factor involved in resource use.
I

Teachers were able to make a single phone call to request a
speaker, demonstration, mentors, field trip or other resource.
Because the process is handled in the Resource Bank office, the
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appropriate person or resource was located with no further
effort by the teacher.

The newsletter gave information about specific speakers and
also stimulated ideas about other resources that teachers could
use, shortening the time they needed for research.

7. To reduce teachers' uncertainty about using the unknown.

The newsletter editor met with groups of teachers and
specialists from throughout Montgomery County to explain the
opportunities offered by the Resource Bank. Teachers' groups
included specialists in science and mathematics at both the
elementary and secondary levels, teachers of the gifted,
teachers of potentially gifted disadvantaged minorities and
special education teachers. An information packet was
assembled by the editor that included copies of the newsletters,
instructions to teachers on Bank use, forms to familiarize them
with the procedure of requesting resources, examples of
resource computer printouts and lists of successful
"connections" made by the Bank. (See Attachment #13 for
sample information packet.) This packet was distributed each
time the editor met with teachers' groups and has been
enthusiastically received and requested.

8. To emphasize non-traditional roles for women.

In May, 1987, the Resource Bank provided panelists to speak at
a series of three conferences on sex equity initiatives presented
for educators. Each secondary school was requested to send: a
mathematics teacher, a science teacher, a computer science
teacher, an administrator, a counselor, a media specialist, a
career technician where applicable, two students and two
parents. The primary objective of the conferences was to
develop further awareness of the current status of the sex equity
initiatives. Panelists included females in math, science,
computer science, college admissions officers, job placement
personnel, college students and Montgomery County public
school graduates. The newsletter, "Of Interest," featured these
conferences in the first issue of the 1987-88 school year (See
"Of Interest," October, 1987, Volume 2, Number 1).

9. To emphasize minority role models whenever possible.

In April, 1987, the Resource Bank provided speakers for a
"Middle Start" program for 20 minority sixth graders who were
identified as having potential to move into the gifted program.
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Three speakers, two of whom are ininorities, addressed these
students; a white male physicist was joined by a black female
biologist and an Hispanic male technical writer. The Bank is in
the process of identifying resources by minority and sex. Such
identification will permit teachers to match the needs of
specific students with available resources. The editor made
every effort to highlight minority and female role models in "Of
Interest" when they acted as resources for the school system.

In a continuing effort to increase the minority representation
among volunteers in the data base, the editor made contact with
black, Hispanic and Asian organizations to explain how the
Resource Bank and "Of Interest" allow the tx.hool system to
provide minority role models for its students and teachers. At
presentations to school staffs, the editor emphasized that
minority and handicapped speakers and mentors can be
requested and will be provided whenever possible.

10. To develop a model that can be implemented elsewhere in the
country.

This final report documents the process of advertising to
teachers volunteer community resources that are available in
specific educational areas through a monthly newsletter.

Interest in the newsletter and Resource Bank has extended
beyond Montgomery County, Maryland. In March, 1988, at a
state conference in Baltimore, 'Volunteer Partnerships -
Preparing for the 21st Century," the bank coordinator and "Of
Interest" editor presented a session on the Bank and newsletter
to educators from all over the state (See Attachment #14 for
program notes.) Interest was high, and educators from
Baltimore, Maryland, and Washington, D.C., have visited to
observe the Bank operation.

At the National School Volunteer Program (NSVP) Annual
Conference, the Resource Bank (and by extension, "Of Interest")
was recognized as this year's Tupperware Apple Tree Award
winner for exceptional school volunteer programs. (See "Of
Interest," March, 1988, Volume 2, Number 5.)

The Connection Resource Bank was featured by Maryland Public
Television and the Maryland State Department of Education on
"Project Reach Out," a three hour live telethon designed to
recruit volunteers and community resources for the public
schools. It was broadcast on the stations of Maryland Public TV
and partially simulcast on WJZ-TV, Channel 13, Baltimore, on
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Tuesday, September 13, 1988, from 8:00 11:00 p.m. (10:00

I
11:00 p.m. on WJZ-TV). In preparation for this program, TV
crews filmed Resource Bank speakers and interviewed and
fihned the bank coordinator and editor.

11. To benefit at least 3,000 persons for the duration of the grant.

Records indicate that more than 10 times as many, or 31,391
students have benefited from use of the Bank during the two
years of the grant period. (See Attachment #15 for charts.)

"Of Interest" is responsible for much of the increased use. 'The
numbers of calls for resources increases geometrically during
the week following distribution of each issue.

Assessment of Additional Goals

The following is a final assessment of success in meeting the seven
additional goals set by the editor.

1. To reach teachers beyond the pilot schools and make resources
available to all Montgomery County teachers.

By distributing "Of Interest" monthly to every teacher in
Montgomery County Public Schools, and by meeting personally
with all the secondary and elementary resource specialists in
math and science, the editor has expanded the user base
beyond the requirements of the grant. (See Attachment #16 for
copies of correspondence from administrators, specialists and
students.)

1 2. To seek input from teachers and teacher specialists concerning
their needs.

The editor visited schools throughout the county and met with
individual teachers and teacher specialists requesting feedback
and suggestions about improving "Of Interest" and encouraging
use of the Bank. (See Attachment #17 for copy of letter to area
science specialist.) The editor responded to mathematics
teachers requests to seek resources emphasizing the practical
use of mathematics in everyday life and demonstrating the
importance of using the metric system by providing computer
printouts of such resources to requesting teachers. Teachers
were directed to scientists and business resources who use
metrics in their work and can Justify the importance of learning

1 2
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the metric system.

3. To inform school administrators about the Resource Bank.

School administrators received "Of Interest" and also were
informed about the Resource Bank and .he opportunities it
offered through the Management Memo. (See Attachment #18
for copy of memo.) Administrative support enhanced Bank use.
At the beginning of the year, notices were placed on every
packet of newsletters delivered to schools instructing that the
newsletter be placed in each teacher's mailbox. (See
Attachment #19 for copy of memo.)

4. To develop forms and form letters necessary to cam out the
progrun.

The editor created forms to track use, confirm bookings, thank
resources and evaluate speakers. (See Attachment #20 for
copies of forms.)

5. To facilitate awards offered by the Montgomery Education
Connection to teachers who demonstrate outstanding use of
community resources.

"Of Interest" was used as a vehicle to advertise an award offered
by the Montgomery Education Connection to teachers who
demonstrated outstanding use of community resources. The
newsletter highlighted an explanation of the award and the
nomination process. Award recipients were the subject of
newsletter articles each month beginning in February. (See
Attachment #21 for copies of articles, a letter and a news
release regarding the 'Teacher of the Month" award.)

6. To increase the resources in the data base by approaching the
scientific communfty as well as the business community.

The editor spent a day at the Montgomery Area Science Fair
distributing "Of Interest" and resource registration forms to
judges and parents who were interested in promoting science
and mathematics among area students.

The editor continued to seek new resources for the Bank (See
Attachment #22 for copy of letter recruiting a resource.) On
occasion, the editor acted as a resource, conducting mock job
interviews with students at a vocational high school to help
prepare them for careers in the business and scientific
communities. (See Attachment #23.)



7. To advertise the existence of the Resource Bank to all school
' ystem personnel by as many ezposures as possible.

At the offices of the Montgomery County Board of Education, the
editor developed a 24 foot long bulletin board explaining the
Resource Bank and displaying each issue of the newsletter to
maximize school system exposure to the volunteer resource
bank concept. (See Attachment #24 for photograph of bulletin
board.)
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SCHEDULE FOR PRODUCTION
AND DISTRIBUTION OF NEWSLETTER

The purpose of the newsletter is to produce a monthly publication,
October through May, to be distributed to all school system teachers
and administrators, that will make them aware of the volunteer
resources in science and mathematics available to them through the
Connection Resource Bank.

L Responsibilities of the funding and supporting institutions:

A Decide to produce a newsletter to inform teachers about
the Resource Bank

B. Ifire a newsletter editor
1. Provide editor with office, furniture, telephone,

supplies, computer, printer, appropriate word
processing software and travel allowance

2. Locate the editor in close proximity to the bank
coordinator so that the function of the bank becomes
familiar and planning decisions about programs to be
covered in the newsletter can be made jointly

C Secure editing. photographic. iypesetting. graphic.
Printing and distribution service

IL Process for production of the newsletter: (graphics and format)

A Select a name for the newsletter
B. Select colors for the publication

1. Color of paper
2. Color(s) of ink

C Dgraltimiamat (single fold, bi-fold, tri-fold)
D. Decide on binding (stapled, glued)
E. Select paper

1. Color
2. Size
3. Weight

F. Design a "flag" for the newsletter (a flag is the heading at
the top of the first page that can be printed monthly or
pre-printed for the entire year)
1. Information in flag

a Name of newsletter
b. Statement of intended reader

2. Graphics for flag
a "Typeface" (style of printing)
b. Size

1 5



c. Color
d. Design of flag and "logo" (graphic symbol associated

with the project)
G. Design a "masthead" for the newsletter (a masthead is a

box that appears regularly in the same location indicating
publication information)
1. Information in the masthead

a Names of persons responsible for contents
h Name of publishing institution
c. Statement of how often publication will appear
d. Statement of how publication is funded
e. Statement of intended audience
f. Address and phone number of publication

2. Graphics for masthead
a Logo
b. Typeface
c. Size
d. Color
e. Design

H. Write_and_design _a disclaimer statement (depending upon
the funding institution: see box on last page of "Of
Interest")

I. Make "lay-out" decisions for newsletter (what it will look
like)
1. Typeface of "body copy" (style of printing for the text)

Century
2. "Point" size (size of printing for the text) - 9 1/2
3. Leading (amount of space between lines of print) - 11
4. Number of columns per page 3
5. Number of "picas" per column (width of columns are

measured in increments called picas) - 14
6. "Folio" choices (information to be included and/or

changed monthly) as to typeface and point size
a Number and volume of each issue
b. Page numbers (bottom or top of each page)
c. Name of newsletter (appearing next to page

number)
d. Dateline (month and year of issue, appearing next to

page number)
e. Masthead and school system address
f. Listing of "continued on page...," and "continued

from page..."
J. cessattLuakezapabgrja (these are pre-ruled sheets of

paper indicating where typeset information is to be pasted
See Attachment #25)

K. Create forms for tracking production process (See
Attachment #26)
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III. Process for production of newsletter: (content)

A Meet with resource bank coordinator as needed to become
familiar with program bookings

R Select three bookings each month about which to write
articles
1. Get names and work phone numbers of requesting

teachers
2. Get dates, times and places of program
3. Get work or home addresses and phone numbers of

the resourcesC Erfugn
1. Of primary and secondary schools in all three school

administrative areas
2. Of sexes
3. Of races or ethnic groups

D. Submit a production schedule to all participants so
deadlines can be met (See Attachment #27)

E. call teachers for confirmation of program dates and to
receive Dermituan to cover the programs

F. Schedule photographer to cover stories
G. Travel to schools, take notes on presentations and

coordinate photo coverage with photographer
H. Write_stories. save on_haul disk and Print out copies
I. Send copies of articles to resources with requests that

they check for accuracy and call immediately with any
corrections

J. Submit stories for final editing to director of information
K. aeisst.2,1Q, wl,.al from "contact sheets" (small

duplications of every photograph the photographer shot)
to be enlarged

L Correct edited copy on disk and print out hard (paper)
copies

M. Collect photographs that have been enlarged
N. Submit disk and hard coniesetting by filling out

requisition specifying
1. Typeface (Century) 9 1/2 point on 11 leading
2. Column size (14 picas)
3. Number of copies to be printed (7,500)

0. Proofread photocopies of galleys (printed columns of
typeset material)

P. "E/s113.Qtosopit5 of galleys (run photocopies through a
special waxing machine so that they will adhere to
paste-up sheets)

Q. Baal ot_ciy_. t on paste-up sheets leaving room for
1. Headlines



2. Cut lines (text under photographs)
3. Photographs

R Write headlines and cutlines to fit into layout
1. Headline typesize will vary
2. Cut lines set in 8 point type on 10 leading in boldface

Century
S. Have headlines and cutlines tdited and proofread
T. Have headlines and cutlines tz/peset
U. Wax of typeset headlines and cutlines
V. Paste-up headlines. cutlines. and folio material
W. Prepare photographs to fit paste-up

1. Mark each photo using grease pencil to show cropping
2. Number each photo in grease pencil according to its

page and position on the page (ra, 1B, 2A, etc.)
3. Number each space left on the paste-up to match its

photo
X Photocopy and proofread paste-up a final time
Y. Submit paste-ug. and cropped photographs to graphic

artist for final layout using typeset galleys
Z. PhotocomAr=anthaymit

AA. Proofread final layout and submit it for final proofing
Ba Submit final corrections for graphic artist to add
CC ae_adsmagti gd_m_siv tar_Aguai_t_shmin
DD. Request print shop send ompleted newsletter to mail

worn
EE. Request mail room distribute newsletter throughmt

school system
FF. Request extra copies of newsletter be sent to editor for

public relations use
GG. Send five copies of newsletter to each resource in issue

attaching business card noung appreciation
HH. Send two copies to each member of the Montgomery

Fducation Connection

IV. Process for distribution of newsletter

A Communicate regularly with school system mail
cordingsu

R Collect newsletters not distributed to school staff Im_t_sgi
in public relations
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CONCLUSIONS AND

RECOMMENDATIONS

The "Of Interest" newsletter project has been a highly successful
method of informing school administrators, teachers and career
specialists about the expert resources available to them , n the
business and scientific communities listed in the Resource E-.Lnk
data base and pubiicly recognizing the contributions of these
volunteers.

In partnership with the Resource Bank, the newsletter has fostered
a symbiotic relationship between the school, business and scientific
communities that allows each to meet many needs. Students and
teachers have received invaluable expert information. The business
and scientific communities have had the opportunity to interface
with the institution that is preparing their future employees. In
addition, since each resource is a volunteer, most speakers enjoy
their jobs and serve as role models for students who are in the
process of making future career decisions.

School Comments

Following each monthly distribution of "Of Interest," the resource
bank coordinator was flooded with requests for programs and
speakers. She compiled monthly reports on the use of the Bank
that included such information as the number of requests received,
the number of requests filled, the number of children served and
the kinds of resources booked (speaker, field trip, mentor, etc.).
The editor compiled several charts and graphs to track and
compare yearly Bank use (see Attachment #1).

Teachers using the Bank were requested to complete a check list
evaluating each resource for return to the Bank. Evaluations
indicated that the vast majority of programs were grade appropriate
and outstanding. Whenever possible, positive teacher comments
about programs were included in "Of Interest."

The school system has indicated its sati, ction with the newsletter
project by continuing its in-kind services Lnvolving the editing,
typesetting, graphics, photographic, printing and distribution
services after the expiration of the grant.

1 9



Conununity Comments

The resource bank coordinator and newsletter editor attended
meetings of the board of directors of the Montgomery Education
Connection, the business foundation that has supported both
projects. Feedback from this group indicated that they were
delighted to have the opportunity to share their employees'
expertise with students and teachers. The number of projects they
are planning that will support the educational programs of the
school system is expanding. They have indicated their satisfaction
with the newsletter project by employing the present editor
(beginning at the end of the grant funding) to continue writing and
producing "Of Interest."

Impact of the Project

The grant required that the project benefit at !east 3,000 persons.
Records indicate that the Resource Bank and newsletter project (to
date) has allowed 31,391 students to be served. Figures show an
increase of 77.3 percent in the number of students served in
1987-88 compared to the previous year.

aojggi_EtrsnaLt

1. Strengthened school-community ties.
2. Recognized community contributions publicly.
3. Was distributed to administrators as well as

teachers. (It was brought to the editor's attention
that in several cases school principals had
infstructed their stoff to make use of these resources
after seeing articles in the newsletter.)

4. Provided exposure within the school system to
insure that all geographic areas of the system had
equal access to information about the Resource
Bank.

5. Allowed teachers to learn of resources and provide
unique opportunities for students to receive expert
information, take part in significant hands-on
experience and see excellent role models.

6. Allowed minority and female role models to be
highlighted whenever possible and advertised to
teachers that specific minority and female resources
could be requested.

7. Was a highly visible public relations vehicle for the
school system that was sent to each member of the
Education Connection monthly along with periodic
correspondence from the editor to make each

2 0
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aware that contributions were appreciated.
8. Encouraged the presenting resources appearing in

the newsletter, many of whom were parents of
Montgomery County school students, to share their
skills and enlarge the data base by referring
colleagues as resources.

9. Increased use of the Bank to the extent that the
Board of Education changed the bank coordinator's
position from part time to a full time position
beginning in the 1988-89 fiscal year.

10. Involved high level executives in the business and
scientific communities (members of the
Montgomery Education Connection) in positive
interaction with the school system.

Project Weaknesses

1. Lack of adequate expanded supporting services for
the bank coordinator as the requests increased with
each publication of the newsletter. Additional
secretarial help became vital as word of the
Resource Bank spread. The Connection agreed
to support an additional two hours a day of
secretarial services (making a total of four hours
daily). However, the volume of correspondence and
record keeping required a full time employee.

2. Necessity of lobbying for support so that the
Resource Bank and newsletter did not "die of
success."

3. Lack of consistent distribution of the newsletters by
the school secretaries who received the packet each
month for placement in teachers' mailboxes.

4. Reluctance of some teachers to read all the material
placed in their xrdlboxes.
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Recommendations

1. The editor spend more time visiting individual
schools and speaking at staff meetings to explain
the bank and the newsletter so that teachers will
recognize die publication when they receive it
monthly.

2. The editor devote more time to meeting with
school administrators and specialists including
career coordinators to encourage bank use.

3. The editor spend more time within the community
recruiting additional resources from business,
scientific and minority populations.

4. The editor devise a method that will assure
consistent distribution of the newsletter once it
reaches the school secretaries.

Conclusion

The newsletter, "Of Interest," has been a very successful part of the
Resource Bank concept. It should continue publication as long as
the Bank is functioning.

Next year, as an employee of the Montgomery Education
Connection, the editor looks forward to sharing with the school
system an expanded look at the contributions of the business and
scientific communities. A project undertaken by the Connection
that encourages student understanding of and investment in the
business world is well under way. Another project to help students
prepare for the etiquette and personal requirements of the
workplace has begun. A job bank is functioning to help new
teachers under contract who need employment during the summer
before starting their work with the school system.

This school-community partnership is thriving. The newsletter, "Of
Interest," has been instrumental in nurturing this relationship. The
romance between the business community and Montgomery County
Public Schools has gone beyond courtship and into marriage.

2 2



PROJECT ATTACHMENTS

1. Charts showing monthly requests for volunteers ffiled by the
Resource Bank

2. Teacher invitation to Resource Bank demonstration
3. Photographs of pilot school's bulletin board and Montgomery

Education Connection members
4. "Hot Spot" columns
5. Forms to recruit new resources
6. Requests for new resources
7. Media articles written about the Resource Bank
8. Montgomery County Public School articles about the Resource

Bank
9. Article to PTA newsletter editors
10. Letters to Montgomery Education members
11. Letter to county executive's office
12. Business recruiting brochure
13. Resource Bank information packet
14. Maryland School Volunteer Program conference notes about the

Resource Bank presentation
15. Charts showing number of children served monthly by the

Resource Bank
16. Sample correspondence received from administrators,

specialists and students
17. Sample of editor's correspondence with specialists
18. Montgomery County Public School's memo to administrators

regarding "Of Interest"
19. Memo to schools regarding distribution of "Of Interest"
20. Resource Bank forms and letters
21. 'Teacher of the Month" articles and correspondence
22. Sample letter recruiting resources
23. Letter thanking editor for acting as a resource
24. Photograph of bulletin board at the Board of Education
25. Paste-up sheets for "Of Interest"
26. Tracking forms for "Of Interest" copy
27. Monthly production schedule for "Of Interest"
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PROJECT ATTACHMENT NUMBER 1

Charts showing requests for volunteers
filled monthly by the Resource Bank.
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1985 - 86 TOTAL 119
1986 - 87 TOTAL 361
SUMMER 1987 29
1987 - 88 TOTAL 649
TOTAL TO DATE 1,158
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NUMBER OF REQUESTS FILLED

1986 - 87 1987 - 88 % INCREASE
SEPT 17 51 200.0
ccr 37 101 173.0

45 69 53 3
DIM 57 46 -19 3
JAN 22 61 177.3
FEB 52 54 3.8
MAR 46 103 123.9
APR 52 69 32.7
MAY 25 95 280 0
JUNE

TOTALS 361 649 _



PROJECT ATTACHMENT NUMBER 2

Teacher invitation to Resource
Bank demonstration.
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85o I lungerford Drive IVI;Iryland 2O87-3o
icklmoliccum

Now that the Connection Resource Bank is open for business at Paint Branch, may

I make an appointment with you during one of your free periods this week to

give you a 15-minute demonstration on how to access the resources in the

camputer data base in science or math?

I will be in the career center Tuesday, February 10, from 7:30 -2:00. Please

drop by for a demonstration or to make an appointment for a more convenient

time.



PROJECT ATTACHMENT NUMBER 3

Photographs of pilot school's bulletin board and
Montgomery Education Connection members.
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PROJECT KITACHMENT NUMBER 4

"Hot Spot" columns.



Montgomery
County Hotline
(continued from page 7)

Bosnic: Are there ways for you to
evaluate if volunteers are effective?

Collins: We have a command struc-
ture of senior volunteers who monitor
how people are doing and watch for
burnout. We have at least 100 volun-
teers and I cannot monitor them all.
We have refresher training to keep
volunteers up to date on AIDS, drug
issues, cancer deaths, etc. We are con-
stantly recruiting volunteers.

Bosnic: I f someone calkd to ask how
to prevent AIDS, what would you say?

Collins: There are many ways to
contract AIDS, blood transfusion, sex-
ual relations, etc. We try to refer cal-
lers to experts in AIDS and usually
recommend they call the Whitman Walk-
er Clinic.

Bosnic: If a new volunteer has a
serious call, do you switch to a veteran?

Collins: No, If a serious call comes
in, the volunteer waves a hand and a
senior person will notice and respond
by writing coaching notes reminding
him or her what to find out, to call
poison control, etc. The senior is sup-
portive without getting in the way or
being distracting, bringing coffee, so-
das. If volunteers feel they can't han-
dle a call, they may ask to "hand it off"
to other volunteers.

Student: Is there a specific time you
get most calls?

Collins: Between 6:30 p.m. and 2
a.m.

Connection
1 Resource Bank
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Student: Are there chronic callers?
Both my parents volunteer at Hotline
and have told me about chronic callers.

Collins: Yes, sometimes you can fol.
low case and over the years can see
real progress.

Student: Has any sibling or friend
called to say you didn't help my friend
and she killed herself?

Collins: No. However someone did
call once to ask if her friend, who had
committed suicide, had confided to us
where she kept the poetry she had
vai tten.

Student: Do you get more calls on
the weekend?

Collins: We are busy all the time,
The Montgomery County Hotline

number is 9494803. The number to
call to arrange for a speaker from
Hotline to visit your class is 279-3125,
the Connection urce Bank.

MR.

Third Grade Teachers!
When you prepare lessons for
the instructional objectives
on soil, the Connection
Resource Bank can offer
the following te801131Ces:

Dr. John Meisinger
Specialty: soil and environment,
chemistry research, soil scientist

Mr. John Kittridge
Specialty: soil conservation, soil
engineers and geologists, uses of
soil in construction

Dr. Richard Weismiller
Specialty: soil research

Mr. Marshall Ray
Specialty: soil conservation
in Montgomery County

Connection Resource Bunk
We've got what's hot!

Call Judy Messittee, 279.3125.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Len Conner, ayctems analyst with Vitro
Corp., has devoted hundreds of hours to
developing and implementing the corn .
puter program used by the Connection
Resource Bank.

"The project presented or reported herein was performed pursuant to a grant from the
Department of Education. However, the opinions expressed herein do not necessarily
reflect the position or policy of the Department of Education and no official
endorsement by the Department of Education shall be inferred."
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Chemistry Teachers!

When you teach the instruc-
tional objectives on the na-
tare of radioactivity, the sta-
ble radioactive particles and
the application of atomic en-
ergy to science and society,
the Connection Resource
Bank can offer the following
resources:

Dr. Hall L. Crannell, university
chairman of physica department
Specialty: nuclear power, environ-
mental issues, astrophysics.

Dr. Marvin Roush, associate pro-
fessor
Specialty: nuclear & chemical engi-
neering, topic: "Risks of Nuclear
Power Plant, Effects of Nuclear
Radiation."

Joe Reader
Specialty: atomic spectra.

Harvey Eisen
Specialty: electronics, radiation.

Joe Coyne
Specialty: nuclear radiation.

Dr. Tawfik Raby
Specialty: production of radio iso-
topes in medical research, research
applications of radiation, can ar-
range for group of teachers to tour
a small research reactor in the area.

Connection
Resource Bank

Dr. Frank J. Munn% program di-
rector of nuclear engineering at
local university
Specialty: nuclear waste manage.
meet.

David Roth
Specialty: prepares and conducts
training programs for specific utili-
ty needs, operates power plant train-
in', also has large collections of
slides, transparencies, pamphlets,
papers and chaits available.

Dr. David Ebert, training-reactor
director at local university
Specialty: can arrange for students
to tour reactor with university stu-
dent guides.

Dr. Mohammed Modems, univer-
sity professor
Specialty: assessing reactor safety
and reliability.

Connection Resource Bank
We've got what's hot!

Call Judy Messittee, 279-3125

t

4tia

t
Pecksrar's eta& Its enjoy career search.

Witmer B. Cedy, superintendsnt
SWIMS Diago PrigaP111
se Kesler, project director
Jut It Kramer, editor
MMus M tograpber.
Published by the Montgomery County
Public School' for teachers monthly, Oc-
tober through May, through an Drool-
ing:* in Education award to Paint Brunch
High School from tiar U.S. Department
of Etincation and funds from the.Mont..
Bowery Edszatian Connection,

Peckerar wins
(continued from page 2)

Every two or three years Peckerar
organizes a Seminar Day at Paint
Branch for the entire student body.
Over a period of several days, students
may schedule themselves for different
periods throughout the day (ihcluding
lunch break) to hear speakers in disci-
plines such as math and science, art,
music and dance, customer services
and legal services, skilled crafts and
foreign languages. Speakers have in-
cluded machinists, electricians, plumb-
ers, auto mechanics, construction work-
ers, lithographers, carpenters, church
musicians, music educators and thera-
pists, composers, dance choreographers,
FBI agents, police officers, lawyers,
paralegals, airline representatives and
hair designers.

Peckerar has taught seminars for
MCPS on organizing an internship pro-
gram and has helped develop the ca-
reer awareness curriculum. When the
Ccnnection Resource Bank became op-
erational, Peckerar shared all of her
resources in science and mathematics
with Judy Messitte, bank coordinator,
providing about one-third of the origi-
nal database.

Recalling the years of inviting the
community into the classroom, Peckerar
said, "I've been doing this for so long
that many of my interns are in busi-
ness for themselves or in a position to
hire or employ other interns. Now my
interns are taking interns. Sometimes
they will call me, or often I will call
them. The fun part is finding a new
internship placement."

"The project presented or reported herein was performed pursuant to a grant from the
Department of Education. However, the opinions expressed herein do not necessarily
reflect the position or policy of the Department of Education and no official
endorsement by the Department of Education shall be inferrad."
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PROJECT ATTACHMENT NUMBER 5

Forms to recruit new resources.



WIConnection
1111111Resource

BANK

Company/organization:

Address:

YES, WE WANT TO SUPPORT
THE CONNECTION REOSURCE BANK

Contact person:

Title: Telephone:

No. of Employees:

under 10
10 - 49
50 - 99
100 or more

Business Hours

Describe your business briefly, including the occupational areas of your
staff:

Here's how our company can help:

Tutor
Mentor
Consultant
Judge
Occupational Interview

Student Internship/Job
Shadow Experiences
Student Field Trip
In-Depth Tour
Teacher Opportunities

School year
Summer,

Describe briefly any training, research, or work experience available for

teachers or students:

850 Huneetford Drive, Room 129
Rockville, Maryland 20850
13011 279-3125



1111111Connection
IIIIResource

'I BANK

1, PERSONNEL

SPEAKER:

TUTOR:

MENTOR:

CONNECTION RESOURCE BANK
RESOURCE DESCRIPTIONS

a person who discusses, illustrates, or demonstrates
a predetermined topic with a small or large group of
individuals on an occasional basis at school

a person who instructs an individual or small group
of svidents on topics or concepts that need
reinforcement or help on a regular basis at school

a person who discusses a topic; suggests reading
materials, ideas for further work or other resources;
and may serve as a role model by working with a
student by telephone or in person on a regular basis
either at school or the work site

CONSULTANT: a person who provides professional advice or services
to an individual or group on a topic, program or
project (e.g. a science fair project) in person or by
telephone on an occasional basis for the duration of
the project

JUDGE: a person with sufficient knowledge to decide on the
merit of a project, contest entry, or activity for a
competition on an occasional basis, usually at school

OCCUPATIONAL
INTERVIEW: a person who provides students with information about

a particular career or occupation in a structured
interview at the work site or at school during a
career day

ON-SITE
SPONSOR: a person w provides'supervision for students at the

work site for short term (shadowing) or long term
(internship) experiences

2. INFORMATION/MATERIALS

INSTRUCTIONAL: materials presented in audio/visual or written form
that provide information on specific topic

SURPLUS
EQUIPMENT/
DONATIONS: goods and materials that may be loaned or donated for

instructional or other purposes, either on or off the
owner's site

$50 Humedord Drive, Room 129
Rockville, Maryland 20650
13011279-3125
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Montgomery County Public Schools
SCIENCE COURSES AND TOPICS

Anatomy and Physiology
Cell Specialization
Skeletal System
Muscular System
Nervous System
Sense Organs
Food Chemistry
Digestive System
Respiratory System
Circulatory System
Integumentary System
Excretory System
Endocrine System
Reproductive System
Heredity

Applied Science
Transportation Conveyances
Household Mechanical Appliances
Electricity
Individual Study In Physical Science
Careers In Physical Science
Physiology and Health
Household Products
Life Science for Personal Use
Individual Study in Life Science
Careers in Life Science

Biology 1

Cytology
Reproduction
Genetics
Scientific Evolution
Taxonomy
Microbiology
Anatomy and Physiology of Plants
Anatomy and Physiology of Animals
Human Body
Behavior
Ecology

Biology AP
Unity of Life
Cellular Energetics
Genetics
Diversity of Life
Scientific Evolution
Ecology

Chemistry 1
Classification and Organization of Matter
Atomic Theory, Periodicity, and Radioactivity
Mole Concept

Chemistry 1 (cont.)
Heat and Molecular Motion
Chemical Bonds and Properties of Matter
Thermodynamics
Reaction Kinetics
Solutions and Solubility
Acids, Bases, and Salts
Oxidation-Reduction and Electrochemistry
Carbon and Its Compounds

Chemistry AP
Atomic Theory
Chemical Bonding
Phases of Matter
Solutions
Types of Reactions and Equations
Equilibrium
Reaction Kinetics
Thermodynamics

Earth Science
Stellar Astronomy
The Solar System and Its Exploration
The Earth and Its Motions
The Earth's Atmosphere
Minerals and Their Origins
Petrology
Weathering and Erosion
Oceanography
Structural Geology
Historical Geology

Environmental Science
Energy Flow
Interrelationships of Biology, Geology,

and Chemical Cycles
Nature of Ecosystems
Population Studies and Environmental Pollution
Organization and Dynamics of Ecological

Communities
Urban and Nonurban Land Use
Urban and Nonurban Water Use
Nonrenewable Natural Resources
Energy Resources and Substitutes
Food Resources and Population

Horticulture Science
Plant Anatomy and Physiology
Careers in Horticulture
Growth Conditions
Plant Propagation
Control of diseases, weeds, and pests

Horticultural Science (cont.)
Greenhouse Management
Plant Identification
Soils and their Preparation
Crop Plants
Lawns
Landscaping

Lab Science
Physical Measurement
Force, Motion, and Simple Machines
Introductory Chemistry
Organic Chemistry
Environmental Studies

Physical Science
Measurement Skills
Atomic Structure
Chemical Formulas and Equations
Classification of Chemical Substances
Radioactivity
Organic Chemistry
Vector Analysis
Force and Motion
Work, Energy, and Power
Thermal Energy
Wave Motion and Sound
Light and Optics
Electricity and Magnetism

Physics 1

Vector Mathematics
Kinematics
Dynamics
Energy
Momentum
Thermodynamics
Electricity and Magnetism
Waves
Modern Physics

Physics AP
Kinematics
Newton's Laws of Motion
Work, Energy, and Power
Systems of Particles-Statics
Rotational Motion
Oscillations and Gravitation
Electrostatics
Electric Current and Circuits
Capacitance and Capacitors
Magnetism
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PROJECT ATTACHMENT NUMBER 6

Requests for new resources.



85o I kingerford Drive Rockvilk.. lryli 1,1(1 :2( )81-;( )

1414141,41)) cum

May 19, 1987

Robert Leuver, Director
Bureau of Engraving and Printing
14th and C Streets, S. W.
Washington, D. C. 20226

Dear Mr. Leuver,

I am a resource specialist with Montgomery County Public Schools and am
writing at the recommendation of Mr. Ira Polikoff to request that a class
of 23 gifted elementary school students who have Just completed an extensive
unit on the history of commemorative stamps (even designing their own
stamps around the theme of "Women in the History of America") be permitted
to visit your facility to observe stamp production.

Mr. Polikoff explained that your exhibit on stamp production is not
yet ready for the public and I assured him that these seven to nine-year-old
students would not be offended by an unfinished ceiling. The teacher has
assured me that she will provide an abundant number of adults to accompany
her class if this opportunity is made available to them.

The only days remaining in the school year for field trips are June 1,
2, or 3. It would be possible for a bus to bring the students to your
facility any time between 10 a.m. and 1 p.m. on any one of these days.

Would you let me know if this visit can be arranged? I can be reached
by phone at 279-3221. For these students, such a trip would be (please
excuse the pun) the final "stamp" of approval for the research and work they
have done.

Judy Kramer
Resource Specialist

4



MINIMUM&

Do you have any
resources to share?

If you know of resources that could
be added to the Connection Resource
Bank, please consider sharing thent
Even though there are more than 850

resources already listed in the Bank, ;

there are regular requests for things
not listed there.

Judy Unlit* Bank coordinator,
will place resources in the dats base Do

as to protect tbe privacy of phone
numbers and prevent over use of indi-

vidual voltmteers. Pereons in the Ban.:

may request that they be called for
specific schools, areas or ages. They
also may indicate the rumber of book-
ings they will accept and their pre-
ferred time of day.

At tbe present time Ifessitte is fill-
ing only requests in science and mathe-
matics. The current list of resources is
almost entirely in these two areas.

To add resources to the Bank, please
call Ifeseitte at279-3125 or send a note

in the pony th The Connection Re-
amerce Bank, CM, Room 24. U

4 Z,
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PROJECT ATTACHMENT NUMBER 7

Media articles written about the Resource Bank.
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tAMERICAN LUNG ASSOCIATION of MaryIrld, Inc.
The Christmas Seal Peoples

co

September 11, 1987

Ms. Judy Kramer
Editor
"Of Interest"
Montgomery County Public Schools
Carver Education Service Building, Room 112
850 Hungerford Drive
Rockville, Maryland 20850

Dear Ms. Kramer:

1301 York Road, Suite 705
Lutharville, Maryland 21.093
(301) 494-1100
(800) 492-7527

William L. Follett, President
Joyce C. Waite, Executive Director

Enclosed you will find a copy of the American Lung Association of
Maryland's newsletter, Highlights, in which your article about Dorothea
Nullmeyer appears. As you'll note, we also secured photos of Ms. Nullmeyer
and Mr. McCabe from Mr. William Mills for the issue. I have returned the
photos to Mr. Mills directly.

Thank you again for granting us permission to reprint your article.

LRC/agb

Enclosure

Sincerely,

eita4c
Leslie R. Chase
Associate Director
Communications and Marketing

ti u

"Serving the State of Maryland"



To smoke or not to smoke is the question
More than 100 4th, 5th and 6th graders

sit cross-legged on the floor of the multi-
purpose room at Kensington Parkwood
ElementaniSchool, intent on a 15-minute
movie that is as shocking as it is imponant.
They are viewing the American Lung
Association's film "The Feminine Mis-
take," a clear plea to children not to
smoke.

The film offers medical midence of
the effects of smoking. A smoker's lung
power is tested. The effect of one cigarette
on the blood vessels in the hands
(constricting them and causing the heart
to work harder) is demonstrated. The
heartbeat and "breathing" of a fetus is
monitored before and after the mother
smokes a cigarette. Blood pressure
changes are observed as a cigarette is
smoked. As the smokers learn what is
happening to their bodies, their reactions
are recorded.

The film's mc st powerful moments are
reserved for the advice of a 43-year-old
woman who is dying of lung cancer. Frail
and emaciated, she explains that she
thought she was risking five years at the
end of her life by smoking.

She never imagined her life would be
cut shon so early. In the film, junior and
high school students are shown watching
this woman's testimony and then deciding
to give up smoking.

Dorothea Nullmeyer is the speaker
who accompanies the film. Nullmeyer has
been lecturing against smoking for many
years. She lost her husband to cancer.

After the film, she begins what for her
has become a crusade. Nullmeyer
explains that "side stream smoke," the
smoke that comes from the end of a
burning cigarette, is much more danger-
ous than the smoke that is inhaled. Smoke
is inhaled for only 24 seconds. Side stream
smoke is in the air for 12 minutes as a
cigarette is smoked. She advises the
children to "move away" from people who
are smoking.

Dealing with the issue of parent
smokers, she suggests that children
explain the dangers of side stkeam smoke
to their parents and ask them 'to ay to
stop smoking. Nullmeyer emphasizes that
whether or not to smoke is a choice each
of us makes.
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Dorothea Nalnserr (o6 ow and rigiU) speak for the Americo, Log Associatio 5, students al Konisibn PerAwood
Emme School about how smoking affair the body.
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She asks for questions from her
audience. Hands are raised all over the
room. "Why do they even make
cigarettes?" (For many years we were
unaware that they were dangerous.)
"What can the Lung Association do to
help people who are addicted to it?" (The
hold classes to help smokers stop.) "Is
smoking as bad or worse than drugs?"
(Both are bad. Don't touch either.) "Is
a pipe as bad as breathing in a cigarette?"
(Equally as bad and so is chewing
tobacco.) "What if you do spons?" (If you
smoke and are in an athletic activity, you
won't have the lung power to win.) "Can
you tell us some of the diseases from
smoking?" (Emphysema, canter of the
lungs, mouth, throat, high blood pressure
and heart disease.)

Both speaker and film carry the
American Lung Association's message to
the target audience. "You are risking your
lives if you smoke." To book this resource,
call your local Lung Association office.

Reprinted with perminion from Montgomery County
Maryland Public Schools.
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usiness, School
System Forging
Closer Connection
9,000 Students
Aided Last Year

By Ann Rose

The Mootgomery County Educitioo Connectioo has grown
since its sten three years ago to a membership of more than 40
businesses. At 8 a.m. on July 29, the group will hold its annual
meeting at the school system's Carver Educatiocal Services
Center (CESC) in Rockville. New Members are encouraged to
join, up Sally Keeler, School)Busineu Coordinator for the
public schools. Theyoup will hear an annusl repott and elect
often and a board of directors. William E. Joon, Vice
Plesident of the Potomac Electric Power Company, began his
term as president of the Education Connec6on cm July 1.
Donald R. Johnson, Director of the National Measurement
Laboratory of tbe Ngticesal Bureau of Standards, is the
nominee to be president in 198849.

The Education Coonectico and
the Chamber of.Commerce
'Adope-A-School Prop= we two There are aim working comp
woe for county businesses to mimes. The board meets mon&
coopeade with the public schools ly at the CESC. Frederic 3. Bell,
in projects of mutual heoefst. the Erseastive Vice halibut at

Mare than 9,000 child:to be- W. Bell and Company. some as
edited during the pest school Seaway. The group's Mesmer
year from mamma pmvided by is Alan R. Ledbetter, Vice Pred-
the Moolgomery Education Con- dent of the Government Employ-
'cedes, awarding to the group's em Insurance Company.
report to the School Board in Actividss
May, 'which will be updated for
the manual teport. Established in
the spring of 1941, the °immo-
dest seeks to assess school and

015Tellittvietts4cM
muteal benefit. Ilmitseasee pay
WOO a year be members, and
their represeetatives devote their
time without pay.

"We have a vested interest ut
baying tbe best school system
possible." tbe group's 19116-17
president. Clifford M. Keedall
the president o( Computer Data
Systems. lac., sold the Board.
"So Ruch publicity is edi-
torialised sad even aati-school
system. We'd like a do amne-
new. mriaifiv "

Members of the Comection,
the School Bard wes sold, have
tried to focus co activities that
would have de grimiest impact
with available resources, sad
have therefore emphasised ply-
grams thet would help meff so
talc:ballad* butte for yews to
Goose. Apart from dues, dm op-
eisathie Isas always stressed is-
volvement rather due Ned rais-
in..

Ilse Comeake worked cm de
man

riseZpiderieth",:r realms
leek

A re Tamar ells Meath
Award thot beget in Mews

Many of these projects will
continue men year. Keeler mpotts
that the Coneectios is also work-
kg on the comp of a etudes
levestment project. The Cow-
don, she says, has voted sAt speqd
several thawed& of dollui
expand students' knowledge ri
the dmket, with the advice of
high school ecoramin teachers.
Ideas so fat include a edictal
mock market game or investment
clubs in schools.

The CollneCtioll Resource
Bank was tbe posp's original
project la 1984. It is a eve-
rted:ad dela base of amils mid
wince tesovues 1st are avail-
able to elesmoom tembers to ca-
lmed mid mdsamce the curriculum.
Work hes boom as codas end
amain sadal midis neounses,
but there was no money is Case-
my 1 of Ibis year's school budget
_th awed the program.

To produce do daft base, sys-
tems assly, mid programmers

from Iflin; depend= and Auto-
mated Sciences Onsup, Inc. spent
barkeds el boon developing a
prognms a *palm Omagh the
scbool system Vehmaror Services
office. A special committee
worked with school etre= math
and sciences a:mediators mid the
staffs of Wootton aad Paint
Snack, the two pilot 'high
schools, to develop am initial list
ef meources diet meld be mule
available Oath dm paws.
Compare m Wooten ad Pait
Bosch have hem available se
%wham pam wheel yew, Ned
a third campuses at Blair High
bind was activeted this spring.

PISMO developed a loge mid
ehMilkr Itallollate Binh mew

litad primed a tucker
limelmora marl dr emir Ildw a

Adopt-A-School

Adopt-A-School is a joint vett-
ore of the public schools and the
county Chamber of Commerce.
Thirty-one businesses and 29
schools cooperated last year in
meeting the seeds of more than
1,000 students. Carts Andenon,
of Maryland Natural Gas, is the
Adopt-A-School Committee
chairperson.

Adopt-A-School matches a
business with a school in a
partnaship that provides students
with experiences to help them
make better informed educational
choices aod career plans. The
program also increases student
and toacber awareness of tbe pur-
poses, operatioa, opportunities
and expectatioas of business and
industry. Tbe Adopt-A-School
program helps each institution
wadentend the other beuer,

Paired schools and businesses
develop their own individual
school plans, based on the identi-
fied needs of the individual
school and the available resources
tithe busbies:. No marenny sup-
-port is required of eisonson.This
.rter for the frit timeline Were
vore btaifteas thaa schools
licking for matches. Additional
schools are encouraged to consid-
er joining aest fall.

vie Montgomery County pro-
gram has grown in its nine-ye.ar
history \from four schools and
aim Wines& matches the first
yes:, as County Execodve Sidney
Kramer sod other speakers re-
marked at the annual appreciation
treakfast last MAy.. School sys-
tole Adopt-A-Scbeol Coordinotor
Leis P. Parker mailed that she
and Kramer bad bear the ores

wit° first presided tbe program
to the curdy Clamber of COM-
=roe hue years ago. 'Apo Kram-er.was presideot of the r. L

Edward Mixerek. geteent- 0 4
sleet of the Chamber of Corn-
maw mid that buairutrain ow in.



9,000 Students
Aided Last Year

By Ann Rome

The Montgomery County Education Connectioo has grown
since itsitsart three years ago to a membership of more than 40
businesses. At 8 a.m. on July 29, the group will hold its annual
meeting at the school system's Carver Educational Services
Center (CESC) in Rockville. New members are encouraged to
join, says Sally Keeler, School)Busineu Cooedinator for the
public schools. The group will hear an annual repoct and elect
officers and a board of directon. William E. Jones, Vice
President of the Potomac Electric Power Company, began his
11:7113 as president of the Education Connection on July 1.
Donald R. Johnson, Director of the National Measurement
Laboratory of the National Bureau of Standards, is the
nominee to be president in 1988-89.

The Education Coanection and
the Chamber of Commerce
'Adapt-A-School Program we two
ways for county busineues to
cooperate with the public scbiools

projects of mutual benefit.
Mort thin 9,(EX) children be-

nefited during the put school
emr from resources provided by
the Montgomery Meatier,' Con-
nection, according to the group't
report to the School Board in
May, which will be updated fot
the annual report. Ettablished in
the spring of 1984, the Coec-
oa to taseu school and

s that can
to

mutual benefit. Illeainesses psy
SSW a year to be membees, and
their reptesentatives devow their
time without pay.

"We h.ave a vested interest th
having the best school system
possible," the group's 1986-87
president, Clifford M. Kendall
the president of Computer Data
Systems, Inc ., told the Board.
"So much publicity is anti-
business sad even anti-scbool
tyMena. wed like to do some-
thing poanive

Merle Garvis, president or
Cordaturn. Inc th Bethesda wad
who served as the Connection's
first preeident, wag also present
for the report to the School Board.
"We in business benefit from this
eollaborstiore" be assured the
Board.

The busioess of the Conner:6ov
k carried out by a 16-member
board of directors composed of
Keeler, $ representative from the
county Chamber of Commerte
and 14 individual business tepee-
sentatisei te be elected at the c)-
suai !art!, ni A represcntative
Mite Chrner Fireeetive's staff
serves lig s non-voting liaison.

There are aloe working com-
mittees. The board meets month-
ly at the CE.SC. Frederic 1. Bell,
the Executive Vice President of
W. Bell end Company, serves as
Secretary. The group's Trimmer
is Alan R. Ledbeteer, Vice Presi-
dent of the Governmeet Employ-
ees Insurance Company.

Activities

Membess of the Coonectices.
the School Board was told, have
tried to focus oft activities that
would have the grades* impact
w ith available resources , and
heve therefore emphasised tine-
grams that would help staff be
tacit tuderts better for yews to
come. Apatt from dues, the ow-
nizatioa hae always armed in-
volvement rather then had rale-
1114-

The Coonectioo warted oa six
main gwojects this year:

A mattputesusd mom*
husk

A new Teachw of the Mose
Awsrd ithu begs* le Pantry

A slimmer job bank for
seschree plus efforts to help with
housing for teachers new to the
county

Serving as the financial
ekszinghouse for this summex's
metropolitan area Busineu In-
stitute for Educatort

Develpment cm a trial basis
of plans for job readimess skills
project at Blair and Richard
Mootgomery High Schools

A project chaired by former
Arca Superintendent Alan Dodd
to provide nue/vice information
for the staff at Eastern In-
teteoeeioo hoo! slyout the Latest
in cotaniunicatioru technology

Many of these projects will
continue emu yew. Keeler repcets
that the Cotmectioa is also wink-
ing oa the °weep( of a studeot
inverts:neat project. Tlee COOIRC-
tiOD, she says, has voted le spate
several thousanch of &Hari go
expand students' khpwledge
the martet, with the advice of
high school economics teachers.
Ideas so far include a eatioaal
stock mastet game or investment
clubs in schools.

The Conaectioa ROOOLITC.
Bank was the group's origisal
project ia 1914. It is a com-
puterized dem base 01 meth sad
science resources that are avail-
able lo clmsmosn teachers to ex-
tend and enhaoce the ctirriculues.
Work hes hegsm oa coding md
sateriag social states reseurcm,
hut there was ao mooey ie Categ-
ory I of this year's school bUdiet
OD expend the program.

To produce the dela base, :sys-
tems malysts. and peovammen
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from \rem Corporation and Auto-
mated Schwa Omup, Inc. spew
hundreds of boars devektping a
program to optriae through the
school era= Volunteer Services
office. A special committee
worked with school 'system math
md a hams comdinators end the
staffs of Wootton aed Paint
&notch, Om two pilot high
=WAS, to develop an intik' lig
el resources ibet could be made
available tismsgla the progrem.
Camputers at Wootton find Peat
bunch have bees available to
thechers thi$ pew schnol yew, and

third computer et Blair High
Sehoot was activated this siring.

IPEPCO developed a logo aed
reptiles far Rams *Bath tassa.
dais sod primed a teacher
brochure zed the cover for a
%eche: amoual. As et the report

MaYi PWCO woe walking on
brochure for me is remiting

reeources from mo e businesses
e nd orgainzatioeu it die counry.

A newsletter called Of Inserest
was published last school year
through a grant from the l ,S. De-
pwtment of Educttion and funds
from the Connectios. The news-
letter and its editor, Judy Kramer,
lei teachers in all schools know
about the resourves availah to
them through the tistik The
feedback we're getting troni
teachers is 'Mace, riiorr
Kramer told the Hoard

Adopt-A-Schoel

Adopt-A-School is a joint yen
ere of thc public schools and the
county Clamber of Commerce.
Thirty-one businesses and 29
schools cooperated last year in
meeting the needs of mom than
IMO° students. Carla Anderson,
of Meryland Natural Gas, is the
Adopt-A-School Committee
Chairperson.

Adopt-A-School matches a
business with a school in a
partnership that provides students
with experiences to help them
make better informed educational
choices and career plans. The
program also increases student
and teacher awareness of the pur-
poses, operation, opportunities
and expectations of business and
industry. The AdoN-A-Scbool
program helps each institution
unciersteed the °the: better.

Paired schools and busineues
develop their own individual
school plans, based oa the identi-
fied needs of the individual
athool and the available resources
of the busineu. No mummery sup-
port is reqeired pf spekuurs. This
"year for the fait dole there *ere
store businesses this schools
%eking for matches. Additienel
schools are encouraged to consid-
er jelling Dell fall.

The' Montgomery County pro-
gram has grown in its nine-year
history 'from four schools and
nine Waite es matches the first
year, as County Executive Sidney
Kramer and other speakers re-
marked at the annual appreciation
breakfast last May. School sys-
tem Adopt-A-School Coordinator
Lois P. Parker recalled that she
and Kremer had beea thc ooes

who first promoted the program
to the county Chamber of Corn-
:woe tee years ago, whet Kram-
er was president of the Chember

Edward Mizerek. president-
elect of the Chamber of Com-
merce, said that businesses are in-
serrued in helping to mainuun the
high quality of the Montgornet y
County Public Schools

"I bear oveT and over again
from citizens and businesses
Council member Bruce Adams
agreed, "that the excellent school
system is why they cune to Mont-
gonsiery County.''

Mizerek presented Parker, who
is retiring in January after 3g
years in the school system. with
an erignivecl vase in Apprecid-
tion for a v. r H done

lirough tile kdori. SO""'
horiant. he said. over a thoucand

I Ir. l'I.°1!Irl'

Indlow% t-,dore the'
have to do it for real
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1 2 RESEARCH COURT, ROCKVILLE, MD. 20650
(301) 670-1400
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November 16, 1987

Judy Kramer
651 Great Falls Road
Room 11
Rockville, Maryland 20850

Dear Judy:

Thanks for your assistance on such short notice. I hope that you
and William Mills are pleased with the play and the credit. The
photos were exactly what the story needed.

Thanks again.

Best Wishes,

Dennis R. Whitehead
Photo/Graphics Editor
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Students go to 'bank' fi
UntlAY PYNow*

The county's most unique talent
agency works out of a Rockville
school basement where it books
htmdreds of performers before audi-
ences whose only adMission is a de-
sire to leszn.

Scientists, mathematicians, engi-
neers, pilots, accountants, writers,
and even boomerang throwers and
plumbers are among the talents
pthered in a computerised resource
bank from wMch teachers and stu-
dents draw to aid in classroom work.

Judy Messitte, the bank's director
and chief researcher, said the talent
bank began two years ago from "a
drawer full of files" and now in-
cludes 1,500 sources who work with
math and science classes as tutors

*.
BIZME

11,

and mentors, lecturers and tour
guides.

Formed through the Montgomery
Education Connection Inc., a non-
rofit foundation, the Connection

Resource Bonk works out of a base-
ment office in the Julius West Middle
School. Part-dme help, volunteers or
federal pant employees are used to
link the schools to the business com-
munity, said Sally Jackson, the
school systam's coordinator of vol-
Weer services.

Thanks to recent bank "withdraw-
als," a class heard a Smithsonian
Natural Hirtory Muoeum expert dis-
cuss how water salinity affects re-
production among crustacea; a
Georgetown University neuropsy-
chologist who helped design experi-
ments in brain teaching techniques;

warn tar
Dr. Catherine Nabs, with her dog Daphne, masts with fifth-
and sixth-grade girls to discuss what It is like to be a veterinarian.

and a National Weather Bente spi
cialiat who made a hydrometer in
dm' project.

bank also provided a real "M:
Wizard" in the form of Dr. Davi
Ederer, a National Bureau of Star
dards spectroscopist, to demor
strata light bewns to fowth-grader
Nana Goor, a science writer wh
paraeled scientific study with cr1

. &Ave processes in writing to sixtt
=1; and Sanford Kramer, a }14

plumber who highlighted h
presentation to fourth-graders with

tour of his service truck.

Deviation in learning
"Sometimes we deviate from sc

ence and math areas to handle sp.
cial requests, like asking Takorn
Park's former Mayor Sanunie Abbo .
to discuss city hall careers, or cert
Bed public accountant Steve Durbi
to explain investment opportunitie:
We booked Junior and senior chasm
early this year for a question-and-az
swer session with Suicide Hotline,
Messitte said.

Field nips are often a special chs
lenge for the bank, requiriz% caret
coordination between the dam an
the site to be visited. Messitte sai
the bank has "a proud record of ge
th% visitors where they should be -
end on time."

"We are often dealing with ver
busy people on very tight schedule
and it is important that we consith
their time if we are going to use the
services again," Messitte said.

For that reason, teachers ar
asked to request trips to resourc
sites at least three weeks in advanc.
and the bank handles all th
arrangements.

Contact people at each resourc
site are informed of the numbers c
students making the tour and ho'
long the studente will be there. Th
contact person is also informed (
the subject matter the class woul
like to aserve on the Dip.

Talking to students
'We had some difficulty with

com uter laboratory which invite
an advanced elementary school con
puter club on a field trip, then sper
all their time 'talking down' to th
students. Mem, adults are not swat
how knowledgeable students can bo
particularly in computers," Maga
said.
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ts gp to. '13pri.k' for careerOformation
and mentors, lecturers and tour
guides.

Formed through the Montgomery
Education Connection Inc. a non-

roftt foundation, the Corinection
Resource Bank works out of a base-
ment office in the Julius West Middle
School. Part-time help, volunteers or
federal grant employees are used to
link the schools to the businees com-
munity, said Silly Jackson, the
school system's coordinator of vol-
unteer smoke&

Thanks to recent bank "withdrew-
als," a bleu beard a Smithsonian
Natural History Museum expert dis-
cuss how water salinity affects re-
production among crustacea; a
Georgetown University neuropsy-
chologist who helped design even-
meats in brain teaching techniques;

0

and a National Weather Service gre-
della who made a hydrometer In a
class project.

The bank also provided a real "Mr.
Wizard" in the form of Dr. David
Ederer, a National Bureau of Stan-
dards spectroscopist, to demon-
angle light bearns to fourth-graders;
Nancy Cioor, a science writer who
paralleled scientific study with as:
ative processes in writing to sixth-
graders; and Sanford Kromer, a Be-
thuds plumber who highlighted hle.

=tigito fourth-graders with&
ttlurlof his service truck,

Deviation In learning
"Sometimes we deviate from sei-

ence and math areas to handle spa
cial requests, like asking Takoma
Park's former &amt. Abbott
to discuss city careers, or cad-
fled public accountant Durbin
to explain investment opportunities.
We booked and senior clones
early this year for a queetionandat
Ewer session with Suicide Hotline,"
Mantua said.

Field tripe are often a special chid-
for the bank, req carelW

coordination between the c.a.s and
the site to be visited. Messitte said
the bank has "a proud record of get-
ting visitors where they should be
and on time."

"We are often dealing with very
busy on very tight schedules,
and it Is important that we consider
their time if we are to use their
services ," Memitte said.

For that reason, teachers are
asked to request trips to resource
sites at least three wmks in advance,
and the bank handles all the
anangements.

Contact people at each resource
site are informed of the nurnbers
students making the tour and how
long the students will be there. The
contact non is also informed of

IP IP&
to Gown on trip.
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Students follow the movement of th adjuster tor ilfIrsollon grating, a an: *larulings per inch have been Inscribed. ;

.

Among the more difficult assign-
ments are finding, for special class

, mentors who have specific
or _mailed talents to aid a class or
student in along-term project

"One class needed a physician
who could speak several languagee,
but one of the languages had to be
Spanish," Messitte said. The bank
found the individual in plenty of time
to complete the prqlert woongfully,
she said.

Resource Connection has handled
about 400 requests this year, coming
mainly from science or math teach-
ers seekin a eskers or from els
mentary teachers needing ev-
e from computer laboratory
field tr.ps to airplane pilots, and

biiPng einers Mine

into the bank so teachers will have
updated information about the
resource.

"We don't critique the speaker as
such, but the evaluations help us
know the level of the speaker's infor-
mation so we can place speakers
with classes on the same level. We
feel a misaasigned speaker can waste
time fox both the class and the
speaker' Messina said.

Updaied infonnadon about sped*.
era and new resources are an-
nounced in a federally funded news
letter called " . . . of interest," edited
by Judith Kramer, which circulates
among the system's math and sci-
ence teachus.

reasetriesiciiil

speaker. and their area despotic
Mao, of the bank's resoweetara

referrals from teachers, in Oleg
made la the business

their or staff. But of
from orations that vol

the bask's more unique resouNks;
came through the efforts of a redged
NASA elftcial, Dr. Michael
who &mates 20 hours a weaken.;
crultine former sasodstes to eetme
as MOWN. 111 r

With Vaccaro'. assiatance, 014 _ i)
ementasy &ass widens the theory -
of flight toured an airport contiol:
tower, heard about the prthdp Of*
flight few boomerang and:
learned, from two women

wallernigghi
been
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Students follow the movement of the adjuster for a diffraction grating, a mirror on which 30,000
rulings per Inch have been inscribed.

Among the more difficult usign-
ments are finding, for special clam
projecta, mentors who have specific
or detailed talents to aid a clam or
student in a long-term project.

"One class needed a physician
who could several languages,
but one of Tr ILguages had U) be
Spanish," Messitte said. The bank
found the individual in plenty of time
to complete the project successfully,
she said.

Resource Connection has handled
about 400 requests thia year, coming
mainly from science or math teach-
ers seeking speakers or from e!e-
mentary school teachers needing ev-
erything from computer laboratory
field trips to airplane pilots, and
from boomerang throwers to kite
flyers.

Students are allowed in the hank
only if they are working on exvended
projects, auch as a science fak, and
have theft clus adviser'i permis-
sion. Students' who use the bank are
required to make their own cont.tct.s
and arrangements with the resource
as a part of the pmject.

Evaluations of the resource, the
topic and its presentation tirade by
the teache in the classroom is fed

REST COPY AVAILABIl

into the bank so teachers will have
updated information about the
resource.

"We don't critique the speaker am
such, but the evaluations help us
know the level of the speaker's infor-
mation so we can place speakers
with climes on the same level. We
feel a miaassigned speaker can waste
time for both the class and the
speaker," Messitte said.

Updated information about speak-
ers and new resources are an-
nounced in a federally funded news-
letter called " . . of interest," edited
by Judith Kramer, which circulates
among the system's math and sci-
ence teachers.

Newsletter assistance
"We provide feature stories and

pictures of many of the resources we
have available, the sutkiefAs they cov-
er and, often, the reaction of the ritu-
dents and teachers," Kramer said.
"Teachers can determine from the
newsletter if Lny of our resources
can Ise used in their climes."

Ore of the newsletter's features V4
a column called "Hot Spot" which
numesta S elanaroom topic, such as
radioactivity, then lists available

speakers and their area of expertise.
Many of the bank's resources are

referrals from teachers, inquiries
made in the business community and
from corporations that volunteer
their employees or staff. But many of
the bank's more unique resources
came through the efforta of a retired
NASA official, Dr. Michael Vaccaro.
who donates 20 hours a week re-
cruiting former associates to serve
u resources.

With Vaccaro's assistance, one el-
ementary clam studyirtg the theory
of flight toured an airport control
tower, heard about the principles of
fIleit nom boomerang throwers am]
lea ,ted, from two women commer-
cial pilota, how airplanes stay aloft.

"The whole lesson on flight has
been among our most successful
taxikings," Kramer said. "A second-
ary lesion the clue 'WM able to leant
was that women now were becoming
commercial pilota.

"One giri was so excited about the
lesson that she said she was undedd
ed whether she should become a
doctor, as she originally phumed, or
learn more about flight and become

conintercial pilot instead."
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Moatgomery County Public
Schools, through a grant from the

: U.S. Department of Educed=
and additional funding bum 6e
Moot/0mm Educatioe Csanc-

; lion, has begun to publish a
monthly sewsletta entitled "Of
Interest."

The pubbeation it designed for
teachers in the county's school
system, providing them with is-
formation about tbe Onmectios
Resource Bank (CRB). The Bank
was initiated by the Motagomay
Education Connectios as ow ei
severs/ links betwees tbe schools
and the business community.
Some 850 businesses aid is-
dividwils we listed in this COM-
poterized data-bank
particularly in the areas of science
and mathematics. Through a tek-
phone call to tbe project's
coordinator, Judy Maslow,

, teachers can gain access so per-
sons, materials and learning pro-
jects that will enrich the cies-
Room experience.

"Of interest" provides teach-

en with .baagmund informann
about the resources available in .
the Bank. Peanuts on student in- t
tan:hips and opportunities for
wadies teminers and grants are ;
presented, as well as information t.
about bow to obtain tutors, men-
ton, field trip poudilities and. I
organized tows. .

Newsletter Editor Judith
Kramer emphasizes tbe fact that
the Bank is easy to use and 2.

. .it brings into the county
schools the expertise and talent of
the community." Computen giv- '
ing amen to the Bank will shortly ;
be operating im Paint Branch and
Wootton high schools. The
Education Connection es- :
tablished the Bank as a means for
the busineis community and die 1.

schools to assess aAid meet each '
others seeds. "The business
comenunity feels the sehools we
educating their futwe employ-
ces," says Kramer, "and the
Bank and newsletter allow that
communitY to plsy an active pan
in the process of education."

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



850 tiungerfonA Drivt..... 4 Rockville, Maryland 20850
flIph ,r-H (;i( )I)

April 11, 1987

Lois Hartman
School LServices Dept.
Sentinel Newspaper
P.O. Box 1272

Rockville, Maryland 20850

Dear Lois,

It is my pleasure to share these issues of the Connaction Resource Bank's
newsletter "Of Interest" with you as per your request to Judy Messitte,
Resource Bank Coordinator. There will be one final issue this year
published in May.

The Connection Resource Bank has served over 6,000 students in Montgomery
County's public schools this year, matching volunteer resources to
students' needs. Through the Bank, the schools and the business
communities serve each other.

Thank you for your interest.

Sincerely,

dy Kramer
"Of Interest" editor
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Montgomery County Public School
articles about the Resource Bank.

"Schoolbeat" is sent to the leadership
of community organizations
(chamber- -)f commerce, business,
state and local governments.)

"The Bulletin" is distributed weekly
to all Montgomery County Public
School employees.
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Chitty Read (above loft), gradaats student at
Gallas& Univenity, isasolistrates sign luggage
communicados to students at Weiler Road Ek-
watery School as part of die Connections Re-
source Bank's progrum to being resource people

to hiCPS classroom A group of students
from Stedwiek Elementary Seism' (below lett)
leer about poilsidng preclom stones at the
Gem lud Lapidary Sbow held In Gahhersbarg.
Lewis Williams gives pointers to an MCPS stu-
dent (above) about the stone-pollsidng creft he
kareed many years ago.

e school/business partnership pays off
The partnership between Montgom-

e County Public Schools and the

thb

ness community is a vital one and
ear the alliance grew even stronger.

One major example of this vital
I-business link is the Connection

R urce Bank, a database with more
than 1,100 volunteer experts in science
a n mathematics, that provided MCI'S
it ents this year with more than ID()

kers, mentors, tutors ;ind student
5 pportunities for learningboth in the
: room and on-site in laboratoriesI

i business offices.
pported by MCPS and by the

4ontgomery Education Connection, a
I( profit foundation that serves as a
ia m between businesses and the.

school system, the Connection Resource
Bank has just completed its first full
year of operation. During the year,
more than 10,000 MCPS students ben-
efited from the talent and expertise
that local scientists and business per-
sons have been willing to share as
volunteers.

Among other experts, Dr. Allan Gold-
farb of the University of Maryland has
agreed to make his laboratory avail-
able for student experiments in exer-
cise biochemistry, Dr. Ida Baron, Di-
rector of Neuropsychology at George-
town University functioned as mentor
to a student designing an experiment
on brain function and trips to (;allaudet
University and the National Bureau of

Standards were arranged as well througl
the bank.

Archeologists, solar specialists, bairk-
ers, writers and engineers visited class-
rooms and provided MCPS students
with real-life insights and ideas about
careers. Teachers throughout the coun-
ty were informed about resource op-
portunities in a monthly newsletter, Of
Interest, published through a grant from
the U. S. Department of Edliption to
Paint Branch High Schoolone of the
pilot schools for the Resource Bank.
Anyone interested in joining the Con-
nection Resource Bank to provide
MCPS students with learning experi-
ences, may call Judy Mmitte at 762-6192
for snore information.

July IM7 Stioulbtai 7

OLSI CO PY A VIM.
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An Air Force captain (op) describes
ber fob to students at if tkoma Park
IS; (above) a meteorologist exptains
tin forces of a storm to another dam.

4 &Alicia August 24, 1987

** I

MCPS 'matchmaker' brings
students, experts together

Some matches are made in heaven
and some are made in the Office of
Volunteer Services where Judy Mes.sitte
matches teachers' requests for speak-
ers, mentors and tutors in science and
mathematics with more than 1,400
volunteer experts in the database of
the Connection Resource Bank.

NIssitte, coordinator of the bcr k,
also arranges field trips for students
and provides other educational service .

Supported by MCPS and the Mont-
gomery Education Connection; a non-
profit foundation that serves as a link
between businesses and the whool
system, the Connection Resource
Bank k ei ering its second year of
operation. More than 10,000 students
have benefited from the expertise of
members of the business and scientif-
ic communities who have been volun-

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Leer resources. Through the bank, 381
people have come to the schools or
invited students to visit their business-
es and laboratories.

During the summer, the bank p,D-
vided many speakers who gave
sentations to sixth grade studc. ii

the Middle Start program at M.
gomery College and to students at
Banneker JHS. The bank also provid-
ed several experts who shared their
knowledge and inventions with a
group of gifted/learning disabled stu-
dents at Tilden IS, whose summer
program focused on creative COMM-
nication. Several internship place-
ments and memoiing experiences
were arranged by the bank during
,!uly and August.

The newsletter,, Of Interest, p ib
fished monthly Uctober through May,
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;Moiee than 10,000
students have bene-
fited from the ex-
pertise of members
of the business and
scientific communi-
ties who have been
volunteer resources.

informs MCPS teachers about the
resources available Of Interc,t is
upported by an Excellence in Educa-

tion award from the U.S Departmentof Education to Paint I3ranch IIS, one
Itf the pilot schools for the bank.
Requests to the bank have Rat the

gamut of topics. One student needed
"a mentor who has a laboratory
there I can work on a project on the
ffe-'s of anabolic steroids on the

muscle mass growth in active and
ltdentary lab animals " The bank

rovided Allan Goldfarb from thr
niversity of Maryland, whose spe-

cialty is exercise biochemistry
IliA student who wanted fo study the
enornenon of boomer lino wa,,

matched with Col Prvan Brown ot

1
e American Kite flyers Assin rationField trips arranged by thr barsk
lude, visits to Gallauclet Iltuves,.ity,the National Bureau of Standards and

,tWashingum

Childlen's Mu, um.
rcheologists, SLAW apOCIiit4;SCA, bank.
physicists, writers, engin .ers,

microbiokigists and statisticians havcIti)ught the practical side 0* screw r
mathematics into the clasArtnuir,

.essitte is booking
requests for tipk,year. The Connectitni
Resimice Haid,i ousrd at Julius West Ni'i and CADcached by &tiling 762. 61'0. 1.1

W CUPY AVAII Mil

:4
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The intratueles of polishing a moue druw a Stedwick ES student and an expert
togegher at a gem and mineral show, a tkId trip arranged by the bank.

Aukuit A, istivi Rano*



Article from "Of Interest" Appearing in the
American Lung Association Newsletter
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To: All Newsletter Editors
From:Judy Kramer

Resource Specialist
279-3221

Re: Informotion for possible article in your newsletter

Connection Resource Bank Operational!

. Montgomery County teachers have a new tool at their disposal!

A computerized resource bank has been created which enables classroom

teachers to access available resources in the communities and businesses of

the Washington metropolitan area..The Connection Resource Bank

serves as a mechanism through which classroom teachers can express

needs for people, places, and things to enrich learning for students. The

bininess community Cat; .1! fo. personnel, work sites, and waterials to

respond to tho3c needs asl-eell as express Its own needs regarding

educaticn programs. The Bank already lists over 850 resources,

predominantly in science and math. It is being expanded to include social

studies and ti!timately the complete curriculum. Presently avaiiable.to all

Montgomery County teachers by phone, the Bank eventually will place a

computer terminal in each school so that teachers may browse to find

resources ranging from expert speakers, internships, mentors or surplus

equipment to field trips and shadow experiences (in which a student

spends a day observing an expert at work). The Bank provides

Montgomery County with an opportunity to expose Its greatest natural

resource, its children, to all that the business and general community have

to offer.
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Letters to Montgomery 3ducation
Connection members.
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THE BUSINESS EDUCATION PARTNERSHIP

MEMORANDUM

To: Members of the Montg4wdry Education Connection

Frow: Judy Kramer, editor

"Of Interest," The Connection Resource Bank Newsletter

Subject: Newsletter publication

As many of you know the first big project of the Montgomery
Education Connection was the establishment of the Connection Resource Bank,
a database of more than 1,000 resources in science and mathematics that
is available to all the teachers of Montgomery County. A federal grant
from the U.S. Department of Education hags made it possible to publish w
newsletter that is distributed to every teacher monthly informing them of
the resources in the bank. Copies of the newsletter are enclosed for your
information.

If you do not have members of your business or organization
listed in the Resource Bank, I would like to invite you to fill out theenclosed form and return it to the address listed on the back. We have morethan 1,000 resources registered, but we regularly receive requests forwhich we have no listing.

Thank you for your interest and your support of the Connection
Resource Bank and "Of Interest" through the Montgomery Education Connection.

saAn 1411Infugsr4,"ri eurtetet. "ID la 4 /... -



850 Hungerford Drive Rockvilk%, M:iryland 20850

May 4, 1987

Mr. Richard England, President
Hechinger Foundation
3500 Pennsy Drive
Landover, Maryland 20785

Dear Mr. England:

As a member of the Montgomery Education Connection, I thought you might
be interested in learning how we have spent the funds the Connection
provided to the Connection Resource Bank, a database of over 1,000
businesses and scientists that is available to the teachers and students
of our schools.

The enclosed newsletters have been distributed monthly to all 7000 teachers
in Montgomery County schools. A federal grant supplemented by funds from
the Connection has made this publication possible.

I hope you are pleased with the way the business community and the
school community are working together to share expertise.

Sincerely,

udy Kramer
editor, "Of Interest"

Rani tub



Montgomery
County

Public
Schools

85() liunp_TftArd Drive . Rockville, Maryland - 2085o
Thleptu (300 7 6 2 - 59 8 5

Ms. Jean Sutton
Vitro Corporation
14000 Georgie Avenue
Silver Spring, Maryland 20910

Dear Ms. Sutton:

February 5, 1988

As a member of the Montgomery Education Connection, you share in
the accomplishments of the Connection Resource Bank, a database
of over 1,500 volunteers frlm the scientific and business
communities who have agreed to share their expertise with the
students and teachers of Montgomery County Public Schools.
Teachers may request speakers, mentors, field trips and other
resources drawn from the database. In two years, the Resource
Bank has interfaced with more than 20,000 students bringing the
best of the "real world" into the classroom.

As the editor of the Connection Resource Bank's newsletter, "Of
Interest," I would like to share with you some of the exciting
programs your participation has made possible. "Of Interest" is
distributed monthly to the 7,500 teachers and administrators of
Montgomery County Public Schools.

As you examine these newsletters, I hope you will feel the
excitement this program has generated. You are very much a part
of its success.

Sincerely yours,

Judith Kramer
Editor, "Of Interest"

Enclosure

JK:nb
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June 6, 1988

Dear Montgomery Education Connection member:

I pleased to share the May issue of "Of Interest"
with you. It is the tinai issue produced under the
fedelal grant and the final issue for this school year.

Next year "Of Interest" will be a joint publication of
thE Montgomery Education Connection and Montgomery County
Public Schools. It will continue to be distributed
Inor.thly, October through May, to more than 7,000 teachers
and othtr professional staff members in all schools.

ThE Connection Resource Bank has had a year of
extraordinary growth. To date, more than 30,500 students
have shared the direct services of many of the 1,600
experts in the Bank data base. Teacher requests have
poured into the Bank faster than they can be processed.
More than 1,158 teacher requests have been filled.
Staffing has been expanded to handle the demands of
growth.

Because your support of the Montgorery Education
Connection has been crucial to thE success of this
project, we are delighted to take this opportunity to
thank you. We hope you are pleased with your investrcent
and that the Bank continues to be of mutual benefit to
both businesses and the public schools of Montgomery
County.

Sincerely,

Judith Kramer, editor
"Of Interest"
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Information Office Room 112
Montgomery County Public Schools

850 Hungerford Drive
Rockville, Maryland 2085;)

April 22, 1988

DI. Maxint Counihan
Assistant to the County Executive
Montoo:.ery County Government
101 Monroe Street
Rcckville, Maryland 20850

Dear Dr. Counihan:

I have assembled a set of this year's "Of Interest" to
give you an idta of the services the Connection Rtsource
Ban'y: is ploviding to both the school system and the
co-runit.' Tht final issue will be published in May and I
will send ycu a copy.

In tht 1 issue you will find an article about the
cor.1.:uter sic,:cialist you and I discussed some weeks ago at
a Montgortry Education Connection meeting.

Thanks for y:Idur interest.

Sincerely,

Judi Era:,ti, editor
"Of Inteltst"
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THE
BUSINESS--
EDUCATIO N
PARTNERSIliP
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Q: What is the MONTGOMERY
EDUCATION CONNECTION?

A: The Connection is a non-profit foundation
established to develop business and institutiona,
support for the Montgomery County Public Schools.
The Connection brings businesses and schools
together to 'mgage in projects that benefit both, and
in so doing, contribute to the economic health and
growth of Montgomery Count'

Q: What does the Connection do?
A: The Connection helps schools add real-world

training and experiences to programs for studcnts
and staff, pr Jes appropriate volunteers to add
business e. yertise to study and interview committees
and engages in projects that arc requested by the
superintendent of schools or business members of
the foundation.

Q: Who belongs to the Connection?
A: Business owners and executives like you. Men and

women who want to have an impact on the quali:y
of education in Montgomery County. More than
50 firms are already active supporters of the
Connection. Evelything from Fortune 500 giants to
small business owners and professionals. Everyone
can help.

Q: flow can sponsorship of the
Connection benefit my business?

A: In a number of ways. It is important to maintain the
aionally recognized quality of the Montgomery

County school system as a powerful incentive in
recruiting employees from outside the area. It is a
long-term investment in developing our local work
force. A corporate recruiting expense, if you will.
You also will be helping build a better educated,
more affluent pool of consumers tor your products
and services.

Q: What progran s does the Connection
sponsor?

A: 1. Comicetion Resource Ilink---A computer (Luahase
that connects teachers with speakers, filcIltOrS,
field trips, student and teacher internships,
demon,ir.itions matri'ials in the areas ol
inathL manes and science.



2. Teacher of the MonthA teacher who makes
outstanding or innovative use of community
resources to enhance the curriculum is given a cash
award and a day's leave to study local business.

3. SThRS (Students Achieving Real Success)A job
readiness skills program for high school students
designed to help them build the attitudes and skills
needed to become successful in the working world.

4 . Student Economics ProjectA program that
albws economics students to participate in the
Securities Industry Association's Stock Market
Game, helping build awareness of the importance
of capital in American business. A second part of
the program provides in-service training in the
stock market and finance for economics teachers.

5. Summer Job BankA program to help attract and
retain excellent teachers by helping them find
employment during the summer months.

6. New kacher OrientationAn annual breakfast to
welcome new teachers to Montgomery County
and make them aware of the resources the
Connection can provide.

Q: How is the Connection funded?

A: The Connection is funded through corporate
contributions and in-kind support and has the active
support of the Board of Education and the
administration of the Montgomery County Public
Schools.

Q: How can my company help?

You can help by having your business become an
active partner in this unique business-education
partnership by contributing in one of the following
categories:

Associate partner $200-5499

Corporate partner $500-$999

Benel'actor partner $1,000 or more

Ideally, you can provide your active participation and
that of your stiff to serve on Connection committees.
act as speakers. mentors, or consultants. You can
provide instructional aids, surplus equipment,
awards or scholarships.

When business leaders get involved in education.
wonderful things happen.

YES I want to be
involved with the
MONTGOMERY
EDUCATION
CONNECTION.

Name

Title

Firm/Organization

Address

City State Zip

I would like to support the
Connection through a
contribution of:
$200$499 El

$500$999 111

$1,000 + El

I would like more informa-
tion about the Connection.
Please have someone call me
at (

MONTGOMERY EDUCATION CONNECTION
850 Hungerford Drive, Room 112

Rockville, MD 20850
(301) 279-3391



Some of the companies who contribute
professional expertise and financial
support to the Connection:

Adsystech, Inc.
Authorware
W. Bell & Company
Berlin, Karam & Ramos, P.A.
Chase Manhattan Financial Services
C & P Telephone Company
Computer Data Systems, Inc.
Contel Technical Services
Cordatum/BSI, Inc.
Ehrlich-Manes Associates
First American Bank of Maryland
Foulger-Pratt Construction
Carl M. Freeman & Associates, Inc.
G E Information Services
GEICO
Giant Food, Inc.
John Hanson Savings Bank
Thomas P. Harkins, Inc.
Hechinger Foundation
House of Printing
IBM Corporation
JC Penney Co., Inc.
Kaiser Permanente
Linowes & Blocher
Marriott Corporation
Maryland Natural Gas
Metro Business Forms
Montgomery County Chamber of Commerce
Montgomery County Teachers Federal Credit Union
Montgomery County Public Schools
National Association of Securities Dealers, Inc.
National Bureau of Standards
National Institutes of Health
Potomac Electric Power Compan
Potomac Investment Associates
Reliance Furniture Service
Sentinel Newspapers
Shulman, Rogers, Gandal, Pordy & Ecker, P.A.
Sovran Bank/Maryland
TeleSec
Tracor Applied Sciences
University of Maryland
Vitro Corporation

The Connection and you: call or write
for more information

Montgomery Education Connection
850 Flungerford Drive, Room 112
Rockville, Maryland 20850
Telephone: 279-3391
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ST Connection
Nu Resource

BANK

The Connection Resource Bank is a database
of over 1,000 volunteers in the fields of
science and mathematics who have volunteered
to act as resources for the teachers and
students of Montgomery County Public Schools.

REGISTRATION FORM INDIVIDUAL

Name

Address

Occupation/Job Tit lo

Company

LAST FMST MI

STREET CITY STATE ZIP

Address
STREET CITY STATE ZIP

I prefer to be contacted (check all that apply):

0 at home phone 0 through company contact person

0 at work phone
NAME

PHONE

Time Commitment:
C7 frequently
0 once a month

Grade Preference:
O K - 3
n 4 - 6
tj 7 - 9
O 9 - 12

O occasionally
O summer

Group Size:
O small group
O class
O assembly

Geographic Preference by high school area (please check all that apply):

O Bethesda-Chevy Chase
O Montgomery Blair

Winston Churchill
0 Damascus
[-] Albert Einstein
[1 Springbrook
Li Thomas S. Wootton

n Gaithersburg
0 Walter Johnson

John F. Kennedy
ri Richard Montgomery

Paint Branch
O Wheaton

Place:
LJ at school site

0 at work site

O Poolesville
O Rock Terrace
O Rockville
O Seneca Valley
LI Sherwood
O Walt Whitman

I understnnd that my name and interest profile Information listed on the reverse of thls sheet will be included in
the Conn 3ction Resource Bank.

Name

DM HMV AVAll API 1

Date

flmeionmilmr

MONTH DAY YEAR

CONTINUED ON OTHER SIDE



!! Connection
Resource

BANK

INTEREST PROFILE

Please mark the apwopriate places to tell us how you would like to be involved with Montgomery County Public
Schools.

O SPEAKER

O TUTOR

LI MENTOR

O CONSULTANT

a person who discusses, illustrates or demonstrates a predetermined topic with a small
or large group of individuals on an occasional basis at school.

a person who instructs an individual or small group of students on topics or concepts
that need reinforcement or helps on a regular basis at school.

a person who discusses a topic; suggests reading materials, ideas for further work or
other resources; and may serve as a role model by working with a student by telephone
or in person on a regular basis either at school or the work site.

a person who provides professional advice or services to an individual or group on a
topic, program or project (e.g. a science fair project) in person or by telephone on an
occasional basis for the duration of the project.

Li JUDGE a person with sufficient knowledge to decide on the merit of a project, contest entry, or
activity for a competition on an occasional basis, usually at school.

0 OCCUPATIONAL a person who provides students with information about a particular career or occu-
INTERVIEW pation in a structured interview at the work site or at school during a career day.

ON-SITE
SPONSOR

a person who provides supervision for students at the work site for short term (sha-
dowing) or long term (internship) experiences.

Briefly describe the specific expertise you are willing to share or topic you are willing to discusss.

The information you have provided will be entered into our resource bank database. Since all bookings are made
by the resource bank coordinator, privacy of information is assured. Only when a resource has agreed to a
specific commitment will the requesting teacher be given a contact phone number so that plans can be shared.

Please return this form to: Connection Rcisource Bank
Judith Messitte, Resource Bank Coordinator
Montgomery County PubHc Schools
850 Hungerford Drive, Room 24
Rockville, Maryland 20850



Er Connection
NE Resource

BANK

COMPANY REGISTRATION FORM

The Connection Resource Bank is a database of volunteers from the Montgomery County community who haveagreed to ;;erve as resources for the students and teachers in Montgomery County Public Schools. To registerwith the resource bank, please complete this form and return to address indicated on reverse.

Company/Organization

Address

Number of
Employees: L3 Under 10; L110-49; 1.1 50-99 L1100+

Business Hours

Contact Person

Title
Phone L

Describe your business briefly, including the occupational areas of your staff:

Our company [ 1 does I Idoes not have a policy that enables personnel to be released during work hours tovolunteer for the following activities at a Montgomery County public school:

1 Tutor El Student Internship/Job
Mentor Fl Shadow Experiences

-1 Consultant 11 Student Field Trip
Judge 11 In-depth Tour

I Occupational 11 Teacher Opportunities
Interview 11 School Year

1] Summer

Our company can publicize the need for volunteers.

CONTINUED ON OTHER SIDE



Describe briefly any training, research, or work experience available for teachers or students:

Ll Our company can furnish speakers.
The accompanying course list will help you idenfify topics.

Speakers Topic

Our company can supply information/materials in the following categories:
D Special Library LI Database
LI Reports Brochures

Audiovisuals [-_-) Award or Competition
LI Equipment and/or Li Computer Bulletin

Supplies Board

Our company prefers to have all requests made:
[]Through our main contact
D Direciiy to individuals who volunteer

This information will go into the central computer register. We will let you know when we give your name and
phone number to teachers who request help in your area of interest.

Please return this torm to: Connection Resource Bank
Montgomery County Public Schools
651 Great Falls Road, Room 11
Rockville, Maryland 20850

Phone: (301) 762-6192



SHADOW
PROGRAM

FIELD TRIP

IN-DEPTH TOUR

SPECIAL
LIBRARY

COURSE/SEMINAR
CONFERENCE

a short version of an internship, usually one day

a group visit to a facility to learn about the site and its services

a behind-the-scenes tour not normally available to the public led by an informed
resource person

a unique collection of subject-related material not normally available to the
public

organized learning opportunities open to students under specific conditions

TEACHER OPPORTUNITIES

GRANTS AND AWARDS
TRAINING
SUMMER JOBS AND INTERNSHIPS
CONFERENCES/SEMINARS
RESEARCH

Montgomery County Public Schools
651 Great Falls Road, Room 11
Rockville, Maryland 20850
(301) 762-6192



ni! Conrection
NE Resource

BANK

PERSONNEL

SPEAKER

RESOURCE DESCRIPTIONS

a person who discusses, illustrates, or demonstrates a predetermined topic with
a small or large group of individuals on an occasional basis at school

TUTOR a person who instructs an individual or small group of students on topics or
concepts that need reinforcement on a regular basis at school

MENTOR a person who discusses a topic; suggests reading materials, ideas for further
work or other resources; and may serve as a role model by working with a
student by telephone or in person on a regular basis either at school or the work
site

CONSULTANT a person who provides professional advice or services to an individual or group
on a topic, program or project (e.g. a science fair project) in person or by
t2lep.ne on an occasional basis for the duration of the project

JUDGE a person with sufficient knowledge to decide on the merits of a project, contest
entry, or activity for a competitior on an occasional basis, usually at school

OCCUPATIONAL a person who provides students with information about a particular career or
INTERVIEW occupation in a structured interview conducted by the student at the work site

or at school during a career day

0,1-SITE
SPONSOR

a person who provides supervision for students at the work site for short term
(shadowing) or long term (internship) experiences

INFORMATION/MATERIAL3

INSTRUCTIONAL materials presented in audio/visual or written form that provide information on
specific topic

SURPLUS
EQUIPMENT/
DONATIONS

DATA BASE/
ELECTRONIC
BULLETIN
BOARD

goods and materials that may be loaned or donated for instructional or other
purposes either on or ofi the owner's site

library of information ihat can be electronically transmitted; electronic informa-
tion exchange

AWARDS, recognition that is earned by developing o presenting a project or paper
COMPETITIONS/ according to rules or guidelines; financial assistance for students
OR
SCHOLARSHIPS

PROJECTS/
PAPERS

SITE RESOURCES

STUDENT
INTERNSHIP

a written account of a detailed investigation on a specific topic, concept or
activity

an unpaid supervised experience to increase an individual student's under-
standing of how an organizatior. functions and the requirements of a particular
occupation. Internships can be for 5 to 32 hours per week for 6 to 18 weeks.

CONTINUED ON OTHER SIDE



Montgomery County Public Schools

Mathematics Courses and Topics
(Subject Code M)

melee
Math 9
0 1 Area
02 Decimal
03 Divisibility
04 Estimation
05 Equation
06 Exponent
07 Factor
08 Fraction
09 Geometric Terms
10 Graph
11 Integer
12 Mean
13 Median
14 Percent
15 Perimeter
16 Proportion
17 Ratio
18 Statistics
19 Volume
20 Whole Number

MOM
Introduction to Algebra
01 Decimal
02 Factor
03 Fraction
04 Integer
05 Linear luatiol
06 Percent
07 Polynomial
08 Proportion
09 Radical
10 Ratio
11 Similar terms
12 Whole number

MOM
Applicatbns of
Mathematics
01 Area
02 Banking
03 Data
04 Equation
05 Formula
06 Graph
07 Interest
08 Loan
09 Mean
10 Measurement Systems
:1 Median
12 Mode
13 Percent
14 Perimeter
15 Proportion
16 Ratio
17 Volume
18 Wage

M11400
Algebra 11
01 Algebraic Fraction
02 Equation
03 Factor
04 Graph
05 Inequality
06 Integer
07 Irrational Number
08 Linear Programming
09 Polynomial

10 Properties
11 Radical .

12 Rational Number
13 Real Number
14 Set
15 System of Equations

Wee
Trigonometry
ei Amplitude
02 Angle Measurement
03 Angular Velocity
04 Applications of Trig Functions
05 Arc Length
06 Circular Function
07 Degree
08 DeMoivre's Theorem
09 Harmonic Motion
10 Identity
11 Phase Shift
12 Polar Form
13 Radian
14 Trigonometric Equations
15 Wrapping Function

MOM
GeometryHonors Geom.
01 Area
02 Circle
al Circumference
04 Congruence
05 Coordinate Geometry
06 Deduction
07 Euclidean Geometry
08 Geometric Constructions/Loci
09 Geometric Relationships
10 Induction
11 Logic
12 Mathematical Systems
13 Methods of Proof
14 Non-Euclidean Geometry
15 Parallelism
!6 Perpendicularity
17 Perimeter
1,8 Polygonal Region
19 PythNorean Theorem
20 Reasoning
21 Similarity
22 Solid Figures
23 Tautology
24 Truth Table
25 Volume

MI/7100
Algebra 2
0 I Circle
02 Complex Number
03 Conic Section
04 Directrix
05 Eccentricity
06 Ellipse
07 Equation
08 Exponent
09 Factor
10 Focus
I I Function
12 Graph
13 Hyperbola
14 Inequality
15 Logarithm
16 Parabola

17 Polynomial
18 Radical
19 Real Number
20 Relation
21 Solutions of Equatitms
22 System of Equations

MOW
Advanced Algebra
01 Binomial Theorem
02 Combination
03 Determinant
04 Exponential Function
05 Function
06 Inverse Relationship
07 Logarithmic Function
08 Mathematical Induction
09 Matrix
10 Permutation
11 Probability
12 Relation
13 Roots of Equation
14 Sequence
15 Series
16 System of Equations

me900
Probability and Statistics
01 Bayes Theorem
02 Central Tendency
03 Combination
04 Confidence Interval
05 Data
06 Distribution
07 Experiment
08 Hypothesis
09 Interpretation of Data
10 Permutation
11 Probabiiity
12 Rules of Probability
13 Sample
14 Statistical Inference
IS Statistics
16 Test statistic

mieee
Elementary Functions
0 1 Applications
02 Binomial Theorem
03 Combination
04 Composite Function
05 Exponential Function
06 Function
07 Graph
08 Inverse Relation/Function
09 Limits
10 Logarithmic Function
11 Mathematical Induction
12 Permutation
13 Probability
14 Relation
15 Sequence
16 Series

ml lee
Analytic Geometry
01 Circle
02 Conic Section
03 Coordinate Systems
04 Determinant
05 Direction Cosine

06 Direct rix
07 Distance
08 Eccentricity
09 Ellipse
10 Equation
11 Focus
12 Hyperbola
13 Matrix
14 Parabola
15 Parameter
16 Polar
17 Rotation
18 Quadric Surface
19 Surface of Revolution
31 Vector

Calculus
01 Accelerittion
02 Applications
03 Area
04 Center of Mass
05 Continuity
06 Critical Point
07 Derivative
08 Differentiation
09 Equation
10 Force
11 Fund. Theorem of Calculus
12 Hyperbolic Function
13 Integration
14 l'Hospital Theorem
15 Limit
16 Mean Value
17 Rolle's Theorem
18 Sequence
19 Series
20 Vector
21 Velocity
22 Volume
23 Work

M13100

Consumer Mathematics
01 Advertising
02 Banking
03 Bond
04 Budget
05 Checkbook
06 Consumer
07 Credit
08 Data
09 Decision Making
10 Discounts
11 Fraud
1,2 Graph
13 Housing
14 Income
15 Insurance
16 Loan
17 Monetary System
IN Mortgage
19 Price
20 Saving Account
21 Social Security
22 Stuck
23 Tax
24 Time Zone
25 Transporation
26 Utility
27 Wage



Montgomery County Public Schools

Science Courses and Topics
(Subject Code S)

WNW
Anatomy and Physiology
01 Cell Specialization
02 Skeletal System
03 Muscular System
04 Nervous System
95 Sense Organs
06 Food Chemistry
07 Digestive System
Oti Respiratory System
09 Circulatory System
10 Integumentary System
11 Excretory System
12 Endocrine System
13 Reproductive System
14 Heredity

S0200
Applied Science
01 Transportation Conveyances
02 Household Mechanical

Appliances
03 Electricity
04 Individual Study in Physical

Science
05 Careers in Physical Science
06 Physiology and Health
07 Household Products
08 Life Science for Personal Use
09 Individual Study in Life Science
10 Careers in Life Science

S0300
Biology 1
01 Cytology
02 Reproduction
03 Genetics
04 Scientific Evolution
05 Taxonomy
06 Microbiology
07 Anatomy and Physiology of

Plants
011 Anatomy and Physiology of

Animals
09 Human Body
10 Behavior
I I Ecology

S0400
Biology AP
01 Unity of Life
02 Cellular Energetics
03 Genetics
04 Diversity of Life
05 Scientific Evolution
06 Ecology

SOW
Chemistry 1
0 1 Classification and Organization

of Matter
02 Atomic Theory. Periodicity.

and Radioactivity
03 Mole Concept
04 Heat and Molecular Motion
05 Chemical Bonds and Properties

of Matter
06 Thermodynamics
07 Reaction Kinetics
08 Solutions and SolubilitN
09 Acids, Buses, and Salts
10 Oxidation-Reduction and

Electrochemistry
II Carbon and Its Compounds

WOO
Chemistry AP
01 Atomic Theory
02 Chemical Bonding
03 Phases of Matter
04 Solutions
05 Types of Reactions and

Equations
06 Equilibrium
07 Reaction Kinetics
08 Thermodynamics

S0700
Earth Science
01 Stellar Astronomy
02 The Solar System and Its

Exploration
03 The Earth and Its Motions
WI The Earth's Atmosphere
05 Minerals and Their Origins
06 Petrology
07 Weathering and Erosion
08 Oceanography
09 Structural Geology
10 Historical Geology

S0800
Environmental Science
01 Energy Flow
02 lnierrelat .nships of Biology.

Geology, and Chemical Cycles
03 Nature ol Ecosystems
94 Population Studies and

Environmental Pollution
05 Organization and Dynamics of

Ecological Communities
06 Urban and Nonurban Land Use
07 Urban and Nonurban Water Use
08 Nonrenewable Natural

Resources
09 Energy Resources and

Substitutes
10 Food Resources and Population

S09011

Horticulture Science
01 Plant Anatomy and Physiology
02 Careers in Horticulture
03 Growth Conditions
04 Plant Propagation
05 Control of Diseases, Weeds,

and Pests
06 Greenhouse Management
07 Plam Identification
Oti Soils and Their Preparation
09 Crop Plants
10 Lawns
11 Landscaping

S1000
Lab Science
01 Physical Measurement
02 Force, Motion, and Simple

Machines
03 Introductory Chemistry
04 Organic Chemistry
05 Environmental Studies

Wovitill
SI 1 WO

Physical Science
01 Measurement Skffis
02 Atomic Structure
03 Chemical Formulas and

Equations
04 Classification of Chemical

Substances
05 Radioactivity
06 Organic Chemistry
07 Vector Analysis
08 Force and Motion
09 Work, Energy, and Power
10 Thermal Energy
11 Wave Motion and Sound
12 Light and Optics
13 Electricity and Magnetism

SINN
Physics
01 Vector Mathematics
02 Kinematics
03 Dynamics
04 Energy
05 Momentum
06 Thermodynamics
07 Electricity and Magnetism
08 Waves
09 Modern Physics

S1300
Physics AP
01 Kinematics
02 Newton's Laws of Motion
03 Work, Energy, and Power
04 Systems of Particles-Statics
05 Rotational Motion
06 Oscillations and Gravitation
07 Electrostatics
08 Electric Current and Circuits
09 Capacitance and Capacitors
10 Magnetism



Tit Connection
EN Resource

BANK

EVALUATION OF RESOURCE

Please let us know if the resource we booked met your expectations. Return of this form will assure your next
booking. Just drop this form in the pony addressed to Connection Resource Bank, Room 11, Julius West Middle
School. We appreciate the feedback as it enables us to better meet your needs.

Teacher's Name

School

Topic

Type of Resource (check one):
Li Personnel

Name

Title

Course

Date Used

[1 Information/Materials
Specify

Site Resource
Specify

L] The presentation/resource did not take place.

Number of students involved

Was the topic adequately covered?

Li Yes D No

Was the presentation/resource appropriate for the age level of the group?

Yes El No

Did the group find the presentation/resource interesting?

E Yes D No

Would you recommend this presentation/resource to another teacher?

Yes El No

Please write additional comments below or on the back.
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An 'r Force captain (top) describes
her ;ion students at Takmna Park
Ft: (above) a ilicteorologist explaios
the knees (Di a storm to aniother class.

"
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MCPS 'matchmaker' brings
students, experts together

Some matches arc made in heaven
and some are made in the Office of
Volunteer Services where Jude Messitte
matches teachers requests for speak-
ers. inento-s and tutors in science and
mathematics with more than LUX)
volunteer experts in the database of
the Connection Resource Rank.

Messnte, coordinator of the hank
also arranyes field trips for Sf);dcrit
and provides other educational yerviec'.

Supported he MCI'S and the Mont
yomert hducation Connection. a non
profit foundation that serves is i link
hetween Inismesses and the scho,
svstem. the Connection Rt.'S(111rCe
ItriL IS l'intelinr, sc;t1

operation. More than lf).000 stiricni')
heneht,..d than i h expertise

Imcoliwn ()I thc NthincY, wRmiii
11:0,c heen

teer resources. Through the bank, 381
people have come to the schools or
invited students to visit their husiness-
es and laNiratories.

Duriny the summer. the hank pro-
k ided many speakeis who yuve pre-
sentati, is to sixth glade students in
the Mii !te Start proy.rarn at Mout-

une't Colleye and to students at

Ranneker .111S. The hank also piovid-
ed seteral experts who shared their
knowledge and inventions with a
iihnip of rifted learniny iabled stu-
dents at I ilden IS, whose summef
proyiam focused on creative eoinnur
in...anon. Several internship place-
ments and mcntorinii eiperiences
terc itrianyed ht the hartk dmany
bits and

In- newsleoei . hlt.cif, III

hued monthlt Oetolici thromh May.

BEST COPY MILAN it



More than 10,000
students hate bene-
fited from the ex-
pertise of members
of the business and
scientific communi-
ties who have been
volunteer resources.

informs M's.lPS teachers about the
resources a\ ailable. Ineerevt is
supported by an Excellence in Educa-
tion award from the Del rtment
of rducation to Paint Branch HS, one
of the pilot schools for the bank.

Requests to the bank :lave run the
l',.arnut of topics. One student needed
"a mentor \.-ho has a laboratory
wlwri. I can work on a project on the
effects of anaholie steroids on the
muscle mass growth n active and
sedentary lab animak.- Ihe hank
provided Allan Goldfarb from the
lluiversitv of Mai sland, whose spe-
cialty' Is exeicise hiochemistrv.

A student who wanted to stud\ the
phcnomenou of hoorirangs was
matched with Col. Bevan rown ot
the American Kite Flyers ,

Field trips arraiwed by the hank
occlude visit', to Gallaudet I ni\ersitv,
the National Bureau of `itandards and
the Washirion Childrenls .Vloseurn.

Archcologists, solar specialists, bank-
er', ph\ sicists, '-rtors,

+rtos d statisticians have
hiht the 1,racncal Ydr wience
And mocheinatIt", ink) the clay,toolll',

MCV,IIIC is k/t/1..111r

OM I In. Cormc,:non
houst.d a I I I is V..est \i`.) i)I1J c-dn

dc.ik ht. (.1 h, cik):

Es

a

a

--rat

The laracacies pf polkhing i unite draw a Stedwkk F.S statiew and an expert
together at st kern and miner& show, a Held trip am:aged the hank.

I I I

BEST COPY UMW
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EXAMPLES OF SECONDARY RESOURCE BANK REQUESTS AND BOOKINGS

Request:
"I want a mentor to help me find out how the salinity of water affects the

reproduction of crustacea."

The Bank provided:
Dr. Manning, from the Department of Molluscs and Crustacea in the

Smithsonian Natural History Museum.

Request:
"I need a mentor for guidance in the designing of an experiment using right

btain teaching techniques; a teacher or a person working in a neurological

department."
The Bank provided:
Dr. Ida Baron, Director of Neuropsychology from Georgetown University.

Request:
"I need a mentor to help me make a hydrometer."

The Bank provided:
Cindy Thorpe of the National Weather Service.

Request:
"I need a mentor who has a laboratory where I can work on a project on the

effecta of anabolic steriods on the muscle mass growth in active and

sedentary lab animals."

The Bank provided:
Dr. Allan Goldfarb from the University of Maryland whose specialty is

exercise biochemistry. He had a laboratory that he agreed to make

available.

Request:
"I need a mentor to guide an investigation of the hydrolysis process of

starch storage in the germination stages of 3 plant types."

The Bank provided:
Dr. Jerry Cohen from the Department of Agriculture whose specialty is plant

hormones.

Request:
"I want to study the phenomenon of boomerangs."

The Bank provided:
Col. Bevan Brown of the American Kite Flyers Association.

Request:
"I need a mentor to guide me in designing and constructing an experimee'z
which deals with observing the effects of different sound frequencies on

animals that live in different environments."

The Bank provided:
Dr. Robert Dooling from the University of Maryland psychology department

whose specialty is animal behavior.

Request:
"I need a mentcr to guide me in a project examining the role of yeaet in

fermentation."
The Bank provided:
Dr. Robert Gherna, Head of Bacteria at the American Type Culture Collection.



The following comments were written by MCPS Teachers/Specialists on
the Connection Resource Bank evaluation forms returned to the Bank
Coordinator after each booking has taken place. They reflect
teacher/parent/student enthusiasm at the elementary/secondary/special
program levels.

"(He) was excellent. He had parents commenting how much their kids
enjoyed his demonstration." Gaithersburg E.S.

"Very informative and interesting to 5th grade. Supported the
curriculum." -Brookhaven E.S.

"He was well prepared, enthusiastic and genuinely interested in
sharing his experiences with the students."

-Banneker J.H.S.

"Fantastic experience for all. The people were wonderful.
Experiences abound. Thank you, Judy this one was worth every
minute you have put into trying to get it going."

-Field Trip, Ritchie Park E.S.

"(He) offered his services to my students as a consultant for their
projects. He was very helpful to individual students and was well
received." -Magnet Program, Blair H.S.

"Students were fascinated by demonstration on liquid chromatography.
Good female, minority role model."

-Middle Start Program, Parkland J.H.S.

"(She) presented the material to the level of our students. She
actively involved the whole class of children. We were all very
pleased with her presentation." -Taylor Learning Center

"He even sent us additional information via the U.S. mail when he
learned of the various interests of the group. It was great! Thank
you again." -Highland E.S.

"Wonderful, fantastic in-house field trip."
-Flower Valley E.S.

"Please allow us to tak this opportunity to express how important we
believe your project to be. The Resource Bank is making resources
from the public and private sector available to the teachers and
students which, for lack of available contact time, would other15se go
untapped. In addition, having these individuals interact with
teachers and children gives the volunteers from industry and
government a view of the excellent work going on in classrooms across
the county. The upshot of this is that our students are benefiting
from the additional experiences in science...., and our schools are
maintaining their sterling reputation in the public eye."

Area I Science Specialists



CONNECTION RESOURCE BANK

The following are examples of science requests for the fourth through
sixth grade levels.

ENVIRONMENT -

Requested Topic: energy needs/alternatives in our environment.
Glade: 4-6 (Gifted and Talented)
Resource: Michael Bennett, Educational Coordinator, PEPCO
Background: Energy, electricity.

Requested Topic: water pollution and its effect on life.
Grade: 4

Resource: Ralph E. Architzel, Environmentalist, U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.

Requested Topic: recycling paper and cans.
Grade: 4

Resource: Sheila Cogan, Montgomery County Division of Environmental
Planning and Monitoring.

Background: Environmental issues, i.e. recycling paper and cans.

Requested Topic: energy pollution.
Grade: 4

Resource: Rita Gerharze Site Supervisor, Montgomery County
Conservation.

Background: Works on MC environmental community projects. Teaching
certificate with a degree in biology.

Requested Topic: pollution in the Chesapeake Bay.
Grade: 4

Resource: John Catena, Science Policy Analyst, NOAA-National Ocean
Service.

Requested Topic: endangered species.
Grade: 4-6
Resource: Nat Williams, Director of Government Relations, Nature

Conservancy.
Background: Conservation. Nature Conservancy seeks preservation of

.are and endangered species through land conservation.
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UNIVERSE & CHANGE

Requested Topic: paleontology
Grade: 5

Resource: Raymond Rye, Information Officer, Smithsonian
Institution.

Background: Museum Specialist paleobiology, historical geology.
Gives presentations on dinosaurs, early traces of life,
earthquakes.

Requested Topic: Difference between chemical & physical change.
Grade: 4

Resource' Isidore Adler, Retired Prof. of Chemistry/Geology,
University of Maryland .

Background: Astronomy/Space. Developed TV series, "Planetary
Exploration A Retrospective Look."

Requested Topic: rocks.
Grade: 5

Resource: Gladys Fuller, Smithsonian Institution.
Background: Tour guide for the Smithsonian Natural History Museum

(Minerals and Geology). Fossils.

Requested Topic: ever-changing earth (earthquakes).
Grade: 4 & 5

Resource: Harold Banks, Natural History Museum, Smithsonian
Institution, Office of Education.

Background: Paleontology, mineralogy, earthquakes, volcanoes.
Teaches classes in mineral & rock identification for
Smithsonian Resident Program.

Requested Topic: mineral show, field trip.
Grade: 5

Resource: Diane Beckman, Gem, Lapidary & Mineral Society
Montgomery County, Inc.

Background: School presentations. Coordinates field trips to the
annual show (3rd weekend in March) which is open to
school groups on Friday. Hands-on exhibits. Workshop
on polishing cabecheon.

Requested Topic: Pan for gold at Outdoor Education site (Anglers).
Grade: 6

Resource: Diane Beckman

Requested Topic: movement of heavenly bodies stars.
Grade: 6

Resource: Peter Giovanoni, Graduate Student, Astronomy Department,
University of Maryland.

Background: Taught introductory astronomy at the University of
Maryland.

-3-
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Requested Topic: matter solid, gas, liquid (simple changes).
Grade: 4

Resource: Ann Benbow, American Chemical Society.
Background: Coordinates Elemenary School Program for AC3.

THE HUMAN BODY -

Requested Topic: microbiology.
Grade: 4-5 (Gifted & Talented)
Resource: Ruth Simione, Education Consultant, American Type Culture

Collection.
Background: Arranges speakers, tours, field trips, judges for

science fair, research library, greenhouse. Former high
school science teacher. Presentations include
"Microbiology Grab Bag" and "The Human Hotel."

Requested Topic: body systems.
Grade: 5

Resource: Barbara Glenfield, Kaiser Permanente.
Background: Physical Therapy Supervisor.

Requested Topic: cells & the human body both plants & animals.
Grade: 5 (Gifted & Talented)
Resource: James Saunders, Research Biochemist, U.S. Department of

Agriculture.
Background: Plant physiologist, BA in Zoology, PhD in Botany.

Post-doctoral in biochemistry, minor in chemistry &
microbiology. Research in genetics & molecular biology,
electrofusion of cells.

Requested Topic: how the scientific process is used in biological
science.

Grade: 5/6
Resource: Sandra Frattali, Safeguards Analyst, U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission.
Background: Math, chemistry. Taught statistics and calcu_us.

Background in biology.

SUBSTANCE ABUSE

Requested Topic: "Clowns Don't Smoke"
Grade: 4

Resource: Irene Spector, American Lung Association
Backgruund: Travels to schools dressed as clown to speak and show

video tape entitled "Clowns Don't Smoke." (Tape run6
15 min) Video tape prepared for the American Lung
Association.
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Requested Topic: alcohol and drug abuse.
Grade: 6

Resource: Frankie Engle. ing, Alcohol and Drug Prevention Specialist
for Community rosychiatzic Clinic.

Background: Private consultant to MCPS, Project "Smart Teacher
Trainer" for State of Maryland Department of Health

Education.

Requested Topic: smoking.
Grade: 6

Resource: Dorothea Nullmeyer, American Lung Association.
Background: Speaker who shows the film, "Feminine Mistake,"

illustrating the effects of cigarette smoking.

Additional excellent resources from the Addiction Treatment Center at
Suburban Hospital are as follows:

Laura Sharon, Counselor
Beth Kane, Head Counselor for Outpatient Treatment Center

FLIGHT

Requested Topic: airport, field trip.
Grade: 5/6 (Gifted and Talented)
Resource: Sgt. Charles Michelsr'n, Andrews Air Force Base.
Background: Field trip include, hoice of the following tours:

fighter planes, truoort planes, helicopters, cockpit
tours of transport aircraft or helicopter, FAA Tower,

and viewing of the Presidential Airplane.

Requested Topic: aviation.
Grade: 4-6
Resource: Tracy Prior, Pilct, American Airlines.
Background: Women in Aviation. Flight Engineer.

Requested Topic: model airplane demonstration.
Grade: 4-6
Resource: Alan Schanzle, Aeronautical Engineer.
Background: PhD in celestial mechanics-motion study of heavenly

bodies, model airplane demonstration.

Requested Topic: piloting.
Grade: 5/6
Resource: James Moore, Goddard Space Flight Center.
Background: Project Manager for space telescope. Owner of private

airplane.
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Requested Topic: aviation, field trip.
Grade: 5/6 (Gifted and Talented)
Resource: Ben Miles, College Park Airport Museum.
Background: Manager of airport museum, conducts tours of small

museum which includes aviation memorabilia, 1909 film of
Wilbur Wright flight, hanger and air field.

Resource: Gary James, College Park Airport.
Background: Arranges field trip of flight training center at College

Park Airport. Tour includes pilot shop & demonstration
of simulation training.

Requested Topic: history of flight.
Grade: 5/6 ;Gifted and Talented-POK)
Resource: Meg Renton, Systems Control Technology.
Background: Aeronautical engineer with a space background. Works in

the air traffic control division of SCT, a company
involved in program development for the military,
Defense contracts.

Requested Topic: opportunities in the Air Force.
Grade: 5

Resource: Gretchen Anderson
Background: Public relations information specialist with the

Air Force. Career talks.

Requested Topic: space program.
Grade: 4-6 (Young Astronaut Club)
Resource: Joseph Buck, Continental Telegraph Company.
Background: Senior program manager for tracking and data relay

satellite system program of CONTEL. Does communication
satellite tracing and studies ground system for space
program.

Requested Topic: histoly of flight, field trip.
Grade: 4

Resource: National Air & Space Museum.
Backgrovnd: Educational tours: Exploring the Planets (3-6) Wed-Fri;

History of Flight (4-12) Tues & Thurs; Exploring Space
(4-12) Wed & Thurs; Looking at Earth (4-12) Tues. and
Thurs.

RequeFced Topic: observatory, field trip.
Grade: 4-6
Resource: Astronomy Department, University of Maryland.
Background: Group viF;its include talks, slide show and viewing

telescop,2.
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MAMMALS -

Topic Requested: hump back whales.
Grade: 4 (Gifted and Talented)
Resource: Peggy Addes, Department of Zoology, University of

Maryland.
Background: Research on wh_ s. Specialist in hump back whales.

Topic Requested: animal care and treatment.
Grade: 4-5 (Gifted and Talented)
Resource: Martha Hutchinson, North Rockville Veterinary Hospital.
Background: Veterinary medicine.

Topic Requested: animals and birds.
Grade: 4

Resource: Sam Lyon, Park Naturalist, Maydale Nature Center.
Background: Nature oriented craft activities, demonstrations, slide

presentations, insect program (2-6 grade); Indian
programs (2-5 grade). Nature Center also provides
speakers in the following areas: snakes of the Eastern
U.S A., mammals of Maryland, and amphibians.

Topic Requested: animal communication.
Grade: 5/6 (Gifted and Talented)
Resource: Robert Dooling, Department of Psychology, University of

Maryland.
Background: Research in animal behavior.
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Have you ever wondered...

Where can I find someone for my pre-calculus
students to shadow so they will understand how
calculus can help them in engineering?

Where can I get panel members to discuss how
mathematics influenced their careers'?

Where can I find black and female scientists as
role models for our career day?

Where can I get a tutor to work with a small
group of students who need help to pass the
Functional Math Test?

Where can I find help for a student project on
blood protein analysisa subject I don't know
much about'?

How could I take two chemistry students to an
international conference?

If you are a science or mathematics teacher in the
Montgomery County Public Schools, here are some
answers for you! It's the Montgomery County school
system Connection Resource Bank, a computer data
base that links us with the resources of the business
community.

The Connection Resource Bank
can find

Personnel
speakers
tutors
mentors
consultants
judges

.11wall

Materials
instructional aids
surplus equipment
data bases
awards
scholarships

CRB

Site Resources
student internships
shadow programs
field trips
tours
seminars

Teacher
Opportunities
grants & awards
summer k,bs
internships
conferences
seminars

The Montgomery Education
Connection Resource Bank
is your link to community resources to enrich
instruction and provide exciting, hands-on
educational opportunities for your students and
yourselves in the classroom and in the community.
You can use the bank's computer data base to:

Browse by Curriculum Topic
Browse by Type of Resource
Book a Resource
Initiate a Search for Resources Not Listed

The compot-r system is easy to useeven someone
with little c\ puter experience can operate it with
ease. And, since every school building will eventually
house its own equipment, you'll have convenient
access. A full-time system operator provides the
Connection Resource Bank with accurate, updated
information. Teacher requests will dictate what kinds
of resources should be added to the data bank. Tlw
bank's success depends on your participation.
Teachers who use the CR13 will receive a handy user's
guide as well as a newsletter with information on
what's new in the bank.

The Connection Resource Bank
is sponsored by

The Montgomery Education Connection
a non-profit foundation

to develop
business support

for
The Moutgomery County Public Schools

for further information contact:
Connection Resource Bank Coordinator

850 Hu ngerford Drive
Rockville, Maryland 20850

phone 279-3125

111111Connection
11011Resource

BAN K



The Montgomery Education Connection, Inc.
850 Hunger lord Drive, Room 129

Rockville, Maryland 20850
(301) 279-3125

A commitment by
your business is ivy
good for your
business

Connection
Resource
BANK
The Investment that Pays...



For the future of your business, ask
yourself these vital questions.

How can I reach energetic young people to share my
company's career possibilities and visions?

Can I have an impact on the quality of education in
Montgomery County public schools?

Are my future employees and customers getting a
good education?

Can my company's efforts improve the economic
health of the county?

Here are your answers... and your
opportunity.

We're the Montgomery County Education Connection
Resource Bank . . a computerized data base operated
by the public schools that links business resources to
the classroom. We're ready to help you enrich the
learning experience of the county's students and
help you play a direct role in educating your future
employees and customers. Your business can help
build our expanding Resource Bank that provides
students with hands-on educational opportunities.

Through our Resource Bank you can make the
expertise of your employees available to students and
teachers countywide. We coordinate accurate, up-
to-date information from participating business firms
and issue a monthly newsletter informing teachers
about available personnel, materials and site
resources during the school year,

The Resource Bank, in short, allows you to involve
your business in improving the quality of education
for the children of your employees, your future
employees and customers throughout Montgomery
(;ounty. You become a partner in improving learning
that leads to higher business productivity.

The Connection Resource Bank offers...and
needs your help in providing...

Personnel
speakers
tutors
mentors
consultants
judges

Materials
instructional aids
surplus equipment
data bases
awards
scholarships

Site Resources
student internships
shadow programs
field trips
tours
seminars

Teacher Opportunities
grants and awards
summer jobs
internships
conferences
in-service training

Involve your business, yourself...a commitment
that's easy, productive...an investment that pays.
Consider the dozens of skills your company could share with
students in a partnefship that fills resource needs such as those
above. Decide how much time you and members of your firm
can commit and select areas or topics of interest. You'll give
the county's young peopleand their teachersexperiences
that the school system just can't duplicate.

Join us now! Simply fill out and mail the form .

YES, I'd like more information about joining the Connection
Resource Bank.

_ Pkase call me at
(business phone)

Please send a registration form to

Name

Company

Address

City State

Signature (Me

Mail tO . . .

Connection Resource Bank Coordinator
651 Great Falls Road, Room 11
Rockville, MD 20850

Or, for even faster action, simply call . . . Connection Resource
Bank Coordinator 762-6192

The Connection Resource Bank is sponsored by The
Montgomery Education Connection, Inc. A non-profit
foundation established co develop business support for
the Montgomery County public schools.
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CONNECTION RESOURCE BANK
REQUEST FORM

INSTRUCTIONS: Thls request Is for one resource for one class at a time. The request must be submitted three wenks In advance of

the date needed. Send thls form to the Connection Resource Bank, Room 11, Julius West MS., via pony or call the Connection

Resource Bank at 279-3929 with thls information.41=111Ii

Teacher's Name:
(L1at)

Requester's Name:
(Lest)

School:

Grade:

Topic:

Resource Name:

Date:
(First)

Title:
(First)

Phone:

Class Size:

Preferred Date. ;
lat

Preferred Time: ;
1st

Confirmed Date:

ID#:

2nd

2nd

MCPS Form 311-61, Revised July 1988

Phone'

3rd

Confirmed Time:

3rd

......I.rm,Il.W

Montgomery County Public Schools
Rockville, Maryland

Rffl Connection
IIIResource

BANK

CONNECTION RESOURCE BANK
SEARCH FORM

Instructions: Send this form to the Conne..,tion Resource Bank, Room 129 CESC via pony or call the Connection Resource

Bank at 279-3125 with this information.

School
Teacher
(Please Print)

Last

Date

First M.I.

Grade Subject Topic

I want (describe resource).

So that (describe anticipated result):

Date Needed _ _ Time: From To
DA MO YR

Alternate
Date Needed __DA Thb----yR-- Time: From

I "

To

Form 311-62, April 1986 This is a multipart form. Remove copies before completing.
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Maryland School Volunteer Program
conference notes about the Resource Bank.



Voluntea:
Partnerships

Preparing for the. 21st Centlay

A Maryland State Conference
sponsored by

The Maryland School Volunteer Program

The Maryland State Department of Education

The Johns Hopkins University

with cooperation from

The Governor's Office on Volunteerism

+11MMINIMIMONINI

A conference highlighting the diversity of volunteer programs
including business, government, community, and parent partnerships

in elementary through adult education

March 23, 1988 9:00 a.m.-3:30 p.m.

The Belvedere Hotel Charles & Chase Streets Baltimore, Maryland



4. The Montgomery Education Connectien Resource Bank Executive Suite

Montgomery County Public Schools
Judith Messitte
Judith Kramer

Facilitator; Bernard J. Sadusky

A computerized resource bank gives teachers access to people, places and things in the business
community to enrich instruction for students. Presenters will discuss the development and
continuous support of the bank by the nonprofit education foundation, The Montgomery Education

Connection, Inc., and the use of the bank by teachers, as documented in the resource bank
newsletter "Of Interest."

5. Panel: Utilities Resources Executive Suite
Potomac Edison

C&P Telephone Company
Pat Kirk

Baltimore Gas and Electric
Elaine Urbanski

Facilitator: Jacqueline Lendsty

Representatives of local utility companies will discuss efforts to build collaborative programs with
local school systems.

6a. Project ABC's To Success: Partners For Progress Executive Suite
AT&T
Candace Humphrey

Baltimore County Public Schools Adult Education
JoAnn Murphy
Mary Ann Corley

Facilitator: Paula Hendricks

A unique partnership among AT&T, Baltimore County Public Schools Adult Basic Education
Program, and local community colleges in helping literacy level adults improve their basic skills and
acquire employability skills. This session will present an overview of the project from the initial
press conference to volunteer recruitment and training and student success stories.

61). IBM Remediation and Literacy Skills Executive Suite
1BM

Kenneth J. Miller

This workshop will present the program IBM has designed to use computers to help students gain
literacy skills.

STUDENTS AT RISK

7. The Reasoned Straight Program
Maryland Office of SafetyPatuxent Institute
Martin E. Salisbury
An Inmate Instructor (TBA)

Facilitator: Maceo M. Williams

Room 715

This workshop will be presented by inmates from Patuxent Institution. Participants will be given an
overview of the Reasoned Straight Program and its main objectives. The purpose of the program is
to present information, experiences, and guidance to students to help deter them from unlawful acts
and criminal lifestyles.

4
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MAIMANID SCUM_ VIDUUMITEU IDUCCILAfrot

April 7, 1988

Ms. Judith Kramer
Editor, OF INTEREST
Montgomery County Public Schools
651 Great Falls Rd.
Rockville, MD 20550

Dear Ms. Kramer:

On behalf of the Conference Planning Committee for the
Maryland State Conference, "Volunteer Partnerships:
Preparing for the 21st Century," I wish to express
appreciation for your excellent presentation, "The
Montgomery Education Connection Resource Bank." Your
willingncss to share your time, energy and talent with the
conference participants is a gift for which we are most
grateful. Conference evaluations indicate that
participants were very satisfied with the presentations at
the conference and felt that the day was very worthwhile.

We thank you for your generous support in making this
event a success.

Sincerely,

6.79L4t.-- Afre.07/AL

James Slagle
President-Elect

1! 7



PROJECT ATTACHMENT NUMBER 15

Charts showing number of children served
monthly by the Resource Bank.
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NUMBEROFCHILDRENSERVED

1986 - 87 1987 - 88 % INCREASE
IUL-AUG 250 570 128.0

SEPT 377 425 12.7
CCT 1,009 1,221 21.0
ND/ 627 4,061 547.7
DEC 808 1,334 65.1
JAN 483 1,087 125.1
FEB 1,322 1.523 15.2
MAR 1,520 3,018 98.6,
APR 3,261 1,745 -46.5
MAY 667 2,853 327.7
JUNE 219 861 293.2

TOTALS 10 543 18 698 77.3



PROJECT ATTACHMENT NUMBER 16

Sample correspondence received from
administrators, specialists and students.



RICHARD MONTGOMERY HIGH SCHOOL

ROCIMLLE, MARYLAND 20852

December 8, 1987

Ms. Judy Lramer
Connection Resource Bank

651 Great Falls Road, Room 11
Rockville, Maryland 20850

Dear Ms. Kramer:

OFFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL

MZMN

Thank you so much for your presentation to our faculty on

Monday, Dedcember 7. The Connection 3esoure Bank has many

valuable services to offer. I only hope that our faculty

will take advantage of as many programs as they possibly

can.

Thank you again for a fine presentation.

TEQ/pen

Copy to: Mrs. Priscilla Shoemaker

Sincerely,

Thomas E. Que et
Principal



RE.CEMLO JUL 0 1987

June 29, 1987

William N. HcDonald
Joseph Scallion
Subject Specialists, Science
Area I Administrative Of.fice
Montgomery County Public Schools
11721 Kemp Mill Road
Silver Spring, Maryland 20902

Judith L. Kramer, Resource Specialist
Connection Resource Bank
Room 129

Carver Educational Services Center
Montgomery County Public Schools
850 Hungerford Drive
Rockville, Maryland

Dear Judy

Joe and I would like to express our thanks for the presentation to the Area 1

Science Liaisons on June 11. Your organized materials and use of specific
annecdotes made the information about the Resource Bank meaningful and useful to
these teachers. They, in turn, will be able to pass along the information to
their staffs this coming fall.

We wish to let you know how much we feel the Resource Bank is doing for the
students of the county. In particular, the newsletter that you edit has made
the program visible to large numbers of teachers who otherwise might have missed
out on the opportunity for their students. Teachers who have used the Bank have
spoken to us of the positive reinforcement that it has given to their programs
in science, as well as how important the contacts between members of the
community and the schools have been.

We hope that we can continue to count on the program in the future and very much
look forward to helping our Area 1 teachers make use of this resource next year.

CC I Dr. Lancaster
Ms. Smith

Mrs. Heck
Area Supervisors

Sincerely,

Pjr076,0e

liam N. McD ald

,oseph Sca lion



Banneker Junior High
March 3, 1987

De,Ir Mrs. Kramer and Mrs. Messitte,

On behalf of all of my students who used the Resource Bank
to locate mentors, I would like to thank yo..1 for bringing the
services of thc Bank to my attention and for all of the time you
spent in locating the mentors. The help and guidance supplied
by the mentors has been invaluable in helping the students to
understand what scientifit research is all about. Each of the
students has contacted and thanked their mentors, but we would
also like to say a special thanks to the two of you for making
it all possible.

Sincerely,

Dr. Raymnd P. Koelsch

CYCIT1 ( .1-17
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PROJECT ATJACHMENT NUMBER 17

Sample of editor's correspondence with specialists.



850 Hungerford Drive Rockville, Maryland 20850
Thlephone (301)

December 19, 1986

Gerard Consuegra

Elementary Science Specialist
Area 2 Administrative Office
Tuckerman Center
8224 Lochinver Lane

Rockville, Maryland 20854

Dear Gerry,

This is just to thank you for the time you spent with me going over the
elementary science curriculum and pointing out areas of opportunity for the
Connection Resource Bank to plug into the classroom programa.

I'm planning to try the approach you suggested in the February issue of "Of
Interest," by selecting resources that can meet the specific curriculum
objectives you pointed out in the second and third grades, i.e. "light and
shadows" and "soil."

Thanks again for your demonstration of interest and for your help.

Sincerely,

Clar11-1°1-
\-Audy Kramer

Resource Specialist
Editor, "Of Interest"
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Montgomery County Public Schools' memo
to administrators regarding "Of Interest."
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Montgomery County Public Schools, Rockville, Maryland

No. 29 - February 6, 1987

All PRESCHOOL CONFERENCE (KINDERGARTEN ROUNDUP) ACTION-2/23
Elem Prins Your Preschool Conference form listing the date(s) of your kindergarten

roundup and the number of DIAL kits needed, if any, must be sent to Sarah
Rice, CESC Rm. 258, by Feb. 23. This information will be included in the
press release.

All EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT'S LOCATION INFORMATION
Staff Dr. Carl Smith, Executive Assistant to the Superintendent, is located in

CESC Rm. 129, telephone 279-3145.

All RITLE04...tesozzaz.,NKLEv.sitboErigpR INFORMATION
School ease c ec to see that corp e f Interest," the Connection Resource Bank
Staff monthly newsletter, are distributed in teachers' mailboxes.

All PERIODICAL HOLDINGS LIST INFORMATION
Media Media centers will receive a copy of the 1987 Professional Library Periodical
Specs Holdin s List. Please discard the 1986 list. For more iaformation, call the

Prins Professional Library, 279-3227.

All REVISED SPECIAL EDUCATION PROCEDURES MEETING INFORMATION
Elem Prins The meeting for reactions to proposed revisions in the special education place-

ment procedures has been rescheduled for Thurs., Feb. 19, from 4-7 p.m. at
Rock Terrace HS. Dinner (sandwiches) will be provided. This meeting was
previously scheduled for Jan. 22 (see memo and attachments to principals dated
Dec. 22). Please RSVP to Diane Tessier-Switlick, 279-3604, by Feb. 13.

All REMINDER INFORMATION
Prins The cutoff date for ordering textbooks with FY87 funds is March 17.

All CHANGES TO MCPS DIRECTORY INFORMATION
Staff Please make the folioL-ing changes to your directory:

Name Office Phone Page
Dudley, James
Finch, Brenda
May, Stephen
Robinette, Roger
Silvious, Stephen

279-3102 149

153

183

200
207
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PROJECT ATTACHMENT NUMBER 19

Memo to schools regarding distribution of "Of Interest."



Montgomery
County

Public
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PLEASE PUT

A COPY OF

'OF INTEREST'

IN EVERY TEACHER'S

MAILBOX

EACH MOM
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Resource Bank forms and letters.



Connection Resource Bank
Data Card

1. Request Dite:

2. Phone Contact:

3. Confirmed Date:

4. Hard Cy. Sent:

5. Evaluation Sent:

6. Letters Sent:

Teacher:

Resource:

7. Evaluation Rec'd.:

8. Thank You Sent:

9. On Report:



111,111 Connection
el 15 Resource

I. BANK

Dear Mr. Callan:

Mr. Thomas Callan
Planetarium Scheduler
National Air ar Space Museum
Smithsonian Institution
Washington, D.C. 20560

ADril 3, 1987

This is to confirm that Ms." Lara Tekesh, a teacher at Rock
Creek Valley Elementary School will be bringing a group of
approximately sixty-five third and fourth grade students
to your planetarium show on Thursday, May 14, 1987,
9:30AM. Should you need to contact Ms. Tekesh, her number
is 460-8535.

Thank you for scheduling this appointment for the students
of Rock Creek Valley Elementary School.

Sincerely,

Judith Messitte
Coordinator
Connection Resource Bank

JM:nb

Copy to:
Lara Tekesh

850 Hunger-ford Drive. Room 129
Rockville. Maryland 20850
(301) 279-3125



UP Connection
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BAtiK

February 17, 1987

Dr. Joan Lunney
USDA, API

Building 1040, BARC-EAST
Beltsville, Maryland 20705

Dear Dr. Lunney:

Thank you for your recent visit to Ms. Phyllis Ayers' sixth
grade science class at Diamond Elementary School. Through the
Connection Resource Bank we are able to expand our students'
exposure to Che experience and expertise of the community.
Contact with the world outside of the school environment always
makes a difference in students' understanding of what they need
to know. Your contribution to this effort is very rucll -ppreciated.

Thank you for sharing your time and wisdom with the students of
Mbntgomery County Public Schuols.

Sincerely,

Judith Messitte
Coordinator

Connection Resource Bank

SMInb

850 Hungerford Drive, Room 129
Rockville, Maryland 20850
1301)279-3125



THE CONNECTION RESOURCE BANK - Evaluation of Resource - Help Us Help You

Please let us know if the resource we booked met your expectations.

Return of this form will asssure your next booking. Just drop this form

in the pony addressed to CESC, Connection Resource Sank, Room 24. We

appreciate the feedback as it enables us to better meet your needs.

Name:

School:

Topic:

Type of Resource (check one):

( ) Personnel

Given name of person

Title

Course

Date Used

Number of children

Information/Materials
Specify

) Site Resource

Specify

) Teacher Opportunities

Specify

( ) The presentation/resource did not take place.

Answer the following questions if applicable:

Was the topic adequately covered?
yes ( ) no ( )

Was the presentation/resource appropriate for the age level of the group?

yes ( ) no ( )

Did the group find the presentation/resource interesting?

yes ( ) DO ( )

Would you recommend this presentation/resource to another teacher?
yes ( ) no ( )

If "no," explain briefly:

Additiohal comments:

-....

0



CRBMEC TO THANK CONTACT PERSON FROM MEC

Thank you for your willingness as a member of the Montgomery Education
Connection to become the Connection Resource Bank's contact person for
Sovran Bank.

If you are not already familiar with the Resource Bank, It is a
database of more than 1,100 volunteers from the business and scientific
communities who havt agreed to act as resources for the students and

teachers of Montgomery County. The Bank is supported by both the Montgomery
Education Connection and the school system. More than 10,000 students this
year have met with experts in all areas of business and science through use
of the Bank.

By demonstrating the practical application of what tudents are
learning, these volunteers have extended the classroom into the community.
When students understand WHY they need to learn, WHAT they need to learn
becomes easier to teach.

The Bank was created to provide an efficient method for sharing

information. It offers the business community and the school system a
simple mechanism through which to communicate needs. We are training your
!uture employees and you are helping us to do the best job possible, We
appreciate your contribution to the Connection Resource Bank.

Judith Messitte, Coordinator
Connection Resource Bank



CONNECTION RESOURCE BANK POSTCARD TO SPEAKERS

This is confirm your engagement at a.m. on (day) ,

I

(date)
(teacher) at 1

s

(school)

(grade)
to speak to

calss on
(topic)

1
(scool) is located at (address)

The school's phone number is .

1 If (teacher) has not yet contacted
you, please call me at 762-6192.

1 Thank you for sharing your time and expertise with the students
and teachers of Montgomery County Public Schools.

Messitte
Connection Resource Bank Coordinator

1



CONNECTION RESOURCE BANK POSTCARD TO SPEAKERS

This is to confirm your engagement at 10 a.m. on Monday, April 12, 1987, at
Banneker Junior High School to speak to Dr. Raymond Koelsch's 9th grade
honors science class on the properties of liquid nitrogen.

Banneker is Located at 14800 Perrywood Drive, Burtonsville, Maryland. The
school's phone number is 384-8800.

If Dr. Koelsch has not yet contacted you, please call me at 762-6192.

Thank you for sharing your time and expertise with the students and teachers
of Montgomery County Public Schools.

Judy Messitte
Connection Resource Bank Coordinator

t



CRBINTERN

CRB LETTER TO THANK RESOURCES WHO ACCEPTED LNTERNS

I would like to thank you on behalf of the Connection Resource Bank

and Montgomery County Public Schools for acting as a resource and allowing

interns to gain expL-ience by observing your expertise in the area of

Young people with a desire to move beyond the theory of the classroom

and into the world of practical application benefit greatly from an

internship. As a career-conditioning experience it is invaluable.

Thank you again for sharing your resources (expertise and experience)

41th our resources (inquiring young minds). It is our hope that the benefit

is mutual.

Judith Messitte, Coordinator

Connection Resource Bank



THANK YOU FOR REGISTRATION FORM

We have received your registration form and have included you as a

resource in the Connection Resource Bank. Thank you for adding your

knowledge and experience in the field of to our database.

When students or teachers need help in your area of expertise, we will

call you. In the past year, volunteer resources have enriched the learning

of thousands of our students.

Thank you again for making this kind of sharing possible.

Judy Messitte

Connection Resource Bank Coordinator

13.



THANK YOU FOR ACTING AS RESOURCE MANY TIMES

I would like to thank you on behalf of the Connection Resource Bank

and Montgomery County Public Schools for the time and expertise you shared

with us this year as a volunteer resource.

Your knowledge in the field of helped our students

understand the practical applications of what they were learning. When

students understand WHY they need to know, WHAT they need to know becomes

easier to teach.

Thaak you again for sharing your resources (expertise and experience)

with our resources (inquiring young minds). It is our hope that the benefit

is mutual.

Sincerely,

Judy Messitte

Connection Resource Bank Coordinator
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"Teacher of the Month" articles and correspondence.
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1 ll'III[CONNECTION
THE BUSINESS-EDUCATION PARTNERSHIP

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE. JUNE 15, 1987

FOUR TEACHERS RECOGNIZED BY BUSINESS

Four Montgomery County Public School teachers have been named "Teacher

of the Month" by the Montgomery Education Connection (MEC) for their

creative and innovative use of business and community resources to help

their students move beyond the theory learned in the classroom into the

world of practical application.

Sponsored by the Montgomery Education Connection, a non-profit

foundation of business leaders established to serve as a link between the

schools and the business community, the new awards program began in

February. The awards include a day of administrative leave for each teacher

to visit a business or government agency that functions as a resource for

the school system (with substitute funds provided by MEC), and a check of

$100 for personal use.

Wilson Bascom, physics teacher at Wootton HS, has invited

professors, business professionals, friends and former students to visit his

classes to share their technical expertise. For the past two years he has

initiated, planned, organized and run a county-wide physics meet in which

more than 300 juniors and seniors from both public and private schools

participated. Bascom also has been involved in the Summer Science program

offered by Montgomery County. He planned a kind of traveling science

classroom for 20 to 30 students who elect to participate in this non-credit

summer science exploration. The all-day program lasts 3 to 4 weeks.

Nancy Peckerar, career coordinator at Paint Branch HS, has placed more

(more)

1

850 Hungerford Drive Rockville, Maryland 20850 301-279-3391



ad 1 awards

than 440 students in internships during the last 10 years. Peckerar began

the school-based internship program in 1977 with a class of 18 students.

This year she has placed 58 interns. Although it is part of her job to use

community resources, the awards committee felt that Peckerar has extended

herself far beyond the formal job description. She volunteered her time to

develop materials used in the Connection Resource Bank, a database

maintained by the school system of more than 1,100 experts in the fields of

science and mathematics available as resources to all Montgomery County

teachers.

Rita Segerman, gifted and talented teacher at Weller Road ES, has

tapped the business and scientific communities and provided her 80 students

with a broad spectrum of experts from whom to learn. *From the man who

invented the "Wacky Wall Walker Spider" and spoke of being an entrepreneur

to an extraordinary young legal researcher who was blinded at the age of

six and went on to become a completely independent adult who travels on

Metro, takes college courses and even brought her knitting to Segerman's

class, Segerman's Letwork of visiting experts encourages her students to

understand all the possibilities open to them.

Linda Mencarini, mathematics teacher at Rockville ES, organized a day-

long mathematics symposium at which speakers from all walks of life came to

share the significance of mathematics to their vocations. More than 1,300

students listened to real estate agents, college professors, statisticians,

engineers, car salesmen and utility employees discuss the iv hematics

required by the work they do. "Mencarini met the challenge of scheduling an

entire school with sensitiwity to both the students' needs and those

of the visiting speakers," according to the Rockville ES mathematics

(more)



ad 2 awards

department that nominated her.

Teachers may be nominated for the "Teacher of the Month" award by their

peers, principals, parents, members of the Montgomery Education Connection

or through self-nomination.

Contact: William H. Jones, 872-3188



Montgomery.
County Hotline
(continued from page 5)
March, and the speaker was noncom-
mittal and asked me, "Do you feel you
should do this or this?" Why was he so
noncommittal?

Collins: We don't know all about
your situation. We try to help you
explore different options and decide
what you would be comfortable doing.
Then you own the problem and th.
solution.

Stude,..c: How long do calls last?
Collins: The average length is 24

minutes. A call can be 10 seconds or up
to three hours.

Student: How do mentally ill callers
ask for help? Do they know they are
ill?

Collins: We refer them for help. Many
have already received mental health
services and may not be under care at
the moment. We have four hour shifts.
Some ill people call once a day or even
once a shift (six times a day). They
need a friend "to be there and listen to
them." Many of their friends are tired
of responding.

Bosnic: What about confidentiality
if teens call?

Collins: Regardless of age, we never
call anyone else. We never reveal cal-
lers' identities.

Student: Even if the call is a Level 3
suicide call?

Collins: When callers give us a name,
we cannot verify if they are who they
say they are. If they identify them-
selves, we ask them to get help from a
family member, or we offer to speak to
a family member for them.

Student: Do you have contact with
the runaway hotline?

Collins: We can connect with 800 to
1,000 different referral agencies. Twen-
ty percent of our total calls we can
refer to agencies that offer specific
help.

Student: Wouldn't it be depressing
to work for Hotline?

Collins: No. Ws need to be able to
empathize but not become too emo-
tionOly involved, or we lose our objec-
tivity. This wotk gives volunteers a
perspective on their own problems. They
are a very special group of people, very
supportive of each other. They develop
a real cornraderie.

(continued on page 8)

"Le
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lEST COPY AVAILABLE

Wootton HS physics
teacher Wilson Bascom
is the first recipient of
the Montgomery Edu-
cation Connection's
"Teacher of the Month"
award.

Bascom wins first award
Wilson Bascom, physics teacher at

Wootton HS, has been selected as
"T,?acher of the Month" for his out-
t .Ading use of community and busi-

ness resources. Bascom has invited
college professors, business profession-
als, friends and former students to
visit his classes to share their technical
expertise.

For the past two years he has initiat-
ed, planned, organized and run a county-
wide physics meet for junior and senior
high school students. Technical advi-
sors made presentations at the event
and served as supervisory judges who
were available to answer questions and
settle disputes. This year, about 300
students from both public and private
schools participated.

Bascom also has been involved in
the Summer Science Program offered
by Montgomery County. He planned a
kind of traveling science classroom for
20 to 30 students who elect to partici-
pate in this non-credE. summer science
exploration. The all-day program lasts
3 to 4 weeks. Bascom has taken stu-

I 37

dents to the nuclear reactor at the
University of Maryland, on a tour of
Goddard Space Flight Center in Green-
belt, and to the multitude of labora-
tories at the National Bureau of Stan-
dards. The Chesapeake Bay Founda-
tion is another resource Bascom has
tapped. He has taken students over-
night to the Smith Island Center for
Marine Biology and Oceanography
Studies.

Bascom serves on the task force for
up-county special programs in science,
math and computer science, and plans
to spend his day of administrative
leave visiting a resource that will bet-
ter qualify him to talk with other com-
mittee members about using the many
science resources in the up-county area.

According to his nominator, "Bas-
com's efforts to use community re-
sources for the good of his students,
and all Montgomery County students,
deserve special recognition. His initia-
tive, resourcefulness, and follow-through
in this area are exemplary."
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Dubin defines jobs
(continued from page ii
ager is the public relations arm of the
bank. He or she is reqWred to make
"cold calls" on business people of the
community to introduce the bank and
its services. The branch manager's job
is to tell the community, "We're a
great bank. Bank with us."

Economists working for a bank fore-
cast what the interest rates are going
to do. They use computer models to do
this.

Accountants must prepare financial
reports for stockholders as well as many
internal reports. Banks are highly reg-
ulated, so accountants interface be-
tween the regulators and the banks.

Insurance agents working for a bank
occupy a sophisticated sales position
as banks increase the services they
offer.

Many banks have a large staff of
employees. For banks with thousands
of employees, personnel experts are a
necessity. They function as interview-
ers and benefits experts.

Banks become involved in many le-
gal procedures. Attorneys are vital on
every bank's staff. Among their re-
sponsibilities are handling regulatory
agencies and coordinating litigation as
well as writing legal documents.

Seventy percent of the money banks
receive is loaned out again. The re-
maining 30 percent is invested. Every
bank has investment analysts to guide
them in the best use of their money.

The clerical staff of a bank includes
the largest variety of positions. Vital
to its functioning are the bank's ad-
ministrative assistants, key punch op-
erators, secretaries and computer oper-
ators.

Several students in the class ex-
pressed an interest in becoming certi-
fied public accountants and questioned
Dubin about his background in this
field. He explained that all accoun-
tants need not be certified.

Concluding his remarks, Dubin re-
minded students who might be job
hunting in ths area of banking that it
is customary to dress in business cloth-
ing, and that it is important to take
school seriously and try to maintain a
respectable grade point average. "You
have the opportunity to get ahead in a
bank. If you work 50 percent harder
than anyone else, you can really ad-
vance."

March 1987 Of Interest

Paint Branch HS career coordinator Nancy Peckerar is winner of the Montgomery
Education Connection's "Teacher of the Month" award.

Peckerar tops in resource use
Nancy Peckerar, career coordinator

at Paint Branch HS and Montgomery
Education Connection's "Teacher of the
Month," was shocked when she calcu-
lated that she had placed more than
440 students in internships during the
last 10 years. Peckerar began the school-
based internship program in 1977 with
a class of 18 students. This year she
has placed 68 interns.

The awards committee, composed of
business leaders from the Montgomery
Education Connection's board of direc-
tors, selected Peckerar for her creative
use of community resources. Accord-
ing to the awards committee, although
part of her job involves use of such
resounes, Peckerar has "extended her-
self far beyond the formal job descrip-
tion. She has volunteered her time to
develop materials about the Connec-
tion Resource Bank for use in commu-
nicating with teachers. In quality and
quantity, her internship program has
been outstanding."

Among Peckerar's favorite placements
are a seal training internship at the
National Zoo and catering internships
in which the final project is always a
luncheon for all the Paint Branch in-
terns with chocolate mousse as a stan-
dard part of the menu. She has discov-

1

ered internships in such varied fields
as law, engineering, marketing, hotel/
motel management, robotics, hospitals,
TV, radio, agriculture (swine reproduc-
tion), travel, commercial art and social
work.

For several years Peckerar arranged
for shadowing programs (where stu-
dents accompany a mentor and ob-
serve a day of work) for the entire 10th
and 11th grades at Paint Branch. Be-
cause all students do not drive, the
logistics became unmanageable. Now
the program is limited to students in
the career awareness class and other
Paint Branch students who are inter-
ested. She confesses that her most
difficult moment was accompanying a
student to observe open heart surgery.
The student was fine. Peckerar was
not.

As part of her career awareness
class Peckerar arranges for mock job
interviews and invites personnel spe-
cialists from such businesses as Sears
& Roebuck, Quality I is, Woodward
& Lothrop, Chuck E Cheese and Vitro
to come to class and conduct formal
interviews. Several of these interviews
have resulted in job offers for her
stu den ts.
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Chemistry Teachers!

When you teach the instruc-
tional objectives on the na-
ture of radioactivity, the sta-
ble radioactive particles and
the application of atomic en-
ergy to science and society,
the Connection Resource
Bank can offer the following
resources:

Dr. Hall L. Crannell, university
chairman of physics department
Specialty: nuclear power, environ-
mental issues, astrophysics.

D. Marvin Roush, associate pro-
fessor
Specialty: nuclear & chemical engi-
neerin, topic: "Risks of Nuclear
Power Plant, Effects of Nuclear
Radiation."

Joe Reader
Specialty: atomic spectra.

Harvey Eisen
Specialty: electronics, radiation.

Joe Coyne
Specialty: nuclear radiation.

Dr. Tawfik Raby
Specialty: production of radio iso-
topes in medical research, research
applications of radiation, can ar-
range for group of teachers to tour
a small researd reactor in the area.

Connec!
Resource Bank

Dr. Frank J. Munno, program di-
rector of nuclear engineering at
local university
Specialty: nuclear waste manage-
ment.

David Roth
Specialty: prepares and conducts
training programs for specific utili-
ty needs, operates power plant train-
ing, also has large collections of
slides, transparencies, pamphlets,
papers and charts available.

Dr. David Ebert, training-reactor
director at local university
Specialty: can arrange for students
to tour reactor with university stu-
dent guides.

Dr. Mohammed Modarres, univer-
sity professor
Specialty: assessing reactor safety
and reliability.

Connection Resource Bank
We've got what's hot!

Call Judy Messittee, 279-3125
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Peckerar wins
(continued from page 2)

Every tao or three years Peckerar
organizes a Seminar Day at Paint
Branch for the entire student body.
Over a period of several days, students
may schedule themselves for different
periods throughout the day (including
lunch break ) to hear speakers in disci-
plines such as math and science, art.
music and dance, customer services
and legal services, skilled crafts and
foreign languages. Sptakers have in-
eluded machinists, electricians, plumb-
ers, auto mechanics, construction work-
ers, lithographers, carpenters, church
musicians, music educators and thera-
pists, composers, dance choreographers,
FBI agents, police officers, lawyers,
paralegals, airline representatives and
hair designers.

Peckerar has taught seminars for
MCPS on organizing an internship pro-
gram and has helped develop the ca-
reer awareness curriculum. When the
Connection Resource Bank became op-
erational, Peckerar shared all of her
resources in science and mathematics
with Judy Messitte, bank coordinator,
providing about one-third of the origi-
nal database.

Recalling the years of inviting the
community into the classroom, Peckerar
said, "I've been doing this for so long
that many of my interns are in busi-
ness for themselves or in a position to
hire or employ ot ler interns. Now my
interns are taking interns. Sometimes
they will call me, or often I will call
them. The fun part is finding a new
internship placement."

"The project presented or reported herein was performed pursuant to a grant from the
Department of Education. However, the opinions expressed herein do not necessarily
reflect the position or policy of the Department of Education and no officiAl
endorsement by the Department .g Education shall be inferred."
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April "Teacher of the Month," Rita Segerman, shares her enthusiasm with her
students.

Segerman receives award
Rita Segerman, gifted and talented

teacher at Weller Road ES, is a one-
woman outreach program all by herself.

She is the Montgomery Education
Connection's "Teacher of the Month,"
because "as an elementary school teach-
er, her level of interaction with the
business community at those grade
levels is unusual and commendable.
The committee is aware that elementa-
ry schools do have career awareness
activities, but Segerman's program uti-
lizes community reeources in depth
and over an extmded period of time so
the children 11.4ve multiple exposures
to the world of business."

6 April 1987 Of Interest

Segerman is not one to let an oppor-
tunity pass her by. Each year she
selects a theme for her students to
explore. This year it is "Come to your
Senses" (learning about the five sens-
es). She has tried to show her students
the connection between the human body
and the human spirit.

She explained that "I read a newspa-
per article about Mr. Ken Hakuta, the
entrepreneur who made millions of dol-
lars marketing a plastic spider, the
'Wacky Wall Walker.' His appearance
in my class and his advice to students
confirmed the wisdom of having faith
in yourself when you feel you have a

good idea. He spoke of the need for
motivation, determination and hard
work to develop your marketing strat-
egy. How important for young stu-
dents to see the traditional work ethic
still prevails."

Segerman's extensive use of the Con-
nection Resource Bank has resulted in
a parade of professionals who have
visited Weller Road to share their ex-
pertise with her 80 students in the
Area 1 TOK Program (Thinking Op-
portunities for Kids). An ophthalmolo-
gist, engineers from Vitro and the Na-
tional Bureau of Standards and a phys.
icist from the University of Maryland
are only a Yew of the many "connec-
tions" Segerman has made for her stu-
dents that have enabled them to ex-
plore lasers, sounds, vision and a mul-
titude of sense stimulating phenome:Ia.

After the visit of an extraordinary
young legal researcher who was blind-
ed at the age of six and has become a
completely independent adult who trav-
els on Metro, takes college courses,
and even brought her knitting to
Segerman's class, a student wrote, "You
taught us that you have to have cour-
age because you have to keep your
self-confidence."

"Through networking, I heard about
a woman who trains hearing-ear dogs.
She was able to bring her puppies to
class for a demonstration. She also
became a mentor for a child research-
ing the topic 'Animals Who Help
Humans."

The Resource Bank arranged for
Segerman to take her students to
Gallaudet University "to see firsthand
how hearing-impaired students cope
with their disability."

Last year, for her unit on all aspects
of flight, Segerman invited David
Zahrens, a finalist in the Teacher in
Space project to visit. Mr. Zahrens
gave students "an opportunity to con-
sider all of the implications of manned
space voyages." A field trip to the
Montgomery County Airpark provid-
ed students with "a firsthand look at
that important facility and the oppor-
tunity to enter the cockpit of an air-
plane and sit in the pilot's and copilot's
seats."

According to Frank Wal, principal
at Weller Road, "Hardly a week passes
without an important visitor arriving
at Mrs. Segerman's room. They come
with their impressive expertise, ready
to share it with eager young minds and
smiling faces." II
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_an's theme for the year, "Come to Your Senses," encourages students to
rplore how learning occurs through taste, smell, touch, sight and bearing. Below, she
videotapes Cindy Read, a student from Gallaudet University who is demonstrating
American Sign Language.
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W. Bell & Company
C & P Telephone Company
Computer Data Systems, Inc.
Contel Spacecom
Cordatum, Inc.
First American Bank of Maryland
Foulger.Pratt Construction
Carl M. Freeman & Associates, Inc.
0 E Information Services
GEICO
John Hanson Savings Bank
Thomas P. Harkins, Inc.
Hechinger Foundation
House of Printing
Giant Food, Inc.
IBM Corporation
J.C. Penney Co., Inc.
Linowes & Blocher
Marriott Corporation
Maryland Natural Gas
Metro Business Forms
Montgomery County Chamber of Com-

merce
Montgomery County Teachers Federal

Credit Union
National Institutes of Health
National Association of Securities Deal-

ers, Inc.
National Bureau of Standards
Potomac Electric Power Company
Potomac Investment Associates
Sentinel Newspapers
Shuhnan, Rogers, Gandal, Pordy &

Ecker, P.A.
Sovran Bank of Matyland
TeleSec
Tracor Applied Sciences
University of Maryland
Vitro Corporation
WMAL, Inc.

In the areas of science and
math the CONNECTION
RESOURCE BANK can:

Get speakers for your
classes
Get mentors for your
students
Locate tutors
Arrange field trips and
internships

More than 1,000 volunteer
experts are in the data base.

To reserve a resource call,
Judy Messitte at 279-3125.
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Mencarini merits resource award
Linda Mencarini, a teacher at Rock-

line HS who planned a symposium
Oaring Mathematics Education Week,
. las been selected as "Teacher of the

tonth," by the Montgomery Educa-
n Connection after being nominated
the other nine staff members of the

nathematics department of her school.
ITom Banfield, math resource teach-

at the high school explained. "We
ippreciate the job she did for the entire
ih. ool through our math and computer

ience classes. All 1,300 students had
e opportunity to hear the visiting

peakers."
leak"What started out as a request for a

er was transformed by Mencarini
to a day-long mathematics sympo-

km. Speakers from all walks of life

Lticsto their vocation. Included were:
e to share the significance of math-

t real estate agent from Town and
to' untry Realty, college professors from

ntgomery College, a representative
m the Montgomery County Con-

;timer Agency, a statistician from the
Iashington Bullets, engineers from
tro Laboratories and the National

ureau of Standards, a representative
rom the University of Maryland's En-

InKen Dixon Chevrolet, an employ-
eering department, a car salesman

e of Pepco and the supervisor of sec-
dary mathematics from Montgom

County Public Schools.
Mencarini assumed the additional

esponsibility of arranging a compli-
rschedule to assign an appropri-

peaker to each student level, mak-
ng the best use of each resource.

Described by her colleagues as "warm,
king and a catalyst," Mencarini also
s appreciative and sensitive to the

teeds of the speakers, "She provided
Iiiwers of appreciation, letters of thanks
the speakers' immediate superiors, a
'cious brunch for them to snack on,

nd 'greeters' to give directions to the
lithematics department area."
EvIencarini's philosophy is that "math
ducation is more than a classroom

Iivity: it is preparation for life." Her
ponse to the age-old student ques-
n, "How are we going to use this

tuff, anyway?" is to look to communi-
kbusiness and government resources
the answer.
he symposium is not the only man-

estation of Mencarini's unique style

I

of attracting students' interest. "I em-
ploy very strange techniques in teach-
ing. We do thitgs like sing the qua-
dratic formula. We have a 'Look for
the Common Factor' song to the tune
of 'Look for the Union Label.' (When
my classes take an exam, they all
hum.) We are going to measure the
school flagpole with a plastic protrac-
tor, a straw and a ruler. Actually, I
enjoy what I'm doing and I try to get
my students to enjoy it as we:l. I knew
as an eighth grader that I would be a
math teacher. My math teacher that
year was sick often, and I used to take
over the class."

Mencarini has been teaching in Mont-
gomery County for 17 years. Her con-
sumer math and honors algebra II-trig
classes have provided a stepping stone
from which this creative teacher has
reached beyond classroom theory and
has drawn her students into the reali-
ties of life. 11: Linda Mencarini makes math practical.

1986-87 Resource Bank Use
Number of Children Served (Cumulative) Resources Used (0
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Arbor Day
celebrated
Marshall Ray, a soil conservation.
ist for the state of Maryland, helps
75 third graders at Lakewood ES
plant a sawtooth oak tree on school
grounds to commemorate Arbor
Day (always the first Wednesday
in April),
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Seikaly selected
°teacher of month

I Elaine Seikaly, magnet coordinator
t Takoma Park IS, has been selected

as Teacher of the Month based upon
her outstanding use of community re-

II:eurces and the programs she has de-
loped for her students.
For each of the past three years,

Imore than 500 students at Takoma
Park have attended Conferences on the
Future coordinated by Seikaly. Ex-
perts from such diverse areas as artifi-

Ilcial intelligence, organ transplants, tele-
'communications and the space station

have shared their experiences and en-
couraged students to pursue science as
Ia career.

Seikaly also organized two annual
conferences on alternative careers for

111

women. The goals have been "to en-
courage gifted females to enroll in ad-
vanced science and math courses by
having successful women in science

iand math careers share their experi-
ences." Speakers have included women
ir, chemistry, horticulture, physical sci-

1
ences, systems analysis, engineering,
accounting, neurology, veterinsay med-
icine and oceanography.

Seikaly has linked the past, present
land future by arranging an inter-
generational project involving an 8th
grade magnet earth science class that

Ivisited residents of the National Lu-
theran Home for the Aged and talked
to residents about their memories of

the appear--ze of Halley's Comet 75
years ago.

In cooperation with the Public Health
Service, Seikaly coordinated an Hispanic
Leadership Conference that provided
mentors for 20 intermediate school stu-
dents who will work with them right
up to the time they are ready to get
jobs. The entire conference program
was conducted in Spanish.

For the past two years Seikaly has
staged a Black Leadership Conference
involving 20-30 black students, each of
whom was provided with an individual
role model from such businesses and
offices as Dominion Bank, Social Secu-
rity Administration, Food and Drug
Administration, Public Health Service
and the Office of the Assistant Secre-
tary for Health.

Seikaly also has taken a step beyond
providing adult role models for stu-
dents. In a program called Teens in
Action, modeled after a National Insti-
tute of Drug Abuse program, she has
provided an opportunity for peer role
models to share their decisions not to
use drugs with the entire school.
Through the English department stu-
dents were asked to write essays cen-
tered around decision-making and peer
pressure. One essay was selected from
every class, published in a book (fund-
ed by NBC Television and WRC TV)
and distributed to the entire student
body. According to Seikaly, the essays
are important because "students are
making public statements about their
values relating to drugs. They are let-
ting other adolescents know that there

At College Park Airport student operates a flight simulator.
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Elaine Selkaly earns recognition from
Montgomery Education Connection.

is acceptance for saying 'no' to drugs."
Seikaly has established and main-

tained the school's on-going relation-
ship with IBM and Signet Bank through
the Adopt-a-School program and with
the media center and science depart-
ment of Montgomery College. She has
used the Connection Resource Bank,
the Public Health Service and the Na-
tional Institutes of Health extensively
to provide mentors for students work-
ing on science fair projects as well as
for conference speakers.

The awards committee recognized
that much of what Seikaly does falls
within the responsibilities of her job,
but she "has extended herself far beyond
her formal job description." WO

111 =1.111
NASA expert
(continued from mire 6)

As a grand finale, Poff showed the
class how to make a "ring-winged"
aircraft out of a piece a notebook pa-
per. He explained that the idea for
ring-winged airplanes chime from a high
school student who thought of the idea
as part of a science project. NASA is
now developing this type of aircraft.
Paper was creased, folded and taped.
A blizzard of white ring-winged sail
planes engulfed the classroom as stu-
dents delightedly launched their crafts
from chairs, desks and every corner of
the classroom. There was no question
that Poff had given Knoller's a
"feeling" of flight.
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Harold Banks, Smith-
sonian geologist, re-
veals the history of

4ihr rocks.

Geologist reads old rocks
Harold Banks, a geologist working

at the Smithsonian Institution, visited
Caroline Augustine's 75 fifth graders
at Wheaton Woods ES, and explained
that he began his career by looking
into a cigar box.

"When I was young, my dad took
me into the basement and opened a
cigar box that had belonged to my
grandfather. The box was full of lots of
pretty minerals. I became intrigued.
There was an amateur hobbyist in my
neighborhood who helped me identify
them and I began a collection."

"Why collect? The story of the earth
is told in the rocks. They give us clues
as to the earth's history of weathering,
erosion, volcanoes. What is the earth's
crust made of? Rocks." Geologists like
to read the rocks.

"Where can you collect minerals?
Everywhere, in your backyard, in the
school yard, in rock quarries (accompa-
nied by an adult). We geologists are so
interested in rocks that we have to
drive very carefully because we are
always looking for interesting speci-
mens."

Banks deposited small boxes of min-
erals and "analytical tools" on each
cluster of desks. He explained that the
penny in each box was a tool for ana-
lyzing the rocks; you can scratch the
rock with it to test for "hardness."

Before embarking on the actual ex-
periments, Banks tatight the class hou
to identify an unknown object by ex-
&mining its "properties," the charac-
teristics you can see. Using five stu
dents whose names he Listed in a chart
on the board, Banks demonstrated that
by classifying them by height, eye
color and hair color, he was able to
identify them by name even though he
had never met any of them.

He proceeded to lead the class through
an examination of the physical proper-
ties of the minerals they had before
them, examining color, luster, hard-
ness and streak, the result of rubbing a
mineral across a white porcelain plate
to see the true color. As minerals spilled
out of boxes onto t.he desks, sorting
sounds mingled with excited voices as
students examined, scratched and di-
vided their rocks.

Banks said that the identification of
a unique property or combinations of
properties helps identify an unknown
mineral. He illustrated this process by
using a "determinative table," similar
to the chart used in identifying the five
female students in his previous exer-

(continued on page 4)

John Gamage, teacher of the month.

2 January 1988 Of Interest

Gamage wins MEC recognition
The Montgomery Education Con-

nection (MEC) has selected John
Gamage, busineas management teach-
er at Seneca Valley HS, as teacher of
the month for January.

According to Richard Dumais, prin-
cipal of Seneca Valley who nominated
him, Gamage has created many oppor-
tunities for his students to learn "first-
hand about the realities of the business
world."

As coordinator of the Classroom on
the Mall program at Wheaton Plaza,
Carnage arranged for students from
throughout Montgomery County to at-
tend classes at facilities provided by
Woodward and Lothrop and Mont-
gomery Ward. The students were taught
accounting and merchandizing skills
to prepare them to manage a flower
kiosk at the mall.

As a member of the Germantown
Rotary Club, Gamage started an Inter-

1 kl

act Club for students who want to
serve the school and community. Meet-
ing every Tuesday during open lunch,
the club has grown from 35 to 85
members in two years. Members of the
club meet with business people at both
school and business locations. Two stu-
dents are selected each year to attend
le World Affairs Conference at George
Mason University, a week-long confer-
ence for students to learn about world
affairs from experts in government
Speakers from the Department of State
and the Pentagon lecture, and partici .

pants are invited to visit many govern
ment offices.

Gamage arranges for entrepreneur:,
to visit his classes on a regular basis
and his students have heard from a

variety of self-employed business people
the owner of Sassafras (a clothing store)
the owner of Century AMOCO, doc

(continued on page 4,
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111 Christiansen is
I teacher of month

The Montgomery Education Con-
nection has selected Stephen Christian-
sen, Ridgeview JHS science teacher, as
April Teacher of the Month based upon
his work with the National Bureau of

II Standards (NBS ) to develop and im-
plement the STEP (Science Technolo-
gy and Enrichment Program) and
REAP (Resource Education Awareness

IPartnership) programs.
These programs were established to

utilize Bureau scientists as educational
Iresources. Started as a venture be-
tween Ridgeview and NBS to enhance
the science and math curriculum, they
were expanded to serve all Montgomery

ICounty schools.
Christiansen worked with scientists

to cloy -lop a range of presentations
Iand a schedule, modifying a computer
data base program for tracking presen-
ters and presentations.

Because of his familiarity with the

111

resources at NBS, Christiansen was
asked by MCPS to arrange for newly
hired science and math teachers to
tour the facility, meet the scientists

Iand become familiar with the work and
research being done there. Working
through REAP, he set up a meeting of

Iteachers and scientists.
As a teacher interested in motiva-

ting his students to see the applica-
tions of science, Christiansen coordi-

111

nated a school project on crime detec-
tion and law enforcement. In connec-
tion with a unit on drugs, controlled

Christiansen of Ridgeview MS selected.

dangerous substances, tobacco and al-
cohol, he invited police officers and
detectives to talk about their roles in
preventing and solving crime. Through
a series of speakers, students learned
about fingerprints (how to take them
and read them),and how the study of
handwriting can reveal information
about the writer. There were lectures
about how crimes are detected and
how criminals are tracked. Visits to
the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FBI) reinforced the uses of science in
law enforcement.

Christiansen will receive a COO check
from the Connection and have the op-
portunity to take a day of administra-
tive leave to visit an area business to
increase his knowledge about resources
available to the schools. I

Studying snakes
(continued from page 1)

pillowcases he had brought with him.
"I carry snakes in pillowcases because
they can breathe through the cloth and
it is soft. You have to tie the knot
really tight or a snake will use its head
and nose to push through."

A. Cuinings withdrew each snake,
students crowded around to hold and
touch it. Selecting the "mellow-natured"
corn snake, Cumings allowed several
students to drape it over their shoul-
ders where it coiled obligingly around

necks.

S.

Cold-blooded is ce decorates adven-
turesome student.

"The project presented or reported herein was performed pursuant to a grant from the
Department of Education. However, the opinions expressed herein do not necessarily
reflect the position or policy of the Department of Education and no official
endorsement by the Department of Education shall be inferred."
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fational Bureau of Standards physicist catches cold
Some like it hot. Craig Van Degrift
lies it cold, very cold. As a boy living
southern California, he used to put

;et dish rags into the freezer to see

iuw they froze. "In our climate, I
ldn't see it any other way." Now
,olved in cryogenic research at the

;ational Bureau of Standards, Van
Igrift put on a "cool' show for High-
d View's 4th graders.

Star of the show was a quarter-sized
eramic disk, "This is the first time I

Ive been able to bring a superconductor
a lecture," Van Degrift explained.

;etting it on a styrofoam cup and
(ling it with liquid nitrogen, he placed
mall magnet above the frozen disk
ere it hovered magically in the air.

In this demonstration, the supercooled
laarm*c disk acts like an imaginary

posing magnet, repelling the one I
) ced above it." Van Degrift explained
hat by using superconductors to cre-

ia powerful permanent electromag-
t, entire trains can be made to levi-

ate above tracks of ordinary metal.

Like a magician delighting in sur-
prising his audience, Van Degrift
performed other demonstrations involv-
ing low-temperature physics.

Proving that air can become a liq-
uid, he dipped an inflated balloon into
a can of liquid nitrogen. As the balloon
shriveled, the air inside liquefied and
sloshed at the bottom. At room tem-
perature, the balloon reinflated within
seconds and the liquid inside dis-
appeared.

Responding to a question about how
wet clothing hung outside in the win-
ter can dry, Van Degrift explained that
ice that forms on the clothes will turn
directly to gas without melting when
it's really cold outside. "This same
phenomenon is what allows us to have
freeze-dried foods."

Filling a coffee can with liquid nitro-
gen, Van Degrift noted that, "Rubber
doesn't work well when it's cold." He
dipped a flexible piece of rubber tubing
into a can of liquid nitrogen. The fro-
wn coil that emerged shattered like

kolborow wins resource award
IA taste of anything good will only
/het the appetite. Since business law

ers an enormous range of topics,
'a Holborow, business law teach.

r at Wootton HS, has presented her
lasses with a smorgasbord of experts
like field.

e Montgomery Education Con-
ection selected Holborow as "Teacher

the
Month," based upon the number

variety of speakers she has invited
make presentations to her classes.
A review of topics presented this
rr reads like a who's who and what's
at in business law. Search and sei
as, real estate law, the State's At-

zney, patent law, tort law, police
I rk, comptroller of the Medical Serv-

Corps, auto insurance, entrepre-
eurial internships, the law and the

(sumer, how candidates are financed,
Id abuse, busineas law and the school
tem, white collar crimes, malprac-

ev. Ow Nuclear Regulatory Commis
n, real estate, real estate contracts

juvenile law are only some of the
ics covered by speakers this year.

In addition to inviting the communi-

glass when struck. Reflecting on the
Challenger disaster that resulted when
the rubber rings linking rocket stages
lost their flexibility due to a sudden
drop in temperature, Van Degrift not-
ed that decisions involving science of-
ten are made by non-scientists. "Even
if you're not working in the field, you
should understand and respect scien-
tific measurements."

In a final demonstration, Van Degrift
led his audience into a hallway and to
the astonishment of teachers and stu-
dents alike, he spilled the liquid nitro-
gen onto the floor and carpet where it
splattered, hissed, sizzled and spun
into balls of dark dust as it skittered
down the corridor and across the car-
pet. "For some unknown reason, liquid
nitrogen attracts dust," he explained.

Obviously enjoying his work, Van
Degrift noted that since society is let-
ting him "have a lot of fun" doing
research, he feels that volunteering for
the Resource Bank is an obligation and
a way of saying thanks. .11

ty in, Holborow has taken her classes
out into the world of business law.
Field trips to the Supreme Court, the
Federal Bureau of Investigation and
the District Court have excited stu-
dent interest. "We were lucky this
year," Holborow admits. "We got to
see a case presented before the Su-
preme Court when we visited."

She spoke enthusiastically about one
presenter, a vice president of First
American Bank, who showed her classes
how commercials for the bank are made.
"It was fantastic to see!" noted Hol-
bo row..

As a former colleague of State's At-
torney Andrew Sonner, who taught
with her at Walter Johnson HS while
he was attending law school at night,
she has invited him to address her
classes twice a year.

Holborow has taught business courses
at Wootton for 16 years. Before that
she taught subjects as different as
English, science and physical educa-
tion in places as far apart as Florida
and Newfoundland. .

1

;0)

Virginia Holborow is Teacher of the Month.
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MONTGOMERY EDUCATION

THE BUSINESS- EDUCATION PARTNERSHIP

May 20, 1987

Dear Rita,
Just a note to ask you what resource you would like to visit as part of

:he Montgomery Education Connection's "Teacher of the Month" award. You are
entitled to a day off, and the Connection will pay for a substitute teacher
to cover your classes.

Wben you select a business or government agency that functions as a
resource for MCPS, I will be happy to make the arrangements necessary for
your visit. Enclosed is a list of members of the Connection, any of whom
wou]d be happy to have you visit. You may use your day off during the
remainder of this school year or some time next fall. Please contact me at
279-3221 to confirm your plans. Congratulations again on your selection as
"Teacher of the Month."

Judy Kramer
editor, "Of Interest"

OGII 'if-A-4M. I *1t1OGA IfI -vvr% rvi
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Sample letter recruiting resources.



Montgomery
County

Public
Schook

'w4411,

November 3, 1986

) I it inwri( )1-( I I. )riv(.. I 'kvill( Nh it )

".""I 279-3391

Westinghouse Science Talent Search
1719 N. Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

Good morning:

Maryland's Montgomery County Public School system is anxious to provide its
students with every opportunity to challenge themselves and to excel. This
year we have begun a pilot program to connect businesses and other
organizations with the public school system using a computerized data base that
includes more than 850 speakers, mentors, internships, field trips, contests
and awards.

The competition you sponsor is listed in September's issue of "Pro Education,"
and we are interested in including it in our data base which would make it
accessible to all 95,000 students in our schools. Would you send us more
information so that we can include your contest among our resources?

Sincerely,

Judith L. Kramer
Resource Specialist

'83cLr'stI,. .4-10.1-f1"-A.SuN
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Letter thanking editor for acting as a resource.



11,11 Connection
II Resource

I BANK

May a7 1W7

Ms. Judy Kramer
Public Information Office
Montgomery County Public Schools
850 Hungerford Drive
Rockville, Maryland '20850

Dear Judy:

2 S 1987

Thank you for helping the Resource Bank with the extensive
interviews at the Edison Center. I appreciate your
willingness to offer your own services when there was no
one available from the community.

Your assistance has been immeasurable.

JM:nb

850 Hungerford I )rive, Room 129

Rockville Maryland 2080

13011279-3125

Fondly,

1

Judith Messitte
Coordinator
i,onnection Resource Bank

)AttaLtic--
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Photograph of bulletin board at the Board of Education.
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PROJECT ATTACHMENT NUMBER 25

Paste-up sheets for "Of Interest."
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Tracking forms for "Of Interest" copy.
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Monthly production schedule for "Of Interest."



SCHEDULE FOR MAY "OF INTEREST"

APRIL 7 - copy to Sally Jackson and Sally Keeler

April 8 - photographs from Bill Mills

April 8 - copy to typesetting

April 9 - editing and layout

editing and layout

cutlines and headlines

paste up to Susan Sullivan

final paste up and proofing

to John Stephanos for printing

April 10 -

April 13 -

April 14 -

April 15

April 16 -
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"Hands on" is the policy at the Smithsonian Insect Zoo.

1 Insect Zoo needs interns
The Smithsonian Ins('ct Zoo, located

in the Natural History Museum in
Washington, 1).C., is looking for in-
terns and the job offers exciting posta
bilities for high school students.

In addition to the experience of han-
dling the insects and working with the
public, interns are welcome to join the
coordinators on collecting expeditions,
field trips, behind-the.s.Tnes tours and
social events. They participate in the
maintenance of the habitats and have
an opportunity to spend time with
other volunteers who may he experts
in the field of insect study. They re-
oeive the newsletter "Creature Few
tures," published monthly for the In-
sect Zoo volunteers to keep them up to
date with changes in the exhibit and to
announce upcoming volunteer activi-
ties. Volunteers are urged to contrib.

ute articles to the newsletter.
Student interns must be of high

school age, and enjoy meeting and
talking with a variety of people. Speak-
ing in front of large audiences is an
option. The zoo is looking for reliable,
prompt, courteous students who will
commit four hours a week on a regular
basis. This time commitmeni. can be
four hours one day a week, or two
hours two days a week. The zoo is open
every day of the year except Christmas
from 1() a.m.-5:30 pm., so internships
can lie thme after school, on weekends
or during the summer. The Nn-tro stops
in front of the Natural History Muse.
nm, making the program mon. accessi-
ble to non-driving students.

At the museum since 1971i, this per-
mam-nt exhibit has had a variety of
interns ranging from high school soph-

New newsletter to
highlight resources

Welcome to the Connection Resource
Bank and to Of Interest, the first of a
series of monthly newskqt.ers published
by Montgomery County Public Schools
(M(:PS) through a grant from the U.S.
Departnumt of Education's "Excellence
in Education Awnrds" and additional
numey from the Montgomery Educa-
tion Connection.

Of I n !errs! is designed to help teacll .
ors learn about the rich resources of
the business community and the Wash-
ington metropolitan area that are avail-
able to MCI'S tenchers and students.

issue contains a Inickground
about. the Bank and several articles to
familiarize teachers with resources cur-
rently available and in use. Each issue
IN ill highlight different resources from
the Bank.

Each month, the "Hank Notes" col.
umn will list specific resources to show
the variety of areas covered. The list is
only a small portion of the more than
850 resources in the Ilank's data base.

Since Of Interest is designed for
teachers, suggestions from teachers are
welcome. Please address them to Editor:
Of Interest, Office of Information, Room
112, CESC.

omores to a neuro.su rgeon, retired bi
ology teachers and a pest. control man-
ager. The theme of the exhibit, "suc-
cess through diversity," is echoed in
the composition of its volunteer staff.
The staff consists of two full.time coor
dirmtors, Sally Love and Barbara van
( reveld (both of whom have degrees in
builogy) and about 50 volunteers.

According to van Creveld, an initial
interview is required to assess whether
the student is poised enough to meet
the public. Interns will meet and talk
t 0 visitors, answer questions aml ex-
plain the exhibit.

leontinued on pax(' .4)



Resource Bank is up and running
A sophomore who loves tarantulas

can become an intern at the Smithson-
ian Insect Zoo and fascinate audiences
with daily tarantula feedings.

Sixth graders studying trees can
listen to music and watch colored graph-
ics materialize on the screen as they
move through a computer program
designed to teach them tree identifica-
tion.

A science teacher -2an arrange a field
trip related to cellular energetics for
first period biology.

This is the Connection Resource Bank,
a link designed to bring the expertise
of the community and business world
into the classroom. The Bank does
what it says --it connects. "Let your
fingers do the walking,- and at the
push of a button or one simple phone
call a massive data base of 850 resourc-
es becomes available for use in the
classroom.

How was the Bank founded?
Two and one-half years ago The

Montgomery Education Connection, Inc.
(MEC), a non-profit foundation, was
established to serve as a link between
the schools and the business communi-
ty. Comprised of business leaders, the
Connection undertakes projects that
meet both school and business needs.

As part of its partnership with Mont-
gomery County Public Schools, the
Connection's first project was the es-
tablishment of the Connection Resource
Bank, a computerized library of ex-
perts and opportunities in hundreds of
fields. A micro computer was purchased
by the Connection for use at CESC to
operate the Bank, and MCPS hired
Judy Messitte on a half-time basis to
coordinate the program.

Vitro Corporation was instrumental
in developing the program used to
manage the data base and has donated
hundreds of hours to refine the pro-
gram and train the coordinator in its
use.

The Bank was created to provide an
efHcient method for sharing informa-
tion. It offers the business community
a simple mechanism through w hich it s
valuable resources can be accessible to
teachers to enhance the educational
program.

In a pilot program at Wootton, Paint
Branch and Woodward high schools,
micro computers are available for teach-

2 October 1986 Interest

ers to browse through the data base
resources to find out what they can use
in their classrooms. The ultimate goal
of the program is to have a computer
available for this use in every school.
Until then, the Bank is available to all
MCPS teachers by telephone. Judy
Messitte, Bank coordinator, can be
reached at 279-3125.

What's in the Bank?
More than 850 businesses and indi-

viduals are listed in the Bank under a
variety of topics. The data base cur-
rently emphasizes math and science
and will gradually be expanded to in-
clude more curriculum areas. Resourc-
es are in four categories: personnel
(tutors, mentors, consultants, judges
and speakers), materials (instructional
aids, surplus equipment, awards and
scholarships), site resources (student
internships, shadow pre- rams, field
trips, tours an(1 seminars) and teacher
opportunities (grants and awards, sum
mer jobs, internships, conferences and
seminars ).

How can Lhe Bank be accessed?
A telephone request to Messitte will

initiate a search for the appropriate

41Pow
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expert, program or field trip. Once
contact has been made and availability
confirmed, the teacher is given the
information and asked to contact the
person or organization directly to dis-
cuss specifics.

Merle Garvis, president of Corda-
turn, Inc., Bethesda, and past presi-
dent of the Connection, says Mont-
gomery County has some of the na-
tion's top talent in science, mathemat-
ics, engineering and business, people
who are willing to share their expertise
with teachers and students. The Con-
nection Resource Bank is an excellent
way to bring them together.

What is teacher reaction?
Last summer when Phyllis Larsen

and Joseph Andrews, sixth grade teach-
ers at South Lake Elementary School
in Gaithersburg. were teaching classes
for gifted and talented students in the
fourth through sixth grades, they called
the Bank for help.

Larsen and Andrews had heard of
the Bank through Martena Taliaferro,
Area 3 supervisor of elementary in-
struction, at an in-service for Summer
Institute teachers. A phone call to
udy Messitte, CRI3 coordinator, re-
sulted in contact with several experts
who were willing to share their knowl-
edge and experience. "It opened up

4.1

,

Judy Messitte demonstrated the use of the Resource Bank to Jean Sutton, Vitro
Corp., Merle Garvis, president of the Montgomery Education Connection, Jerome
Marco, principal of Whitman High School, Lawrence Shulman, member Mary-
land State Board of Education, and Charles Gilchrist, county executive, during a
recent State Board of Education visit to Montgomery County.
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doors for us. It made available resourc-
es that we as teachers don't have time
to find."

Preparing a unit on "air," they booked
Margo Brown, president of the Ameri-
can Kite Flyer's Association. Brown
came equipped with two video-tapes
and enough materials to nllow each
child to build a kite. The students
constructed the kites under expert su-
pervision and tted them with excit-
ing results. They didn't, just, read about
air, they felt it, used it and saw the
results.

Larsen and Andrews are just two
MCPS teaclwrs who have discovered
what's available through the Bank.
Larsen admitted, "We were nervous in
the beginning ... you hate to give up
the time." Andnws added, "We decid-
ed to give it a try. It was really just
great."

For a unit on "trees and plants," the
teachers arranged for Pam Stenger,
educational horticulturist at Brookside
Gardens, Wheaton, to visit their class-
es. Stenger helped each child !reate
individual greenhouses that were tak-
en home to share with families.

Two other programs were booked
through the CUB. One was Jim O'Don-
nell, Vitro Corporation, a "wilderness
man" who spoke on survival skills and
brought all his equipment (three tents
and various sleeping bags) "and really
shared with the kids." Each child went
home with handouts about survival.

Another was Sam Lyons, the "insect
man," an expert who works at the
Marydale Nature Center in Silver Spring
as part of its extension program. "lie
had the kids in the palm of his hand,"
Larsen said. Explaining his huge cases
of exhibits, he drew insect sketclws
and took dead insects apart so that
students could look at individual char-
acteristics. Ile was "an actor, a conw-
dian," as well as Ifl expert instructor.
Andrews said. "His enthusiasm was
contageous."

Larsen ixplained that now slw will
"save five days out of the Summer
Institute program for speakers. Some
kids are so sparked by an outside
person .a different voice. Well use
inany nmre speakers during the school
yea r."

Larsen and Andrews said that based
upon their use of the Bank, they felt
"a high level of trust. If tlw Bank is
sending them, they're high level peo-
ple." They observed that the experts
who visited their classes were good,
and "were excUed to be asked!"

'gbh.

Student shows her father how to identify a tree at recent. Area 3 Children's Conference
on Science and Technology.

Meet a tree in an Apple He
Brookside Gardens, Wheaton, has

developed an outreach program that
brings the science and art of tree iden-
tification into the classroom. A com-
puter program for the Apple Ile, espe-
cially designed to help fourth through
sixth graders identify trees commonly
found in Maryland, is ready to be
invited to any clvssroom. Three years
in the making, the program is a series
of questions and pictures offering a
step-by-step exercise in observation and
logic. Liberally sprinkled with pop.art
praise and music, the text is colorful
and inviting.

Pam Stenger, educational horticul-
turist at the gardens, explained that
this is Maryland National Capital Park
and Planning Commission's first out-
reach program "without a warm body."
The program consists of two user friend-
ly floppy discs that are self.instructive,
11 leaf samples laminated on large
cards and a tree key (really a flow-
chart in disguise). The program can be
made available up to two weeks at a
time.

In groups of two or three, students
are asked by the computer which cate-
gory of tree they wish to nupt. Some of
the choices available include pancakes
and syrup, cones 1,vithout ice cream,
player piano and tree of knowledge. To
complete the program all 11 trees must

1 (..,)

be identified correctly by the students.
The laminated cards contain real

specimens of each of the cho'ces (white
pine, Virginia pine, hemlock, Leyland
cypress, holly, tulip poplar, cherry,
sophora, horse chestnut, maple and
dogwood). Through a series of ques-
tions (Is your tree evergreen or (Iecidu-
ous?) and definitions (A deciduous tre('
loses its leaves each year.), tlw stu-
dents ore led to observations of leaf
patterns. Colorful drawings of each
kind of leaf appear on the screen as
students continue to play detective.
Each correct identification is followed
by musical and graphic congratula-
t ions and a paragraph of general infor-
mation about the tree explaining its
tricky title in the menu. According to
Anne Connor, a teacher assistant at
Sherwood ES who has helped children
IISP the program, "Tlw kids really learned

lot. If yon put. a kid in front of a
computer Wit h things to fool around
with, you've got it mmie!"

The program was designed with
lays that allow the slower reader enough
time to be succes;ful. The faster reader
can move ahead rapidly by pressing
the return key aftcr each question. An
average reader can idenl ify about six
trees in an hour. Iloinogeneous group-
ing is recommended.

(ron t in twd tin page 4)
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A Monthly Sample of Resources

Aquatic habitats. snakes and frogs
Biomedical engineering, robotics
Calculus, linear algebra, differential

equations
Cardiovascular health care
Career as a management accountant
Cartographer
Chemical analysis of food
Computers
Cryogenics kits
Earthquake engineering
Entomology
Environmental carcinogens
Fluid mechanics, hydrodynamics, hur-

ricanes, tornadof s and ocean dynam-
ics

Health care, anorexia, bulimia and
obesity

Lasers Ind holography
Liquie nitrogen and temperatures
Metallurgy
Meteorologist
Microbiology, infectious diseases
Multiphase flow, thermal fluid science
Organic chemistry
Park naturalist
Physics of sound
Probability risk assessment
Problem solving in chemistry
Robotics
Seismology, underwater sound
Theoretical symmetry
Underwater Acoustics

°Ili IL "11, ".
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Florida Lubber grasshopper and intern
inspect each other at Smithsonian Insect
Zoo.

ookside Gardens
(continued from page 3)

Using high school students and col-
lege interns familiar with computer
programming, Stenger made the pro-
gram a "hands-on, real life" experience.

There are five sets of the program
ready to go and there will be as many
as 10 eventually. Stenger's goal is to
provide each school administrative area
with several copies to distribute. There
is no charge for the program, but a
refundable deposit of $25 is required to
assure the safe return of all equipment.

Why not call the Connection Re-
source Bank and invite fourth through
sixth graders to "Meet a Tree"? Sci-
ence has never been more colorful,
challenging, musical and fun!

Zoo internships
(continued from page 1)

Responsibilities can include public
feedings and demonstrations. During a
20-hour training program, interested
interns learn how to feed tarantulas (to
the horror and delight of their audi-
ences), and hcw to supervise the han-
dling of the "touch me" exhibits of
insects, spiders, crustaceans and centi-
pedes.

Interns study each glass aquarium
and learn about its inhabitants. A short
quiz (which is not scored) is given to
interns so they are ready for any ques-
tions the public might ask.

Slides and tapes also are a part of
the training. A series of 10 30-minute
programs, professionally prepared by
an entomologist, is available. The staff
members hope the interns will use one
each time they come until they have
seen the entire series.

Van Creveld explains that the zoo
"is an emotional exhibit." People react
differently and interns are prepared to
deal with all reactions.

Van Creveld sees the internship as
beneficial to the student in two ways:
"It helps kids mature by seeing other
people of all ages," and, "is an educa-
tional process to help them choose a
career path." VA

How to Connect:
To reach the Resource Bank

call
Judy Messitte

279-3125

Steven Dickoff, principal
Sally Keeler, project director
Judith Kramer, editor
William Mille, photographer
Published for MCPS teachers month-
b , October through May, through
an Excellence in Education award
from the U.S. Department of Edu-
cation and funds from the Mont-
gomery Education Connection, Inc.

Paint Branch High School
14121 Old Columbia Pike
Burtonsville, Maryland 20866
384-2300
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Connection Resource Bank

I Internship changes student's career goals
Matt Ammon, a 17-year-old senior

at Paint Branch High School, has de-
c:ded on a new career as a result of an
internship with the Food and Drug
Administration.

In September. Ammon was looking
for an internship in geology and earth
science to "test the water before I

looked at colleges: to see if I really
wanted to go into that field of science."
He visited Nancy Peckerar, career co-
ordinator at Paint Branch, to see "if
the program had anything in my field
of interest."

Peckerar called the Connection Re-
source Bank searching for an appropri-

FDA intern Matt Ammon, a senior at
Paint Branch High School, learns about
the environment under the direction of
Dr. Buzz L. Hoffmann, chief of the Envi-
ronmental Impact Section.

ate internship. "I've always wanted
some centralized place to help me with
internship placements." Judy MessitW,
Bank coordinator, found several in-

ternships in geology and earth science
and included a placement at the Food
and Drug Administration (FDA ) in
environmental studies. She sent Ammon
the phone numbers. He commented
that "from there it was up to me to do
the rest.'.

Ammon made several calls and se-
lected the FDA internship. He was
placed under the direction of Dr. I3uzz
L. Hoffmann, chief of the Environmen-
tal Impact Section, Center for Food
Safety and Applied Nutrition. Under
the guidelines for elective internships,
Ammon works eight hours a week (more
at the beginning and end of the semes
ter), and attends a weekly hour-long
seminar at Paint Branch. A culminat-
ing project is required.

On the job for over a month now.
Ammon is totally immersed in learn-
ing about chemistry, pollution, waste
disposal, word processing, environmen-
tal law, scientific technical writing,
computer applications, traveling on Met-
ro and growing up. This kind of work
"is a new experience for tne." Amrnon
admits. "I've broadened my base by
becoming more independent."

According to Ammon, "One of the
highlights of my internship to date
was going with Dr. Hoffmann to the
National Institutes of Health to learn
about the use of incineration to dispose
of waste materials."

Hoffmann explains that "we've nev-
er had high school interns before. We've
had college students and graduate stu-
dents as interns. Matt has worked out
very wvil: he raises good questions and
is conscientious about his work."

"The major focus of this internship
is to familiarize the student with the
procedures for assessing the environ-
mental impact of chemicals and to

(continued on page 4)



Bank statistics
support use

As the use of the Connection Re-
source Bank (CRI3) increases, it is
important to keep records that support
its contribution to the students and
teachers of MCPS.

The supporting organizations, The
Montgomery Education Connection, the
Montgomery County school system,
and the U.S. Department of Education
are interested in the success of this
pilot program. The only way to deter-
mine that success is through records
of resource bookings kept by Judy
Messitte, the Bank coordinator.

When Bank computers are placed in
schools, phone numbers of resources
will not appear on the screens. To book
a resource teachers will have to call
Messitte who will then do the initial
"kg work" to confirm availability be
fore sending the teacher the phone
number. Contact with the teacher al-
lows Messitte to count the number of
times the Bank is used. This process
also saves the teacher time in case a
particular resource person is not avail-
able and further searching is necessary.

If the Bank is to operate effectively,
it is important for Messitte to have
accurate records of usage as well as
evaluations of resources. To help her
do this, please send in evaluations
after you have used a Bank resource
and refer other teachers to Messitte
rather than giving them the names and
telephone numbers of those you have
used. She can be reached at 279-3125.

The more interest the Bank can ac-
crue, the greater the dividends for all
users. V:

How to Connect
To reach the Resource Bank

call
Judy Messitte

resource bank coordinator
at

279-3125
or visit her in the

Office of Volunteer Services
room 24, CESC

ler
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Dr. Vernon Hodge, in jacket, helps Blair AP physics teacher Rick Moats set up lab
equipment as students Jim Chambers and Natalie Semmes observe.

Physicist helps teachers plan lab
Last spring, Dr. Vernon Hodge, a

physicist with the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC), who normally
spends his time reviewing incidents
involving safety at nuclear power plants,
spent his days off at Blair High School
helping set up a physics lab.

Volunteering his time to help teach-
ers and students in Montgomery Coun-
ty Public Schools (MCPS) is becoming
a habit for Hodge. After a meeting in
January with Dr. Michael Haney, mag-
net coordinator at Blair, and physics
teachers Ralph I3unday and Rick Moats,
Hodge agreed to look over a lab manu-
al and equipment and make sugges-
tions about experiments for an ad-
vanced group of physics students. He
submitted his suggestions to Moats
who planned the lab during the sum-
mer. In September, Hodge came to
Blair to help set up the lab for a
nine-week long course involving stu-
dents "doing many different measure-
ments."

Iiodge sees his contribution as "an-
ticipating the kinks in the lab, helping
to keep students from wasting their
time, helping them to get results."

According to Moats, lIodge "trouble
shot the equipment for us. He played
with it and tinkered with it and made
some valuable suggestions. lie saved

;

us time and alerted us to concerns we
might not have considered."

In the course of a half dozen visits to
Blair, Hodge assisted the school in
many ways. At Bunday's request, he
submitted a list of suggested science
fair and physics projects, including
one involving spraying a large piece of
plastic with a garden hose and observ-
ing how the rivulets of water form as
they run down the plastic. This, Hodge
said, could lead to study of how
rivers are formed. He like) provided a
list of articles on physics that could be
"digested" by the teacher and explained
to students.

Hodge is able to share his expertise
with MCPS because NRC offers its
employees a "compressed work sched-
ule," which allows them to have a three
day weekend every other week. Each
time Hodge has volunteered to meet
with a teacher or speak to a class, he
has been able to spend thr,- to four
hours at the school.

Tlw NRC has been active in encour-
aging its employees to share their ex-
perience with the publiu schools. In
January, 1986, at the request of Jeilm-
nie A. Meow, public affairs officer for
the NRC, Victor Stello, executive di-
rector for operations, sent out a memo
asking for volunteers to help in science



classes at Blair and Bethesda-Chevy
I0Chase high schools. The NRC has an

n-going relationship with the two
schools through the Partnerships in
Education Program, a White House

Iinitiative encouraging federal workers
to lend their services on a volunteer
basis to the public schools. According

Ito Moore, the NRC has approximately
80 employees working to assist the
public schools by lecturing, tutoring,
discussing career awareness and as-
Isisting teachers.

During his work at Blair, Hodge was
able to answer questions about the
Chernobyl nuclear accident. He also

Iresponded to questions about the nu
clear incident that occurred at Three
Mile Island.

1
Commenting

Hon

his experience work-
ing with students, odge suggested
that, in addition to helping teachers
and speaking to classes, he would en-

"'joy working "with individual students
more directly." He added that he will
continue to be available, -especially on
Friday." He can visit schools on other

Idays with enough advance notice.

INASA laboratory
open to teachers

IGoddard Space Flight Center in
Greenbelt, MD, has a Teacher Resource
Laboratory where educators can use

INational Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration (NASA ) resources to do
research, gather ideas and duplicate
audiovisual materials. The laboratory
Iis available to educators by appoint-
ment, Wednesday through Saturday,
from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. by calling

I(301) 286-8570 or 286-7205.
Materials available relate to such

curriculum areas as astronomy, earth
science, aerona u tics, ma thema tics, phys-

Iical science and life science. Resources
are in a variety of formats and include
books, booklets, pamphlets, nthgazines,
fact sheets, lesson plans, posters. charts,

Imaps, catalogs, videotapes, audiotapes,
slides, filmstrips, photographs, com-
puter softw- -e and models.

More than 1,000 slides on aerospace
Itopics are available for viewing and
duplicating. A slide duplicator is pro-
vided by NASA. A copy stand is also

Iavailahlc for educators who wish to
make slides of pictures found in NASA
publications. More than 100 videotapes,

(continued on page 4)

Interns can help the homeless
Stepping Stones Shelter, the only

shelter in Montgomery County to pro-
vide services to entire families as well
as to individuals, is seeking high school
interns to help with the demands of
running a 25 room residence.

Located in Rockville, the shelter aids
those who are homeless as a result of
job loss, fire damage, eviction, person-
al crisis, or family conflicts.

Internships are available in such areas
as assisting in the administrative of-
fice, child care, case work (finding em-
ployment and housing), baking and
cooking with residents and children,
filing, typing, answering phones, fund-
raising, publication of a newsletter,
household management, planting gar-
dens and helping with menus.

Helayne Baker, the shelter director,
has a staff of three full-time employ-
ees, four part-time employees and sev-
eral volunteers. Candidates for intern-
ships are interviewed by Baker and
asked to list their expectations. Baker
then evaluates with them how their
expectations match the shelter's needs.
If a student is accepted as an intern, he
or she is expected to commit the 10
hours weekly required by the county in
an elective internship to earn one cred-
it and to attend a weekly hour-long
seminar at the home school. Baker also
asks interns to keep a diary of their
experiences.

The shelter was established in 1980

by the Gaithersburg Clergy Associa-
tion and a group of concerned individu-
als as a non-profit Maryland corpora-
tion. It is directed by the Association
and a board of 15 members from civic
organizations, churches and synagogues.

In 1985, 77 percent of the shelter's
residents were family members, while
2:1 percent were single adults. Forty
percent of the shelter's residents were
children. Drug addicts, alcoholics and
mentally retarded people usually are
not accepted because the staff is not
trained to handle their special prtiblems.

Built in 1912, the large six-bedroom
home can currently house 20 individu-
als who can negotiate the length of
their stay as needed. There is a sliding
scale fee for the shelter's services that
can be waived. Residents are expected

(continued on pag(' 4)

40. 11

Stepping Stones Shelter is a 25room
residence in Rockville.

Helayne Baker, director of Stepping Stones Shelter in Rockville, meets several young
residents. Stepping Stones is the only shelter in Montgomery County to accept
families.
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Shelter interns
(continued from page 3)

to help with the daily running and
maintenance of the home.

An internship at Stepping Stones
Shelter is an excellent opportunity for
any student contemplating a career in
psychology, counseling or social ser-
vices to experience the actual work
environment. The shelter's name ex-
emplifies its philosophy of helping peo-
ple get back into society one step at a
time. For those students not contem-
plating a career in these fields, the
internship is a chance to support a
worthwhile community program. 11

NASA resources
(continued from page 3)
ranging from 5 to 30 minutes long may
be duplicated cm video recorders pro-
vided for this purpose. The duplicating
formats include 3/4 inch Umatic and
1/2 inch VHS and Beta. Blank tapes
and slide films are not provided.

Videotaped subjects include aeronau-
tics, aerospace careers, earth resourc-
es, energy, lunar exploration, manned
spaceflight, weightlessness. the space
shuttle, space station, technology utili-
zation, weather and others. Audio cas-
settes containing brief reports on cur-
rent NASA projects also are available
for duplication.

For more information about the Re-
source Laboratory write Educational
Programs Office, Teacher Resource Lab-
oratory. Goddard Space Flight Center,
Code 130.3, MD, 20771.

)i 1
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A Monthly
Sample of Resources

Acoustics, ultrasonic testing
Agronomy, plant physiology, soil science
Animation, visual image making
Astrophysics
Building diagnostics --architecture
Cancer, onogenes, malignancy, inter-

feron, recombinant DNA, gene clon-
ing, environmental carcinogens

Chromatography, chemical analysis of
food

Computer & the brainamazing simi-
larities and even more amazing
differences

Condensed matter, superconductivity
Defibrilator used in cardiac arrest
Dolphin communication
Electron microscopyplant virology
Energy, electricity
Genetics & disease association, immu-

nology
Glassy materials
Insect pathologymicrobiology, genet-

ics, biological control
Inventor (200 registered patents)
Liquid nitrogen & temperatures
Nuclear waste management
Nutrition
Organic chemistry
Parasitology
Radiation safety
Role modelsWomen in engineering

science, geology, pharmacy, mathe-
matics

Satellite search & rescue, oceanogra-
phy & the earth's atmosphere

Environmental
Opportunities
(continued from , !ge 1)
provide actual case experience in an
office setting. This involves working
with senior staff scientists in evaluat-
ing environmental data and preparing
written correspondence and reports.
As part of this work, Matt is learning
how to use a word processor and how
to enter and retrieve environmental
data in a computerized environmental
data base."

Ammon and Hoffmann see the in-
ternship experience as mutually bene-
ficial. Ammon comments that, -They
treat me with respect and give me a lot
of responsibility. I'm getting a lot of
work experience which, before college,
may be better than money. 'Hands on
experience' is the best way to learn!
Dr. Hoffmann has given me informa-
tion about colleges to look at and
courses to look for in the curriculum."

As a result of Ammon's work, Hoff-
mann and other staff members have
more time to pursue other work. Ac-
cording to Hoffmann, "Ammon's use-
fulness to the Environmental Impact
Section will continue to increase as he
gains experience."

Because of the internship experi-
ence. Ammon has redirected his career
goals. "I want to go into environmen-
tal sciences. I am looking at colleges
with strong environmental programs."
Ammon has nothing but praise for the
scientists who supervise him. "Six years
from now I might be sitting in the
same office with them. You never know."

"The proieet presented or reported hereia was performed pursuant to a grant front the
Department of Education. However. the opinions expressed hereitt do not necessarily
reflect the position or policy of the Departnwnt of Education and no official
endorsement by the Department of Education shall be inferred.-

Paint Branch High School
14121 Old Columbia Pike
Burtonsville, Maryland 20866
384-2300
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Gallaudet graduate student Cindy Read teaches the sign for "cat" to fifth and sixth
grade students at Weller Road Elementary School.

Experts visit classes
Rita Segerman's classes have been

busy watching lasers, examining holo-

111

grains and observing fiber optics as
scientists have filled their classroom
with models and experiments. Four

Iclasses of 5th and 6th graders at Wel-
ler Road who participate in Area l's
"Thinking Opportunities for Kids"
(TOK) gifted and talented pull-out pro-

111

gram have met with scientists, physi-
cians, and physicists provided by the
Connection Resource Bank.

Friday's class met with Jesse Berry,
Ifrom Vitro, who spoke on the "Science
of Sound." According to Segerman,
"he used ordinary things children were
familia., with for demonstration pur-

1 poses. He used a slinky to demonstrate
sound vibrations and brought in a tin

can telephone that really worked." Ex-
plaining that sound is measured in
"hertz," Berry showed on a screen what
the sound of a phonograph record looked
like.

Dr. James Rosborough, an ophtha.-
mologist, came to visit Thursday's class
Ile explained how the eye functions,
how contact lenses are made. lie ex-
plained his' job and found students
surprised to learn that as an ophthal-
mologist he can perform surgery. Us-
ing a model of the human eye, he
demonstrated how the brain is affected
by sight.

Dr. ,Iordan Goodman, a physicist
from the University of Maryland, was
the speaker for Monday's class. His

(continued on )age 4)
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Teachers to be
recognized for
resource use

The Montgomery Educafjon Con-
nection (MEC) wants to recognize teach-
ers who have made outstanding use of
business and community resources. Be-
ginning in February, one teacher each
month will be selected from nomina-
tions submitted by school system ,xir-
sonnel, Education Connection mem-
bers, or self-nomination.

Each month's winner will be granted
a day of administrative leave to visit a
business or government agency that
functions as a resource for MCPS.
Funds for a substitute teacher will be
provided by MEC. In addition, an
honorarium of $100 will be awarded for
the teacher's private use. "Of Inter-
est," the Resource Bank newsletter,
will feature an article on each teacher
selected.

Information about how to submit
nominations will appear in January's
newsletter. LI

In the areas of science and
math the CONNECTION
RESOURCE BANK can:

Get speakers for your
classes
Get mentors for your
students
Locate tutors
Arrange field trips and
internships

More than 850 volunteer
experts are in the data base.

To reserve a resource, call
Judy Messitte at 279-3125.

_



Writer discusses c eer, survival, leadershi
George Valdez, a technical writer

with Vitro Corp., has visited Mont-
gomery County high schools and civic
organizations and talked about three
very diverse topics: careers in techni-
cal writing, analysis of survival skills,
and the challenge of management and
leadership.

For students in Sharon Henry's lan-
guage writing workshop classes at Rich-
ard Montgomery HS, his presentation
on technical writing was surprisingly
participatory. Valdez warns his audi-
ence in the beginning "to be prepared
to go to work."

Explaining that technical writers v; rite
manuals and instructional material for
an audience they will never see, Valdez
emphasizes the importance of giving
readers all the material they will re-
quire. Precision and accuracy are vital.
Because he writes for the military, if he
writes imprecisely it can cause loss of
life, people can "blow up." A ship may
be unable to navigate if parts are not
constructed and operated properly. "Do
not assume anything," he admonishes.

"I work almost like a translator,"
Valdez says, explaining his work at
Vitro. "I help produce technical docu-
mentation for many of our engineering
projects. This involves taking techni-
cal material and writing it so that a
layman can understand it. Most engi-
neers would rather create than write
the material to explain what they cre-
ated. They tend to write for other
engineers and not for a general audi.
ence." Valdez recommends that techni-
cal writers have a background or de.
gree in engineering, computers, the
sciences or in mathematics, as well as
a solid foundation in journalism or
English.

"It is a very diversified field and
technical writers are needed in such
areas as engineering, computer scienc-
es, the legal profession, the medical
profession, and movie writing. During
his lecture Valdez passes around an
original "working copy" of the script to
the movie "Star Trek II" to demon-
strate the contribution of technical writ-
ors. Pointing out a quotation in the
script from "A Tale of Two Cities,"
Valdez reads from his copy of that
classic, explaining that, " I encourage
students to read many different kinds
of literature. A well-read writer will use
a broad ba3e of Rerature."
2 December 1986 Of Interest
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George Valdez is a technical writer with Vitro Corporation who shares his expertise
with MCPS secondary students.

The profession evolved, according to
Valdez, because many engineers, law-
yers, and doctors didr ha ve time in
college to take necessary writing cours-
es because of curriculum demands in
their fields.

Henry relates an audience participa-
tion project that fascinated her class-
es. "He asked the kids who thought
they were good at explaining things to
raise their hands, and he challenged
them. Taking off his jacket and put-
ting it on the back of a chair, he asked
those kids to tell him in ten or fewer
lines, how to remove the jacket from
the chair and put it on himself. He
asked them to write instructions and
read them to him as he did what they

Out of thousands of people he has
pmxmted this challenge to, only four
have succeeded." A girl in one of Hen-
ry's elf;sses became the fifth.

Valdez explains that his lecture on
survival grew out of his experience in

the navy's survival school and his de-
sire to encourage people to read. He
has selected three books, "King Rat,"
"Papillon," and "One Day in the Life of
Ivan Denisovich," and studied the main
characters and what they did to sur-
vive. Hi3 lecture, an examination of
the characters' will to live, has been
presented successfully to secondary stu-
dents in Montgomery County, as well
as to inmates at the Montgomery Coun-
ty Detention Center who are working
toward a high school diploma or col-
lege degree.

A recently developed lecture on man-
agement and leadership is directed at
people who are considering working at
these levels. "I try to explain that
there is a difference between being a
manager and being a leader. A manag-
er will manage things right even if it's
wrong, but a leader will do the right
thing. Leadership is something you
develop slowly. Leaders are made, not



born. A good leader takes full responsi-
bility for his actions as well as those of
his subordinates."

Henry's recommendation of Valdez
is enthusiastic and positive. "He is
extremel:, good with audience feed .
back and handling kids. He is a great
role model." She adds that he draws on
his experiences in the navy and Viet
Nam to provide examples of the Impor-
tance of a technical writer.

Valdez is asked to speak "about 10
or 12 times a year." He enjoys coach-
ing girls' soccer at Parkland JHS as
well as lecturing. "If I can just help
one person in the community, it's real-
ly worth it. Lecturing also gives me an
idea of how hard teachers are working.
Their jobs are not easy." :1

Young Astronaut
Program seeks
chapter leaders

The Young Astronaut Program, de-
signed to whet the curiosity of elemen-
tary and junior high school students
about the challenges of space explora-
tion, is hoping to start new chapters in
Montgomery County and is looking for
chapter leaders.

Groups of up to 30 students meet
after school or during the school day
and are led by volunteer adults or
teachers. Educators can use the mate-
rials provided by the program in their
classroom instruction. With 9,300 chap-
ters active nationally, the Young As-
tronaut Program offers MCPS approved
curriculum materials emphasizing a new
theme each year.

Materials are received each month
and cover four categories. "Toys That
Teach" shows how the action of famil-
iar toys can lead to scientific investiga-
tions on earth and in space. "Physics
of Fun" uses children's experiences at
amusement parks, playgrounds and
sports events to introduce physical
science concepts. "Recycling Science"
draws on common household items as
resources for science experiments.
"Spv.owatch" uses the night sky as a
celestial blackboard for in-class and
take-home astronomy and computer
science activities.

According to Dr. Frank B. Withrow,
director of technology services on the
Young Astronaut Council, "This year's
theme, 'Living in Space.' offers stu-
dents a wide variety of problems that

test their creativity. How do you keep
fit in space? How do you exercise?
How do you take enough air with you
for long periods of time? What should
you eat in space, and how? There are
all kinds of interesting phenomena be-

cause of eating. You can't pour. You
have to squeeze."

The program sponsored a contest
asking students to design a game to be
played in zero gravity and on Mars,
whose gravity is 40 percent of that on
Earth. Each year, four posters and five
newsletters are distributed to chapter
leaders relating to the general theme.

An international program, the Young
Astronauts is active in four countries:
Japan, the United States, Canada and
the Soviet Union. As a result of an
agreement on youth exchange between
President Reagan and Secretary Gen-
eral Gorbachev at their meeting in
Geneva, ten young astronauts from
the United States, ages 13-16, were
selected by competition, and traveled
to the Soviet Union this October for
two weeks. In December, ten young
cosmonauts will visit this country. Two
young astronauts from the United States
went to Japan to inaugurate that coun-
try's program.

A quarter of a million children are
involved in the Young Astronaut Pro-
gram in the United States. Chapters
also can be found in the American
schools in 29 other countries.

For information about starting a

AC

new chapter and becoming a chapter
leader, write Young Astronaut Coun-
cil, P.O. Box 65432, Washington, D.

C., or call Judy Messitte, resource bank
coordinator at 279-3125. V:

Do you have any
resources to share?

If you know of resources that could
be added to the Connection Resource
Bank, please consider sharing them.
Even though there are more than 850
resources already listed in the Bank,
there are regular requests for things
not listed there.

Judy Messitte, Bank coordinator,
will place resources in the data base so
as to protect the privacy of phone
numbers and prevent over use of indi-
vidual volunteers. Persons in the Bank
may request that they be called for
specific schools, areas or ages. They
also may indicate the number of book-
ings they will accept and their pre-
ferred time of day.

At the present time Messitte is fill-
ing only requests in science and mathe-
matics. The curre, t list of resources is
almost entirely in these two areas.

To add resources to the Bank, please
call Messitte at 279-3125 or send a note
in the pony to The Connection Re-
source Bank, CESC, Room 24. II:

Judy Messitte demonstrates the Bank to visiting educators Meryl Moran and Elaine
Seikaly of Takoma Park Intermediate School, Joy Odom, coordinator of secondary
mathematics, and Pearl Flowers, secondary math teacher specialist.

env AVAILABLE
1 171"i
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Demonstrations
(continued from page 1)
presentation on "light and color" was
outstanding, according to Segerman.
Goodman used a hand truck to bring
to class all of the equipment needed for
his demonstrations. He spent half an
hour setting up and an hour and a half
talking with the children. He brought
a sodium light that made the spectrum
especially vivid, and gave each child a
defraction grating screen through which
to observe. Among many experiments
involving light was an explanation and
demonstration of fiber optics and its
use in physics. A laser beam was bent
traveling through water; convex and
concave mirrors turned images upside
down. Secrets of using reflection in
magic tricks were revealed. A color
wheel spun quickly became a white
blur. Goodman showed the class the
properties of black light and loaned
each student a pair of 3-ll glasses,
explaining their effect on vision.

For Thursday's class, Segerman in-
vited Dr. Tom Lettieri from the Na-
tional Bureau of Standards to speak on
lasers ,rnd holograms. He brought in
hok graphic pictures in various forms:
greeting cards, stickers and framed
pictures. He explained that if you break
a hologram, the entire image is re-
tained on each fractured piece. He also
used lasers to demonstrate that light
bends.

Children react enthusiastically
Students in Segerman's classes ex-

pressed appreciation and enthusiasm
in the thank you letters they sent to
Cie guest speakers. "I learned a lot

Student "signs" with expression.

that I didn't know." "You gave good
examples and you talked at a level that
anybody could understand and I liked
that." "You were the most valuable
part of my day." "You gave me good
information that I need." "I hope all
the other kids will be able to learn from
you."

Students travel to Gallaudet
University

Through the Resource Bank, one of
Segerman's classes traveled to Gallaudet
University and received a general tour
and a demonstration of sign language
and cued speech. "The Speakers were
delightful; their manner with children
was excellent. The children saw a video
about cued speech and received exten-
sive materials from both groups," says
Segerman.

Katie Swanson, a fifth grader at
Weller Road, summed up the students'
reactions to this experience. "Thank
you for letting us visit. It was very
interesting. Now, after seeing an actu-
al demonstration, I understand how
difficult it must be to be hearing im-
paired and have to learn sign language

Wilmer S. Cody, superintendent
Steven 'Jickoff, principal
Sally Keeler, project director
Judith Kramer, editor
William Mills, photographer
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of Education and funds from the Mont-
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Read demonstrates signing.

and c-ied speaking. It was strange to
see I e people in the cafeteria and
outside using sign language instead of
talking. It must be very hard for them
to walk through a public place and see
other people talking and listening to
each other, knowing they can never

other people. I learned a lot."

Graduate student teaches signing
As a result of her students' interest

in what they saw at Gallaudet, Seger-
man callM Jo Israelson, from Gallaudet's
Outreach Program, and arranged for
graduate student Cindy Read to visit
her Tuesday class for five consecutive
weeks to teach American Sign Lan-
guage and extend her students' deaf
awareness. Read's goal is "to teach
about deafness, not just the language,
but the culture as well. I hope to give
them a workable knowledge of signing."

Segerman recommends Resource
Bank

Segerman advises teachers who use
the Bank "to speak with the speakers
to prepare them about your class, to
learn their expectations and to share
yours."

"Tht. projei t presentyd or reported hyrein was pyrformed pursuant to II gri:nt from t he
Department of Education, llowevvr, the opinions expressed herein do not nceeksarily
reflect thy position or policy of thy Department of Eduvation and no %ifficial
codorsoment by the Department of Education shall be inferred."

Paint Branch High School
14121 Old Columbia Pike
Burtonsville, Maryland 20866
384-2300
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Lyon demonstrates colonial woodworking.
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Turtle returns home after school visit,

Naturalist brings outdoors in
The Maydale Nature Center in Sil-

ver Spring exports Sam Lyon, an "in-
terpretive naturalist" who dresses in
buckskins and a leather apron and
visits schools to introduce students to
live animals, insect specimens, Native
American skills, colonial wood carving
and phenomena in nature such as
hibernation.

Lyon's goal is "to somehow have
kids relate to the programs." Most of
his lectures and demonstrations are
requested by elementary schools. Lyon
observes that "after ages 11 or 12, we
lose them to other developing interests."

Arithmetic and Nature
At South Lake ES in Joseph An-

drews' class, Lyon will be discussing

arithmetic and nature. "We're going
to measure different kinds of trees
right on the school property. Then
we'll ask how many 2 x 4's could be
made out of each tree. We'll work out a
math program. It can take more than
an acre of trees to make a house."

Lyon explains that many students
today see a field that has been cleared
of trees, and because they have been
made environmentally sensitive, they
feel that to chop down trees is "bad."
"They need to understand that chop-
ping down trees is sometimes neces-
sary. Wood has become a very impor-
tant part of our lives."

The Insect Man
When Lyon becomes the "insect man,"

he brings cases of specimens to class
for students to examine. Included are
insect parts such as butterfly and fly
wings that can be examined under a
microscope.

He makes a point of discussing in-
sects as a natural part of the environ-
ment, explaining that "the government
allows many parts of insects' bodies to
be processed in foods. Rat hair can be
found in raisins, and weevil parts are
common in peanut butter. It grosses
kids out, but brings to their attention
the fact that insects are a part of their
lives."

The Colonial Woodworker
As the "colonial woodworker," Lyon

dons a huge leather apron he made
himself, and sits before a cooper's bench
(also handmade) to whittle, scrape and
shave wooden utensils such as spoons,
dippers and hammers. Using tools that
would have been used by the colonists,
he "tries to get across the lifestyle of
the early 1800s." Students are invited
to help carve and are allowed to keep
the artifact the class creates.

Live Animal Show
Lyon often visits classrooms accom-

(contirued on page 4)

In the areas of science and
math the CONNECTION
RESOURCE BANK can:

Get speakers for your
classes
Get mentors for your
students
Locate tutors
Arrange field trips and
internship8

More than 850 volunteer
experts are in the data base.

To reserve a resource call,
Judy Messitte at 279-3125.
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Microbiology
demonstrated
by consultant

Ruth Simioiw, an educational con-
sultant who works for the American
Type Culture Collection (ATCC), uses
a sweet potato and Clorox to explore
the world of microbiology with MCI'S
.students. With slides, models, pictures,
charts and microscopes, she invites
students to meet bacteria, viruses and
fungi "up close and per.sonally."

The ATCC is an independent, non-
profit organization dedicated to the
acquisition, preservation and distribu-
tion of microorganisr-3, viruses, cell
cultures and recombinant DNA mate-
rials. ATCC has speakers who Ago
available to speak at seminars, wo7k-
shops and similar meetings on a vari-
ety of topics. Their areas of expertise
include preservation techniques. char-
acterization of cells, genetic diseases,
protistan evolution, cryopreservation,
incorporating microbiology into the
classroom and more.

AL Burning Tree ES, Simione asks
6th graders to consider what would
have happened if antibiotics hadn't
been invented. Using a sweet potato to
demonstrate the difference between a
treated and untreated puncture wound,
Simione draws a line across the potato,
dividing it in half. Using a nail or fork,
she punctures both ends of the potato.
One end is dipped in Clorox; the other
end is left untreated. Over a period of
days, bacteria and fungi grow in the
untreated end of the potato. Discuss-
ing the value of dkinfection, Simione
relates this experiment to the puncture
wound resulting "if a kid steps on a
nail."

To demonstrate that skin is a barrier
to infection, Simione again turns to
fruit and vegetable models. Students
are shown two lemons. One is a healthy-
looking fruit; the other is rotted arid
"gross lookiniC After again dividing
the fruit in half by drawing a line
around it, Silnione asks students to
drop the lemon on the floor and scrape
it across a desk, damaging only one
side of the skin. She then rubs the
entire surface of the "good" lemon with
the "bad" lemon and puts the experi-
mental fruit in a plastic bag for 7 to 10
days. The damaged side will show more
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Tanks of liquid nitrogen store some of the 40,000 different strains of microbes at the
American Type Culture Collection in Rockville.

infection more quickly.
According to Simione, "You can do

neat things with balloons and yeasts."
She suggests mixing yeast and warm
water hi test tubes and putting bal-
loons over the tops of the tubes. As the
yeast ferments and makes alcohol, the
balloons will inflate. Howe\ Jr, Simione
warns that the balloons must be the
"cheap" kind that are very thin and
easy to blow up.

Simione taught secondary science
for ten years before consulting for the
ATCC. Discussing her special interest
in rnicrobioloby, she explains that "teach-
ers seem to shy away from experi-
ments in microbiology fearing that they
may not be safe." She emphasizes that
"theropare some really good, fun things
you can do that are perfectly safe."

Many of the experiments that Simione
brings with her have been "grown"
beforehand. She explains that her daugh-
ter has a habit of chewing on the
erasers of her pencils. To prove how
unhealthy this is, Simione takes an
eraser and dips it into a growth medi-
um in a petri dish. The results are a
graphic demonstration of the microor-
ganisms that are in the air and on all
environmental surfaces. To explain the
importance of washing hands before
eating, Simione shows students a petri
dish with growth medium containing
the imprint of her daughter's hand
after petting a dog. The results are
"gross" enough to demonstrate the point.
The dog's paw print in another dish
also blooms with microorganisms.

At the secondary school level, using
tipples and oranges, Simione has the
class divide the fruits into quadrants

'7

and remove some of the wax that is
used to protect the skin of the fruit and
make it look appetizing to the custom-
er. After damaging the unwaxed quad-
rant of the apple skin and exposing it
to mold, students observe over a peri-
od of days that the unwaxed and dam-
aged area is much more susceptible to
mold. Simione also discusses the dif-
ferences between bacteria and viruses.

High school students may visit the
American Type Culture Collection which
is located in Rockville. Established in
1925, ATCC's goals have been service,
research and education. It is the most
diverse microbial germplasm bank in
the world, with current holdings total-
ing more than 40,000 different, highly
characterized strains. Scheduled in ad-
vance, visitors (who must be a least 16
years of age) can see the liquid nitro-
gen rooms, the labs, the workshop
facilities, a slide show about the com-
pany and its work, the research library
and the greenhouse where plant virus
research is done.

Among other public services, ATCC
provides judges for the Montgomery
County Science Fair and offers plaques
to the winners in the field of microbiol-
ogy accompanied by monetary awards
to winners' schools for the purchase of
science equipment.

Simione encourages exploration in
the field of microbiology. "When peo-
ple talk taOtt microbiology, they talk
about the bad stuff. Microorganisms
are responsible for good stuff too. Our
bodies couldn't function without them."
Speakers from the ATCC are willing to
share the "bad and good stuff" with
MCI'S students.13



I Mentors guide lab research
Bud Koelsch, who teaches ninth grade

lab science at Banneker JHS, requires
that all of Lis 117 honors students
have mentors to help them with their
research projects and has turned to the
Connection Resource Bank (C113) for
help in locating qualified volunteers.

"I delay using the Bank until I know
the kids have tried to get a mentor on
their own and have been unsuccess-
ful," Koelsch explains. "Then I give
them a brochure about the Bank to
read and we discuss their project."
Once teacher and student have agreed
upon a specific statement of need, the
student fills out the CRB request form,
which Koelsch initials and sends through
the pony to Judy Messitte, CRI3
coordinator.

Shannon Cavaluchi needed a mentor
who could advise her about a project
concerning solar energy. Koelsch sub-
mitted a request form to the Bank and
two weeks later Cavaluchi had the
names of two mentors who had agreed
to advise her in her work.

Delays often occur between resource
requests and confirmation because
Messitte must reach the volunteers at
their place of business and often this

4.2116.-

Bud Koelsch, lab science teacher at
Banneker JHS, advises Bree Bazemore
on her research project.

necessitates four or five phone calls
over a period of many days.

Cavaluchi called the first mentor
who gave her "suggestions about dif-
ferent types of things I could do to
expand my project. I told him I would
do some research on what he had sug-
gested and would call him back. Since
he lives in Rockville and I live in Silver
Spring, we decided he could help me
over the phone. He said to call him
anytime in the evening. He gave me
suggestions and a better understand-
ing of solar energy."

Bree I3azemore needed help with her
research project on air pollution and
was put in contact with a mentor who
works for the Department of the Army
in environmental services. Although
his specialty was in water pollution, he
promised to help her find the informa-
tion and instruments she needed to
complete her project.

Discussing the broad goals of the
research project, Koelsch explains that
he is attempting to teach more than
just facts. "To me the value is the
process." Learning to use periodical
literature, the yellow pages, the tele-
phone, different libraries, forces the
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From Koelsch's office, Bazemore calls
mentor at the Department of the Army,
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student out of the classroom and into
the community.

Use of a variety of resources "helps
the student to understand more clearly
the true nature of research." Contact-
ing a mentor is a new kind of respon-
sibility.

Koelsch continues, "The value of
having a mentor is so great. Kids come
to talk with me about projects they
want to do and I don't have the exper-
tise they need. The kids have the abili-
ty, but they need the guidance. One
person alone can't guide 117 kids."

He describes a common problem.
Students initially may have trouble
getting in touch with their mentors.
They often find it difficult to phone
them during the day, and in the eve-
ning most offices are closed. Koelsch
encourages his students to try to call
mentors during the day and has made
his office phone available for this pur-
pose. "Frustrations are all a part of the
learning process."

Koelsch notes fiat the amount of
help a student can get from a mentor
depends, to a great extent, upon the
students being aggressive and keeping
in contact with the resource.

"Each year I have challenged my
students more, and they never have
disappointed me. Some projects are so
good, it's scary. The key is the mentor."

Teacher award
forms available

Nomination forms for the Teacher of
the Month Award are available in all
saool offices. The award recognizes
teachers who use business and other
community resources to enhance the
educational program and provide real-
life experiences for their students. Re-
cipients will be granted a day of ad-
ministrative leave to visit a business
or government agency that functions
as a resource for MCI'S. Funds for a
substitute teacher and an honorarium
of $100 will be provided by the Mont-
gomery Education Connection.

Teachers may be nominated by their
peers, principals, parents, members of
the Montgomery Education Connec-
tion or through self-nomination.

Nominat -Ins are due on the 15th of
the month ereceding the selection and
should be sent to Sally Keeler, CESC,
Room 112. Winners will be announced
in "Of Interest."
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A Monthly Sample of Resources

Anabolic steroids
Bank, full service commercial
Cosmology & planetary exploration
Deaf awareuess workshops conducted

by hearing hnpaired staff
Diabetes & digestive juices
Edible, poisonous & endangered plants

of Maryland
Effects of cigarette smoking on health
Electric cardiology, the marriage

between engineering, patient
and doctor

Evolution as a response tc
multiple stresses

Hazardous waste, cleanup,
disposal practices & problems

Human brain, modern concepts in brain
science

Kinesiology
Nature, its basic structure
Nerve & muscle diseases
Paramedic
Poisonous & medicinal plants
Securities & bond sales
Structural engineering
Sugar & high blood pressure
Time concepts, Religious/physical
Toxicologist
U.S. Coast Guard, duties &

responsibilities
Viruses - at the edge of life

Wilmer S. Cody, superintendent
Steven Dickoff, principal
Sally Keeler, project director
Judith Kromer, editor
William Mille, photographer

Published by the Montgomety County
Public Schools for teachers monthly, Oc-
tober through May, through an Excel-
lence in Education award to Paint Branch
High School from the U.S. Department
of Education and funds from the Mont-
gomery Education Connection, Inc.

Naturalist
(continued from page 1)
panied by several nature center resi-
dents. A black rat snake, box turtle,
snapping turtle, painted turtle and toad
are part of the "live animal show"
Lyon has taken to many schools. Dem-
onstrating an understanding of his au-
dience, Lyon explains that, "Kids like
action. 1 always let them touch the
animals I bring. With woodworking, I
let volunteers help make things. I try
to break the program up with a combi-
nation of lecture, movie, slides and
actual hands-on experiences.

Native American Program
The program Lyon presents on Na-

tive Americans is made more authentic
by the buckskin outfit he made and
wears. "I can speak some Sioux, so
when I say hello, introduce myself and
explain where I come from, in Sioux, I
make it clear that the Native Ameri-
cans did not speak English." Some
students are surprised by this fact.

In a sack made of deer hide, Lyon
brings a toothbrush, dental floss, a
cup, gloves, a hat, clothing, a fly swat.
ter, soap, bug spray, deodorant and
toilet paper, things students take for
granted. "I try to give my audience a
feeling for life during those times. I

want them to understand what these
people didn't have and how they sur-
vived."

A demonstration of flint knapping
(striking flint with a stone to create a
sharp edge) serves as a basis for en-
plaining how to make arrow heads, and

Black rat snake is class visitor.

why it was necessary to kill animals in
order to have clothing and food.

History, Hibernation and Hikes
One of Lyon's more fascinating an-

ecdotes is his explanation of the histo-
ry of toilet paper which was developed
in 1857 by Joseph P. Gayetty of New
York. He also presents a program on
hibernation and leads "sensory hikes"
on school grounds. In the future, Lyon
hopes to develop programs on fossils
and the weather.

The Maryland National Capital Park
and Planning Commission has central-
ized its extension program in one per-
son, Sam Lyon. With a bachelor's de-
gree in wildlife management, Lyon
brings to Montgomery County's stu-
dents an expertise in our natural envi-
ronment, a sense of history, and an
interest in sharing what he knows.::

"The project presented or reported herein Was performed pursuant to a grant from the
Department of Education. However, the opinions expressed herein do not necessarily
reflect the position or policy of the Department of Education and no official
endorsement by the Departmvnt of Education shall be inferred.-

Paint Branch iligh School
14121 Old Columbia Pike
Burtonsville, Maryland 20868
384-2300
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Dr. Catherine Mabe demonstrates how to give her dog Daphne a physical as she meets with 5th and 6th grade girls from arca
gifted and talented centers to discuss what it is like to be a veterinarian.

Female students are challenged to excel
A conference on alternative careers

for women in science and mathematics
to encourage more gifted females to
enroll in advanced technical courses
was held at Takoma Park Intermedi-
ate School on J. n. 9. The conference
provided an opportunity for 200 5th
and 6th grade girls from area gifted
and talented center; to share the expe-
riences of 14 women who are successful
professionals in science and mathemat-

ics. Students came from I3urning Tree,
Lakewood and Cannon Road elementa-
ry schools, as well as from the 7th
grade magnet program at Takoma Park,

The presenters represented a broad
variety of career opportunities, includ-
ing mathematics, physical sciences, vet-
erinary medicine, statistical analysis/
research, computing, corporate careers
at IBM and as doctors and partici-
pants in medical teams.

Workshops were designed to answer
the following questions: What is my
job? What do I do on a day-to-day
bas,6. How did I choose and prepare
for this job? What do I like and dislike
about this job? Students preselected
three workshops to attend. Each pre-
sentation was 40 minutes long and was
attended by 15 to 20 students. Most
workshops were presented three times,

(continued on page ?)



Dr. Judith Ackerman,
Mathematics

Dr. Judith Ackerman, professor at
Montgomery College, encouraged her
audience to discuss why girls tend to
shy away from mathematics as a ca-
reer. She explained "the language of
mathematics and how we can commu-
nicate with people in this language."
Ackerman pointed out possible careers
in math that included data processing,
mathematical accounting, economics,
statistics, actuarial work, market re-
search, computer systems analysis, med-
ical research, architecture and teaching.

Ackerman explained that 75 percent
of all college majors require mathemat-
ics and result in higher paying jobs.
The 25 percent without math require-
ments often limit a graduate to lower
paying jobs. She encouraged her young
audience to avoid being locked out of
many professions because "you lack
the math background."

Student questions were practical and
direct. "Where does math start getting
really important?" Ackerman respond-
ed that mathematics "accumulates from
elementary school t.o junior high school
and through high school. You build on
all you learned hcfore about numbers."
Another student wondered when she
would ever use some of the mathemat-
ics she was required to study. Ackerman
explained that "some math is every
day math; some is reserved for very
special topics. Mathematics is not like
English which is a language you use
every day."

Following a discussion of problem
solving, Ackerman shared with stu-
dents the things she likes about her
job as a professor and the aspects she
does not enjoy.

Rita Kirshstein,
Research Analyst

Rita KiNhstein, a research analyst
in the MCPS Department of Educa-
tional Accountability, shared her edu-
cational background with her audience.
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"I loved math in high school and I
began as a math major in college.
Since I liked math, I always scored
very well on tests. I like the applied
mathematics better than abstract math.
I particularly like word problems. As
a result I got into sociology and com-
bined math with the social sciences."

Explaining her job, Kirshstein con-
tinued, "I enjoy the practical applica-
tion of math. I am now studying why
female and minority students are not
getting into the fields of science and
math in large numbers. I enjoy devel-
oping questionnaires to get informa-
tion. Foi example, I am developing a
questionnaire for girls to find out their
attitudes toward math, and one for
parents to find out their experiences
and attitudes toward math. Comple-
menting these two questionnaires will
be one for teachers to determine their
experience and attitudes about teach-
ing mathematics. In my department,
we collect data and use the resulting
statistics."

Dr. Catherine Mabe,
Veterinarian

Dr. Catherine Mabe is a veterinarian
at the North Rockville Veterinary Hos-
pital who brought her dog Daphne
with her to demonstrate how to give a
routine physical examination. Explain-
ing that most veterinary colleges are
part of state universities, Mabe en-
couraged her audience to consider a
career in veterinary medicine because
"more and more vet schools are open-
ing up."

Mahe described the variety of choic-
es available to veterinary students:
working with pets, farm enimals, zoo
animals (the most dangerous field and
the one which deals with the widest
variety of animals), working for the
federal government and in laboratories.

As a small animal vet, Mabe ex-
plained that she enjoys helping ani-
mals, makes a good salary and feels
good about working in a community.
The things about her job that are
difficult include dealing with animals
that are mean, scared and may bite.
"It can be dangerous sometimes. It's
difficult to tel what's wi.ong with ani-
mals because they can't tell you. You
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have to figure it out. If you like puz-
zles, it's great! I work 11 or 12 hours a
day. The hardest part of my job is
when an animal comes in that is too
sick to help."

Women in Technical Careers
As representatives of women in tech-

nical careers, Gwendolyn Hines (left),
a systems designer, and Cecelia Handy,
a computer programmer with Vitro
Corp., explained the benefits and draw-
backs of their work. Hines said that, "I
get a chance to apply mathematics. I
like to use as many skills as possible,
and I enjoy being creative. I like to
interact with a lot of people. I like my
pay, and I like r. travel. I have been to
California, Ncw York, and Massachu-
setts. I don't iilce the fact that there
are not enough women in my field.
When I go to a conference, sometimes
I am the only woman.- She added that
she does not enjoy the repetitive work
her job sometimes requires.

Handy discussed her background in
mathematics and education. "I began
as a teacher and taught for three years.
Then I changed careers."

Hines clarified how her career mesh-
es with Handy's. "She designs what a
system should do to get the informa-
tion wanted, and I make the system do
what she wants."

The presenters discussed technical
careers that are becoming more avail-
able to women. In physics, they de-
fined careers as a geophysicist, energy
engineer, ocean engineer, electrophysicist
and applied physicist. In computer sci-
ences they mentioned work in such
areas as teaching, designing and pro-
gramming, operating and testing, in-
stalling and maintaining.

Women in Medical Research
and Computing

Ann Sutton, a microbiologist with
the Food and Drug Administration,
and Dr. Rachel le Heller, an electrical
engineer with the Electrical Engineer-
ing arid Compu ter Science Department

(continued on page 4)
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Third and fourth graders at Jackson Road ES examine a gift from the Commissioner
of Patents and Trademarks.

Patents can protect ideas
Inventions were -happening" all over

the classroom when two visiting offi-
cials from the U.S. Patent and Trade-
mark Office spoke to 45 gifted and
talented 3rd and 4th graders in Elea-
nor Brown's classroom at Jackson Road
ES. Anne Kelly, director of policy and
resources, and Don Kelly, executive
assistant to the Commissioner of Pa-
tents and Trademarks, explained the
history of patents using a combination
of games, chalkboard sketches and over-
head projections.

Don Kelly challenged the class to
think of an invention that would elimi-
nate the problem of slimy soap bars
common in every home. "Can you think
of some way we wouldn't have to put
uo with this problem'? Raise your
',ands." When hands flew up from ev-
ery corner of the class, Kelly shouted
to his colleague, "Ideas are exploding
all over! Are you getting all these ideas

'own? We're go:ng to be rich!"
He proceeded to illustrate the sug-

gested inve tions on the board. "Now
let's give these inventions a trade-
mark, a name, so you will always get
the thing you ask for. You're never
disappointed because the trademark
lets yoe know what you're going to
get. That's why people are sometimes
willing to pay more money for things
covered by well-known trademarks."

Kelly led the students through the
next step in the patent process, "How
would you protect these ideas so no
one else will steal them'? We need some
way so that when you tell your ideas to
someone, you have a document that
guarantees whoever uses your idea will
pay you for it. A patcnt that is issued
for 17 years makes it possible for peo-
ple who invent things to get paid for
their inventions."

Anne Kelly took over the discussion

and showed overheads of well known
trademarks such as MacDonalds, Le-
vis, and Coca Cola, Students began
pointing out trademarks they were
wearing: Adidas, Converse and Star
Wars shirts.

Kelly explained that, "Trademarks
are all about trust. People register
their marks so no one will steal their
intellectual property."

Together, the Kellys led students
through a series of drawings of well-
known inventions, explaining the dif-
ference between a design patent which
shows how an invention will look, and
a utility patent, which shows how it
will work. They discussed the patents
issued to the Wright brothers for their
flying machine, to George Eastman for
the development of the box camera, to
Thomas Edison for the light bulb. They
related stories about President Lin-
coln, who is the only president issued a
patent. In 1849 Lincoln developed an
idea to raise boats stuck on sand bars.
In that same year, the safety pin was
issued a patent.

Historically, the patent system is
mentioned in the Constitution and was
established in 1790. Thomas Jefferson
was the first patent examiner. The
first patent, which was granted for
potash used to manufacture soap, was
issued in 1790. Since that time, more
than 4.5 million patents have been
issued.

Don Kelly explained that there are
basically three reasons why inventors
invent. The first of these is to solve a
problem. "George Eastman's equipment
was big and heavy. He wanted te take
photographs when he was camping.
The key is that he recognized a prob-
lem. He came up with the idea of the
box camera to solve this problem. He
called it Kodak because he liked the
letter K and played around with letters
until he came up with the meaningless
word Just the word is worth millions
of dollars today."

The second reasoa inventors invent
is that someone has a theory or idea
and keeps working on it. "Louis Pas-
teur had a theory about rabies and
kept working on it until he was able to
demonstrate that his vaccine could save
a life."

The third reason inventions are dis-
covered is because of an accident, or
luck. "At Du Pont, scientists who were
heating chemicals got to talking and
let the chemicals cook too long on the
stove. The result was a very smooth

(continued on page 4)
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Careers in
science and
mathematics
(continued from page 2)
at George Washington University, also
acted as presenters and encouraged
their fifth and sixth grade audience to
consider careers in mathematics and
the sciences.
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Women in Corporate Careers
Peg Canale (left), Paula I3riki (right)

and Barbara Bullock represented Cor-
porate Careers at IBM. They repeated
tho theme ,'r challenge expressed by all
the presenters. Explaining that they
are responsible for getting people ex-
cited about selling a product, each
stressed the importance of cooperation
in the give and take of corporate busi-
ness. Each enjoys problem solving,
but mentioned the difficulties of some-
times doing unexciting work, of hav-
ing "homework" to bring home, and, as
managers, of 'laving to make value
judgments about employee performance.

Women us Doctors and
in Medical Teams

Dr, Lori Fitzpatrick (left) and nurse
Kim Wilkins from the National Insti-
tutes of Health addressed the issue of
women as doctors and as participants
in medical teams. Fitzpatrick comment-
ed that, "What I like about being a
doctor is that you really get to make
your own decisions. I'm very indepen-
dent about what I get to study and
what I get to do. If you like to help
people, it's a good career." Wilkins also
discussed the helping aspects of her
career.
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Women in Physical Science!,

Freda Kurtz (left) is an operations
research analyst and is currently the
national president of Federally Em-
ployed Women. She joined Capt. Con-
nie Custer (right), Air Force Systems
Command, and Maj. Linda Pearson, in
encouraging young women to pursue
professional careers with the armed
services and the federal government.
Custer emphasized that women can
get scholarships for college more easily
if they are interested in technical ca-
reers. All three women encouraged their
audience to think beyond a bachelor's
degree. Custer explained that, "They
are not promoting many people who do
not have master's degrees The pre-
senters stressed the fact that in their
careers, it is important to be able to
get along with other people and work
as a team.

Planned by Magnet Resource Teach-
er Elaine Seikaly and Principal Ste-
phen Tarason with help from the Con-
nection Resource Bank, educational part-
nerships with the U.S. Public Health
Service and IBM, the workshop ses-
sions were designed to broaden aware-
ness of career opportunities for wom-
en. The conference participants shared
information and, by their examples,
confirmed the opportunities about which
they spoke. 11
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Don Kelly invites students to suggest
new inventions.
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Patents and
trademarks
(continued from page 2)
and slippery product called Teflon. Dy-
namite was accidentally discovered by
Alfred Nobel. His brother and two
cousins had been killed when they
dropped containers of nitroglycerine,
Nobel was unpacking vials of nitro-
glycerine that had been packaged in
boxes filled with feldspar (soil ). A glass
tube fell from the table into the feld-
spar and its contents were absorbed.
Nobel discovered that if he hit some of
the moist feldspar with a hammer, it
exploded."

Kelly concluded that, "Whenever you
run into a problem, don't accept it as it
is. Try to solve it. Mink about prob-
lems and solutions." Solutions can be
patented. They are called inventions.
For 17 years, an idea wili belong to the
inventor. After that it belongs to ev-
erybody. "Patents are deals inventors
make with the government."

To pleas from the students for "more
stories about inventions," Don Kelly
responded, "We're looking at you guys
as future inventors." He and Anne
Kelly presented the school with a book
called "Small Inventions," signed by
the Commissioner of Patents and
Trademarks.

A 4th grader returning to her class
was asked if she had enjoyed the pro-
gram. "When I fall asleep, it's boring.
When I stay awake, it's neat." No one
fell asleep listening to this presentation.

Anne Kelly (left) and Eleanor Brown
show patent commissioner's inscription.



Randy Bosnic (above left), psychology teacher at Woodward HS, joins his class listening to David Collins, director of the
Montgomery County Hotline,
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Suicide discussed with Hotline director
Eleventh and twelfth grade students

in Randy Bosnic's psychology class at
Woodward HS had many questions for
David Collins, the director of the Mont-
gomery County Hotline when he visit-
ed their class.

After writing the Hotline telephone
number on the board, Collins briefly
explained the services provided by the
crisis center. The Hotline is a 24 hour
crisis intervention, listening and sui-
cide prevention center for Montgom-
ery County, staffed by volunteers. The
center gets 40,000 calls a year, 800 a
week, or more than 100 calls each day.
Most calls deal with depression, rela-
tional problems, sexual issues, preg-
nancy, aging, drugs or alcohol.

Student: What do you do when you
get a suicide call?

Collins: We break such calls into
three levels. Level 1 refers to people
who are just thinking about it, and it is
not abnormal to think of it. Level 2 is
someone who is starting to make plans.
We question them about their plans to
see how close they are to acting. Level
3 is someone who already has initiated

action and is the least common level.
Ten to 15 percent of all our calls are
suicide calls and of this number, ten to
15 percent are level 3 calls.

Bosnic: What are signs of suicide?
Are some people threatening suicide to
get attention or are they all serious?

Collins: We can't tell the difference
so we take all suicidal threats seriously.

Student: What other kinds of calls
do you get besides suicide?

Collins: Pape calls, child abuse, calls
from the homeless, those who trod
fuel, are out of work, are depressed.

Student: Have you ever asked cal-
lers how successful or help; d the Hotline
has been?

Collins: Sometime we ask callers to
call a special number anonymously to
say if Hotline has helped them, but few
follow through.

Student: If a homeless person who
needs food calls, what do you do?

Collins: We try "to hook them up"
with emergency shelters and food banks.

Student: How do people hear about
you? How do you advertise?

Collins: We put flyers in grocery

1 '10

stores; we make public service announce-
ments on the radio.

Student: Where do you get funding ?
Collins: Partly from the county, part-

ly from United Way and we do fund-
raising ourselves.

Student: Do your volunteers get per-
sonally involved with callers? Do they
offer their own homes for shelter?

Collins: No. Anyone who does meet,
a caller will be fired. We must be
anonymous.

Student: How do you pick your
volunteers?

Collins: We advertise for them. You
must be a high school graduate or at
least 18 years old, and must complete
our training program. Our volunteers
include housewives, college students,
lawyers, blue collar workers.

Student: Is there any way to find
out your success rate in terms of suicide?

Collins: We don't know unless cal-
lers have given us a phone number.
Then we can call back. It is one of the
frustrating parts of our work.

Student: I culled tlw Hotline last
(continued on page 71
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Sammie Abbott, former mayor of Takoma Park, illustrates "Careers in the City," and discusses current events and politics with
Sherry McGinn's fourth grade class at Piney Branch ES.
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Montgomery
County Hotline
(continued from page 5)
March, and the speaker was noncom-
mittal and asked me, "Do you feel you
should do this or this?" Why was he so
noncommittal?

Collins: We don't know all about
your situation. We try to help you
explore different options and decide
what you would be comfortable doing.
Then you own the problem and the
solution.

Student: How long do calls last?
Collins: The average length is 24

minutes. A call can be 10 seconds or up
to three hours.

Student: How do mentally ill c hers
ask for help? Do they know they are
ill?

Collins: We refer them for help. Many
have already received mental health
services and may not be under care at
the moment. We have four hour shifts.
Some ill people call once a day or even
once a shift (six times a day ). They
need a friend "to be there and lkten to
them." Many of their friends are tired
of responding.

Bosnic: What about confidentiality
if teens call?

Collins: Regardless of age, we never
call anyone else. We never reveal cal-
lers' identities.

Student: Even if the call is a Level 3
suicide call?

Collins: When callers give us a name,
we cannot verify if they are who they
say they are. If they identify them-
selves, we ask them to get help from a
family member, or we offer to speak to
a family member for them.

Student: Do you have contact with
the runaway hotline?

Collins: We can connect with 800 to
1,000 different referral agencies. Twen-
ty pe IA of our total calls we can
refer to agencies that offer specific
help.

Student: Wouldn't it be depressing
to work for Hotline?

Collins: No. We need to be able to
empathize but not become too emo-
tionally involved, or we lose our objec-
tivity. This work gives volunteers a
perspective on their own problems. They
are a very s -cial group of people, very
supportive of each other. They develop
a real comraderie.

(continued on page 8;
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Wootton HS physics
teacher Wilson Bascom
is the first recipient of
the Montgomery Edu-
cation Connection's
"Teacher of the Month"
award.

Bascom wins first award
Wilson Bascom, physics teacher at

Wootton HS, has been selected as
"Teacher of the Month" for his out-
standing use of community and busi-
ness resources. Bascom has invited
college professors, business profession-
als, friends and former students to
visit his classes to share their technical
expertise.

For the past two years he has initiat-
ecl, planned, orgi lized and run a county-
wide physics meet for junior and senior
high school students. Technical advi-
sors made presentations at the event
and served as supervisory judges who
were available to answer questions and
settle disputes. This year, about 300
students from both public and private
schools participated.

Bascom also has been involved in
the Summer Science Program offered
by Montgomery County. He planned a
kind of traveling science classroom for
20 to 30 students who elect to partici-
pate in this non-credit summer science
exploration. The all-day program lasts
3 to 4 weeks. Bascom has taken stu-

1

dents to the nuclear reactor at the
University of Maryland, on a tour of
Goddard Space Flight Center in Green-
belt, and to the multitude of labora-
tories at the National Bureau of Stan-
dards. The Chesapeake Bay Founda-
tion is another resource Bascom has
tapped. He has taken students over-
night to the Smith Island Center for
Marine Biology and Oceanography
Studies.

Bascom serves on the task force for
up-county necial programs in science,
math and computer science, and plans
to spend his day of administrative
leave visiting a resource that will bet-
ter qualify him to talk with other com-
mittee members about using the many
science resources in the up-county area.

According to his nominator, "Bas-
com's efforts to use community re-
sources for the good of his students,
and all Montgomery County students,
deserve special recognition. His initia-
tive, resourcefulness, and follow-through
in this area are exemplary."

Of Interest February 1987 7



Montgomery
County Hotline
(continued from page 7)

Bosnic: Are there ways for you to
evaluate if volunteers re effective?

Collins: We have a command struc-
ture of senior volunteers who monitor
how people are doing and watch for
burnout. We have at least 100 volun-
teers and I cannot monitor them all.
We have refresher training to keep
volunteers up to date on AIDS, drug
issues, cancer deaths, etc. We are con-
stantly recruiting volunteers.

Bosnic: If someone called to ask how
to prevent AIDS, what would you say?

Collins: There are many ways to
contract AIDS, blood transfusion, sex-
ual relations, etc. We try to refer cal-
lers to experts in AIDS and usually
recommend they call the Whitman Walk-
er Clink.

Bosnic: If a new volunteer has a
serious call, do you switch to a veteran?

Collins: No. If a serious call comes
in, the volunteer waves a hand and a
senior person will notice and respond
by writing coaching notes reminding
him or her what to find out, to call
poison control, etc. The ,enior is sup-
portive without getting in the way or
being distracting, bringing coffee, so-
das. If volunteers feel they can't han-
dle a call, they may ask to "hand it off"
to othe.- volunteers.

Student: Is them fi specific time yon
get Inost calls?

Collins: Betwcen 6:30 p.m. and 2
a.m.

Wilmer S. Cody, superintendent
Steven Dickoff, principal
Sally Keeler, project director
Judith Kramer, editor
William Miff- photographer
Published b he Montgomery County
Public Schools for teachers monthly, Oc-
tober through May, through an Excel-
lence in Education award to Paint Branch
High School from the U.S. Department
of Education and funds from the Mont-
gomery Education Connection, Inc.

Student: Are there chronic callers?
Both my parents volunteer at Hotline
and have told me about chronic callers.

Collins: Yes, sometimes you can fol-
low a case and over the years can see
real progress.

Student: Has any sibling or friend
called to say you didn't help my friend
and she killed herself?

Collins: No. However someone did
call once to ask if her friend, who had
committed suicide, had confided to us
where she kept the poetry she had
written.

Student: Do you get more calls on
the weekend?

Collins: We are busy all the time.
The Montgomery County Hotline

number is 949-6603. The number to
call to arrange for a speaker from
Hotline to visit your class is 279-3125,
the Connection Resource Bank.

I.
Third Grade Teachers!

When you prepare lessons for
the instructional objectives
on soil, the Connection
Resource Bank can offer
the following resources:

Dr. John Meisinger
Specialty: soil and environment,
chemistry research, soil scientist

Mr. John Kittridge
Specialty: soil conservation, soil
engineers and geologists, uses of
soil in construction

Dr. Richard Weismiller
Specialty: soil research

Mr. Marshall Ray
Specialty: soil conservation
in Montgomery County

Connection Resource Bank
We've got what's hot!

Call Judy Messittee, 279-3125.

Len Conner, systems analyst witi. Vitro
Corp., has devoted hundreds of hours to
developing and implementing the com-
puter program used by the Connection
Resource Bank.

--
"The project presented or reported herein was performed pursuant to grant from the
Department of Education. However, the opinions expressed herein do not necessarily
reflect the position or policy of tlw Departnumt of Education and no official
endorsement by the Department of Education shall be inferred.-

Paint Branch High School
14121 Old ColuAbia Pike
Burtonsville, niryland 20866
384-2300
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Steve Dubin, former bank vice president, explains recent changes and expanding job
opportunities in the banking world to juniors and seniors at Rockville HS.

Class checks out bank careers
Steve Dubin, certified public accoun-

tant, lawyer, former bank vice presi-
dent and consultant in venture capital,
met with 28 students in Tim Dunn's
money and banking class at Rockville
HS to guide them through the maze of
job opportunities in today's invest-
ment world.

Dubin began with a brief history of
banking. He explained that -banks
collect money from savers and funnel
it to spenders. A bank is a financial
intermediary that stands between sav-
ers and spenders.- Focusing students'
at tention by usrig, clever graphics, he
explained the differences between banks,
credit unions and savings and loan

associations, referring to them as the
more traditional types of financial
institutions.
History of banking

He explained that over the last sev-
eral years the field of finance has
changed considerably, citing the growth
of auto loan companies, department
store financing and insurance compa-
nies that make loans. He admiWd
that there is great confusion in the
financial world with many companies
"trying to seek an identity in the mar-
ket place, searching for a special niche
of serviAL"

Dubin told students that a bank can
be a holding company, owning several

different Kinds of companies, such as
other banks, general insurance compa-
nies, life insurance companies, venture
capital companies, leasing companies,
mortgage companies, investment advi-
sory companies and credit card com-
panies.
Careers in banking

Moving from the general to the spe-
cific, Dubin focused the remainder of
his presentation on the careers avail-
able in banking. Beginning by sharing
his own educational and work experi-
ence, he encouraged students to con-
sider the many opportunities banking
offers to both high school and college
graduates.

Using graphics once again, Dubin
spent about a minute on each of ten
careers. Tellers, he explained, are the
profession most associated with banks.
Though their salaries are at the lower
end of the banking scale, tellers have
one of the most important jobs in a
bank. They are responsible for custom-
er relations and are the front, line where
the bank interfaces with the public. "If
customers get a poor teller, they will
think the bank is a poor one. It's a
pretty tuagh position." Tellers need no
special educational training. They do
need experience handling money.

For those students who may be think.
ing about college but may not have the
money, Dubin said that banks are very
interested in training people. The Amer-
ican Institute of Banking offers in-
,Trvice courses for bank employees.
Some banks have a tuition assistance
program. They may pay all or part of
college tuition.

Dubin described loan officers as peo-
ple who have linted ;nithority to de-
cide whether or not the bank should
loan customers money for a car or a
mortgage.

Every branch bank has a manager.
The manager can approve small loans
on the spot, but must refer larger
requests to a committee of the bank
with higher a th ori t y. The branch man-

(continued on page 2)



Dubin defines jobs
(continued from page 1)
ager is the public relations arm of the
bank. He or she is required to make
"cold calls" on business people of the
community to introduce the bank and
its services. The branch manager's job
is to tell the community, "We're a
great bank. Bank with us."

Economists working for a bank fore-
cast what the interest rates are going
to do. They use computer models to do
this.

Accountants must prepare financial
reports for stockholders as well as many
internal reports. Banks are highly reg-
ulated, so accountants interface be-
tween the regulators and the banks.

Insurance agents working for a bank
occupy a sophisticated sales position
as banks increase the services they
offer.

Many banks have a large staff of
employees. For banks with thousands
of employees, personnel experts are a
necessity. They function as interview-
ers and benefits experts.

Banks become involved in many le-
gal procedures. Attorneys are vital on
every bank's staff. Among their re-
sponsibihties are handling regulatory
agencies and coordinating litigation as
well as writing legal documents.

Seventy percent of the money banks
receive is loaned out again. The re-
maining 30 percent is invested. Every
bank has investment analysts to guide
them n the best use of their money.

The clerical staff of a bank includes
the largest variety of positions. Vital
to its functioning are the bank's ad-
ministrative assistants, key punch op-
erators, secretaries and computer oper-
ators.

Several students in the class ex-
pressed an interest in becoming certi-
fied public accountants and questioned
Dubin about his background in this
field. He eNpJaineri that all accoun-
tants need not be certified.

Concluding his remarks, Dubin re-
minded students who might be job
hunting in the area of banking that it
is customary to dress in business cloth-
ing, and that it is important to take
school seriously and try to maintain a
respectable grade po;nt Rverage. "You
have the opportunity to get ahead in a
bank. If you work 50 percent harder
than anyone else, you can really ad-
vance."
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Paint Branch HS career coordinator Nancy Pec
Education Connection's "Teacher of the Month"

Peckerar tops in
Nancy Peckerar, career coordinator

at Paint l3ranch HS and Montgomery
Education Connection's "Teacher of the
Month," was shocked when shi calcu-
lated that she had placed more than
440 studrits in internships during thc
last 10 years. Peckerar began the school-
based intornship program in 1977 with
a class of 18 students. This year she
has placed 58 interns.

The awards committee, composed of
business leaders from the Montgomery
Education Connection's board of direc-
tors, selected Peckerar for her creative
use of community resources. Accord-
ing to the awards committee, although
art of her job involves use of such

resources, Peckerar has "extended her-
self far beyond the formal job descrip-
tion. She has volunteered her time to
develop materials about the Connec-
tion Resource Bank for use in commu-
nicating with teaciiers. In quality and
quantity, her internship program has
been outstanding."

Among Peckerar's favorite placements
are a seal training internship at the
National Zoo and catering internships
in which the final project is always a
luncheon for all the Paint Branch in-
terns with chocolate mousse as a stan-
dard part of the menu. She has discov.
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I To smoke or not to smoke is the question
More than 100 4th, 5th arid 6th

graders sit cross-legged on the floor of
the multi-purpose room at Kensington
Parkwood ES, intent on a 15-minute
movie that is as shocking as it is
important. They are viewing the Amer-
ican Lung Association's film "Fatal
Mistake," a clear plea to children not
to smoke.

The film offers medical evidence of
the effects of smoking. A smoker's
lung power is tested. The effect of one
cigarette on the blood vessels in the
hands (constricting them and causing
the heart to work harder) is demon-
strated. Tne heartbeat and "breath-
ing of a fetus is monitored before and
after the mother smokes a cigarette.
Blood pressure changes are observed

cigarette is smoked. As the smok-
ers learn what is happening to their
bodies, their reactions are recorded.

The film's most powerful moments
are reserved for the advice of a 43-year-
old woman who is dying of lung can-
cer. Frail and emaciated, she explains
that she thought she was risking five
years at the end of her life by smoking.

s
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Dorothea Nullmeyer (above and right) speaks for the American Lung Association to
students at Kensington Parkwood ES about how smoking affects the body.

She never imagined her life would be
cut short so early. In the film, junior
high and high school students are shown
watching this woman's testimony and
then deciding to give up smoking.

Dorothea Nullmeyer is the speaker
who accompanies the film. Nullmeyer
has been lecturing against smoking for
many years. She lost her husband to
cancer.

After the film, she begins what for
her has become a crusade. Nullmeyer
explain.; that "side stream smoke," the
smoke that comes from the end of a
burning cigarette, is much more dan-
gerous than the smoke that is inhakd.
Smoke is inhaled for only 24 seconds.
Side stream smoke iu in the air for 12
minutes as a ;:igarette is smoked. She
advises the children to "move away"
from people who are smoking.

Dealing with the issue of parent
smokers, she suggests that children
explain the dangers of side stream
smoke to their parents and ask them to
try to stop smoking. Nullrneyer em-
phasizes that whether or not to smoke
is a choice each of us makes.

.d..Iiiiinmemir
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She asks for questions from her au-
dience. Hands are raised all over the
room. "Why do they even make ciga-
rettes?" (For many years we were un-
aware that they were dangerous.) "What
can the Lung Association do to help
people who are addicted to it?" (They
hold free classes to help smokers stop.)
"Is smoking as bad or worse than
drugs?" (Both are bad. Don't touch
either.) "Is a pipe as bad as breathing
in a cigarette?" (Equally as bad and so
is chewing tobacco.) "What if you do
sports?" (If you smoke and are in an
athletic activity, you won't have the
lung power to win.) "Can you tell us
some of the diseases from smoking'?"
(Emphysema, cancer of the lungs,
mouth, throat, high blood pressure and
heart disease.)

Both speaker fmd film carry the
American Lung Association's message
to the target audience. "You are risk-
ing your lives if you smoke." To book
this resource, call Judy Messitte, re-
source bank coordinator, at 279-3125.::
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Chemistry Teachers!

When you teach the instruc-
tional objectives on the na-
ture of radioactivity, the sta-
ble radioactive particles and
the application of atomic en-
ergy to science and society,
the Connection Resc ,.ce
Bank can offer the following
resources:

Dr. Hall L. Crannell, university
chairman of physics department
Specialty: nuclear power, environ-
mental issues, astrophysics.

Dr. Marvin Roush, associate pro-
fessor
Specialty: nuclear & chemical engi-
neering, topic: "Risks of Nuclear
Power Plant, Effects of Nuclear
Radiation."

Joe Reader
Specialty: atomic spectra.

Harvey Eisen
Specialty: electronics, radiation.

Joe Coyne
Specialty: nuclear radiation.

Dr. Tawfik Rahy
Specialty: production of radio iso-
topes in medical research, research
applications of radiation, can ar-
range for group of teachers to tour
a small research reactor in the area.

( 11

in

Dr. Frank J. Munno, program di-
rector of nuclear engineering at
local university
Specialty: nuclear waste manage-
ment.

David Roth
Specialty: prepares and conducts
training programs for specific utili-
ty needs, operates power plant train-
ing, also has large collections of
slides, transparencies, pamphlets,
papers and charts available.

Dr. David Ebert, training-reactor
director at local university
Specialty: can arrange for students
to tour reactor with university stu-
dent guides.

Dr. Mohammed Modarres, univer-
sity professor
Specialty: ass2ssing reactor safety
and reliability.

Connection Resource Bank
We've got what's hot!

Call Judy Messittee, 279-3125
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Peckerar's students enjoy career search.

Wilmer S. Cody, superintendent
Steven Diekoff, principal
Sally Kotler, project director
Judith Kramer, editor
William Mille, Photographer
Published by the Montgomery County
Public Schools for teachers monthly, Oc-
tober throne May, through an Excel-
lence in Etiontion award to Pat Branch
High School from the U.S. Department
of Education and fund- from the Mont-
gommy Eduoation Connection, Inc.

Peckerar wins
(continued from page 2)

Every two or three years Peckerar
organizes a Seminar Day at Paint
Branch for the entire student body.
Over a period of several days, students
may schedule themselves for different
periods throughout the day (including
lunch break ) to hear speakers in disci-
plines such as math and science, art,
music and dance, customer services
and legal services, skilled crafts and
foreign languages. Speakers have in-
cluded machinists, electricians, plumb-
ers, auto mechanics, construction work-
ers, lithographers, carpenters, church
musicians, music educators and thera-
pists, composers, dance choreographers,
FBI agents, police officers, lawyers,
paralegals, airline representatives and
hair designers.

Peckerar has taught seminars for
MCPS on organ;zing an internship pro-
gram and has helped develop the ca-
reer awareness curriculum. When the
Connection Resource Bank became op-
erational, Peckerar shared all of her
resources in science and mathematics
with Judy Messitte, bank coordinator,
providing about one-third of the origi-
nal database.

Recalling the years of inviting the
community into the classroom, Peckerar
said, "I've been doing this for so long
that many of my interns are in busi-
ness for themselves or in a position to
hire or employ other interns. Now my
interns are taking interns. Sometimes
they will call me, or often I will call
them. The fun part is F ,ding a new
internship placement."

"The project presented or reported herein was performed pursuant to a grant from the
Department of Education. However, the opinions expressed herein do not necessarily
reflect the position or policy of the Department of Education and no official
endorsement by the Department of Education shall be interred."

Paint Branch High School
14121 Old Columbia Pike
Burtonsville, Maryland 20886
384-2300
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Dr. David Ederer, spectroscopist with the National Bureau of Standards, demonstrates the characteristics of energy waves to 4th
graders at Beverly Farms ES using a long rope and several students, as well as an overhead projector, slide projector, wave
generato and laser.

'Laser man' de-lights students
Mr. Wizard lives! Dr. David Ederer,

a scientist with the National Bureau of
Standards, brought his "goodie bag"
into Donna Yablonski's fourth grade
science classes at Beverly Farms ES
and proceeded to danle his young
audience with spectrums, lasers and
waves.

Hauling out a wave generator (makes
waves visible on a vibrating string), a

piece of rope, a laser ( specially built
with the top off so that the light tube
can be seen), a diffraction grating,
prism, lens, mirror, hanging crystal
( borrowed from his daughter) and a
slide with slits in it, Ederer introduced
students to new concepts in waves and
wave measurements.

Snapping his suspenders and en-
couraging "lots of questions," the NBS

spectroscopist ( someone who uses light
to study the properties of materials)
launched into a demonstration and dis-
cussion of waves. Beginning with the
question, "What kinds of waves do you
know about?" Ederer pumped and
praised his audience as they respond-
ed, "sound waves, light waves, radio
waves, microwaves, ocean waves, X-

continued on page 2



Lasers and light
continued from page I
rays, hwer rays." "Wonderful! Great!
Look how smart you are!"

Ederer explained further that, "I am
going to use big words, but I will tell
you what they mean." Defining waves
as "a disturbance which means a way
to transmit energy," Ederer asked if
his audience knew that an earthquake
is a form of sound wave. "The pieces of
earth shake and make waves. Anytime
you shake something, you get a wave."
As hands were raised, Ederer observed,
"You're full of questions. That's won-
derful!"

The scientific terminology came as
promised, "velocity of propagation,
wavelength and frequency," accompa-
nied by Greek symbols for these con-
cepts. Each term was carefully and
clearly explained usin, illustrations on
overhead and slide projectors.

To demonstrate the motion of waves,
Ederer had two students hold the ends
of a long rope marked by a piece of
black tape while a third student plucked
the rope. The ensuing vibration dem-
onstrated how waves bounced across
the length of the rope, but the black
tape merely moved up and down. The
more tautly the rope was held, the

4

faster the wave moved. Ederer asked,
"Where do people use strings to make
so As?" Students responded with ev-
ery r -id of stringed musical instru-
ment .hey could think of.

Wavelength was made visual using
a battery-operated door bell that N AS
rigged to vibrate a string. "The only
thing that makes all the waves differ-
ent is their frequency and wavelength."

Slides illustrating the sun's light
helped students understand why the
atmosphere blocks too many X-rays
from coming through and killing peo-
ple. One student questioned this con-
cept. "I've had X-rays and I'm not
dead." Ederer explained the difference
in amount of exposure between the sun
and a doctor's Xray machine.

The properties of light, reflection,
refraction, diffraction and interference
were demonstrated as Ederer pulled
one prop after another out of his "goodie
bag."

Defining refraction as the bending of
light by a piece of glass, Ederer ex-
plained that a rainbow is caused by
light being bent by rain drops. "Three
hundred years ago, Newton told us
how light got bent around in raindrops
and showed us thP same thing happens
when light goes Iugh a prism." The
prism and slid, Jector painted a
beautiful spectrum on the classroom
walls. A diffraction grating and crystal
demonstrated other properties of light.

Ederer began his demonstration of
the laser by defining "coherent" and
"incoherent" light in words familiar
and understandable to fourth graders.
White light is incoherent light. Lasers
generate cohennt light, and the heli-

"Teacher of the Month"
Please Note Change of Date

for Award Nominations
Nominations for the May Mont-
gomery Education Connection's
"Teacher of the Month" award
must be submitted by April 9.
Previous applicants need not re-
apply but will be considered
automatically.

um neon laser he brought is an exam-
ple of light where "only one frequency
gets outred. It is totally parallel,
absolutely coherent light." Ooohs and
aaahs could be heard as Ederer focused
the laser on the ceiling and walls of the
classroom. He explained the difference
between the red laser a surgeon uses to
mark where an incision is to be made,
and the infrared laser used to actually
cut. Lasers are used to cut cloth, steel
and for welding because their intensity
can he focused so precisely. A student
asked why they don't use lasers in war.
Ederer explained that lasers are used
now, but "mostly for tracking. You can
track a tank with one."

Ederer ended his light show by shar-
ing his enthusiasm with his audience.
"The wonderful thing about waves is
that they are not complicated. They all
have the same properties and obey the
same formulae. The same rules hold
true no matter what kind of wave."
Having said this, the scientist whom
students had been calling "laser man,"
packed up his goodie bag and waved
goodbye.

Holding a specially designed helium neon laser whose cover has been removed to expose the light tube, Ederer explains and
demonstrates coherent light as students watch the bright red beam move across the ceiling.
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I Science writer explains publishing process
What do feet, insects, shadows, driv-

ers' seats and Pompeii have in com-
mon? They are the subjects of photo-
graphic picture books for children by
Nancy Goor, a local author who shared
the creative process of book writing
and scientific observation with sixth
grade gifted and talented students in
Cheryl Field's art class at Poolesville
ES.

At a "book ar.d author tea," Goor,
who charges a fee for her lectures,
evhanged experiences with the bud-

vtding writers and illustrators o had
just completed a nine-week minar
during which they each had created a
book.

Goor writes the text to accompany
the photographs taken by her husband
Ron, and explains how a book develops
from an idea, into a manuscript, through
numerous revisions and emerges in
final form.

She discussed publishing from both
the writer's and publisher's point of
view. The publisher wants a book to
sell and must limit cost to maximize
profit. The writer conceives and cre-
ates a manuscript and must work with-
in the constraints imposed by the pub-
lisher. When differences of opinion arise
they must be negotiated.

The Goors had to convince their
publishers that Backyarri Insects need-
ed color photographs to be effective.
Goor further explained that every quar-
ter inch of added page size increases
production cost considerably. In their
book Pompeii the Goors felt it was
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Edited galleys are familiar to every writer.

important that photographs be large
enough to be able to see details. That
meant limiting text size. One third of
the original manuscript was cut in
order to assure the needed relationship
of photographs to text.

Students examined manuscripts lit-
tered with editors' revisions, galley
proofs, and "blue" sheets of cropped
photographs that are illustrations of
the lengthy process of the birth of a
book. Pages of layout with photographs,
art work and text also were shared.
P iges must relate to each other and
layout is critical.

Using slides, Goor selected favorite
pages from her books and projected
them so that they were large enough
for everyone to see. She proceeded to Nancy Goor lectures on writing.

a
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Using slides U. discuss the illustrations in her book Backyard Insects, Goor explains
how insects can protect themselves by their coloration.

relate the history of each page, ex-
plaining how she rode in a tank so that
she could describe what it "feels" like
as well as what it "looks" like. In
planning the page with a photograph
of a crane operator's seat, Goor had to
phone all over the country until she
could find out the length of the crane's
boom. The information was finally lo-
cated in Wisconsin. She asked the pilot
of a Concorde jet to read her descrip-
tion of p loting the aircraft. Authentic-
ity is vital.

"I tell kids what a teacher wralts
them to know; to write and rewrite; to

1 q

write clearly and with rhythm. I ex-
plain that I always read aloud what I
have written. It's important to hear
it."

Goor discusses the benefits of using
a word processor, explaining that pro-
ducing a very thin book entails enough
revisions to create a very tall pile of
paper. Computers simplify the rewrit-
ing process.

For Goor, the best parts of writing
are the experiences that come with the
job. "I like riding in a tank, walking in
the ruins of Pompeii, photographing

continued on page 8
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Businesses support Bank
For six months Of Interest has con-

tained stories about business and com-
munity people who are going into MCPS
classrooms to help teachers enlarge
their students' worlds. For many years
teachers have invited speakers and
planned other community involvement,
but it only has been during the past'
two years that more than a thousand
of these excellent resources have been
cataloged and made so easily accessible.

This database of resources did not
happen by accident. It was developed
through a partnership between MCPS
and the Montgomery Education Con-
nection, a foundation established three
years ago by a group of Montgomery
County business people with the ex-
press purpose of developing programs
and activities that will help the school
system as well as business.

The Connection Resource Bank was
the organization's first project. Its de-
velopment required hundreds of hwars
of time by systems analysts at Vitro

41.
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Corporation and Automated Sciences
Group, Inc., as well as the support and
involvement of many other members
of the Connection.

The foundation provided the com-
puter that .ies the database at the
CESC and p. d for the computer train-
ing of Judy Messitte, the Bank coordi-
nator. MCPS has provided a staff per-
son to serve as executive vice presi-
dent of the Montgomery Education
Connection (Sally Keeler), as well as
the Bank coordinator, and has allocat-
ed office space so that Sally Jackson,
coordinator of volunteer services, can
oversee the Bank's operation, thus dem-
onstrating the school system's keen
interest and commitment.

Where equipment is available, the
Bank can be installed on an IBM com-
patible microcomputer in schools, but
the Bank's resources are available to
any teacher by calling Judy Messitte
at 279-3125.

The Connection will continue to sup-
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port the Resource Bank, and is now
expanding into other projects to help
MCPS. It is developing a summer job
bank that is primarily for new teachers
and those who have been in the system
for one or two years. Another project is
the Teacher of the Month award, which
recognizes teachers who have made
owstanding or innovative use of com-
munity resources to enhance the cur-
riculum. A third project is the Busi-
ness Institute for Educators, a pro-
gram that will offer teachers, counsel-
ors and administrators throughout the
Washington metropolitan area a two-
week summer training experience. Two
new projects are just getting started: a
project to help encourage the develop-
ment of students' job readiness skills
in conjunction with two high schools,
and a pilot project to develop seminars
to help staff members keep up with the
latest in technology.

The Connection is governed by a 16-
member board of directors and its mem-
bers cover a wide range of businesses
and government agencies.

continued on page 7
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The executive board of the Montgomery Education Connection met for a demonstration of the Resource Bank at Paint Branch HS.
Attending the meeting were: (from left) Mary Pat Lease, Merle Garvis, Steven Dickoff, Jack Harris, Clifford Kendall, Julianne
Chappell, Helga Tarver, Fredric Bell, Sally Jackson, Judy Messitte, Alan Ledbetter, Tony Marva, Sally Keeler.
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Debbie Tharps, NOAA/NESDIS physical scientist, explains to fifth and sixth grade students at Ritchie Park ES how computers
are used in all areas of weather study.

4.
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Scientist explains computer use at NOAA
Debbie Tharps, a physical scientist,

was bombarded with questions about
computers and the ozone layer when
she spoke to 150 fifth and sixth grad-
ers at Ritchie Park ES.

Tharps, from the National Oceano-
graphic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion (NOAA) National Environmental
Satellite Data Information Services
(NESDIS), describes her title as "a
short term for analyst, programmer,
operator, biologist, anything related to
the physical sciences." The program
was requested by Diane Davies, sixth
grade teacher, and booked through
the Resource Bank to explain how
Tharps uses computers in her work,
what she does at NOAA, and what
jobs are available in her field, which is
ozone monitoring.

Explaining that there are five ways
in which computers are used in her
office, Tharps siloke briefly about each
use. Since the NOAA/NESDIS build-
ing is secured, identification cards that
are read by computer are used for
entry. Tharps told students all the
information stored on her card, her
name, address, even her Social Securi-

ty number, must be read to allow her
into her office building.

Computers allow information gath-
ered from satellite photographs to be
transferred into a database and stored
for later use. This process permits sci-
entists to track weather as clouds pro-
ceed across the earth by reading photo-
graphs generated by the computer from
information stored in the database.

TSO, or "time sharing option is a
method of computer use that allows
many people to utilize the memory of a
mainframe computer at the same time.
Using small microcomputers, as many
as 36 people may be "on line" simulta-
neously. The service is so rapid (a
matter of seconds) that few users real-
ize that they are waiting in line to use
the computer.

Monitoring the ozone layer is anoth-
er job in which computers are used at
NOAA. Measurements of the ozone
layer are taken and the information iE
stored in the computer as numeric
data. This storage of information al-
lows s 'entists to compare and be aware
of changing conditions.

Word processing is the final comput-

1 ;

er function Tharps discussed. She point-
ed out the value of being able to make
errors and correct them easily, "espe-
cially if you are a two-fingered typist."

Tharps briefly touched upon the four
different types of computers used by
her office: super computers (which would
fill a large room), mainframe comput-
ers (about the size of four freezers),
minicomputers (as large as 4 small
freezer chests), and microcomputers
(the size of a small TV set). Applica-
tion, amount of memory, physical size
and available money determine which
computer is best suited to accomplish
a task. Asked by a student why NOAA
would need access to all form kinds,
Tharps explained that she deals with
"lots and lots of variable information."

Students were anxious to question
Tharps about the ozone layer and were
very knowledgeable and concerned about
its deterioration. Tharps explained that
her job is to monitor the ozone layer
and to recommi,nd ways to stop it from
disappearing. She monitors the satel-
lite that collects ozone da La to make
sure it is watching the earth correctly.

continued on page 8
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April "Teacher of the Month," Rita Segerman, shares her enthusiasm with her
Ftudents.

Segerman receives award
Rita Segerman, gifted and talented

teacher at Weller Road ES, is a one-
woman outreach program all by herself.

She is the Montgomery Education
Connection's "Teacher of the Month,"
because "as an elementary school teach-
er, her level of interaction with the
business community at those grade
levels is unusual and commendable.
The committee is aware that elementa-
ry schools do have career awareness
activities, but Segerman's program uti-
lizes community resources in depth
and over an extended period of time so
the children have multiple exposures
to the world of business."

6 April 1987 Of Interest

Segerman is not one to let an oppor-
tunity pass her by. Each year she
selects a theme for her students to
explore. This year it is "Come to you!
Senses. (learning about the five sens-
es). She has tried to show her students
the connection between the human body
and the human spirit.

She explained that "I read a newspa-
per article about Mr. Ken Hakuta, the
entrepreneur who made millions of dol-
lars marketing a plastic spider, the
'Wacky Wall Walker. His appearance
in my class and his advice to students
confirmed the wisdom of having faith
in yourself when you feel you have a

1
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good idea. He spoke of the need for
motivation, determination and hard
work to develop your marketing strat-
egy. How important for young stu-
dents to see the traditional work ethic
still prevails."

Segerman's extensive use of the Con-
nection Resource Bank has resulted in
a parade of professionals who have
visited Weller Road to share their ex-
pertise with her 80 students in the
Area 1 TOK Program (Thinking Op-
portunities for Kids). An ophthalmolo-
gist, engineers from Vitro and the Na-
tional Bureau of Standards and a phys-
icist from the Universiv of Maryland
are only a Yew of the many "connec-
tions" Segerman has made for her stu-
dents that have enabled them to ex-
plore lasers, sounds, vision and a mul-
titude of sense stimulating phenomena.

After the visit of an extraordinary
young legal researcher who was blind-
ed at the age of six and has become a
completely independent adult who trav-
els on Metro, takes college courses,
and even brought her knitting to
Segerman's class, a student wrote, "You
taught us that you have to have cour-
age because you have to keep your
self-confidence."

"Through networking, I heard about
a woman who trains hearing-ear dogs.
She was able to bring her puppies to
class for a demonstration. She also
became a mentor for a child research-
ing the topic 'Animals Who Help
Humans.'

The Resource Bank arranged for
Segerman to take her students to
Gallaudet University "to see firsthand
how hearing-impaired students cope
with their disability."

Last year, f Dr her unit on all aspects
of flight, Segerman invited David
Zahrens, a finalist in the Teacher in
Space project to visit. Mr. Zahrens
gave students "an opportunity to con-
sider all of the implications of manned
space voyages." A field trip to the
Montgomery County Airpark provid-
ed students with "a firsthand look at
that important facility and the oppor-
tunity to enter the cockpit of an air-
plane and sit in the pilot's and copilot's
seats."

According to Frank Wal, principal
at Weller hoad, "Hardly a week passes
without an important visitor arriving
at Mrs. Segerman's room. They come
with their impressive expertise, ready
to share it with eager young minds and
smiling faces."
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Montgomery Education Connection, Inc.
continued from page 4
W. Bell & Company
C & P Telephone Company
Computer Data Systems. Inc.
Contel Spacecom
Cordatum, Inc.
First American Bank of Maryland
Foulger-Pratt Construction
Carl M. Freeman & Associates, Inc.
G E Information Services
GEICO
John Hanson Savings Bank
Thomas P. Harkins, Inc.
Hechinger Foundation
House of Printing
Giant Food, Inc.
IBM Corporation
J.C. Penney Co., Inc.
Linowes & Blocher
Marriott Corporation
Maryland Natural Gas
Metro Business Forms
Montgomery County Chamber of Com-

merce
Montgomery County Teachers Federal

Credit Union
National Institutes of Health
National Association of Securities Deal-

ers, Inc.
National Bureau Standards
Potomac Electric Power Company
Potomac Investment Associates
Sentinel Newspapers
Shulman, Rogeis, Gandal, Pordy &

Eck Pr, P.A.
Sovran Bank of Maryland
Tele Sec
Tracor Applied Sciences
University of Maryland
Vitro Corporation
WMAL, Inc.

In the areas of science and
math the CONNECTION
RESOURCE BANK can:

Get speakers for your
classes
Get mentors for your
students
Locate tutors
Arrange field trips and
internships

More than 1,000 volunteer
experts are in the data base.

Tv reserve a resource call,
Judy Messitte at 279-3125.
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NOAA computers
continued from page 5
"Since we cannot physically turn the
satellite, we do it with a computer."

Student questions flew thick and
fast. "What will happen if the ozone
layer disappears?" (You will burn like
toast.) "How fast is it disappearing"
(At this time not very fast. We need to
stop the pollution.) "Is there an ozone
layer in Antarctica?" (We have a hole
there.) "Can you build up the ozone
layer?" (You can't build it back up.
You can only slow its disappearance.
Every now and then Mother Nature
steps in and slows down the disappear-
ance with rain.) "If you were under-
ground would it help?" (Somewhat but
not much.) "What does pollution do to
the ozone layer?" (Air pollution punch-
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Wilmer S. Cady, superintendent
Steven Dickoff, principal
Sally Keeler, project director
Judith Kramer, editor
William Mills, photographer

Published by the Montgomery County
Public Schools for teachers monthly, Oc-
tober through May, through an Excel-
lence in Education award to Paint Branch
High School from the U.S. Department
of Education and funds from the Mont-
gomery Education Connection, Inc.

041114.

Tharps and Davies field questions about
the deterioration of the ozone layer.

es holes in the layer little by little and
like holes in your jacket, if you don't
fix them, :hey grow bigger and big-
ger.) "How did the hole get in at the
Antarctic since there is no pollution
there?" (The wind blows pollution.)
"Would you be protected if a city were
built under the ocean?" (The ocean
would get hot, boil and evaporate into
the air and you would be exposed.)
"How long would it take you to burn if
the ozone layer disappeared?" (Seconds.)

Tharps tempered this information
by assuring students that her genera-
tion had discovered the problem, was
working on a solution and wouid con-
tinue to do so. However, she advised,
"You are the future. You must monitor
it after I am not here." VI'

Goor helps writers
continued from page 3
an armadillo in the basement of the
lion house of the zoo, sitting in the
pilot's seat of a Concorde. You learn a
tremendous amount. I really enjoy clar-
ifying. I like to explain things, to
simplify, to make ideas reader friendly."

The most difficult part of authorship
is "having to cut out things that I love.
When one third of the original text had
to be cut from Pompeii, I found that
very painful. Cutting improves the text
however, and editors are usually right."

Asked how long it takes to have a
book published, Goor explains that it
depends upon the subject of the book.
In the Driver's Seat, a photo-essay
about what it is like to drive an army
tank, an electric engine, an 18-wheel
truck, a combine, the Concorde jet, a
front-end loader and a race car, took
about a year to produce. "We had the
idea; the editor liked it; we did the
research." Pompeii, Exploring a Ro-
man Ghost Town, took eight years of
intermittent work and necessitated four
trips to the ruins of that ancient city.

The Goors refer to their publications
as "awareness books" whose purpose is
to open children's eyes to the beauty
and wonder of the world. As founders
of the Smithsonian Insect Zoo, Ron, a
biochemist, and Nancy, a former art
teacher at Bethesda-Chevy Chase HS,
have expanded an interest in bees,
moths and beetles into an exploration
of the common and fascinating objects
of this world. They have shared their
interests with children through their
books and lectures. El

"The project presented or reported herein was performed pursuant to a grant from the
Department of Education. However, the opinions expressed herein do not necessarily
reflect the position or policy of the Department of Education and no official
endorsement by the Department of Education shall be inferred."

Paint Branch High School
14121 Old Columbia Pike
Burtonsville, Maryland 20866
384-2300
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Students examine the lower jawbone of a porpoise a the Gem and Mineral Show.

Classes inspect stones, bones
Ninety fifth grade students from

Stedwick ES spilled into the exhibit
showroom of the 23rd Annual Gem
and Mineral Show and were quickly
drawn to the exhibits with things they
could touch and buttons they could
push. They were joined by ten stu-
dents from Mark Twain School and
wandered among the 41 separate ex-
hibits, stopping to examine dinosaur
tracks preserved in rock, fossils, crys-
tals, coral, minerals and polished stones.

Presented by the Gem, Lapidary
and Mineral Society of Montgomery
County, the exhibit is held annually at
the Montgomery County Fair Grounds
in Gaithersburg and is made available
to students, handicapped citizens and
the elderly free of charge on the day
before the show is officially opened to
the public.

The glass showcases included shell-
craft exhibits of flowers constructed
completely of shells, elephants carved
in different kinds of stone, as well as
displays of geodes, crystals and miner-
als from all over the world.

Dian Beckman, one of the presenters,
explained that the mineral and fossil
displays represented different methods

of collecting. The majority of the cases
in the show contained minerals and
fossils that had been purchased or
traded. However, many mineral enthu-
siasts "self-collect." According to Beck-
man, people can still go out and collect
things that are beautiful and very old
within a 25-mile radius of the metropol-
itan area. The club sponsors collecting
trips once or twice a month (weather
permitting) to nearby quarries, beach-
es and pits (always with permission of
the property owners). Sharks' teeth
si ill can be found along Calvert Cliffs,
and remains of huge fossil clams have
been found near Rosecroft Raceway.
Selfcollected displays were labeled as
such.

Students crowded around the "Min-
eral Identification Game," which chal-
lenged them to match the mineral spec-
imen with its correct name and make a
light bulb flash. Another popular ex-
hibit was one at which students could
control the movement of a magnifying
glass as it passed across many differ-
ent kinds of minerals contained in a
glass case.

An exhibit table of rocks included
labels that were in Braille as well as

Louis Williams shares polishing expertise,

written form. Among the specimens
available for touching were a 500-
million-year-old stone with worm tracks
imprinted in it, a large piece of petri-
fied wood, a magnetite lodestone from
Arizona with paper clips magnetically
held to it and minerals of varying
degrees of hardness, including talc.
Talc, the exhibitor explained, is con-
sidered one of the softest minerals
according to Mohs Scale of Hardness,
which identifies minerals on a scale
from #1 to #10 depending upon how
easily they can be scratched. Talc is a
#1 and can be easily scratched with a
fingernail (evident by the halo of white
powder that. surrounded it on the ta-
ble), A diamond is rated #10 and can-
not be scratched by any other mineral.

(continued on page 4)



Herb Reinhold demonstrates a device for administering cardiopulmonary resuscita-
tion to students in Takoma Park's seventh grade magnet science classes.

Medical tools demonstrated
In a dramatic simulated demonstra-

tion of state-of-the-art emergency med-
icine, Herb Reinhold, a vice-president
of Survival Technology, Inc., injected
an antidote for nerve gas exposure into
his pant leg, using his company's spring-
loaded automatic injector, as students
in Meryl Moran's two seventh grade
magnet science classes at Takoma Park
IS gasped at the speed with which the
needle punctured the material.

To whet the appetite of possible
future research scientists, Reinhold ex-
plained that his company provided med-
ical kits for the Mercury Space Pro-
gram. "When the astronauts were walk-
ing on the moon, they had some abnor-
mal electrical heart activity, so we had
to devise an injector that would work
in a vacuum." His company is current-
ly working on an automatic injector for
a new drug being genetically engi-
neered that acts like "Pac Man," trav-
eling directly to a clot causing a heart
attack and dissolving it.

Reinhold, whose background is in
the field of medical electronics, holds a
number of patents and is responsible
for the marketing, manufacturing and
design of emergency medical equip-
ment primarily used to reduce pre-
hospital death.

Moran's classes are studying cur-
rent technological research in the field
of medicine and have listened to ex-
perts discuss lasers, genetic engineer-
ing, artificial intelligence and microbi-
ology as part of a guest lecture series.

Opening his address with a sequence
of slides showing the various products
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his company produces, Reinhold pro-
ceeded to explain the reason why such
equipment is necessary. The automatic
injectors resemble pens that can be
carried in a shirt pocket.

The "EpiPen," an injector that comes
in child and adult size, is used to
counteract an allergic reaction to bee
stings and is designed to be self-
administered in an emergency.

The "Lido Pen," is an injector for
patients who are at risk of having a
heart attack. The drug injected by the
Lido Pen reduces the electrical instabili-
ty in the heart as a heart attack begins
to occur. Reinhold, whose area of ex-
pertise is the heart, used colored dia-
grams, a cardiobeeper and an electro-
cardiogram machine (decodalyzer) to
illustrate his explanation of what hap-
pens when a heart attack occurs.

Explaining the mechanism of a heart
attack, Reinhold asked for a student
volunteer. Using a device called a
cardiobeeper, developed by Survival
Technology, he placed two electrodes
in the student's armpits. This device
allows the heart's electrical signal to be
measured and changes the signal to a
sound tone that can be transmitted
over any standard telephone line to a
medical facility. By asking his volun-
teer to exercise mildly, Reinhold was
able to demonstrate the change in the
tone and heart rate to listening students.

Persons at risk who suspect they
may be having a heart attack can use
the cardiobeeper to send the tone to
the company's Cardiac Monitoring Cen-
ter, tended 24 hours a day, 7 days a

0

week by health professionals. The tone
is picked up and reconverted to an
electrical signal that is printed out on
an electrocardiogram tape. Critical care
nurses on duty at all times then com-
pare baseline tapes with the tape being
produced and can immediately identify
changes and recommend the use of a
self-administered drug, if needed, as
the patient awaits an ambulance.

Students wante.4. to know how fast
the drugs work and whether or not a
prescription is needed. Reinhold ex-
plained that sonie drugs work within
minutes. 'They may be self-administered
but require a prescription and should
be used only at the recommendation of
a health care professional. "You would
not want to take these drugs, or any
other drugs, unless yu need them."

In response to students' questions,
Reinhold explaineo the functioning of
pacemakers and reviewed research in
new medications to treat heart prob-
lems. He showed students a Ho lter
monitor, a small computer worn by
patients for a 24-hour period to con-
stantly monitor and record the heart's
pumping action. The monitor has a
drawer to which a telephone can be
attached. This miniature computer can
then "dump" 15 pages of information
over the telephone to a medical facility
showing a complete 24-hour record of
heart performance.

Reinhold told students about his
company's sterilized filling facility in
St. Louis, where even the air is finely
filtered and constantly flows away from

(continued on page 4)
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Monkoring a student wearing a cardio-
beeper, Reinhold explains how the tool
converts the heart's electrical activity
into a sound tone,



Mencarini merits resource award
Linda Mencarini, a teacher at Rock-

ville HS who planred a symposium
during Mathematics Education Week,
has been selected as "Teacher of the
Month," by the Montgomery Educa-
tion Connation after being nominated
by the other nine staff members of the
mathematics department of her school.

Tom Banfield, math resource teach-
er at the high school explained. "We
appreciate the job she did for the entire
school through our math and computer
science classes. All 1,300 students had
the opportunity to hear the visiting
speakers."

"What started out as a request for a
speaker was transformed by Mencarini
into a day-long mathematics sympo-
sium. Speakers from all walks of life
came to share the significance of math-
ematics to their vocation. Included were:
a real estate agent from Town and
Country Realty, college professors from
Montgomery College, a representative
from the Montgomery County Con-
sumer Agency, a statistician from the
Washington Bullets, engineers from
Vitro Laboratories and the National
Bureau of Standards, a representative
from the University of Maryland's En-
gineering department, a car salesman
from Ken Dixon Chevrolet, an employ-
ee of Pepco and the supervisor of sec-
ondary mathematics from Montgom-
ery County Public Srhools.

Mencarini assumed the additional
responsibility of arranging a compli-
cated schedule to assign an appropri-
ate speaker to each student level, mak-
ing the best use of each resource.

Described by her colleagues as "warm,
caring and a catalyst," Mencarini also
was appreciative and sensitive to the
needs of thc speakers. "She provided
flowers of appreciation, letters of thanks

Ito the speakers' immediate superiors, a
delicious brunch for them to snack on,
and 'greeters' to give directions to the

'mathematics department area."
Mencarini's philosophy is that "math

education is more than a classroom
activity: it is preparation for life." Her

Iresponse to the age-old student ques-
tion, "IIow are we going to use this
stuff, anyway'?" is to look to communi-

Ity, business and government resources
for the answer.

The symposium is not the only man-
ifestation of Mencarini's unique style

of attracting students' interest. "I em-
ploy very strange techniques in teach-
ing. We do things like sing the qua-
dratic formula. We have a 'Look for
the Common Factor' song to the tune
of 'Look for the Union Label.' (When
my classes take an exam, they all
hum.) We are going to measure the
school flagpole with a plastic protrac-
tor, a straw and a ruler. Actually, I
enjoy what I'm doing and I try to get
my students to enjoy it as well. I knew
as an eighth grader that I would be a
math teacher. My math teacher that
ye. - was sick often, and I used to take
over the class."

Mencarini has been teaching in Mont-
gomery County for 17 years. Her con-
sumer math and honors algebra II-trig
classes have provided a stepping stone
from which this creative teacher has
reached beyond classroom theory and
has drawn her students into the reali-
ties of life.

e.

Linda Mencarini makes math practical.

1986-87 Resource Bank Use
Number of Children Served (Cumulative)

Mar

Feb

87 Jan,

Doc.

Nov.

Octal' 1366

88 Sep 111 377

2013

3304

2821

4826

8146

Resources Used (Cumulative)

Mar.

Feb

87 Jan 180

Dec

Nov.

Ocl 54

86 Sep 1 17

99

156

232

278

Arbor Day
celebrated
Marshall Ray, a soil conservation-
ist for the state of Maryland, helps
75 third graders at Lakewood ES
plant a sawtooth oak tree on school
grounds to commemorate Arbor
Day (always the first Wednesday
in April).
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Mineral show
(continued from page 1)

Exhibitors directed students to the
showcase displaying Maryland's "State
Fossil," the Ecphora. On May 14, 1984,
Governor Harry Hughes signed a state
senate bill designating the Ecphora
from the St. Mary's Formation of St.
Mary's County as Maryland's official
state fossil. The marine snail shells
may be found in deposits from New
Jersey to Florida. They are known to
collectors as index fossils, as they are
used to recognize as well as correlate
geological strata of similar age.

Students had an opportunity to pol-
ish stones to take back to their classes.
Four polishing machines were run by
society members, one of whom had
spent almost four hours preparing 300
stone specimens that had been cut in
an oval shape (using a small template)
and mounted on "dop" sticks (a dowel-
like rod dipped in sealing wax ) so that
they could be safely polished by stu-
dents. Each machine had four degrees
of abrasive grit, 100, 220,400, and 600.
Students polished their rocks begin-
ning with the coarsest grit and work-
ing their way up to the finest. Cold
water splashed over the rocks as they
were being polished, and students were
surprised at the white, powdery resi-
due staining their fingers.

One of the most popular exhibits
was a "fossil preparation table" cov-
ered with bones and overseen by Mike
Ellwood, a computer contractor at the
National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration (NASA) and member of

1 I h
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Jean Hirsch, a Resource Bank volunteer,
has spent hundreds of hours on the phone
this year filling teachers requests.

the Calvert Marine Museum Fossil Club.
Students were able to pick up the
many bones and teeth exhibited. One
unusual-looking bone was described as
"the barb on the end of a sting ray's
tail." According to Ellwood, "Going in
barbs hurt, and coming out they hurt
more." The lower jaw of porpoise, a
shark's jawbone (with five ro-.vs of
teeth clearly visible), and a 15-million-
year-old shark's tooth about the size of
a fist were a few of the exhibits on this
"touch me" table.

The Gem, Lapidary and Mineral So-
ciety of Montgomery County, Mary-
land, Inc. was begun in 1963 when a

Cn*sis equipment
(continued froni page 2)
the injector-filling stations to protect
the product during assembly.

Some of the students' questions were
so astute that Reinhold and his col-
leagues have been led to re-examine
some old problems in a new way.

This opportunity to explore state-of-
the-art medical technology with an ex-
pert in equipment design helped stu-
dents connect the personal needs of
human beings with the technical ad-
vances being developed in response.::

group of eighth graders at Julius West
J LI formed a Gem Club in the school.
By the end of the school year, several
adults had become interested and meet-
ings were held in private homes. Over
the years, the group met at various
recreation centers and now meets regu-
larly at Herbert Hoover HIS. The club's
most important goal is to create an
interest in, and procure a knowledge
of, the various phases of a hobby that
can be enjoyed by everyone from pre-
schoolers to senior citizens.

Teachers are encouraged to bring
their classes to next year's show, which
always takes place in the third week of
March. Members of the Gem, Lapi-
dary and Mineral Society will visit
classes throughout the school year to
give fossil and mineral talks and will
bring specimens with them. Call Judy
Messitte at 279-3125 to book the field
trip or arrange for a speaker to visit.

-The project presented or reported herein was performed pursuant to a grant from the
Department of Education. However, the Opinions expressed lwrein do not necessarily
reflect the position or policy of the Department of Education and no official
endorsement by the Department of Education shall be inferred.-

Paint Branch High School
14121 Old Columbia Pike
Burtonsville, Maryland 20866
384-2300



Student gazes intendy at the spectrum of a laser at NBS lab.

Students 'see the light' at NBS
At the National Bureau of Stan-

dards in a lab crowded with scientific
paraphernalia, atomic spectroscopist Dr.
Joseph Reader seized the attention of
16 8th graders from Joan Cromer's
science class at Takoma Park IS.

"Have you been reading the newspa-
pers lately'?" he began. "What's new in
the news?" Shouted answers of "the
Celtics," "superconductors," and "su-
pernovas" generated more leading ques-
tions. "How do we learn about super-
novas?" "By using a spectroscope,"
was the rejoinder. "Who's ever seen a
laser?" Hands flew up. "What's a laser
look like? What color is it? Who's ever
seen the spectrum of a laser?" Fewer

hands were raised. "We're going to
look at the spectrum of a laser today."

With this announcement, Reader pro-
ceeded to amaze students with the
natural phenomenon of light. He ex-
plained that by "looking at the spec-
trum of light emitted by an object,
scientists can tell the composition of
the object and also haw fast it is
moving relative to the observer."

To demonstrate this principle, Read-
er provided four six-inch spectroscopes
(that cost about $100 each and looked
like small spyglasses) to be passed
among the students as they examined
the spectra of a tube of neon that

(continued on page 5)
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Newsletter spotlights
available resources

Wekome back to the Connection
Resource Bank and to Of Interest, a
monthly newsletter published by Mont-
gomery County Public Schools (MCPS)
through a grant from the U.S. Depart-
ment of Education's "Excellence in Ed-
ucation Awards."

Of Interest is designed to help teach-
ers learn about the rich resources of
the business community and in the
Washington metropolitan area that are
available to MCPS teachers and stu-
dents through the Resource Bank.

The bank is a data base of over 1,450
businesses and individuals who have
volunteered to share information and
expertise with students and teachers.
Supported by the Montgomery Educa-
tion Connection, Inc., Et non-profit foun-
dation comprised of business leaders,
the bank has extended and enhanced
the curriculum in science and mathe-
matics.

During the 1986-87 school year, more
than 375 teachers "booked" resources

(continued on page 7)
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Talk, taik, talk at the Children's Muse-
um. See story on page 6,



Technical studies open options for females
MCPS is paying attention to how

female students feel about studying
higher level math, science and comput-
er science.

Three sex equity conferences spon-
sored by the Office of Instruction and
Program Development in conjunction
with the Department of Human Rela-
tions were held at the Gaithersburg
Marriott in May. They were designed
to carry out the initiatives adopted by
the Board of Education in August,
1985, to encourage greater female en-
rollment in higher level mathematics,
science and computer science courses
and to improve female SAT scores in
these fields.

The audience of 550 consisted of two
students, two parents, a math, science
and computer science teacher, as well
as a guidance counselor, media special-
ist, career technician and an adminis-
trator from each secondary school in
Montgomery County.

Course Selection and Stereotypes
Dr. Susan Gross of the Department

of Educational Accountability (DEA)
explained two major findings of a study
that examined the performances of
MCPS male, female and minority stu-
dents in math and science.

Using the Scholastic Aptitude Test
(SAT) results as a basis for compari-
son, DEA determined that for males
and femdes who take no math after
geometry, males score about 40 points

higher than females. The same gap
exists for males and females who take
higher level math courses. It became
clear that course selection does not
account for these differences in perfor-
mance.

According to Gross, in examining
why males continue to outperform fe-
males in math, "Stereotypes still seem
to be very much in place. Across the
county we have girls who feel they are
as good as boys in math; boys who do
not think girls are as good; parents
who tend to be more willing to say
boys are better performers in math;
and teachers who are willing to recog-
nize boys' performance more than girls'.
This is giving the girls a double mes-
sage. They are surrounded by the per-
ception that, yes you belong here, hut
you really don't. Boys and girls h e
different expectations themselves as to
who needs math."

Gross explained that statistically, mi-
nority children often begin to work
below grade level in math in the ele-
mentary grades and therefore are not
eligible to take higher level courses in
high school. "No one was ready for the
pattern being established so early as
our statistics indicate. Although our
kids are doing well by national stan-
dards, the questions we are asking are
what really causes these stereotypes to
still be in place and what can we do
about them." (continued on page 7)
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Kris Bassett, electronics student, dis-
cusses her career choice.

Panelists at sex equity conferences urge students to select higher level math, science and ccimputer science courses.

2 October 1987 Of Interest
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IMaster plumber Sanford Kramer talks to students at Banneker JHS about the importance of mathematics, English and social skills.
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I Plumber digs into career and preparation

1

Sanford Kramer, president of San-
ford Kramer Plumbing, took time from
"pulling toy fire engines out of toilets
and stopping floods in basements" to
explain the details of his job to twenty
7th, 8th and 9th graders at Banneker
JHS.

Lynn Usui, Richard Sprecher and
Hester Lehnert, part of Banneker's
special education staff, arranged for a
series of 14 speakers to visit and dis-
cuss their jobs. Kramer, supplied by
the Resource Bank, is a 27 year-old
master plumber who has been working
in the field for 10 years and in business
for himself for 5 years.

Explaining that his interest in plumb-
ing began when he was five years old
and watched a plumber dismantle a
toilet to extract a pen dropped in by an
older brother, Kramer shared the pro-
cess of his career decision. "I gradua-
ted from Kennedy HS and was not
interested in college. I liked to fix
things, take things apart. As a teenag-
er I got involved with repairing lawn
mowers as a hobby. I didn't mind
getting grease on my fingers. I thought

plumbing would be work I could enjoy,
so I went away to trade school for two
years, graduated and came back to
this area as a plumber's helper."

Plumbing requires a variety of skills,
according to Kramer. "You have to be
able to listen well and learn to work
with tools. Following directions is a
critical skill. You have to be neat: you
can't leave a mess on the customer's
floor. Safety is a big thing in this
business. We work with power tools
and torches. Map reading is impor-
tant. Punctuality is important. If you're
not on time you can be fired. Educa-
tional skills such as reading, writing
and arithmetic are very important in
plumbing. You have to be able to
measure how much pipe you need. You
must be able to read a blueprint."

Social skills are critical to this pro-
fession. "Plumbers must be able to get
along with people. Many people who
call a plumber don't understand what's
going to happen when he arrives. Pa-
tience is an important part of customer
service,"

Getting down to the nitty-gritty,

Kramer explained the different levels
of experience plumIcers have and the
salaries they can expect. "Just out of
high school a starting plumber with no
experience can expect to earn the mini-
mum wage. With a vocational educa-
tion background or trade school expe-
rience, the salary is $6 an hour. An
experienced journeyman plumber with
4-5 years experience will earn $15 an
hour. The test to move from journey-
man to master plumber is difficult.
You have to be able to read blueprints
and plan the plumbing system for a
high-rise building."

Standard fees are $34 for a service
call lasting half an hour and $8.50 for
each 15 minutes following. A plumber
in business for himself has expenses
that include insurance, purchasing and
stocking a truck, buying materials nec-
essary for each job and paying employ-
ees.

Job interviews are another aspect of
plumbing Kramer shared with the class.
As an employer, he emphasized his
interest in the school grades of pro-

(continued on page 7)
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Students, above, compare the spectra of different sources ght at NBS. Below, students follow the movement of the adjustor for a
diffraction grating, a minor on which 30,000 a per ..ch have been inscribed.
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Spectroscopes in hand, students squint to see the spectrum.

our spectrographs on wheels and go
there." As they stood in Reader's labo-
ratory, students were in the same room
with the world's largest spectrograph,
a 40-foot million-dollar piece of equip-
ment.

Reader attempted to put scientific
research into perspective for these stu-
dents. "Sometimes a little thing might
influence you to become a scientist,
perhaps something you see here. Tran-
sistors are not very oldnot much
older than you. The laser and our
knowledge of DNA are not much older
than you. When you get older, you'll
remember when high temperature su-
perconductors were invented. They're
going to change the world." By open-- ing his laboratory to these students,
Reader was inviting them to partici-
pate in that change.

I Reader demonstrates lasers and light
(continued from page 1)

111

glowed a bright red and a tube of
krypton made to glow a bluish color
when both gasses were excited by
microwaves.

I
Reader's plan to lead students to

discover that fluorescent lamps are lit
by mercury (by recognizing its spec-
tral pattern) was foiled by a bright

Istudent who beat him to the punch by
announcing that mercury is the ele-
ment in such lights. Students looked
at an incandescent light and a fluores-
Icent light through the spectroscopes
and compared their spectra.

As an interesting aside, Reader ex-
Iplained that mercury is dangerously
poisonous. "Remember the Mad Hat-
ter in Alice in Wonderland? People
used to use mercury in forming hats.

IMany hat-makers went mad. That's
where the tenn came from. Another
danger of mercury is that the ultravio .
let light from a mercury lamp can

Iseriously damage eyesight by cath.ing
burns."

As Reader focused a helium-neon
Ilaser on a nearby wall, he explained
that lasers are special beevuse they are
pure light and usually have only one

spectral line. "A laser only gives one
pure color. That's what distinguishes
it from a lamp." Students huddled
around the small ied dot of light, spec-
troscopes in hand.

As a final treat, Reader took the
entire class inside a spectrograph. The
huge room was dark and contained a
paperback-book-sized diffraction grat-
ing. He explained that the diffraction
grating was a mirror on which 30,000
rulings per inch had been inscribed by
a diamond. As the colors glowed in the
darkened room, whispers of "Oh, wow!"
and "That's cool!" echoed.

Asked the difference between a spec-
troscope, spectrograph and spectrogram,
Reader explained that a spectroscope
is "something you look through." A
spectrograph is "a device to take a
photograph of the spectrum and make
a record." The spectrogram is "the
permanent spectrum that results, the
photograph, the record."

The Atomic and Plasma Radiation
Division of the National Bureau of
Standards does basic research on the
spectra of very highly ionized atoms.
"Some of the lasers we work with are
bigger than a high school, so we put
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Dr. Joseph Reader "enlightens" students.
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Communications exhibit at Children's Museum sparks private conversation.

Word gets around at Children's Museum
Albert Ketler, an 8 year-old third

grader in Francis Elder's TOK pro-
gram at Kemp Mill ES, wandered from
room to room at the Capital Children's
Museum seeking a special door and
asking, "Where's the future? I don't
know where the future is." He was
standing in the middle of it.

The museum's communications ex-
hibit offers Albert and his classmates
the past, the present and the future of
communications all in one place. Old
telephones ("Where's the dial? Where
are the numbers?") are next to laser
phones. Fiber optics compete with old
hand-crank wall phones for the atten-
tion of the children in this "touch me"
exploratorium. Elder, with the stami-
na of a seasoned veteran, took all four
of her classes to visit the museum.

Invitations issue from every corner.
One computer lures students by speak-
ing to them. "My name is Wisecracker.
Come and type to me." Third grader
Thilya responds by typing, "I am Thilya
Fenn Mayas," which the computer du-
tifully repeats aloud. The next student,
delights in instructing the computer to
recite, "I am a dumb good-for-nothing
computer." Spurts of laughter follow
each pronouncement as the children

6 October 1987 Of Interest

learn a:tout voice synthesizing.
In the Phone Room the walls are

festooned with telephones in every col-
or, for every conceivable purpose: busi-
ness phones, information phones, fiber
optic phones, electronic phones, laser
phones, crisis phones, personal phones,
electromechanical phones. Visitors can
overhear appropriate pre-recorded con-
versations on each kind of telephone.
Children can dial and speak with each
other. "Listen to this!" echoes con-
stantly as receivers are lifted and shared.

A Radio Room stirs adult memories
as models of early radios in large wood-
en cabinets entice students with their
cloth facades and glowing dials.

In the Computer Room an abacus
introduces visitors to the language of
mathematics. A huge leap in time en-
ables students to explore computers
and the vernacular of simulation, graph-
ics, pattern recognition, binary code
and music. From the computer's key-
board the sounds of flutes, organs,
drums and trumpets emanate. Third
graders can compose melodies and see
the notes.

The earliest form of written commu-
nication covers the walls of a huge,
dark, spooky cave full of twists and

111turns and creepy corners. Wall draw-
ings of bison and natural phenomena
invite touching and translation.

Unusual and secret forms of commu-
nication proliferate in the Code Room
where visitors can use a Braille type-
writer, investigate Morse code, the
Ardois code (four electric lights in red
and white that enable ships at sea to
recognize each other), American Sign
Language (displayed on a color TV
screen), as well as "pig latin" and "the
hobo code" (used by hobos to indicate
to their fellow travellers the kind of
reception they could expect at local
homes).

At the Children's Museum, printing
is a participatory skill. With a "pre-
senter" giving instructions, students
can ink and use an old-time printing
press. Quill pens are available for prac-
ticing penmanship ("It feels terrible to
write with!").

Strobe Theatre permits visitors to
leave dynamic silhouettes of themselves
in leaping and dancing configurations
that change as the lights blink on and
off.

Zoetrope cartoons created by young
imaginations wiggle and squirm as the
artists stare in fascination

From caves to crayons, from sounds
to satellites, a whole lot of "communi-
cating" is going on at the Capital
Children's Museum. Call the Resource
Bank to book a visit. es

Student attempts to translate "hobo code."



l(continued from page 2)

Panelists and Possibilities
Having confirmed the underrepre-
ntation of females in higher level
ath, science and computer science

courses, the conferences then focused
Itheir attention on the presentations of
the panelists, each of whom addressed
the impo:tance of these higher level
courses in maximizing career options

Ifor women.
Phyllis Fineberg, director of the oph-

thalmic medical assistants' training pro-
Igram at Georgetown University, em-
phasized the importance of taking biol-
ogy, chemistry, physics, psychology
and computer science in high school as
Ia background for working in the allied
health fields.

Caveats about the loss of career
options were repeated by Dr. Linda
Llement, director of undergraduate ad-
'ssions, and Dr. Mary Cothran and

Sharon Alston from the University of

I
Iraryland. Dr. Clement noted that stu-
nts entering college weak in science

and math may discover a career iequir-
ing this background and have to play

tatch-up
to open options. She also

xplained that college admissions of-
fices look carefully at the courses a
high school offers and the choices a

Istudent makes, and advised that opt-

Females encouraged

101°
t 1111krir I

ing for honors or AP courses strength-
ens a student's credentials more than
maintaining a high grade point aver-
age by selecting less challenging courses.

Dr. Vera Zdravkovich, chairperson
for the physical science department for
the Prince George's Community Col-
lege, echoed a similar theme and cited
many female scientists of note who
earned their reputations when it was
uncommon to find women in scientific
fields.

Mary Lou Fox, manager for market-
ing and development in logistics for
the software division of STSC Corpo-
ration and a member of the Montgom-
ery County Commission on the Future,
asked the audience to consider what
the year 2020 will be like and what
preparations should be made now to
meet future needs. Explaining that
there will be a dramatic decline in
industrial work and a vast increase in
information and service work, Fox
warned that, "It is imperative to dra-
matically increase the preparation of
our women and minorities to take their
places in the computer science field."

Kris Bassett, a senior at Bethesda-
Chevy Chase HS and an electronics
student at the Edison Career Center,
spoke about her interest in electronics
and her plans to enter the Air Force
after graduation. Central to her career
choice was the support she received

(continued on page 8)
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The wall mund at the Capital Children's Museum stretches imaginations and bodies,
challenging visitors to locate as many means of communication as possible.
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Resources highlighted
(continued from page 1)
through the bank and more than 11,000
students met with experts in such var-
ied fields as lasers, banking, fossils,
medicine, economics, insects, comput-
ers, psychology, atomic energy and
city planning. The data base currently
emphasizes math and science and will
gradually be expanded to include more
curriculum areas.

A telephone request to bank c, ...Ii-

nator Judy Messitte (762-6192) will
initiate a search for the appropriate
expert, program or field trip. Once
contact with the resource has been
made by Messitte and availability con-
firmed, the teacher will be given the
information and asked to contact the
person or organization directly to dis-
cuss specifics.

This issue of Of Interest offers a
small sample of the resources available
and in use. "Let your fingers do the
walking." One phone call can bring the
National Bureau of Standards, Vitro
Corp., the Patent Office, a master plumb-
er or an atomic spectroscopist into the
classroom. .
Plumbing careers
(continued from page 3)
spective employees, especially in math.
"Plumbers need to be able to calculate
the size and amount of materials they
will need for a job and must be able to
figure the cost of labor based on the
time spent on a job." He surprised his
audience by also being interested in
their school attendance record.

Students wanted to know how many
people Kramer has working for him
("Two plumbers E n d myself. I'm look-
ing for help now. It's a good business
with lots of growth potential. There is
always a need for plumbers.") Other
questions included: "Do you adver-
tise?" ("Most work comes from word of
mouth, people telling other people.")
"Do women go into plumbing?" ("Yes,
there are a few. The only limiting
factor may be physical strength.")

Following his presentation, Kramer
offered students a "hands-on" look at
his service vehicle, which was filled
with the tools uf his trade and sprout-
ed pipes of all lengths from the roof.
As the class clustered around the vehi-
cle, Kramer explained that for a plumb-
er every day is different. "We stop
floods and cut tree roots out of toilet
pipes. It's not boring work."

Of Interest October 1987 7



Sex equity
(continued from page 7)

from her electronics teacher at the
Edison Center.

Career changes and preparation were
explored by Dr. Carol Kleinman, a
psychiatrist who began her profession-
al career as a lawyer.

The final panelists were Captain Con-
nie Custer and Captain Gretchen An-
derson, Headquarters AFSC, current-
ly assigned to the Systems Command
Briefing Team for the Air Force (re-
sponsible for all the research and de-
velopment for that branch of the armed
services). Encouraging students to
strengthen their backgrounds in math
and science, Custer explained that,
"Technically oriented people are on the
leading edge of research. Young men
and women need to explore their po-
tentials so they can then explore their
opportunities."

Discussion and Direction
As a culminating activity, the audi-

ence broke into discussion groups by
high school clusters and considered the
question, "What can we do to increase
the numbers of females in higher level
math, science and computer science
courses in our schools?" The sugges-
tions resulting from the e discussions
will be evaluated and considered for
implementation this fall.
Editor's note: An increase in this year's
SAT scores was entirely attributable
to higher math and verbal scores at-
tained by female students. These scores
were not known at the time of the
conferences.

Harry Pitt, superintendent
Steven Diekoff, principal
Sally Keeler, project director
Judith Kramer, editor
Wi Wam Mille, photographer

Published by the Montgomery County
Public Schools foe teachers monthly, Oc-
tober through May, through an Excel-
lence in Education award to Paint Branch
High School from the U.S. Department
of Education and funds from the Mont-

At museum, young printers use old press.

Teachers to be
recognized for
resource use

The Montgomery Education Con-
nection wants to recognize teachers
who have made outstanding use of
business and community resources. Be-
ginning in November, one teacher each
month will be selected from nomina-
tions submitted by school system per-
sonnel, Education Connection mem-
bers, or self-nomination.

Each month's winner will be granted
a day of administrative leave to visit a
business or government agency that
functions as a resource for MCPS.
Funds for a substitute teacher will be
provided by the Connection. In addi-
tion, an honorarium of $100 will be
awarded for the teacher's private use.
Of Interest, the Resource Bank news-
letter, will feature an afticle on each
teacher selected.

Yaw.

ITeachers qualify for "ie award based
on their innovative al. 1 successful use
of business and other community re
sources to enhance and extend th
curriculum.

Judges, chosen by the board of di-
rectors of the Connection, come fro
member organizations. The selectio
committee urges administrators, teach-
ers, parents and potential candidate
themselves to submit nominations.

Nominations are due on Novembe
1st for December selection and should
be sent to Sally Keeler ( CESC, roo
112), who will forward them to th
selection committee. Nomination form
are available in all school offices, but
nominations may be made without th
form. They must include the nomina
tor's name, title and phone number,
and the nominee's name, school ad-
dress, phone number, subject area an
grade level. This information should b
accompanied by a detailed description
of the nominee's use of business an
community resources.

Copies of last year's winning entrie
can be obtained as guidelines from
Anita Sweigert, National Bureau o
Standards, Physics Building Roo
A360, National Bureau of Standards,
Gaithersburg, MD 20899. ses

call
Judy Messitte

at the
emnection Resource Bank

to book a resource
762-6192

-The project presented or reported herein was performed pursuant to a grant from the
Department of Education. However, the opinions expressed herein do not necessarily
reflect the position or policy of the Department of Education and no official
endorsement by thc Department of Education shall be inferred."

Paint Branch High School
14121 Old Columbia Pike
Burtonsville, Maryland 20866
384-2300
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`MIMS'
Students from the computer club at Ritchie Park ES learn
and used to train operators of power generation pleats.

f

how simulators are made

Simulation is art and science
Want to know what it's like to con-

trol a nuclear reactor? In a room full of
blinking, flashing and buzzing elec-
tronics equipment worthy of the final
scene in a James Bond movie, 26 of
Diane Davies' 5th and 6th grade com-
puter club enthusiasts from Ritchie
Park ES found out.

Four engineers and program manag-
ers at Singer's Link Simulation Sys-
tems Division, Columbia, MD, spent
their lunch hour demonstrating the
technology that crosses the line be-
tween imagination and reality.

Simulation, the art ot pretending
and the science of practicing, is taken
seriously in the scientific community.
Rising operating and capital costs, in-

creased safety requirements and the
growing complexity of equipment and
processes have stimulated higher de-
mand for sophisticated simulator train-
ing systems.

Amid tens of millions of dollars worth
of equipment, toggle switches. colored
lights, circular gauges and blue-coated
computer cables that snaked like spa.
ghetti into holes in the floor, students
got a taste of applied research.

At Singer Link, control rooms are
designed to simulate the management
of power generation systems, nuclear
reactors, steam generator plants, boil-
ing and pressurized water reactors and
fossil fuel plants. These high fidelity

(continued on page 2)

At Rockville High School's annual
mathematics symposium, students dis-
covered that they are destined to be
conspicth.us users of mathematics. Each
of the 45 math classes in the school
had a speaker, film or presentation
that emphasized the relevance of math
in today's world and in students' lives.

Dr. Sandra Frattali, a safeguard sys-
tems analyst with the Nuclear Regula-
tory Commission (NRC) said her math
background was a kind of safety net.
"I was a chemistry major in college. I
took a lot of math because I liked it. In
graduate school I majored in chemis-
try. but my math background saved
me in the real world. It gave me an
edge in the job market. It kept my
options open."

While raising a family, Frattali had
part-time jobs as a home instructor in
mathematics and calculus. When she
applied for full-time work with the
federal government, her extensive back-
ground in mathematics qualified her
for higher level positions.

Dr. Christine Stevens is associate
program director of teacher prepara-
tion and enhancement witn the Nation-
al Science Foundation. She told stu-
dents how important math was to her
during the year she was a Congression-
al Science Fellow in the office of New
York Congressman Ted Weiss. "No
one ever said, 'Hurry, the Speaker of
the House wants you to solve this
quadratic equation!'" she said, but her
math knowledge still paid off.

Congressman Weiss received a letter
from a 67-year-old female constituent
complaining that she had received a
letter from the Army asking her to
volunteer and promising a digital watch
if she returned the business reply card.
She was annoyed that the Army was

giving away a watch at taxpayers'
expense, and more annoyed that the
Army seemed to be recruiting senior

(continued on page 2)



Mathematics
(continued from page 1)
citizens. Stevens drafted a speech for
the congressman asking how much these
things cost and why was she on the
ming list.

The next day a major and a colonel
arrived at Weiss' office with "a lot of
graphs about the Army recruiting pro-
gram, They were trying to overwhelm
me with graphs. I don't mean to single
out the Army. This is a technique we
see a lot of on Capitol Hill. They
picked the wrong person to intimidate
with graphs and were greatly surprised
that someone in a congressional office
could interpret them. Because of my
math background I was able to ask
intelligent questions.

"Congressional aides often have a
liberal arts ( English, history or politi-
cal science) background and are not
interested in the quantitative side of
issues. They usually don't ask if pre-
dictions they are being shown are reli-
able. Often they don't understand
enough math and science to be able to
determine if they're getting the true
picture of things.

"My experience in congress made
me see how math may become impor-
tant in a career outside of mathemat-
ics, such as in business or government.
You need to be able to take numerical
data and interpret it. Whatever field
you're planning to go into, you should
take as much math as you can, and
take it seriously. There's no point in
paying tuition in college to take cours-
es you could have taken in high school
for free."

Dr. Lee Abramson, a senior research
statistician from the NRC, visited a
geometry class and explained in detail
how mathematics was used to deter-
mine the probability that planes tak-
ing off and landing at an airport near
Three Mile Island posed no threat to
the nuclear reactor. Covvring the board
with lines, angles, flight paths and
statistics, Abramson showed how the
NRC used a mathematical model to
analyze the likelihood of an accident
occurring.

Dr. David Morgenstein, a statisti-
cian and vice president of WESTAT.
an employee-owned research corpora-
tion, met with a beginning statistics
class and talked about designing sur-
veys.
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WESTAT's Dr, David Morgenstein

NRC's Dr. Lee Abramson

Morgenstein explained the kinds of
issuesh!s company is asked to explore:
how many buildings in the country
have asbestos in them; how healthy
are Americans; what effect did agent
orange have on Americans; how many
homeless are there in America; how
orally healthy are school children in
America. Since his company can't ex-
amine all the buildings in the country,
or count all the students' cavities, they
design surveys to predict the desired
information.

"We're currently involved in an analy-
sis of oral health in students. We have
13 teams spending one month each at
88 sites. We are counting cavities."
Using the overhead projector, Morgen-
stein demonstrated the development of
a survey, from design, through moni-
toring the field work, developing the
sampling weights and finally, to analy-
sis of the data that he characterized as
"the fun part." Interacting with the
class in a lively give and take, Morgan-
stein emphasized that designing sur-
veys "is a science, not an art."

The Resource Bank has a data base
of speakers who can help students
understand the need for learning the
language of mathematics. The mes-
sage at Rockville HS was, "Take math
and take it seriously. You're going to
nee,: it!"

'

NSF's D. Christine Stevens

NRC's Dr. Sandra Frattali

Simulation
(continued from page 1)
replicas allow trainers to duplicate the
performance of power plants under all
conditions to ensure safe training ex-
periences for those who will monitor
the plants.

Sitting at a computer surrounded by
a huge C-shaped bank of consoles sprout-
ing handles, buttons, switches and dials,
the instructor can enter data to simu-
late any kind of plant malfunction.
Like an orchestra conductor, he or she
can cause things to occur in real time,
slow time, step time or fast time. Each
trainee can be monitored, and instant
replay allows no error to go unex-
amined. Instead of wasting the days
it would take to bring a real power
plant up to full power, the instructor
can reset the simulator to 100 percent
power at the touch of a key.

As the visitors stood next to five 300
megabyte hard computer disks, it was
difficult to hear the instructor because
of the overwhelming humming, whir-
ring and throbbing of the disk drives.
The heat was palpable, and the guide
explained that a great deal of energy
was used to run fans to cool the equip-
ment. "One of our constraints is how
much heat we can tolerate and dis-

(con(inued on page 8)



Watts happening at PEPCO?
Michael Bennett, a systems engi-

neer with Potomac Electric Power Com-
pany (PEPCO), faced 26 highly gifted
6th graders in Susan Lakomy's class
at Cannon Road ES and explained the
rules of a game.

"I'm going to ask questions testing
your knowledge of electricity. Divide
yourselves into two teams and choose
captains. You all must agree on an
answer and the answer has to come
from the team captain. The team with
the most points at the end of the game
wins."

After several moments of chaos, the
"Newts" and the "Yankees" emerged
as competing teams and sat cross-
legged on the floor.

Bennett: "Yankees, there are two
types of current, name both types."

Yankees: "DC and AC."
Bennett: "Newts, which type of these

two currents does PEPCO generate?"
( The Newts answered wrong; the Yan-
kees got an extra point by correctly
answering "AC.")

Bennett: "Which of the two types,
AC or DC, can be stored?"
(Heads ducked into a huddle and whis-
pers abounded. Finally, a consensus
emerged.)

Newts: "DC."
Bennett: "Give me an example of

what DC current is."
Newts: "A battery."

,

Bennett: "How fast does electricity
travel?"

Yankees: "186,000 miles per second,
the speed of light."

Bennett: "Correct! Pepco generates
AC and it can't be stored. Therefore we
have to produce it continuously. So
every time you plug in an appliance
you are plugged into a power plant.
Newts, what fuels does PEPCO use to
make electricity'? I'm looking for three
answers."

Newts: "Gas, coal and oil."
Bennett: "Very good. What kind are

they?"
Newts: "Fossil fuels."
Bennett: "Why are they called that?"
Newts: "They form when animals

die."
Bennett: "This is a tough one. Fossil

fuels are chiefly composed of three
elements, hydrocarbons, sulfur and ash.
Which of these three components is
responsible for acid rain?"

Yankees: "Sulfur."
Bennett (beaming): "Correct! We'll

go through some combustion chemis-
try really quickly. The end result is
sulfuric acid. (Chemical symbols cov-
ered the board.) Let's move on. Newts,
this is an easy one. What percent of
the electricity that PEPCO generates
is from burning coal-- 65 percent, 85
percent or 90 percent'?"

Newts: "85 percent."

A

Bennett: "No, the answer is 90 per-
cent. If you look at the three fuels, coal
is by far the cheapest. We try not to
rely on oil. The price is expensive and
fluctuates. Now, Yankees, here's a real
challenge. We have a plant at Morgan-
town with two boilers having a com-
bined capacity of 1,200 megawatts.
How many watts is that'?"

Yankees: "One million two hundred
thousand."

Bennett: "Any other guesses'?"
Newts: "One billion two hundred

million."
Bennett: "How many 100 watt light

bulbs is that'?"
Newts! "Twelve million,"
The questions began to get more

difficult. Bennett asked for the name
of the actual piece of equipment that
generates electricity. Moans arose out
of both huddles as the contestants
struggled to come up with an answer.
"We know that! Don't say it! It's hard!
It's impossible! It's tricky!" Bennett
prompted his audience and reluctantly
an answer was offered. "Generators'?"
"That's i;he answer," Bennett respond-
ed. "Most people think it's a turbine,
but it's the generator."

Launching into a discussion of how
PEPCO gets power to each house,
Bennett explained about amps, volts
and transformers. A discussion of the
dangers of lightning followed. Bennett
asked the teams which of the following
appliances used more or less electricity
than a 100 watt lightbulb: an average

(continued on page 8)
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Michael Bennett, PEPCO systems engineer, challenges Cannon Road's 6th graders to an "electricity quiz."
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'Flying' resources fill semester
When Denise Knot ler decided to teach

a semester unit on flying to her four
Thinking Opportunities for Kids (TOK)
classes at Greenwood ES, she knew
she had her work cnt out for her. She
called the Connection Resource Bank
for help.

Explaining her needs to Judy Mes-
sitte, Bank coordinator, Knoller was
able to plan a series of speakers and
visits that would open the world of
aeronautics to her students.

Her classes learned about flying from
pilots, an aeronautical engineer, and
an aerospace education specialist with
NASA. They also took field trips to
both Andrews Air Force Base and
College Park Airport. the oldest air-
port in the United States.

All of this exposure has whetted
Knoller's own appetite for flying. "I
got so excited about it, I'm going to
plan a flight on a glider. I'll begin as a
passenger."

The following articles represent a
sample of the expertise shared with
Knol ler and her students.

Andrews AFB
welcomes students

Seeing is believing, so Denise Knoller
took all four of her TOK classes that
are spending a semester studying aero-
nautics to Andrews Air Force Base.
the busiest military airport in the
country.

tinder the guidance of Sgt. Charlie
Michaelson, Tuesday's students explored
the base from top to bottom, begin-
ning with a visit to the control tower,
13 stories high and 250 feet above the
ground. On a clear day the visibility is
10 miles.

Sharon Girvin-Davison led one group
around the tower, explaining the equip-
ment and the procedures. Flight con-
trollers were directing incoming and
out-going air traffic as students stood
behind them, listening to the radio
transmissions and watching radar
screens.

From the light-filled, glass control
tower, Davison led her group into the
small, dark radar room, lit only by the
greenish glow of the constantly revolv-
ing beams of light sweeping across the
busy screens. There, in hushed tones
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Students visit control tower at Andrews

that would not be picked up by the
controllers microphones. she explained
the blips (aircraft) that were appearing
on the screen.

Davison explained in detail how flight
controllers are trained and what they
need to know about how airports dif-
fer, such as the length of the runways.
For instance, to become a full perfor-
mance level (FPL) flight controller at
Baltimore Washington International
Airport requires four years of training.

Riding across the tarmac from the
control tower to the helicopter hanger,
students passed the aircraft flight line.
Each aircraft was introduced by Sgt.
Michaelson. "This is a VIP plane be-
longing to an international visitor.
There's a NASA space shuttle chase
plane. That's a C130 Hercules that can
carry several jeeps, and a C141 Starlifter
that can carry jeeps and tanks. Boy,
we're lucky today. There's an F15 Ea-
gle, a state-of-the-art fighter plane for
the Air Fr:rce!"

The next stop was at the First Heli-
copter Squadron briefing room where a
nine minute video tape about the squad-
ron's history was shown, and students
were encouraged to question flight en-
gineer L. G. Nichols who guided them
on the next leg of their journey.

From the briefing room the next

..

:14

Air Force Base,

stop was the cavernous hangar and
onto the huge helicopter. Students clam-
bered into every nook and cranny of
the plane, sitting in the pilot's seat, the
passenger seats. trying on headphones
and jumping from the back loading
platform. Nichols stood beneath the
huge rotor blades and talked about the
physics of flight. He explained that
each of the 5 blades was 60 feet long.
weighed 209 pounds and rotated 20.'.
times per minute. He demonstrated
how the blades can be manipulated to
change altitude or direction.

Accompanied by the roar of a de-
parting jet, the students returned to
the bus and to Greenwood better ground-
ed in the fun-damentals of flight.

I

t, 1t.v -96 ;psi/

Knoller demonstrates propeller position.
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Tracj Prior (above), a pilot for American Airlines who flies a Boeing 727 jet airliner.
demonstrates how an aircraft is affected by the "relative wind." Melinda Cerisano

I(below), a communter pilot for American Airlines, uses body language to explain how
an aircraft "banks" to turn. Behind her is an illustration of the cockpit instruments of
her aircraft.
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Pilots discuss
plans and planes

The "wild blue yonder" came indoors
with American Airlines pilots Tracy
Prior and Melinda Cerisano who stirred
the imaginations of 25 potential col-
leagues in Denise Knoller's 6th grade
TOK class at Greenwood ES. Daugh-
ters of flyers, both women shared a
unique vantage point, explaining how
to become pilots, how a plane flies,
flight controls, flight rules and the
lifestyles of pilots.

Prior, who flies a Boeing 727 jet
airliner, knew when she was 12 that
she wanted to become a pilot. As soon
as she was old enough to drive herself
to the airport she began taking flying
lessons. Cerisano flies a commuter plane
for American Airlines. She admits, "I
never knew this would be my career.
My dad had a plane and I thought it
would be fun to learn to fly. I began to
fly as a hobby when I was 20. Before I
knew it, I had a pilot's license and
then, tunnel vision: I just kept going."

Both women explained that to be-
come a pilot -you have to use your
head, make quick decisions, have disci-
pline over your body and yourself, be
able to communicate and make good
grades in school." They emphasized
the importance of taking math and
science courses.

Presenting the military and civilian
options to qualify for a pilot's license,
Cerisano and Prior discussed how to
earn both instrument and conimercial
ratings. They shared stories about how
they built up their flight time to fulfill
the requirements. Cerisano was a traf-
fic pilot reporting on road conditions
and Prior flew banners up and down
beaches. Instructing is another way to
add hours of flight experience.

Moving to the technical side of flight.
the women used models, photographs,
imagination and body language to ex-
plain how a plane flies. Students were
intrigued by the -love story" of 011ie
and Mollie that graphically explained
Bernoulli's Principle las air pressure
decreases, lift increP.ses I.

-011ie and Mollie were two molecules
of air who were in love and just wanted
to be together. Separated by the lead-
ing edge of an aircraft's wing. Mollie
scooted quickly under the wing. 011ie.
who had further to travel over the

(continued on page 6)
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NASA educator
demonstrates flying

Norman Poff, an educator with the
National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration ( NASA) visiting from Tex-
as to lecture at the Smithsonian, took
time to visit one of Denise Knoller's
classes to share his "grab bag" of
aeronautical expertise.

During an informal two hours, Poff
challenged the class to name the first
successful machine that flew without a
person in it (a kite), and told about the
first hot air balloon to fly with people
that was launched on Nov 1, 1783.

A series of slides helped Poff clarify
NASA's mission. "NASA tries to find
something good that's new. We don't
develop aircraft. Our only product is
knowledge. We let companies make
products. We try t.o solve problems, so
we're involved with safety."

He explained that small aircraft mod-
els used in wind tunnels, and larger
remote controlled models, allow NASA
to get, "a lot of information very fast"
and very safely. "We test the effect of
rain on aircraft. We test tires. We test
for icing. We test the effect of light-
ning on aircraft by flying into thunder-
storms."

In an attempt to develop technology
that will prey mt aviation fuel from
burning when an aircraft crashes, NASA
performed an experiment using dum-
mies wearing different kinds of cloth-
ing and seats covered in a variety of
fabrics to see how they would react in a
crash. The obsolete plane used to test
the special chemicals mixed in the fuel
crashed too soon and a series of slides
documented the failure of the chemi-
cals to prevent a fire.

Reaching once more into his grab
bag of aeronautical "goodies," Poff
showed a 16 minute video called "Aero-
nautical Oddities." The video was about
experinwntal aircraft designed in the
1920s. With names such as "The Flying
Barrel," "Flying Wing," "Test Spindle
Plane." "Potato Bug," "Flying Um-
brel:a," "Sky Car," "Flying Buteher."
and "Bird Plane," the inventions
bumped, jumped, crashed and splashed
their way across the screen engender.
ing gales of laughter. Poff was quick to
point out that from these imaginative
inventions and frequent failures has
come tomorrow's technology.

(continued On p(1 ge 7)
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NASA educator constructs a "ring-winged" aircraft.

Pilots teach physics of flight
(continued from page 5)
wing before he could rendezvous with
Mollie at the trailing edge, had to
move more rapidly. Because he was
moving faster 011ie created low pres-
sure and caused a suction (lift) that
pulled the wing up."

Discussion and diagrams continued
as lift, drag, thrust and gravity were
explored and explained. Terms such as
"angle of attack," "relative wind," "chord
line," and "trailing edge" were illus-
trated and demonstrated. In a kind of
dance choreographed by the laws of
physics, both speakers used their arms
and body angles to simulate the forces
acting upon an aircraft in flight.

Cerisano talked about flight controls
and self-control. The flight controls
"allow you to physically make the plane
do what you want it to do. That's the
fun part!" She explained the function
of the aileron, elevator and rudder as
students labeled parts on a schematic
of an airplane. She emphasized the
importance of a pilot's physical coordi-
nation. "You must be able to control
your body well to fly." Pilots must
have self-discipline and be physically
f it.

As part of their presentation. Prior
and Cerisano brought visual and in-
strument flight maps used by pilots to
navigate. A \TR (visual flight rules)
map shows all airports circled boldly in
purple and is used by pilots who navi-
gate by sighting landmarks. An 1FR
(instrument flight rules) map is cov-
ered with blue lines, each of which is a
vector and has a number. Pilots are
told which vector to fly and they
can fly and land depending upon their

9 ;
4.°

instruments when clear vision is im-
possible.

Photographs of the control panels of
different planes allowed students to
compare the levels of complexity in-
volved in flying a training plane and a
727 jet.

Prior explained that flying involves
"a lot of hard work. You don't always
know your schedule; you work for three
days and then you rest for three days.
You can select the days you want to
work and the trips you want to make,
but you have to bid for them and
bidding is by seniority."

Questions were invited and the class
responded. "How much does a pilot
maker ("Top captains make $150.000
a year. A flight engineer begins at
$18,000 to $20,000. An Air Force fight-
er pilot makes about $60,000 a year.")
"Why can't women fly in combat'?"
("It's a federal law.") "How many pi-
lots are women'?" ("Out of 7,000 Ameri-
can Airlines pilots, one percent, about
70.80 pilots are women.") "Do you
have to go to college to be a pilot'?" ("I
would recommend a degree. The de-
gree shows you're trainable. It's a very
.2ompetitiv(' market.")

Sixth grader Meghan Poslusny's
thank.you letter to Prior and Cerisano
expressed a common reaction to the
presentation. "I loved your presenta-
tion. You got me more interested in
aeronautics. Now I am trying to decide
whether to be a doctor or to fly planes.
Happy Flying!" Lane Garrett was a
little more graphic. "It's like my inter-
est in being a pilot was dynamite and
you were the fire. After your show, my
dynamite exploded!"
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Seikaly selected
teacher of month

Elaine Seikuly, magnet coordinator
at Takoma Park IS, has been selected
as Teacher of the Month based upon
her outstanding use of community re-
sources and the programs she has de-
veloped for her students.

For each of the past three years,
more than 500 students at Takoma
Park have attended Conferences on the
Future coordinated by Seikaly. Ex-
perts from such diverse areas as artifi-
cial intelligence, organ transplants, tele-
communications and the space station
have shared their experiences and en-
couraged students to pursue science as
a career.

Seikaly also organized two annual
conferences on alternative careers for
women. The goals have been "to en-
courage gifted females to enroll in ad-
vanced science and math courses by
having successful women in science
and math careers share their experi-
ences." Speakers have included women
in chemistry, horticulture, physical sci-
ences, systems analysis, engineering,
accounting, neurology, veterinary med-
icine and oceanography.

Seikaly has linked the past, present
and future by arranging an inter-
generational project involving an 8th
grade magnet earth science class that
visited residents of the National Lu-
theran Home for the Aged and talked
to residents about their memories of

the appearance of Halley's Comet 75
years ago.

ln cooperation with the Public Health
Service, Seikaly coordinated an Hispanic
Leadership Conference that provided
mentors for 20 intermediate scnool stu-
dents who will work with them right
up to the time they are ready to get
jobs. The entire conference program
was conducted in Spanish.

For the past two years Seikaly has
staged a Black Leadership Conference
involving 20-30 black students, each of
whom was provided with an individual
role model from such businesses and
offices as Dominion Bank, Social Secu-

rity Administration, Food and Drug
Administration, Public Health Service
aild the Office of the Assistant Secre-

tary for Health.
Seikaly also has taken a step beyond

providing adult role models for stu-
dents. In a program called Teens in
Action, modeled after a National Insti-
tute of Drug Abuse program, she hp.s
provided an opportunity for peer role

models to share their decisions not to

use drugs with the entire school.
Through the English department stu-
dents were asked to write essays cen-
tered around decision-making and peer
pressure. One essay was selected from
every class, published in a book (fund-
ed by NBC Television and WRC TV)
and distributed to the entire student
body. According to Seikaly, the essays
are important because "students are
making public statements about their
values relating to drugs. They are let-
ting other adolescents know that there

a.*

At College Park Airport student operates a flight shnulator.

Elaine Seikaly earns recognition from
Montgomery Education Connection.

is acceptance for saying 'no' to drugs."
Seikaly has established and main-

tained the school's on-going relation-
ship with IBM and Signet Bank through
the Adopt-a-School program and with
the media center and science depart-
ment of Montgomery College. She has
used the Connection Resource Bank,
the Public Health Service and the Na-
tional Institutes of Health extensively
to provide mentors for students work-
ing on science fair projects as well as
for conference speakers.

The awards committee recognized
that much of what Seikaly does falls
within the responsibilities of her job,
but she "has extended herself far beyond
her formal job description.

NASA expert
(continued from page 6)

As a grand finale. Poff showed the
class how to make a "ring-winged"
aircraft out of a piece a notebook pa-
per. He explained that the idea for
ring-winged airplanes came from a high
school student who thought of the idea
tiF part of a science project. NASA is
now developing this type of aircraft.
Paper was creased, folded and taped.
A blizzard of white ring-winged sail
planes engulfed the classroom as stu-
dents delightedly launched their crafts
from chairs, desks and every corner of
the classroom. There was no question
that Poff had given Knoller's class a
"feeling" of flight. III

MI
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Electricity Simulation
(continued from page 3)
radio (70 watts), a color TV (240 watts),
a dishwasher (750 watts). The radio
tricked everyone,

Moving from the practical to the
theoretical, Bennett led his audience
into the future. "Let's talk about more
abstract questions. We're going to have
to generate some form of energy in the
future. How will v-e generate energy in
space?" Answers flew from every cor-
ner. "With superconductors." "In the
future you might use real weak stars
and drain energy from them." "What
about using anti-matter, using a small
piece of a black hole'?" Bennett re-
sponded, "How will you bring a piece
of a black hole here?" Theory followed
theory as Yankees and Newts stretched
their imaginations.

Finally Bennett asked the class how
they felt about nuclear energy, Every-
one agreed it is a great way to generate
electricity. In response to a question
about how nuclear waste products
should be handled, students suggested
that they be put in the Arctic Ocean or
buried in a salt mine. A discussion of
environmental impact followed.

Bennett and the class became so
involved with the questions, theories
and facts that they forgot to keep
score. At hour's end it was obvious
that all participants were winners. 'a
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(continued from page 2)
burse. With superconductors we'll be
able to get rid of a lot of the heat of
reistance."

The international use of simulation
became clear when the guide explained
that one simulator would be sent to
Tennessee, and another was being crat-
ed for transport to Beijing, China.

Leaving the cavernous and noisy
testing facility for the quiet of a confer-
ence room, the students were invited
to ask questions, "How much does a
simulator cost?" ("Ten to twenty mil-
lion dollars each.") "How long drn4 it
take to build one?'' ("A little less than
three years from the day the contract
is signed until the day the customer
accepts it.") "How do you ship some-
thing so big'?" ("The one going to
China will be disassembled, packed in
wooder. boxes, and flown to China.")
"Do you use a lot of disks?" ("We use
six to seven 300 megabyte disks on the
smallest of our simulators and 1:3 such
disks on our largest.") "How long does
it take to design a simulator'?" ("It
takes 28-36 months. The engineer must
follow four basic steps. 1. Decide what
needs to be done. 2. Decide what ap-
proach to tlEt'. 3. Do it. 4. Test it.")

Turning Once again to the "art" of
science, one of the Singer engineers
explained that as many as 10 engineers
may lw working on designing parts of
a single simulator. "You might consid-
er us as puzzle makers. We design all
the pieces and when it's all done and all
the parts fit, we've made a pretty
picture." eses

-The project presevted or reported laa-ein was perforined pursuant to a grimt from t heDepartment of Education. However, the opinions cxpressed herein do not necessarilyrefkct the position or policy of the Department of Education nod no officialendorsement by the Departnwnt of Education shall be inferred."

Paint Branch High School
14121 Old Columbia Pike
Burtonsville, Maryland 20866
384-2300
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Frank's Engelking, education specialist, explains to 8th graders at Julius West IS how drugs and alcohol affect the brain.

Teens get warning about drug risks
Frankie Engelking scares kids. That's

her job. She is a community education
specialist for the Center for Behavioral
Medicine in Rockville, and she lectures
on the dangers of alcohol and drug
abuse.

Engelking visited Barbara Babuska's
8th grade family life class at Julius
West IS to share some basic facts
about teenagers and substance abuse.

FACT: "Each of you is going to
have to make a choice about using
alcohol and drugs. You need informa-
tion about druga; you need to know
the rules and regulations, the signs
and warning signs."

PACT: "When the drinking age was
lowered from 21 to 18, the number of
teenage deaths increased, and the num
bet of teenage alcoholics went up to
three million."

FACT: "Between the ages of 10 and
12, if you begin experimenting with
alcohol, just enough to change the way
you feel, your chances of becoming
addicted are 90-98 percent."

FACT: "Between the ages of 13 to
15 if you drink once a week or once
every 2 weeks your chances of becom-
ing addicted are 80 ta 89 percent. As
you get older, the same amount of
drinking will put you less at risk be-
cause of the way your body metaboliz-
es alcohol. For ages 16 to 18, the risk of
addiction is 60 to 70 percent; for ages
19 to 21, the risk is 40 to 59 percent;
after age 22, 20 percent of those who
drink enough to change the way they
feel will become addicted to alcohol."

FACT: "Alcoholics Anonymous has
a saying, 'It takes 1015 years for an
adult to become an alcoholic.' It will

take 10-15 months for a teenager to
become addicted, drinking as little as
once a week. It will take 10-1F days
for a child under the age of 10 to
become dependent on alcohol.

FACT: "You are at greater risk of
addiction if any blood relative is chem-
ically dependent."

FACT: "Some people have an aller-
gy to alcohol and can become addicted
after the first drink."

After delivering her facts, Engelking
began a dialog with the (lass about the
physiology of addiction, asking the
class, "How long are you addicted?"

Class: "One or two years'?"
Engelking: "Forever. Addiction is a

one way gate. Once you pass through
that door, you can never go back. You
are addicted for the rest of your life.

(continued on page 4)
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Harold Banks, Smith .
sonian geologist, re-
veals the history of
rocks.

Geologist reads old rocks
Harold Banks, a geologist working

at the Smithsonian Institution, visited
Caroline Augustine's 75 fifth graders
at Wheaton Woods ES, and explained
that he began his career by looking
into a cigar box.

"When I was young, my dad took
me into the basement and opened a
cigar box that had belonged to my
grandfather. The box was full of lots of
pretty minerals. I became intrigued.
There was an amateur hobbyist in my
neighborhood who helped me identify
them and I began a collection."

"Why collect? The story of the earth
is told in the rocks. They give us clues
as to the earth's history of weathering,
erosion, volcanoes. What is the earth's
crust made of? Rocks." Geologists like
to read the rocks.

"Where can you collect minerals?
Everywhere, in your backyard, in the
school yard, in rock quarries (accompa-
nied by an adult). We geologists are so
interested in rocks that we have to
drive very carefully because we are
always looking for interesting speci-
mens."

Banks deposited small boxes of min-
erals and "analytical tools" on each
cluster of desks. He explained that the
penny in each box was a tool for ana-
lyzing the rocks; you can scratch the
rock with it to test for "hardness."

Before embarking on the actual ex-
periments, Banks taught the class how
to identify an unknown object by ex-
amining its "properties," the charac-
teristics you can see. Using five stu-
dents whose names he listed in a chart
on the board, Banks demonstrated that
by classifying them by height, eye
color and hair color, he was able to
identify them by name even though he
had never met any of them.

He proceeded to lead the class through
an examination of the physical proper-
ties of the minerals they had before
them, examining color, luster, hard-
ness and streak, the result of rubbing a
mineral across a white porcelain plate
to see the true color. As minerals spilled
out of boxes onto the desks, sorting
sounds mingled with excited voices as
students examined, scratched and di-
vided their rocks.

Banks said that the identification of
a unique property or combinations of
properties helps identify an unknown
mineral. He illustrated this process by
using a "determinative table," similar
to the chart used in identifying the five
female students in his previous exer-

(cont"riaed on page 4)
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John Gamage, teacher of the month.

2 January 1988 Of Interest

Gamage wins MEC recognition
The Montgomery Education Con-

nection (MEC) has selected John
Gamage, business management teach-
er at Seneca Valley HS, as teacher of
the month for January.

According to Richard Dumais, prin-
cipal of Seneca Valley who nominated
him, Gamage has created many oppor-
tunities for his students to learn "first-
hand about the realities of the business
world."

As coordinator of the Classroom on
the Mall provram at Wheaton Plaza,
Garnage arranged for students from
throughout Montgomery County to at-
tend classes at facilities provided by
Woodward and Lothrop and Mont-
gomery Ward. The students were taught
accounting and merchandizing skills
to prepare them to manage a flower
kiosk at the mall.

As a member of the Germantown
Rotary Club, Garnage started an Inter-

act Club for students who want to
serve the school and community. Meet-
ing every Tuesday during open lunch,
the club has grown from 35 to 85
members in two years. Members of the
club meet with business people at both
school and business locations. Two stu-
dents are selected each year to attend
the World Affairs Conference at George
Mason University, a week-long confer-
ence for students to learn about world
affairs from experts in government.
Speakers from the Department of State
and the Pentagon lecture, and partici-
pants are invited to visit many govern-
ment offices.

Gamage arranges for entrepreneurs
to visit his classes on a regular basis,
and his students have heard from a
variety of self-employed business people:
the owner of Sassafras (a clothing store),
the owner of Century AMOCO, doc-

(cu:qinued on page 4)



1Bees bring entomologist to third grade
Melanie Odium, entomologist with

Ithe University of Maryland's coopera-
tive extension service, brought hun-
dreds of visitors with her when she
visited Sandi Shapiro's third grade class
at Bradley Hills ES.

The buzzing wooden "briefcase" she
carried contained a colony of bees in-
tent upon creating a hive and unaware
of the excitement they caused in the
classroom. Several wayward worker bees

even managed to wriggle free to ex-
plore the classroom.

Capturing this "teachable moment,"
Odium began by observing that, "we
have a few visitors with six legs in the
room as weil as some with two legs.
They are attracted to the ceiling lights
because they think that they are sun-
light. Bees are smart, but they don't
know how to think. They just react."

When the flying visitors had been
suitably examined, Odlum explained
that bees are so important that staff
members at the University of Mary-
land occupy an entire building in study-
ing them. "More has been written about
bees than about any animal except
humans."

Odium coatinued and explained how
bees help humans and plant life. "They
help flowers reproduce by pollinating
when flower pollen sticks to their bod-
ies and hairy legs. Without bees we
wouldn't have fruits, onions, garlic,

tit

carrots, broccoli. Bees enable us to get
seeds as well as fruits."

Noting that bees were not native to
this country but were brought here
from Europe, Odlum explained that
they were imported to produce honey
and wax, which she let the students
taste and examine.

The class explored bee anatomy us-
ing a large cut-away model. Odlum
explained that a bee's tongue has to be
long enough to reach into the flower to
the nectar and it is as long as the bee's

leg.
A discussion of bee sociology fol-

lowed. Odlum explained the organiza-
tion and maintenance of the hive and
discussed the different kinds of bees,
the worker, the drone and the queen,
explaining the responsibilities of each.

"The workers, who are all female,
secrete wax and build and maintain
the comb. They emerge fully grown
and begin to work before they are a
minute old. They know by instinct
what they must do and they work for
the rest of their lives. Bees don't sleep.
They only live about six weeks in
summer. A hive has as many as 60,000
bees in it, and workers have to feed
the larvae once every minute, 60 times
an hour. They literally work them-
selves to death.

"The drones are male bees who don't
do any work. They rely on the workers
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( who even feed them ). Their job is to
mate with the queen bee in the spring.
Then they are pushed out of the hive
and die.

"The queen bee is the mother of the
entire hive. When the queen gets old,
the workers select several larvae and
feed them special food called "royal
jelly." Those larvae fed this special
diet will emerge as queen bees, battle
for supremacy, and the survivor will
become the new mother of the hive.

Explaining bee behavior, Odium
pointed out that bees communicate by
touching antennae and by emitting a
smell. She posed a problem for the
class. "Suppose you left a large dish c
honey in the yard and a bee found it.
Hew would the bee tell the rest of the
hive?" One well-informed student ex-
plained that the bee would return to
the hive and dance and turn in a
pattern that would communicate the
location of the honey. Odlum said that
in finding their way in the world, bees
take intr, consideration the rotation of
the earth ard the position of the sun.

As Odium concluded she invited
students to take a closer look at the
hive. And after seeing, talking, listen-
ing, tasting, smelling and thinking
about bees, Sandi Shapiro's 24 third
graders understood many more of the
characteristics by which animals are
classified.

41.

Melanie Odium ex-
plains the activities
of a hive as students
look for the queen
bee.
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Drugs and alcohol
(continued from page I)
You won't ever be able to drink wine at
Christmas dinner, champagne at your
wedding, a toast on New Year's eve.
What have you observed about people
who drink?"

Class: "They get dizzy, violent, act
wild, yell, do crazy things."

Engelking: "Why do they do these
things? If alcohol is a depressant that
slows you down, why do people who
drink too much become so active? The
first thing alcohol depresses is the
brain. Flow long does it take alcohol to
reach .,he brain?"

Class: "An hour?"
Engelking: "Sixty seconds! When

you sip a drink it goes through the
stomach and into the blood in 60 sec-
onds. What part of the brain does
alcohol control first?"

Class: "Motor skills?" "Reflexes?"
Engelking: "No. It controls think-

ing, judgement, decision making. At a
party on a Saturday night, what deci-
sions are you going to have to make?
How much am I going to drink? How
am I going to get home? Am I going to
become involved in sex? How loud am
I going tr, be? How aggressive? How
angry? Am I going to take drugs? If
your decision-making power is de-
pressed, your choices will be different
than if you were making the same
decisions today, here, now."

She ended her presentation with a
sobering statistic, warning her audi-
ence that "younger kids are living long-
er; so are older people. Your age group
(13-19) is the only one for which the
death rate is going up."

Of InteresCANG!

Harry Pitt, superintendent
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Young artists bring bees to life.

Who.

Teacher of month
(continued from page 2)
tors, dentists, lawyers, accountants and
the principal of the school. According
to Gamage, "the only difference be-
tween a store owner and a lawyer is the
product or service they sell."

When asked how students reacted to
thinking of Principal Dumais as a busi-
nessman, Gamage said, "He is basical-
ly a manager. When he talked about
how much money a school spends they
were amazed."

Field trips to such places as McDon-
ald's regional corporate headquarters
have given students another perspec-
tive on managing a business.

Each business management student
is assigned the task of creating a busi-
ness on paper. This year's assignment
was to establish a Christmas tree lot.
Students were asked to consider such
things as location, traffic and parking,
visibility and access, rent, items to
sell, necessary licenses and the hours
of operation. Parts of this assignment
required information from the business
community and from state and local
governments.

According to Duinais, Gamage has
recruited "young entrepreneurs to show
our students that it can be done and
they can do it by hard work."

Next semester Gamage is planning
to start a new club called Young Entre-
preneurs for students who have some
type of business of their own or want
to begin one. "We'll meet once or twice
a month initially. I want stut1-nts to
examine self-employment as an alter-
native to a part time job. This way
they can set their own hours and rates."

Gamage not only has invited his
students to learn about the business
world, he has taught them how to
become part of it.

Rocks and minerals I
(continued from page 2)
cise. Using this table, students were
able to discover that the white, soft,
non-metallic stone each had was talc,
the softest mineral.

Summarizing the groups of rocks
(igneous, metamorphic and sedimenta-
ry), Banks confided that "sedimentary
are the fun rocks to work with because
they contain fossils." Holding up a
large piece of rock, he continued, "This
piece of shale is mud rock formed 200
million years ago. These tracks, found
in New Haven, CT, are dinosaur tracks."

Several students had brought rocks
for Banks to identify. Encouraging
any future geologi its, he told the class
that the Smithsonian "curates" more
than half a million specimens of miner-
als. "That means we assemble, main-
tain and make available for research
specimens that we feel are important
to mank:,..i."

"The project presented or reported herein was perfornwd pursuant to a grant from the
Department of Education. However. the opinions expressed herein do not nucessarily
reflect the position or policy of the Department of Education and no official
endorsement by the Department of Education shall tw inferred."

Paint Branch High School
14121 Old Columbia Pike
Burtonsville, Maryland 20866
384-2300
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Irene Spector has found unique way to warn about the dangers of smoking.

'Why downs don't smoke
IIrene Spector taught French, Span-

ish and Latin in Montgomery County
for 20 years before retiring to become
111"Peppi" the clown. Along with her
husband, also a clown named "Spec,"
she visited four first and second grade

Iclasses at Bethesda ES to explain why
clowns don't smoke.

As speakers for the American Lung
Association, Peppi and Spec have per-

Iformed before many young audiences
using fairy tales and sports figures to
make their point: Don't Smoke.

Spector displayed posters of instant-
!!ly recognizable athletes and asked why
these famous people were so good in
their respective sports. Answers var-
ied from "because he can jump high,"

to "because she can run fast." Spector
collected suggestions until she found
the one she had been seeking, "because
they don't smoke." Using this answer
as a launching pad, she explained how
smoking adversely affects different par:7
of the body, the heart, the lungs, the
circulation.

Sensitive to the issue of parents who
smoke, Spector offered suggestions
about how to encourage "people we
love" to stop smoking without offend-
ing them.

She ended her program by giving
each student a coloring book and stick-
ers provided by the American Lung
Association, and a "high five" that
made her hand squeak.

Nuclear engineer
empowers class

Nuclear energy implies both war and
peace. When Peter Tam, project man-
ager for the Beaver Valley nuclear
power plant outside of Pittsburgh, vis-
ited Rockview ES, he concentrated on
the peaceful uses of nuclear figsion.

An engineer with the Nuclear Regu-
latory Commission ( NRC), Tam is one
of 100 people who are responsible for
overseeing the safety at the nuclear
power plants spread across the country.

Speaking to 21 third, fourth and
fifth graders who had selected this as
a subject for study, Tam piqued their
curiosity. "I have added a small amount
of harmless radioactivity to this room.
See if you can find it." A geiger count-
er led students to the small disk he had
hidden under one of the books in the
media center.

Tam used the geiger counter to dem-
onstrate that there is constant harm-
less radiation bombarding us as the
earth moves through space. He ex-
plained that the geiger counter is only
one of many instruments that measure
the kind of radiation that cannot be
seen, such as x-ray, heat and microwave.

How can something that has not
ever been seen be understood? Tarn
turned to the chalkboard. "We have
not seen some things in nature, but we
know theL they exist. Drawing atoms
on the board, he compared alpha, beta
and gamma radiation.

Although a picture may be worth a
hundred words, a demonstration has
even greater power. Illustrating how
atoms can be split, Tam moved to a
three dimensional demonstration of nu-
clear fission. He had taped five inflated
balloons to books on a table. "I have
five nuclei of uranium atoms here."
Pretending to become a single neutron
travelling through space, he popped
the first balloon, the parts of which

(continued on page 2)
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The best way to compare plants and animals is to see them "up close and personal."

Genetic research is the splice of life
James Saunders, biochemist with ,ie

US Department of Agriculture, brought
a lot to his lecture at Piney Branch ES:
plants, worms, caterpillars, corks, vid-
eotapes, and an impressive series of
undergraduate and graduate degrees
in such areas as zoology, chemistry,
micro and molecular biology and ge-
netics.

Asked by Sherry McGinn to speak
to 77 fifth graders about the differ-
ences between plants and animals,
Saunders began by drawing a plant
cell and an animal cell on the chalk-
board and comparing them. "Animals
have an internal structure to hold them
up but when one of their cells dies, it
just collapses. Plants don't have a
similar internal structure, but their
cells have thick walls that give them
support. So when a plant cell dies, it
keeps the wall."

Turning to live specimens, Saunders
lifted a nearby plant. "This plant doesn't
move, it just sits here. Only its roots
and leaves can move. It manufactures
its owo food. However, he said, "Ani-
mals move tr find food and reproduce."

2 February 1988 Of Interest

Since Saunders is a researcher in
plant genetics, he also showed stu-
dents how plants naturally reproduce
through a time-lapse videotape.

Then he explained his work as a
genetic engineer. "There is an artificial
way for scientists to create a new kind
of plant. I do this kind of work by
removing the cell walls from two differ-
ent kinds of plant cells and shocking
them electrically causing them to fuse
into a unique new plant." Using a
second time-lapse video, Saunders
showed how a tomato cell and a potato
cell can be made to fuse.

Asked by the class if he could fuse a
plant cell with an animal cell, Saunders
explained that technology made this
possible, but laws prevented such ex-
periments. Explaining the restrictions
imposed upon genetic engineers, he
said that technology is moving so quick-
ly that the law is playing catch-up.
"One of the dangers of technology to-
day is that plants have many different
chemicals in them and scientists have
to be cautious about creating some-
thing potentially harmful."

*7

Saunders demonstrates cell fusion.

Saunders shared his most recent re-
search, explaining that he has success-
fully bred a unique plant, combining
two kinds of potatoes by splicing the
genes of a large potato that rots quick-
ly with the genes of a small potato that
spoils more slowly. The goal is to
create a plant that will produce medi-
um sized potatoes that will remain
edible longer. Saunders has succeeded
in creating the plant, but it has yet to
produce any potatoes.

Since improved production of food is
of critical interest all over the world,
Saunders used his research as an ex-
ample of how important it is for scien-
tists to share their discoveries. "The
genetic engineering I'm doing is a very
new science. It has the potential for
making great improvements; curing
diseases, creating new foods, improv-
ing production of medicines." Research
binds the world's scientific communi-
ty, he explained. "My research in Mary-
land may be read and used thousands
of miles away to create a new kind of
rice to feed a starving population."

Nuclear reactor
(continued from page 1)
flew off in every direction. Tam pro-
ceeded to pop each balloon, advising
his audience to watch how the pieces
flew apart and hit each other. "When a I
neutron hits an atom, the atom ex-
plodes, hitting other atoms and caus-
ing a domino effect."

Anchoring this concept to experi- 1
ence, Tam explained that 40 years ago,
this example of fission ended World
War I I when the United States explod-
ed the first atomic bomb. Tam had
brought a large poster of the Beaver
Valley nuclear power plant and he ex-
plained that after the war, "the presi-
dent decided to try to find peaceful
uses for nuclear energy."

After explaining how a nuclear reac- Itor works and drawing a schematic on
(continued on page 4)



Vaccaro taps resources
Resource Bank volunteer Dr. Mi-

chael Vaccaro, a retired metallurgical
engineer and former associate deputy
director of Goddard Space Center, has
many of the characteristics of the desk
he sits at when working at Montgom-
ery Blair HS. His desk is a strong,
solid, practical oak teacher's desk that
has endured the rigors of a full work-
ing life and still maintains its charm
and purpose.

Vaccaro has volunteered to help ma
resources in the physical sciences with
the needs of Montgomery County's
teachers and students. On Tnesdays,
Wednesdays and Thursdays he can be
found tucked into the chemistry lab at
Blair w3rking on a volunteer mentor
program for the magnet school. He
works by phone with Judy Messitte,
Resource Bank coordinator, to reach
into the scientific community and tap
resources otherwise inaccessible to
MCPS.

The broad range of his training and
working life enables Vaccaro to clarify
the need and contact the types of
resources for what are sometimes un-
usual scientific inquiries such as the
physics of amusement park rides or
how sound waves act in different gas-
es. As associate deputy director of
Goddard, he was responsible for the
business management of the space cen-
ter. As director of executive develop-
ment at the National Aeronautic and
Space Achninistration (NASA) he was
responsible for identifying and devel-
oping replacement candidates for the
top 100 positions in the NASA organi-
zation. Retired from federal service in
1980, Vaccaro became professor of grad-
uate studies at the University of Mary-
land where he taught students to
develop and identify skills associated
with managing large scale research
and development projects. Since his

(continued on page 41
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Michael Vaccaro is a natural resource.

Students experiment with mixing unmixables
Everyone knows that oil and water

don't mix. Not everyone knows why.
Ann Benbow and Martha Turckes, from
the American Chemical Society, helped
Katherine Driscoll's 4th graders at Lux-
manor ES find out.

Benbow focused on liquids, using
the combination of oil and water as an
example, explaining that in order for
the oil to disperse in the water, an
emulsifier is required. "In some salad
dressings, you have to add mustard to
help keep the droplets of oil dispersed
in the vinegar."

Students --2re paired and given ma-
Amu..

a

terials for an experiment: saucers of
milk, one skimmed and the other cream,
three different kinds of food coli,r, a
saucer of liquid detergent and a cotton
swab.

Each pair was instructed to place a
drop of each different color into one of
the milk samples and record what they
saw. They were asked to predict what
would happen when they put color into
the remaining milk sample and then do
it. "Will color do the same thing in
skimmed milk as in heavy cream?"
Benbow asked. Everyone peered into
their saucers to find out.

Students at Luxmanor ES create a dispersion using milk, food color and detergent.

DM NUN 11191111 r 2')."

"Now we're going to mix the unmix-
ables," Benbow explained. "The colors
did not mix at all in the heavy cream.
We need an emulsifier to create a dis-
persion. Take a cotton swab and dip it
in the liquid detergent. Then just touch
the swab to a drop of color. What
happens?"

Exclamations of surprise punctuat-
ed the silence as drop after drop of
color burst into the surrounding white
of the heavy cream. Driscoll captured
the excitement when she observed that
"the swab is sort of like a magic wand,
isn't it?"

Modeling sound scientific procedures,
Benbow helped the class record their
observations.

Ann Benbow describes chemical reaction.
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Using nuclear energy
for peaceful purposes
(continued from page 2)
the board, Tam asked students to lo-
cate the reactor in the photograp:A.
Everyone pointed to the familiar in-
verted funnels that rose in the air. Tam
pointed to the small rounded contain-
ment dome that comprises the reac-
tor's core. "This reactor has enough
power to supply Pittsburgh with all
the electricity it needs for two years."

Students had many questions about
the possibility of a nuclear accident.
Tam answered the questions candidly..
"This is an industrial plant and plaats
have accidents. There are many people
who are responsible for thinking about
how accidents might happen and for
designing the plant to make such acci-
dents unlikely. Reactors cannot ex-
plode like an atomic bomb. This chair
has all the atoms that can be found in
nitroglycerine. However, it won't ex-
plode because the atoms are not ar-
ranged to become nitroglycerine."

"But," a student persisted, "what
happens if one of those pipes carrying
hot water or steam bursts?" Tam reit-
erated some of the precautions built
into the design of the plant. "The pipe
is raised off the ground to prevent
anything from hitting it, and it is
made of special materials that will
resist rupture. We protect ourselves by
eliminating the causes of accidents.
We can never say that there are no
risks. Living involves risk. We try to
minimize the possible consequences by
being careful."

Harry Pitt, etwintendent
Stoves Diekeff, principal
Bally Keeler, project director
Judith Kramer, editor
William Mills, photographer
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gomery Education Connection, Inc.
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Peter Tam illustrates the layout of a
nulcear power plant like the Beaver Val-
ley reactor.

Vaccaro is resource
(continued from page 3)
retirement from that job in 1986 he has
been volunteer technical resources co-
ordinator for both Blair and the Re-
source Bank.

Asked what drew him to the school
system, Vaccaro explained that he's
"always been interested in the problem
of bridging the gap between education
and the world of work. Twelve years
ago, with the Office of Education, I

developed a series of math supple-
ments providing algebra, geometry and
trigonometry teachers with problems
from space where those principles were
applied. I try to get Montgomery Com-
fy's high technology people to be aware
of our need for mentors. How do we get
people's attention? How do we make
them understand that their time will
be well spent helping this particular
student? By dialogue. We have to make
a need so specific that mentors or
volunteers can identify with the re-
quest. We have to obtain enough infor-
mation from the user that the provider
will know what is expected. Finding
resources is a process, not a single
activity. It's a creative process."

That Vaccaro enjoys his work be-
comes obvious as he juggles an inter-
view with the constant ringing of his
phone and interruptions by both staff
and students. A teacher and student
approach his desk with a request for an
"acoustical physicist" to act as mentor
in an examination of how sound waves
react in different gases. Vaccaro turns
to the student, hands her a pad of
paper and instructs her: "Say in three
or four lines what you want from the
person you want to talk with. Don't
worry about fancy words. Just say
what you want and I'll meet with you
at 2:15 on Thursday. In the meantime,
I'll spend time calling some folks to
talk with you about your project."

In the chaos of the chemistry lab at
Blair there is an island of intensity
around Vaccaro. His experiencc ,nd
obvious commitment to science and
education have benefited students,
teachers and the scientific community.

"The project 'resented or reported herein was performed pursuant to a grant from the
Department of Education. However, the opinions expressed herein do not necessarily
reflect the position or policy of the Department of Education and no official
endorsement by the Department of Educatio.i shall be inferred."

Paint Branch High School
14121 Old Cdumbia Pike
Burtonsville, Maryknd 20866
384-2300
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MCPS photographer Bill Mils explains ids job to Piney Branch class.

I Getting down to business
IIf a picture is worth a thousand

words, Montgomery County's school
photographer Bill Mills has written

I volumes.
At Piney Branch ES, Mills took his

turn on the other side of the lens and
talked about his MCPS career with

ICarol Hylton's 3rd and 4th grade "Think-
ing Opportunities for Kids" class as
they began an in-depth study about
making career choices.

Mills' early interest in art supported
Hylton's belief that career skills and
interests can emerge at a very young

Iage. "When I was young," Mills ex-

plained, "I wanted ,to be a cartoonist.
My parents encouraged my interest in
photography." After studying business
administration and seeing The world Ls
a dishwasher on a ship ir the Pacific,
Mills c:a-ned bachelor's and master's
degrees in fine arts and taught photog-
raphy. "I decided to pick a career
doing something I really enjoyed." Mills,
who takes, develops and catalogues
practically all the photographs used in
MCPS publications, says that photog-
raphy gives him a chance to "show
appreciation of the life around me."

(continued on page 3)

Matclunaker
best in nation

Some matches are made in heaven,
but more than 700 have been made by
Judith Messitte, coordinator of the Con-
nection Resource Bank, this year's
Tupperware Apple Tree Award winner
for exceptional school volunteer pro-
grams.

Ceremcnies were held at the annual
conference of the National School Vol-
unteer Program (NSVP) in Long Beach,
CA, Feb. 8. Sally Jackson, MCPS coor-
dinator of volunteer services, and
Messitte accepted the award on behalf
of the school system and the Mont-
gomery Education Connection, a non-
profit foundation of business leaders
that developed the bank for MCPS.

The Montgomery Education Con-
nection (MEC), a school-business part-
nership formed by local business lead-
ers in 1984, developed the computer-
ized data base of more than 1,500
volunteer experts in science and math-
ematics and continues to support its
growth. Since its inception, the Re-
source Bank has provided direct serv-
ices to more than 20,000 MCPS stu-
dents.

Messitte noted that "it would be
impossible to place a dollar value on
the thousands of hours students are
spending with these experts. There's a
message in their enthusiasm and com-
mitment. 'Be the best that you can be
and then share what you know."

At the awards ceremony, NSVP Ex-
ecutive Director Daniel Merenda noted
that, "These programs serve as models
for schools around the country. We are
proud to recognize their accomplish-
ments in bringing schoola and commu-
nities closer together through the crea-
tive work of volunteers."

The Apple Tree award was re-
presented to the Board of Education
and the Montgomery Education Con-

(continued on page 4)
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Bridget Young lectures at Whitman

Accounting for
dollars and sense

Things have changed sii.ze the Sun
Oil Co. submitted its one page income
tax return in 1913, and Bridget Young,
public accountant with the firm of
Kasnett, Levine and Pasternack, ex-
plained some of those to Lynn Hildeb-
rand's accounting class at Walt Whit-
man HS.

"How many of you think you have
to be good at math to do accounting?
You don't have to be good at math. We
accountants now have calculators at-
tached to our right arms. Fifty years
ago a neighbor who is an accountant
applied for a job. The company gave
all applicants the phone book and made
them add all of the numbers on one
page. The one who correctly added
them the fastest got the job. Today
accounting requires common sense, log-
ic and a love and knowledge of details.
The tax laws don't always follow com-
mon sense, so you also need to learn
the law.

"As an accountant, you can work in
industry or in public accounting. In
industry you usually become an expert
in one area. You can `job cost' things,
allocating overhead, deciding what costs
go with which product. You can act as
comptroller, managing the assets of
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the company. You can become an audi-
tor, letting investors know that what
the company says about its money
management is fair. Finally, you can
work in tax preparation, reporting a
company's earnings to the government."

Public accounting, belonging to a
private firm and doing work for many
businesses, offers many different op-
portunities. In contrast to working in
industry where accountants deal with
the fiscal affairs of one organization,
much of the work public accountants
do involves preparing tax returns for a
number of individuals and businesses.

Young compared the requirements
and rewards of both types of account-
ing. "In industry, MBA's are impor-
tant. In public accounting, you have to
be a catified public accountant, a CPA."

She contrasted the salary scales. "In
a major industrial company you can
begin low, $18,000 a year, and rise
quickly in five years to $40,000. Public
accountants charge by the hour. Actu-
al earnings depend on the complexity
of the work."

Turning to the pleasures of the job,
Young explained that she enjoys the
"variety and the sense I get about
what's going on out there. I see so
many different things all the time. On
individual tax returns you get to see
how people manage their lives. A man
earning $100,000 a year will come in
not having saved a cent. At times I
have to be a detective. I have one
client who is allergic to keeping re-
cords and every year it takes me a
week to file his return. I have to try
and figure out what he did and why. I
have other clients who make me ex-
plain in detail why I changed one
number on their returns."

Young explained that the intellectu-
al challenges change continuously. "One
moment I'll advise doctors on invest-
ments and the next moment I'll advise
a sewer company about setting up a
pension plan. We have one client with
a 145 page tax return. Things have
gotten immensely more complicated
since Sun Oil's one page return. I enjoy
the closure you getyou do a job, it's
finished and you go away."

Touching briefly on the future of
accounting, Young observed that "in
certain parts of the country you can
key all your tax information into com-
puters and send it electronically to the
Internal Revenue Service. Perhaps some
day the IRS will file your tax returns
for you using their records.
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Know Resource-full
Teachers?

Nominate them for the
TEACHER OF THE
MONTH AWARD!

The Montgomery Educa-
tion Connection wants to
recognize and reward teach-
ers who show creative use
of community resourcea by
financing a day of leave to
visit a business, and award-
ing an honorarium of $100.

One nomination entitles
nominee to consideration
for the entire year. Peer
and self-nominations are
accepted.

Forms are available in all
schools or call Sally Keeler,
279-3391 for more infor-
mation.
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Accounting student learns about Job.
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Spencer Bartley, of Southland Corp., teaches students the importance of self-confidence.

Southland recruiter challenges
students to 'believe in yourself'
When Spencer Bartley, division re-

cruiter for the Southland Corporation,
tells basic skills students they can
succeed if they believe in themselves,
he speaks from experience.

At Wood JHS, Bartley met with 22
basic skills math students and shared
his story. "When I was in school, I
used to stutter and had trouble under-
standing and remembering things. My
IQ was so low you needed a flashlight
to find it. They used to call me 'dum-
my.' The school told my grandfather
that I had a problem. My grandfather
told the school to look again. He believed
in me. He taught me to believe in
myself."

Bartley is committed to nurturing
students who are struggling academi-
cally. "Success has nothing to do with
age. You can have trouble remembering
and still be successful. You don't have

to be a good speller to be successful.
Math? You can handle it. And even if
you can't, you can be a success." He is
his own best example. Bartley began
working for Southland by sweeping
the parking lot of a Seven Eleven
store.

Mesmerizing his audience with sto-
ries about growing up "dumb," in a
poor section of Chicago, Bartley en-
courages them. "The minority group I
want you to belong to has nothing to
do with the color of your skin. We're
the 'make it happen group." Walking
among the students, Bartley made ex-
traordinary things happen. People
laughed, blushed, shook his hand and
listened intently. Preaching the gospel
of "PMA" (positive mental attitude),
he entertained, encouraged and en-
lightened at the same time. His topic
was mathematics but his message was
self-esteem.

RFST COPY AVAILABLE

hotographer
(continued from page 1)

With a well-worn black camera bag
slung across his shoulder and several
cameras hanging from his neck, Mills
fielded questions about his job. "One
of the benefits of my work is that I get
to go home every night. I have friends
who have to travel for months at a
time, and I enjoy being with my family
as much as possible." Asked if he
photographs his children much, Mills
responded, "I'd rather play ball with
them than take pictures of them playing."

He said he enjoys the constant change
of environment involved in his work,
going out to "shoot" pictures all over
Montgomery County, developing them
in his darkroom, and working with the
graphics department to catalog the
thousands of photographs.

Responding to a question about his
casual dress, Mills demonstrated why
he chooses not to wear a business suit.
Stretching out on the floor and aiming
his camera up at a student, he explained
the importance of feeling "free to move,
to climb on chairs and stretch out on
the ground."

Explaining his philosophy of pho-
tography, Mills talked about captur-
ing the best moment on film, the lively
expression or gesture. "Sometimes a
great picture will be given to you as a

U.
U.gif t."
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Bartley practices what he teaches.
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The Apple Tree Award is presented to
MCPS and the Montgomery Education
Connection. From left, Fredric Bell, Judy
Kramer, James Cronin, Arnold Avant,
Judy Messitte, Sally Keeler, Sally Jackson,
Daniel Merenda, William Jones, Sharon
DiFonzo, Jean Sutton, Harry Pitt and
Blair Ewing.

Bank recognized
(continued from page 1)
nection by Merenda at the March 3rd
meeting of the Board of Education.
Connection President, William H. Jones,
vice president of PEPCO, Fredric J.
Bell, senior vice president of W. Bell &
Company, and Jean Sutton, group su-
pervisor of computer systems and fa-
cilities for Vitro Corporation accepted
the award on behalf of the Connection.
Bell and Sutton serve as co-chairmen

1.11111-
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In the areas of science and
math, the CONNECTION RE-
SOURCE BANK can:

Get speakers for your classes
Get mentors for your students
Locate tutors
Arrange field trips and intern-
ships

More than 1,500 volunteer ex-
perts are in the data base.

More than 20,000 MCPS stu-
dents have already received di-
rect services.

To reserve a resource, call Judy
Messitte at 762-6192.

/

of the Resource Bank Committee. LI

. . Of Interest Mil

Hairy Pitt, supwintendent
Steven Dicke% principal
Sift Radar, project director
Judith Know, editor
MUM 10111, photopapher
Published by the Montgomery County
Public Schools for teachers monthly, Oc-
t** through May, thou& an Excel-
leo IA Educatice award to P.M Muth

.1 from the U.S. Department
of , ,and funds from the Mont-
gomery Education Connection, Inc.

Messitte (right) makes data base match.

"The project presented or reported herein was performed pursuant to a grant from the
Department of Education. However, the opinions expressed herein do not necessarily
reflect the position or policy of the Department of Education and no officialendorsement by the Department of Education shall be inferred."

Paint Branch High School
14121 Old Columbia Pike
Burtonsville, Maryland 20866
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INaturalist Glenn Cumings completes lecture about snakes with a hands-on opportunity.

!Snakes: seeing is believin.g
He slowly undid the tight knot at

the top of the dangling pillow case.
Reaching in carefully he withdrew a
5-foot-long, reddish brown corn snake
that coiled around his wrist like an
ancient bracelet.

To Glenn Cumings, park naturalist
at the Maydale Nature Center in Silver
Spring, snakes are fascinating and beau-
tiful. Speaking to 22 4th, 5th and 6th
graders at Highland View ES as part
of their science symposium, Cumings
shared his life-long love of snakes.
A collector since the age of 5,

Cumings' presentation included aklide
show of many of the 117 varieties of
snakes found in the United States.
Sharing facts and myths alike, he
entertained his audience with the ad-
ventures of his many years of snake-
catching and keeping. In the tradition

of an olu-time storyteller, he told about
the pet snake that escaped into his car
while he was driving and managed to
wriggle out of the door and return to
its natural home.

A veritable encyclopedia of informa-
tion, Cumings discussed snake physi-
ology, habits and habitats. Many stu-
dents were interested in the dangers of
snake bites and he explained how to
identify poisonous snakes, how they
poison their prey and how to treat a
snake bite. According to Cumings, all
snakes are beneficial to the environ-
ment and none should ever be killed
"unless directly threatening a human
being."

At the conclusion of the slide show,
an air of expectation filled the class-
room as Cumings reached for the 3

(continued on page 4)

Expo experts
In a crescendo that began building

slowly in October and peaked in March,
Dan Lerner, interdisciplinary science
resource teacher at Highland View ES,
orchestrated the 4th Annual Science
Expo involving 229 exhibitors from
grades K-6.

Starting the school year by whetting
student interest in science, Lerner
worked with the Resource Bank and
invited a series of 20 scientists to visit
the school and share their expertise.
Speakers complemented the subject
areas in the general elementary science
curriculum, such as matter, energy,
living things, environmental science
and laboratory skills.

Students who were interested in ex-
pansion and contraction were invited
to see a physicist from the National
Bureau of Standards demonstrate cry-
ogenics and the properties of super-
cooled liquids. Students interested in
artificial intelligence chose to watch a
systems engineer from Eaton Corpora-
tion create a living computer.

To stimulate student participation
in the noncompetitive exhibition, Lerner
visited each class with a slide presenta-
tion showing many of the projects
front last year's symposium at which
every participant received a ribbon and
certificate. The reward kty in presenting
their projects to their parents, peers
and members of the Board of Education.

Fun with fossils. See story on page 3.
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As "processor" receives the data from "control" (Hillman), "Input," "memory" and "output" await their turn to convert data into
information as students simulate a computer.

Humans being computers
When David Hillman, systems engi-

neer working with artificial intelligence
for Eaton Corporation, told 2nd and
3rd graders at Highland View ES that
they were going to learn about com-
puters, he didn't tell them that they
were going to become one.

Defining a computer as "a machine
that does things with something called
data," Hillman proceeded to pull the
explanation of the terms from the stu-
dents themselves.

"If data is anything that's a letter or
a number, gimme data!" He got what
he asked for and the chalkboard was
covered with random numbers and let-
ters. "If I put a 'D,' an 'A,' a 'V, an 'I'
and a 'D' on the board, what've I got?"
"David!" was the shouted reply. "Right!
If I string all these pieces of data
together, now I have a word. I have
more than just data. I have informa-
tion. 'David,' means me! That's what a
computer does, it takes in data and
puts out infomation."

Referring to computers as "down-
right stupid, but able t,o do some very
simple things very very quickly,"
Hillman illustrated how quickly a com-
puter can add and subtract.

Drawing a computer on the board,
Hillman labeled and defined the five
parts in terms easily undersWod by his
audience. "Memory is like an imagi-
nary piece of paper that will remember
letters and numbers. The disk drive is
the computer's memory. Input is the

2 April 1988 0/ Interest

keyboard on which you type the data.
Output is the screen on which you sec
the information. The processor is the
part of the computer that works with
the data. The program disk is the
control, the boss, and you control the
program disk."

Having established carefully a foun-
dation of common understanding, Hill-
man built a computer out of volun-
teers. Each student wore a sign signi-
fying his or her function: dlta, input,
memory, processor, output.

Like the conductor of an orchestra,
Hillman told data to whisper her num-
ber to input. Input whispered it to
memory. Memory wrote it down. Proc-
essor got the first number from memo-
ry, and then a second number. He
added the two numbers and told mem-
ory. Memory told output what the
answer was. High technology was made
visual, experiential and real.

When Hillman ended his presenta-
tion, a tight group of seven students
surrounded him bombarding him with
further questions. Dan Lerner, inter-
disciplinary science specialist at High-
land View, watched carefully. "That's
what it's all about. Most of the class
will absorb what they are interested in.
Then you have a group of five or six
who crowd around and want to know
mom They're the ones who will re-
member this ink :nation years from
now."
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Student learns his role in simulation,



101d rock groups never die
What do Paul McCartney, Ringo

Starr, George Harrison and John Lennon
have in common with fossils? All are
rock "stars."

Passing around fossils preserved in
stone, Gladys Fuller was surprised when
one 3rd grader showed her the speci-
men in his hand and announced that,
"This ;s my favorite rock group."

"What group is that?" Fuller respond-
ed. Extending his hand to display the
insect fossil imbedded in the stone, he
replied, "The Beatles!" Fuller laughed
appreciatively. The student was hold-
ing a beetle-like fossil that was more
than 300 million yt Ts old.

Fuller, physics instructor at Mont-
gomery College and mineral stiences
docent at the Smithsonian Museum,
used her private collection to demon-
strate the six different ways that fos-
sils are formed. She began by defining
fossils as "the remains or traces of life
that existed many thousands of years
ago."

Ancient animal "hard parts" such as
teeth, bones and shells were inspected.
Most popular among this group was a
large serrated shark's tooth. Passing
around the petrified vertebrae of a
huge sea animal and a rock-like piece
of wood, Fuller explained the process
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that occurs when something living dies
and turns to stone through a series of
chemical chaRjes. She had examples of
leaf and fish fossils carbonized by mil-
lions of years under great pressure.
Another variation included those fos-
sils created when plants and animals
left the imprints of their bodies in
rocks. Now molds and casts can be
made of their forms. Traces of life,
such as fossilized footprints and tail-
prints, offered still another record of
life on earth millions of years ago.
Finally Fuller spoke about fossils pre-
served in tar pits and glacial ice that
included preservation of the soft parts
of the specimens as well as the hard
parts.

Asked how the age of a fossil can be
determined, Fuller discussed the im-
portance of knowing where it was found
and examining the layer of earth in
which it was discovered.

Citing fossil location as an impor-
tant "tool" of the archeologist in his or
her investigation, Fuller noted that
Maryland is one of the few states to

ye its own state fossil, a shellfish
fossil first found within its borders
that was not known to exist anywhere
else in the world.
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Know Resource-full
Teachers?

Nominate them for the
TEACHER OF THE
MONTH AWARD!

The Montgomery Educa-
tion Connection wants to
recPgnize and reward teach-
ers who show creative use
of community resources by
financing a day of leave to
visit a business, and award-
ing an honorarium of $100.

One nomination entitles
nominee to consideration
for the entire year. Peer
and self-nominations are
accepted.

Forms are available in all
schools or call Sally Keeler,
279-3391 for more infor-
mation.

Gladys Fuller, museum docent, shares the "old" with the "new" as 3rd graders at Highland View ES explore the world of fossils.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
2 Of Interest April 1988 3



Christiansen is
teacher of month

The Montgomery Education Con-
nection has selected Stephen Christian-
sen, Ridgeview JHS science teacher, as
April Teacher of the Month based upon
his work with the National Bureau of
Standards (NBS) to develop and im-
plement the STEP (Science Technolo-
gy and Enrichment Program) and
REAP (Resource Education Awareness
Partnership) programs.

These programs were established to
utilize Bureau scientists as educational
resources. Started as a venture be-
tween Ridgeview and NBS to enhance
the science and math curriculum, they
were expanded to serve all Montgomery
County schools.

Christiansen worked with scientists
to develop a range of presentations
and a schedule, modifying a computer
data base program for tracking presen-
ters and presentations.

Because of his familiarity with the
resources at NBS, Christiansen was
asked by MCPS to arrange for newly
hired science and math teachers to
tour the facility, meet the scientists
and become familiar with the work and
research being done there. Working
through REAP, he set up a meeting of
teachers and scientists.

As a teacher interested in motiva-
ting his students to see the applica-
tions of science, Christiansen coordi-
nated a school project on crime detec-
tion and law enforcement. In connec-
tion with a unit on drugs, controlled

41:
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Christiansen of Ridgeview IllS selected.

dangerous substances, tobacco and al-
cohol, he invited police officers and
detectives to talk about their roles in
preventing and solving crime. Through
a series of speakers, students learned
about fingerprints (how to take them
and read them),and how the study of
handwriting can reveal information
about the writer. There were lectures
about how crimes are detected and
how criminals are tracked. Visits to
the Federal Bureau of Investigation
(FI31 ) reinforced the uses of science in
law enforcement.

Christiansen will receive a $100 check
from the Connection and have the op-
portunity to take a day of administra-
tive leave to visit an area business to
increase his knowledge about resources
available to the schools.

Studying snakes I
(continued from page 1)

pillowcases he had brought with him.
":( carry snakes in pillowcases because
they can breathe through the cloth and
it is soft. You have to tie the knot
really tight or a snake will use its head
and nose to push through."

As Cumings withdrew each snake,
students crowded around to hold and
touch it. Selecting the "mellow-natured"
corn snake, Cumings allowed several
students to drape it over their shoul-
ders where it coiled obligingly around
their necks.

.,

1

Cold-blooded necklace decorates adven-
turesome student.

Harry Pitt, superintendent
Steven Die heft principal
Sally Reeler, project director
Judith Kramer, editor
Mils= Mills, photographer
Published by the Montgomery eounty
Public Schools for teachers monthly, Oc-
tober through May, through an Excel-
lence in Education award to Paint Branch
High School from the U.S. Department
of Education and funds from the Mont-
gomery Education Connection, Inc.

"The project presented or reported herein was performed pursuant to a grant from the
Department of Education. However, the opinions expressed herein do not necessarily
reflect the position or policy of the Department of Education and no official
endorsement by the Department of Education shall be inferred."

Paint Branch High School
14121 Old Columbia Pike
Burtonsville, Maryland 20866
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TOK student (above) reacts to an invitation to 'invent as many uses for this paper plate as you can think of (below):

'Inventing is a class act
IIf necessity is the mother of inven-

tion, then Marion Canedo is at least an
aunt or cousin. Founder of "The Inven-
Ition Convention," a Buffalo, NY, pro-
gram thr i, encourages school students
to "invent with their hands what their

Iminds dream up, and submit ideas for
inventions they think would fill a need
or improve existing machines or prod-
ucts," Canedo, a principal, is on loan to
the U.S. Commerce Department as a
consultant.

Visiting Francis Elder's Thinl ing
Opportunities for Kids (TOK ) class at
Georgian Forest ES. she came to class
with a suitcase of information, slides,
and inventions. Committed to helping
the U.S. Patent and Trademark Com-
mission head off the flood of invention
rights being awarded to foreign com-
petitors of the United States, Caned()
is a one-woman early intervention
program.

"Thomas Edison," she explained,
"knew at least 1,000 things that didn't
work, and he was thrilled because it
offered him 1,000 opportunities to cre-
ate things." Canedo is in the business
of offering children the same opportu-
nities.

"To become a good thinker you have
to usc creative thinking that involves
brainstorming, freewheeling or hitch-
hiking one idea upon another. You
have to defer judgment. Nothing is
wrong. Everything is right. Creativity
requires postponement of criticism."

Canedo practices what she teaches.
Each student was given a white paper
plate. "How many different things can
this paper plate become other than
something to eat on at a picnicT' she
challenged. The class was divided into
five groups and given one minute to
record their ideas. After polling each

(continued on page 2)
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Canedo discusses 'weird and wacky' inventions from the past.

"P.

Canedo explains that inventions are protected by the Constitution. Students brainstorm ideas for using a paper plate.

Speaker invites students to invent
(contimwd from page 1)
group to eliminate repetition. Canedo
reported that in one minute the class
had created 42 brand new ideas for
using a paper plate (as a mask, bank,
hat, frisbee, wakh, fan, flying saucer,
a hubcap, tire, globe, sun dial, lamp-
shade, bug swatter, etc.).

Explaining that. "Everything around
you is an invention," Canedo defined
property, intellectual property, patents,
trade marks and service marks and
explained how they can lw protected.

Using a series of slides she shared
"weird and wacky inventions" that nev-
er made it to the big-time, such as a
bustle-stool hidden in the voluminous
folds of a 1900's dress that allowed the
wearer to constantly have a chair at
her disposal; a 1920s device for shap-
ing the upper lip into tile classic bow
shape popular them a imrtable sleep-

2 NI ny 1988 Of Interest

ing cushion that enabled the user to
sleep in a sitting position by supporting
the head on a wooden pole.

The slide show included more recent
inventions by the students at her school
such as the "slipper-lights," bedroom
slippers with flashlights in the toes for
walking in the dark. Canedo had exam-
ples of student inventions with her:
shoe-mops that made one student's
sweeping chore more manageable and
a shirt with a zipper at the bottom of
tlw pocket to eliminate diggiug for an
object from the top.

Canedo is part of a national effort
whose aim is to rekindle American
innovation at a stage where it burns
most. brightly --childhood. This nation-
al effort has seen the development of
two national invention competitions
for children, Tlw Weekly Reader Na-
tional Invention Contest and Invent

America. The Patent and Trademark
office has coordinated three national
conferences and has participated i

dozens of others, allowing parents, teach
ers, school administrators and educa-
tional experts to exchange ideas on
promoting problem-solving and ana
lytical skills among kindergarten
through eighth graders. This year, the
third national conference will be hel
June 2-4 in Dallas, Texas.

Canedo also serves as a key parti-
cipant in a new educational/industrial/
governmental umbrella known as "Proj
ect XL" an effort "dedicated to th
development and proliferation of pro-
grams that teach children to think
analytically and creatively."

For more information about inven-
tion competitions, demonstrations and
programs call Judy Messitte at the
Resource Bank, 762-6192.



The art and science of architecture
When it was Over, :14 students at

Damascus High School had heard the
Igood, the bad and the ugly about
careers in architecture.

Referring to architects as the "au-
thors of the built environment," Lois

IThibault, director of education pro-
grams for the American Institute of
Architects, led her audience on a whirl-

Iwind tour of career possibilities in the
field. "You can work in small or large
firms, in housing, commercial, health
caw, recreation, landscape, museum.

Istage and costume or product design.
Employers can include private and pub-
lic agencies, colkges and universities,
real estate developers, construction corn-

I panics, digests and newsimpers."
Salaries for recent architect school

graduates begin around $20,000 a year
Iand can increase well into the $30's
after completion of an internship. The
average annual salary for principals of
large firms is often over $100,000 a
year.

The road to professional licensure as
an architect is rigorous according to
Thibault. "You must have a first pro-
Ifessional degree from an accredited
school of architecture (there are 93 in
the country). After earning a profes-
sional degree you must serve a three

1 year internship to get practical train-
ing. Finally, to be licensed by the state
you must pass a four day-long archi-
tecture registration exam.

Explaining that, "Many architects
can't think or stwak without a pencil in
hand,'"Hdbault added, "You don't have
t () be able to draw well to be an archi-
tect. You do have to be able to commu-
nicate in written and spoken word and
through drawings. You have to have a
twoblem-solving nature, and should be
good in math through calculus." She
recommended taking a broad range of
courses in high school and college,
including history. English, art (sketch-
ing), business and computer courses.

Lee Waldrep, former national vice-
president of the Anwrican Institute of
Architecture Students, spoke about his
extwriences as an architecture student
and the research he is doing for a book
reviewing schools of architecture in the
United States. interested in the field
as a result of a drafting course in
junior high school, he explained that
there ae three ingredients necessary
to become an architect: dedication (" t's
not a 9 to 5 kin(I of job."), talent ("Ym)
need to be ahle to draw and he crea-
tiv('.") and tlw ability to problem-solve.

Getting down to the ugly side of
career preparation. he warned that.
"The workload is excessive and time
management skills are critical. Archi-
tecture students sometimes pull sever-
al all-nighters in a row doing final
projects that must be presented to a
jury of professors and visiting archi-
tects. Public criticism is unique to the
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Lois Thibault (standing) and Lee Waldrep (seated front) explain how to become an architect to students at Damascus 11S.
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profession. Your design is critiqued in
front of your peers. Many students
take it twrsonally and find the public
evaluation difficult to handle, but that's
the method of karning if you are an
architecture student."

The good side of preparing to be-
come an architect, according to Waldrep.
involves camaraderie with classmates,
close and informal relationships with
professors, and the personal space each
student is given in the school building,
including a drafting table and supply
cabinet.

Both speakers agreed that ;ob satis-
faction is high among arcf cts. A
survey indicated that 82 percent of
those questioned said that they would
still choose to become architects. "To
be able to walk through a space you've
designed that's a wonderful feeling!"
Thilmult explained.

The Resource Bank is no longer
accepting requests for this school
year. Teachers are encouraged to
to visit the Bank at Julius West
MS, Room 11, during the sum-
mer and browse through resources
available next year in science and
mathematics. Call Judy Messitte,
Bank Coordinator at 762-6192.
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Highland View student gets a close look at how a magnet reacts above a superconductor cooled with liquid nitrogen.
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Class observes the unexpected 'levitation of a magnet as Van Degrift demonstrates. Liquid nitrogen 'catches' dust.
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:National Bureau of Stand' Ards physicist catches cold

Some like it hot. Craig Van Degrift
Ilikes it cold, very cold. As a boy living
in southern California, he used to put
wet dish rags into the freezer to see
how they froze. "In our climate, I

Icouldn't see it any other way." Now
involved in cryogenic research at the
National Bureau of Standards, Van
Degrift put on a "cool" show for High-

Iland View's 4th graders.
Star of the show was a quartersized

ceramic di:Ai. "This is the first time I
have been able to bring a superconductor
Ito a lature," Van Degrift explained.
Setting it on a styrofoam cup and
cooling it with liquid nitrogen, he place i
la small magnet above the frown disk
where it hovered magically in the air.
"In this demonstration, the supercooled
ceramic disk acts like an imaginary

Iopposing magnet, repelling the one I
placed above it." Van Degrift explained
that by using superconductoN to cre-
ate a powerful permanent ekctromag-
Inet, entire trains can be made to levi-
tate above tracks of ordinary metal.

Like a magician delighting in sur-
prising his audience, Van Degrift
performed Other demonstrations involv-
ing low-temperature physics.

Proving that air can become a liq-
uid, he dipped an inflated balloon into
a can of liquid nitrogen. As the balloon
shriveled, the air inside liquefied and
sloshed at the bottom. At room tem-
perature, the balloon reinflated within
seconds and the liquid inside dis-
appeared.

Responding to a question about how
wet clothing hung outside in the win-
ter can dry, Van Degrift explained that
ice that forms on the clothes will turn
directly to gas without melting when
it's really cold outside. "This same
phenomenon is what allows us to have
freew-dried food s."

Filling a coffee can with liquid nitro-
gen, Van Degrift noted that, "Rubber
doesn't work well when it's cold." lie
dipped a flexible piece of rubber tubing
into a can of liquid nitrogen. The fro-
wn coil that emerged shattered like

glass when struck. Reflecting on the
Challenger disaster that resulted when
the rubber rings linking rocket stages
lost their flexibility due to a sudden
drop in temperature, Van Degrift not-
ed that decisions involving science of-
ten are made by non-scientists. "Even
if you're not working in the field, you
snould understand and respect scien-
tific measurements."

In a final demonstration, Van Degrift
led his audience into a hallway and to
the astonishment of teachers and stu-
dents alike, he spilled the liquid nitro-
gen onto the floor and carpet where it
splattered, hissed, sizzled and spun
into balls of dark dust as it skittered
down the corridor and across t.he car-
pet. "For some unknown reason, liquid
nitrogen attracts dust," he explained.

Obviously enjoying his work, Van
Degrift noted that since society is let-
ting him "have a lot of fun" doing
research, he feels that volunteering for
the Resource Bank is an obligation and
a way of saying thanks.

III-Iolborow wins resource award
Illw A taste of anything good will only

het the appetite. Since business law
covers an enormous range of topics,

leVirginia Holborow, business law teach-
r at Wootton HS, has presented her

classes with a smorgasbord of experts
in the field.

IThe Montgomery Education Con-
nection selected Holborow as "Teacher
of the Month," based upon the number

Iand variety of speakers she has invited
to make presentations to her classes.

A review of topics presented this
year reads like a who's who and what's
that in business law. Search and sei-
Aires, real estate law, the State's At-
torney, patent law, tort law, police
work, comptroller of the Medical Serv-
Iti'ce Corps, auto insurance, entrepre-

eurial internships, the law and the
consumer, how candidates are financed,

Ichild abuse, business law and the school
system, white collar crimes, malprac-
tice, the Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
sion, real estate, real estate contracts

land juvenile law are only some of the
topics covered by speakers this year.

In addition to inviting the communi-

ty in, llolborow has taken her classes
out into the world of business law.
Field trips to the Supreme Court, the
Federal Bureau of Investigation and
the Distria Court have excited stu-
dent interest. "We were lucky this
year," Ilolborow admits. "We got to
see a case presented lwfore the Su-
preme Court when we visited."

She spoke enthusiastically about one
presenter, a vice presi,lent of First
American Bank, who showed her classes
how comnwrcials for the bank are made.
"It was fantastic to see!" noted Hol-
borow.

As a former colleague of State's At-
torney Andrew Sonner, who taught
with her at Walter Johnson HS while
he was attending law school at night,
she has invited him to address her
classes twice a year.

Holborow has taught business courses
at Wootton for 16 years. Before that
she taught subjects as different as
Englkh, science and physical educa-
tion in places as far apart as Florida
and Newfoundland.

REST COPY AVAILABLE
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Virginia Holborow is Teacher of the Month.
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and schools connect
The romance between the business

community and the Montgomery Colin-
!'ty Public Schools has gone beyond
courtship and into marriage.

In a partnership that is just com-
pleting its fourth year, the Montgomery

IEducation Connection, a non-profit foun-
dation of businesspeople dedicated to
facilitating a sharing of expertise and

Iresources with MCPS can boast of
several remarka He milestom .i.

The first project undertaken by the
Connection was the formation of a

Idata base of volunteer resources in
science and mathematics that could be
made available to teachers upon phoned
request. Since its inception two years

Iago, the Connection Resource !Link
has filled more than 900 teacher re-
quests for speakers, mentors and RAI
Itrips, offering direct services to more
than 29,000 MCPS students. Presently
the data base includes more than 1,500
resources.

IOf Interest, the monthly newsletter
for MCPS teachers highlighting many
of the resources available through the
Bank, has been funded through a two-

Iyear Excellence in Education award
from the U.S. Department of Educa-
tion and funds from the Montgomery
Education Connection. When the grant.
project ends in September, the Connec-
tion will become the sole sponsor of the
newsletter with continued support from
MCPS. Of Interest, will become a ma-
jor part of the business community's
commitar-3nt to sharing its vast re-
sources.

IOther projects developed and sup-
ported by the Connection include the
following programs.

The summer Business Institute for
IEducators was begun in 1983 and orig-
inally sponsored by IBM, Supported

by the Connection and Washington
metropolitan area businesses and school
systems, its mission is to provide pro-
fessional and personal development,
workshops. In areas such as team build-
ing, stress management, personal plan-
ning, managing change and the class-
room of the future the Business Insti-
tute offers teachers the opportunity to
attend eight days of seminars and work-
shops that had been developed by pri-
vate corporations for their staff mem-
bers .

State in-service credit is available or
graduate credit if a participant wishes
to pay the tuition fee. Last summer,
more than 40 companies and trainers
provided seminars, workshops or fund-
ing for more than 150 educators from
the Washington metropolitan area. The
Business Institute is now an independ-
ent non-profit organization continuing
to offer teachers unique opportunities
for growth.

Who can help students understand
the personal qualities needed in the
workplace better than employers? The
Connection has developed the STARS
project (Student.. Achieving Real Suc-
cess) that links the business communi-
ty with two high schools, Montgomery
Blair and Richard Montgomery. It was
begun as pilot project to help students,
vocational anti college bound, learn the
etiquette and personal requirements of
the workplace. Business leaders and
school staff held panel discussions about
their mutual need to act as role models
and prepare students to enter the mar-
ketplace. The Co. .wction hosted teach-
ers for luneh during an in-service day,
provided the funds for four showings
of the multimedia production -Para-
dise." and supported job and career
fairs at the schools, offering students

1 1 986 - 87 1987 - 88 %INCREASE
SEPT 3 77 425 1 2.7
CCT 1_,009,_ 1,22 1 21,0
WV 4,061,
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CHILDREN SERVED

NUMBER OF
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the opportunity to met prospective
employers anti practice what they had
been taught. The fairs included semi-
nars on such topics as re'sume" writing,
job interviewing and looking for work.

Following the student one step beyond
employment, the Corrwction has initi-
ated the Student Investment Project
(SIP) to help students learn to handle
disposable income. New this year, SIP
offered one and one-half days of in-
service training to all MCPS econom-
ics teachers on how to make use of the
stock market in teaching economics.
An all-day session in November was
particularly timely in light of the Octo-
ber crash. Funds also were made avail-
able to the teachers for teams of stu-
dents to take part in The Stock Market
Game, a national program developed
and partly funded by the Securities
Industry Association.

In order to attract t. best and
lwightest teachers to M .goniery Coun-
ty, the Connection has established a
job bank to help new teachers under
contract who need employinent during
the summer before starting th,..ir work
with MCPS. Daring the past two sum-
mers the job bank has provided em-
ployment for nearly 40 such teachers.

As in any good marriage, there should
be celebrations. By establishing the
"Teacher of the Month Award," the
Connection has recognized the creativ-
ity of teachers who have done an out-
standing job reaching into the busi-
ness and scientific communities for
resources. Selected teachers receive an
honorarium of $100 and a day of ad-
ministrative leave to visit, a business
resource.

The partnership is thriving. The fatu-
ity of projects is growing. Both MCI'S
and the Montgomery EducaCon Con-
nection are working together to offer

(continue(1 on page 8)
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Connection leaders
(continu('d from page 7)
students a richer understanding of their
world.

Connection leaders bring a wealth of

experience to their jobs, a fact that is
very evident with the two men at the
helm this year and next.

Current president William H. Jones
typifies the community-minded corpo-
rate executive with a company that
has a long history of collaborative ac-
tivities with MC;)S. Jones, vice presi-
dent for corporate affairs for Potomac
Electric Power Company, brings ex-
tensive knowledge of the business com-
munity to the Connection as a result of
his current position and more than 15
years as a business editor and reporter
for the Washington Post,

President-elect Donald R. Johnson
is director of the National Measure-
ment Laboratory at the National Bu-
reau of Standards (NHS) and is currently
on special assignment heading an NBS
task force to implement Lew technolo-
gy competitiveness activities related
to pending legislation. Johnson brings
a broad government perspective to the

Vt.

Donald Johnson

Connection as well as many years
experience in the partnership betw
MCPS and NBS to hold the ann
Montgomery County Science Fair,
has been responsible for bringing m
science resources to the schools.'....

Members of the Montgomery Education Connection
Adsystech, Inc.
W. Bell & Company
Berlin, Karam & Ramos. PA,
Chase Manhattan Financial Services
C & P Telephone Company
Computer Data Systems. Inc.
Conte! Technical Services
Cordatum BSI, Inc.
Spargur, Jon L.
Ehrlich, Manes & Associates, Inc.
First American Bank of Maryland
Carl M. Freeman & Assoc., Inc.
G.E. Information Services
GEICO
Giant Food, Inc.

John Hanson Savings Bank
Thomas P. Harkins, Inc.
Hechinger Foundation
House of Printing
IBM
,I. C. Penney Co., inc.
Linowes & Blocher
Montgomery County

Chamber of Commerce
Marriott Corporation
Maryland Natural Gas
Metro Business Forms
Montgomery County

Teaelwrs Federal Credit Union
Mont gomery County Public Schools

Aarry Pitt,. superintendent
Steven Dickoff, principal
Sally Keeler, project director
Judith Kramer, editor
William Mills, photographer

Published by the Montgomery County
Public Schools for teachers monthly, Oc-
tober through May, through an Excel-
lence in Education award to Paint Branch
High School from the U.S. Department
of Education and funds from the Mont-
gomery Education Connection, Inc.

Montgomery Cminty Government
National Assn. of Securities Dirs., I
National Bureau of Standards
National Institues of Health
Lease, Mary Pat
Potomac Electric Power Co.
Potomac Investment Assoc.
Sentinel Newspapers
Shulman, Rogers, Ganda!,
Pordy & Ecker, PA
Sovran Bank/Maryland
TeleSec
Tracor Applied Sciences
University of Maryland
Vitro Corp.

"The proicrt prosen toil or reported herein was performed pursuant I o a grant from t h
Depart Own! of Ethical ion. However, I he opinions expressed herein do not necessaril;
reflect the position or poliry of I he hepartment of Edurat ion and no offiriv
vndorsonent by thc Departmcnt ol Education shall he inferred.-

Paint Branch High School
14121 Old Columbia Pike
Burtonsville, Maryland 20866
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